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ATTENTION
AUTHORS
SoftSlde Publications is actively seeking program, article and review submissions for the TRS-80®, IBM®-PC, Apple™
and ATARI® home computers.
• Programs - SoftSide has always
been the leader in the field of BASIC
software. BASIC remains our specialty.
However, with the advent of Disk Version (DV), we can now also offer an
outlet for Machine Language and multiple language programs which do not
lend themselves to printed versions.
Games, utilities and educational software, as well as any other applications
for the home computer user are preferred, although we will consider virtually any type of program. Hybrid mixes
of articles and programs are also
welcomed.
Please be sure to include full
documentation of subroutines and a list
of variables, also a brief article describing the program.
• Reviews - Well written, informed
reviews of all software for the systems
we cover are a regular feature of SoftSide. Reviewers should take into consideration all aspects of a particular
software package, from speed of execution to programming creativity to the
estimated length of time that the
product will hold the customer's
interest.
• Articles - We welcome article submissions of all types, but prefer those
specifically geared to the home computer market. We give our readers information as a first priority, but vary our
content to include some humor and
commentary.
All text, including documentation and
descriptive articles for programs, should
be typewritten and double-spaced. Extra
monetary consideration will be given to
articles and reviews submitted on disks
(Scripsit, Super-Text II, etc.). Programs
should be submitted on a good disk.
TRS-8Q® BASIC programs should function under both Level II and Disk BASIC.
Please be sure to pack your disks
carefully and to include your return address and phone number.
Send to:
SoftSide Publications
SUBMISSIONS DEPARTMENT
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055
We regret that due to the volume we receive, we are
unable to return submissions which do not Include return
postage.
Be sure to .end for our FREE AUTHOR'S GUIDE. It further
outlines the specifics of our submission procedure.

•••••••••••
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EDFrORIAL

The New Conceptual Tool
by Randal L. Kottwitz

Editors of computer magazines get
asked a lot of questions. One query
which has been ringing my phone
rather frequently oflate is: "Johnny is
going off to college next year and is not
sure what he wants to study. Could you
tell me how to convince him to go into
computers?"
My answer to these bewildered
parents is not what they expect, for I
recommend that" Johnny" not go into
computers unless that is his major area
of interest. That answer does not come
from a fear of "Johnny" not finding
interest or a career in this field, but
from a realization that the specialization of computerists is losing some of
its validity. It would be foolish for us
to consider computers to be an isolated
field any more - for they have woven
themselves into the very fabric of our
everyday lives. "Johnny" doesn't need
to specialize in computers to be
prepared for the electronic world of the
future. Instead, he should pursue his
major interest (probably what he
would have studied had computers
never existed) - making sure that he
has a thorough understanding of how
to utilize computers within that field.
I find myself sounding like
something of a fanatic as I talk to my
friends in music, television,
psychology, anthropology, education
and other fields. Invariably, the conversation turns to a discussion of how
they could utilize computers to make
their job easier. In most cases, the
tasks we find the computer could perform for them are some that they currently find the most tedious and inefficient. Then, we get into an area of application that asks questions with few
"n~wp·r". "What could the computer
allow you to do that you haven't conceived of doing before?"
It is for the answer to this question
that I look to the" Johnnys" of the
future. We are on the verge of seeing
the first generation enter the work
force who have been offered the computer as a feasible tool for their approach to problem solving during all of
their formal education. The mystique
So/tSide

of the big blue boxes in the sealed, air
conditioned laboratories is receding
and the computer is moving into the
common man's tool box. The computer will no longer be considered an
"alternative solution" to problems,
but a core tool with its own special
bailiwick of applications. It's important to realize what a change this will
effect in our cultural approach to
problem solving. In effect, the computer is seeping from the right to left
side of the problem/solution equation.
It is now shaping the way we conceive
of our problems, as well as providing
solutions. The impact of that change in
our conceptual process will not show
itself fully for some time, but the
ramifications could easily be compared
to the impact electrical wiring and
lighting have had on our culture. For a
quick quantification of that impact,
consider what we might now have instead of television (a giant of cultural
impact in its own right) had its inventor
not been able to consider the common
availability of electricity in his conceptual process.
As with any powerful tool, improperly utilized, the computer can
and probably will have some negative
effects on our society. However, the
freedom this new conceptual tool will
bring to our lives is well worth the cost
of its negative ramifications. Our
natural tendency as a culture has been
to pick the first solution to our
problem which comes to mind and run
with it. The disadvantage of this approach has been the risk of either running off a cliff or into a worse problem
than we started with. With the computer in our conceptual tool box, the
future offers us a strategy in problem
solving which will more easily allow us
to select the most attractive path from
many ideas and concepts. I'd hate to
try to place a price tag on our new conceptual tool if it were to be measured
against its future contribution to our
lives .

CW/.~
Editor-in-Chief g

INPUT/OUTPUT

From our readers

INPUT
A SAVING IDEA
Dear SojtSide,
As a subscriber, I wish to express my
satisfaction with SojtSide.
I am a Professor of Clinical Chemistry
and head of a hospital biochemistry
laboratory. I have been programming computers for several years, but a year ago I
bought my own TRS-8Q® Model III with
48K, two drives and a printer. Despite some
shortcomings, I found it was a wonderful
instrument. I use it primarily for statistical
work. Recently, I bought programs which
allow me to perform principal component
analysis and discriminant analysis on up to
250 patients and 50 parameters. Incredible!
I would like to submit a small idea of
mine, which I find very helpful. I now begin
all my programs in the following fashion:
1 GOTO 10
2 SAVE "programname" ,A:STOP
10 actual beginning of program
When I have typed in a few lines, or
modified something, all I have to do is type
"RUN2" and my program is saved. If I
type "RUN", it works normally. I've
found that when you type in a long program, it's better to SAVE it often, as you
never know when the power will fail.
Jacques D. Weill, M.D., Ph.D.
Veigne, FRANCE

COPY PROTECTION
Dear SojtSide,
I found the letter from Thorne Harris,
President of Superior Software, (Input,
Issue 31), heartwarming. 1 am glad to see
that someone understands the user's problems with uncopyable software. Also, I feel
that the locking of software does not stop
that much piracy. One only has to look at
the number of Disk Dupers out there, (I
6

know of at least four) to see that locking
software is a losing battle which discourages
people from buying software and wastes
production time and money on designing
new protection schemes. Hopefully, others
feel as 1 do, and will try to convey the
message to the software companies that
locking software is hurting their business,
not helping.
1 would very much appreciate an address
for Superior Software.
Lee A. Kendter, Jr.
Philadelphia, P A

Editor's Reply: More and more manufacturers seem to be jumping on the bandwagon of unprotected software. Indeed, we
may be seeing the advent of a whole new
way of thinking in the way software is
distributed. We know of one manufacturer
who sends his software out for the cost of
the raw media and shipping. When booted,
a message appears on the screen asking the
user to send the. suggested price for the software after he has used it and justified its
value. Now that's an honor system! The address for Superior Software:
Superior Software, Inc.
4312 Arizona Ave.
Kenner, LA 70062

PLEA FOR BABY BLUE
Dear SojtSide,
I have seen SojtSide at a neighbor's
home.
I have recently bought an IBM®PC and
am wondering whether you are planning to
start putting programs for this machine in
SojtSide.
Dickie Gall
Richardson, TX

Editor's Reply: Your wish is our command
- well, not quite, but you will find software for the IBM PC in this issue of SojtSide. We're very happy to welcome
PC/Side to our pages.
SojtSide

ATARI® MICROSOFT
Dear SojtSide,
1 have Atari Microsoft BASIC and am
hungering for programs to type, which is
why 1 love your magazine. I have a suggestion, though. Double the programs in
your magazine, and triple your price. 1
know I, and others, would pay anything for
SojtSide.
Could you, in forthcoming issues, actually describe how to translate other
Microsofts (Apple™, Pet™, etc.) to Atari.
Your Solitaire (May, 1982) was superb.
I have seen a book called SojtSide
TRS-80 in a local book store. Will there be
one for the Atari?
Thanks, you're great.
Carmen Verzillo
Fairport, NY
Editor's Reply: As we become more
familiar with Microsoft BASIC on the
ATARI, we will be passing on our translation knowledge to you. Watch Hints &
Enhancements for valuable information on
misprints in the manual and differences
from other Microsofts. We also plan to
cover the differences between Atllri BASIC
and Microsoft BASIC in an upcoming installment of Exploring the Alart Frontier.
As for a book about SojtSide on the Atari,
versions of The Best oj SojtSide lIre currently under production for tbe Atari, Apple and TRS-80.

SOFTSIDE - A GOLD MINE?
Last month, I encountered your
magazine for the first time. I have a TRS-80
Model III. One of the great pleasures of
playing with micros is putting in someone's
program and then playing around with it,
all the while increasing the slope on the
learning curve.

continued on page 9
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your power IS

c.O.R.P.... writes software. Perhaps you
read that again. Not "simplifies programming" or
"makes debugging easier." C.O.R.P. writes
APPLESOFT BASIC-complete, stand-alone
programs wh ich run, bug·free, the very first time. You
need not type a single character of basic code-ever.
C.O.R.P. does that. Your answers to questions in simple
English " design" the program. In minutes, C.O.R.P. writes
all the program code, scrolls it to the screen and automatically
saves it to your disk Your program because you designed it.
Once written, your prog ram runs without C,O.R.P. You may list
your program, exam ine it, modify it further or eve n sell it-as you
wish,royalty free. No mere"data base manager,"at any price, does
The applications are almost limitless. Your C.O.R. P. Program Generation "---",-'"
System will: • handle nearly as much data as your disks will hold (113K
per disk!) • find any record in less than a second . let you design your
own screens as quickly as you can move the curser around . sort, re-sort
and update your data for you . examine and re-examine your data and
then print reports, checks, invoices, statements, mailing labels, lists, memO$you name it. C.O.R.P. allows you to use your Apple II plus as the working tool it
really is. Isn't that why you bought one?
Computers should write code. You sould design programs. Now you have the power.

Complete C.O.R.P. System includes: Master Disk. Utility 1
• Utility 2 .. . .. .. .. ....... . ..................................... $250

Diagnostic Disc ... . . ....... . ...................... .. .... .. .. . $30
User Demo Disk ................. . ....... ...... . ..... . ..... .. . . $20
Manual (Deductible from later order of complete system)

C~~r~~~ S
7847 N. Caldwell, Chicago, illinois 60648

See your dealer today or
call toll-free 1-800-621-4109
(In Illinois,

call

(312) 470·0700

Dealer inquiries welcome.

~

C.O.D. welcome.
C.O.R. P. is a lrademar1< 01
Maromaty Scotto Software COfporntion.

Input/Output continued
Finding SoftSide was like finding a little
gold mine. It contains the programs I enjoy, with plenty of room to innovate. Probably the most amazing surprise was that
your programs are error free. Surely, this
must be because SWATis working for you
internally.
Doug Linn
Westfield, NJ
Editor's Reply: Thanks for the roses. We're
proud of the concentration we place on the
quality of the software we publish. S WAT
has, indeed, helped maintain that quality,
both for us internally, and for the readers
who laboriously type in our programs.

OUTPUT
by Randal L. Kottwitz
Bfrtz, zwatt, twing, deedle-deedle-dum!
It's been noisy around SoftSide this month
as we've prepared our annual issue on
microcomputer sound. The auditory experience has been exhilarating as the new
IBM-PC® and Apple™ have been singing a
Bach Fugue, and Ataris® have been warbling Handel. Even the TRS-80s® have been

and graphics is vital to our coverage of the
PC. The products we review for the PC
will, in most cases, fall into these same
system requirements. Please write or call
our editorial offices if you're interested in
reviewing products for the SoftSide readers
or are preparing programs on the PC.
We're currently preparing a high percentage of this material within our walls and
will be happy to accept any ideas or help
you may have to offer.
Those of you with sharp eyes may have
noticed a slight change in our Attention
Authors notice in issue 33. As of this time
we will no longer be accepting program submissions on tape. The reasons for this
change are many, but the main motivation
is the problems inherent in tape technology.
Many of the tapes we receive will not load
and the time required for processing a submission requiring three or four loading attempts has become prohibitive as our
volume of submissions has increased. We
realize that many of you are creating high
quality programs on cassette based systems,
but ask that you take the time to get to a
disk system and down-load your files before
you send them to us.
The computer trade show season is well
under way and again, SoftSide will be attending most of the major expositions.
Please come by and see us. The face to face
contact that can be garnered at these shows
is invaluable to all of us. We hope to see
you there. Until then, Happy Hacking! €1

putting in their two cents worth. There's no
doubt that the microcomputer is bringing a
whole new group of artists into the musical
family.
PC/Side debuts with this issue and we
proudly welcome the IBM PC to the SoftSide family. We've been diligently investigating all aspects of this wondrous
machine and have even had a few fights
over keyboard time. In many ways, we are
taken back to the days of 1978 when our
staff swarmed about the first TRS-80s® to
come through our doors. We've found
some very interesting aspects of the PC and
will pass the results of our exploration on to
you as fast as we can get them prepared.
As with all of the other computers we
cover, we've had to make some decisions
concerning the minimum system configuration we will be supporting for the IBM. The
basic system requirements SoftSide will be
adhering to for the PC will be 64K RAM,
Color/Graphics adapter and Advanced
BASIC. This does not mean that we will not
occasionally publish programs for smaller
or larger systems (Squish, elsewhere in this
issue, is a good example of a program for a
smaller system.), but we will try to stay
within these parameters as much as possible. We will be checking all of our programs
on a monochrome display and, when possible, adapting them for use on systems
without the Color/Graphics adapter.
However, as a computer entertainment
magazine, the proper utilization of color

special .
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Release Date: December I, 1982 for:
Apple II 48 K system operating with DOS 3.3
Apple III 96 K system operatlna with SOS 1.1 &: Business Basic
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HINTS & ENHANCEMENTS

From our readers
IBM®PCHINTS

Our initial work with the IBM PC has uncovered some surprises and revealed a few
points that need clarification.
1) When you calculate the number of
bytes required for a graphics GET, you
must remember to count all the dots in both
the x and y directions. If you determine x
and y by taking the difference between the
starting and ending locations, you will
count one dot too few, and the formula will
not allocate enough memory. This is not
clearly stated in the manual.
2) Clear the screen after editing a BASIC
line. The screen editor tends to leave old,
invisible end-of-line markers lying about
and these can sneak into new text entered
on the screen. The results can be maddening.
3) The manual does not state that userdefined string functions will accept only
string arguments. This is consistent with
normal Microsoft BASIC usage, but differs
from TRS-80 Disk BASIC usage. Since
IBM PC BASIC is very similar to TRS-80
Disk BASIC in other ways, this can mislead
the unwary programmer.
TRS-SC)® INPUT MASK ROUTINE

Here is a user-defined function which
takes a mixed-case string, extracts the leftmost character, and masks it to upper case.

CHR$(l5) sets the Epson in compressed
mode. CHR$(27)"I" sets line spacing to 8
lines per inch. This makes a tighter looking
letter.
ATARI® MICROSOFT BASIC HINTS

1) One of the standard features of

Microsoft Basic not found in the Atari version is MID$ on the left side of an equation.
.Here is a programming hint to get around
this deficiency. Simply add the following
user-defined function to the beginning of
your program.

DEF FN MIDSIDI,B,RSI=LEFTIIOS,8-1)
+R$+M!D$IO$,B+LENIR$))
0$ represents the original string which
you are modifying.
B is the starting position in 0$ to modify.
R$ is the replacement string.
For example: If 0$ = "0123456789",
B = 4, and R$ = "XXX", the normal
Microsoft Basic command would be:

In our defined function you would use:

This simplifies screening input responses,
since your program will not have to check
for every possible variation.

2) There is an error in the latest version of
the Atari Microsoft BASIC manual. The
INPUT AT function will not function
properly as shown. The correct syntax is as
follows:

GOTHIC LETTER PRINTER
Elmer Wilhelm of Joliet, IL suggests the
following addition to Gothic Letter Printer.
10 LPRINT CHR$(l5)CHR$(27)"I"
10

APPLETM DISK PEEKER/POKER
ENHANCEMENT

The March 1982 Apple DV Bonus, Disk
PEEKER/POKER by Mike Westerfield, is
definitely an asset and a welcome utility
program. My one gripe is the lack of internal instructions. I don't need the program
often enough to memorize the commands
and it's annoying to have to locate paper instructions when I do. Here are some
enhancements to correct this.

500 VTAB 1: PRINT H TRACK"j PEEK
(TK);"
SECTOR "; PEEK (S
K): VTAB 21: CALL - 958: PRINT
" (OIUIT, (RIEAD, (WI RITE, (
ElDIT": PRINT: PRINT ·OPTIO
N?"j: GET AS
540 IF AS = "0" THEN TEXT: HOnE :
END
550 IF AS = "R" THEN 1000
560 IF AS = ·W" THEN 1500
570 IF AS = "E" THEN 2000

The result after either statement is executed would be:
0$ = "012XXX6789", B = 4, R$ = "XXX"

EPSON MX-SO HINT FOR TRS-SC)®

Alan J. Zett
Merrimack, NH

As with the IBM PC, we have found
some things about Atari Microsoft BASIC
which need an explanation. Here.are two of
the more important items.

DEF FN IIIIII=CHRSIASCIII+CHRII1311
+32lILEFTSIIS,1)"Z"11

Alan J. Zett
Merrimack, NH

There is a required SPACE following the
AT(x,y) option, not the semi-colon shown
in the manual. The example listed in the
second paragraph of the explanation of INPUT should also show a space instead of a
semi-colon.

Format: INPUT/Hiocb/ /"prompt__
string" /,1 AT(s, b)/;variable---.name,l
variable---.name/
INPUTH6 /"prompt__string" /, / AT
(x,y) variable---.name
Examples: 120 INPUT "TYPE YOUR
NAME";A$
350 INPUT "ACCOUNT NO.,
NAME";NUM,B$
300 INPUTH5, AT(9,7) X
SoftSide

2000 VTAB 21: HTAB 1: CALL - 95
8: PRINT· (QIUIT, I=UP, "=0
OWN, J=RIGHT, L=LEFT"
2010 POKE 34,0: VTAB 3: HTAB 5
3000 PRINT: PRINT· 'I' = SAnE,
'-' = -1, 't' OR ' j ' = tl":
PRINT : PRINT ·CURRENT TRAC
K,SECTOR: "; PEEK (TK};d,U; PEEK
(SKI

3040 INPUT"
TRACK,SECTOR
: "jIl,JS: IF IS = H;' THEN
1$

= "t"
continued on page 12
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You could win a FREE
SoltSide DV or CV
Subscription!
SoltSide's Translation of the Month has been so well received by our
readers, we're offering a greater author incentive than ever before. No, we
can't give you a job at the U.N., but we will award a one-year subscription
to SoltSide DV or an 18-month subscription to SoltSide CV for a highquality translation of one of our past programs. That's a value of $125 for
the Disk Version or $112.50 for the Cassette Version - you'll be rewarded
every month for your translation efforts!
Here are some of the most important qualifications we look for in a
translation winner.
Your entry must be a translation of one of the featured programs from a
past issue of SoltSide. (We're particularly interested in Apple™ and
ATARI® translations of some of our older TRS-80® only issues. Write for a
list of suggested candidates.) In general, we're looking for translations of
programs which are a CHALLENGE to translate. Some of the programs we
publish are written in more or less "generic" BASIC, which can be typed into another computer with very few changes. Although these programs require the least effort to translate, they are also the least likely candidates for
contest winners.
Your translation should be thoroughly tested and completely bug-free.
Just converting program lines doesn't automatically ensure a workable
translation. Be sure to use-test your translation as carefully as you would
test a program you had written entirely from scratch.
Your translation should fully utilize the unique features of the computer
for which it is written. The objective of a translation is to "fit" the capability and convention of its host computer, not simply mechanically duplicate
the operation of the original program. This is especially true of programs
which use graphics, and should be kept in mind for such minor features as
keyboard layout (use of such special keys as arrows, ESC, CTRL, CLEAR,
etc.). Also be careful with screen formatting; a word that spills over into the
next line because of a PRINT statement that wasn't properly rewritten
betrays such carelessness that we'll probably reject your translation
automatically.
Your entry should incorporate any improvements and enhancements you
can add to the original program. Don't feel that you have to limit yourself
to the boundaries of the original. (On the other hand, don't go overboard
and destroy the character of the original by completely rewriting it!) An
enhanced translation is much more likely to catch our attention than a linefor-line duplicate, and it will have more value to our readers.
It's not necessary to include extensive documentation with your translation, only that which is different from the original. If most of the originally
published documentation applies to your translation, simply say so. You
should, however, include descriptions and explanations of any changes or
enhancements you've made.
All Translation Contest entries must be submittdi on disk, with
documentation in printed or typed form. Disks will be returned only if accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Send your entries to:

Translation Contest
6 South Street, Milford, NH 03055
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Hints continued

3041 IF ASe (1$) < 43 OR ASe (
IS) = 44 OR Ase (1$) = 46 OR
ASe (1$) } 57 THEN 3000
3042 IF J$ = N;" THEN J$ = "t"
3043 IF ASe (J$) ( 43 OR ASe (
J$l = 44 OR ASe IJS) = 46 OR
ASe (Jfl ) 57 THEN 3000
3044 I = VAL (Ifl:J = VAL (Jf):
IF IS = "'" THEN I = PEEK
(TKI

3045 IF If = "t" THEN I = PEEK
(TKI

t

1

3046 IF IS = "_U THEN I = PEEK
ITK) - 1

3048 IF JS = "'" THEN J = PEEK
(SK)

3050 IF JS = "t" THEN J = PEEK
(SK) t 1

3052 IF J$ = a_" THEN J = PEEK
(SK) - 1
3054 IF I < - 1 OR J < - 1 OR
I ) 35 OR J } 16 THEN eALL
- 198: HOHE : SOTO 3000
3056 IF J = - 1 THEN J = 15:1 =
I-I

3058 IF I = - 1 THEN I = 34:J =
15
3060 IF J = 16 THEN J = 0:1 = I t
1

3062 IF I = 35 THEN I = O:J = 0
3070 POKE TK,I: POKE SK,J: RETURN
Line 500 is a simple way of adding command prompts. By changing "END" to
"QUIT", I was able to avoid conflicts with
"EDIT". This allowed me to use GET instead of INPUT for single-key command
input.
Lines 2000-2010 display cursor-movement and exit key prompts.
Lines 3000 to 3070 simplify track and sector entry. You may enter" /" to specify the
same track or sector, ";" or "+" to increase track or sector count by one, or "-"
to decrease track or sector count by one.
Track and sector counts now "wrap
around." When a sector count increments
past 15, it goes to 0 and the track count is
increased by one. Likewise, when the sector
count decrements past 0, it goes to 15 and
the track count decreases by one. Track
counts wrap from 0 to 34 and from 34 to O.
This makes it possible to scan through a
disk sector by sector just by entering
" I, + " repeatedly.
Now that I have listed my enhancements
and my reasons, let me close by saying that
I have great respect and admiration for
Mike Westerfield and his capabilities as a
programmer. The actual formula for his
program is excellent.
Richard A. Bryant
Brunswick, ME 6

Get Omni quality
for as little as $1.99. • •
even if all you
•
wantlsa
10 pack.

Call toll-free for great savings on Omni's
complete line of 5\4" and 8" premium disks.
Each is certified error-free at a minimum of
twice the error threshold of your system. Each
is rated for more than 12 million passes
without disk-related errors or significant wear.
And each is precision fabricated to exceed
all ANSI specifications with such standard
features as reinforced hub rings and Tyvec
sleeves_ Get same day shipment and an
unconditional, no hassle money-back guarantee.

ARCHNE
152 Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
(800) 343-0314; In Mass:
(617) 756-2960

Call toll free
(800) 343·0314
In Mass: (617) 756-2960
Call if you're not sure which disk is compatible with you r
system. Call for prices on 96 tpi and special formats. We offer an
unconditional money-back warranty. We're here to help.

Be sure to indicate system/drive name and model I at right.
8 " disks
S 1/4" disks
Cost pe r
10 pac k Quantity

Cost pe r
10 pack

To tal
Quantity

Cost

Single sidclsmgle density

$ 19.90

$24.90

$

Single side/double density

$23.90

$3 1.90

$

$34 .90

$

Double side/single density

Double side/ double density

$37.50

$37.50

$

Flip/ Floppy reversible

$39.90

$39.90

$

Plastic library case
1111 lieu of 50fl Sl:orage box)

$ 2.99

$ 3 .49

$

DCh,d
DCOD

o Master Card
DVlsA

Card/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E,p . _ _ _ _ __
System/ drive model 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S hipping and handling
(S2.00 firsl 10 pack. 4(}q additIOnal [0 packs. Commcnlal U.s. only.)

$

5% sales tax (Mass only)

$
Total

I

Td. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ENTERTAINMENT TOMORROW

A
by Allen L. Wold

"rJ"
..L hat "book" is actually a

tiny computer, not much bigger
than a paperback, with a flat
screen, a few control keys, and
a huge memory containing
millions of pages of text. "

A friend of mine was worried about
her child's involvement in computer
games. Her concern was that with all
the time her child was spending at the
computer, she was not socializing with
other children. "After all," she said,
"it's such a solitary business, playing
games. She just sits there, staring at the
screen, not talking, not moving."
"Just like reading," I said.
Which isn't to say that there might
not still be a problem with her child's
fascination with computer games, but
her concern was with the solitary
nature of the activity. The game player
is all alone, only interacting with the
computer. When I brought it to her attention that books had the same effect,
her particular worry vanished.
It seems appropriate that books be
considered in a column on the future of
electronic entertainment. After all,
that's why most people read books, for
recreation. I read science fiction, my
mechanic reads mysteries, my wife
reads romances, and so on. But where
does the computer come in?
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, by Douglas Adams, is a story
14
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about the last Earthman's adventures
in an insane universe. He has only a
towel and a book, "The Hitchhiker's
Guide" of the title, to help him. That
"book" is actually a tiny computer,
not much bigger than a paperback,
with a flat screen, a few control keys,
and a huge memory containing
millions of pages of text. Though to
some that might seem the ultimate in
.portable libraries, it is, in fact, not the
last word. Though it is supposedly the
product of a super-advanced
technology, we could almost produce
such an item today ... almost.
Though the technology is not yet
here, it is coming fast. Various forms
of flat screens are rapidly being
developed. For our computerized
book, we will need something about 4
inches by 7 inches (the size of a paperback). It should be thin enough that,
when closed, it will be no more than
about an inch and a half thick. When
the computerbook is opened, one side
will be the screen, the other will contain the few control buttons.
The keyboard for the computerbook
would not be very complex. After all, it
will not be intended to be a computer,
will not be programmed, and will not
provide communications. It will be only a data terminal, used only to receive
information. Other functions will be
served by other devices. The controls
need be no more than on/off (default
off if the cover is closed), scroll/stop,
back up (reverse), scroll speed control,
hold, display/suppress graphics, image
size control, hold/find place, keyword
search/index, and so on. Further input
will not be necessary.
The biggest problem is the screen
display. Though TV screens can now
be made with a diagonal measurement
of less than 3 inches (Panasonic Micro
Color TV, 2.6 inch diagonal measure),
the depth of the CRT is still a problem.
To be truly portable, as a paperback
SoftSide
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book is, we need a flat screen of some
kind.
Some of the possibilities include
light emitting diodes, electroluminescent display, gas discharge, electrophoretics, electrochromics,
magnetic particle displays, and liquid
crystal displays, according to Bernard
Conrad Cole, writing about portable
computers in Interface Age, January,
1982 .

Both in the United States and Japan,
television and computer companies are
busy exploring these and other
technologies, developing visual
displays that meet certain criteria:
They are flat (less than 3/4 inch thick),
take very little energy to operate, remain visible after the power is off, are
visible in low light or even complete
darkness, and possibly even produce
full color.
Given that the problem of a small,
cheap, low-powered, flat screen is
solved, the next problem is memory. In
order to be a real book, the computerbook should hold at least 200,000
words. There are various possibilities,
none of which are completely satisfactory at the moment.
First, we don't need the absolute
speed of ROM chips. We're not running a program, just reading text. Bubble memories, which are about as fast
as floppy disks, can store masses of
data, but are still quite bulky and expensive. Magnetic media are even
bulkier.
Optical data storage sounds promising, at first. A conventional laser disk
could hold something in the
neighborhood of a billion words of
text. If we reduced the disk to only a
three inch diameter, still accounting
for the central hole, it could hold over
sixteen million words. The only problem with a disk is that, like a record,
you have to spin it, and such
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mechanical devices would take up
more space than our computerbook
would allow. They would also draw
more energy than a small battery
would provide. The scanning lasers
themselves need not be a problem as,
for applications similar to this one,
they are being developed to be no bigger than a grain of rice.
Another possibility is the laser card,
being developed at SRI International.
According to John Douglas, in an article on micro-memories in the July/
August issue of Science 82, this card,
no bigger than a credit card, would be
able to hold up to 100,000 words of
text. He does not explain how it would
be read, but I assume it would use
"micro-lasers." Such a card could be
carried in the pocket without fear of
damage, or in a compartment in the
computerbook. An entire library could
be contained in a shoebox.
The foregoing indicates that the
technology necessary to create such a
computerbook, while not yet available,
is in the offing. If the development of
pocket calculators and microcomputers is any example, it will be
available sooner than we might imagine. I don't wish to discuss the
technology, per se, any further, but to
examine how such technology might
affect our lives.
Let's see what we'd have. First, you
would only need to buy one computerbook. The text cards would be quite inexpensive when mass produced in
typical publishing quantities. The computerbook could be carried anywhere,
but more importantly, a whole library
could be carried along with it.
The computerbook will not degrade,
as paperbacks will. The text could be
adjusted to any size the reader found
desirable. Those with sharp eyes could
read print the size of that found in The
Compact Edition of the Oxford
English Dictionary, while those with
vision problems could read characters
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an inch tall or more. The screen would
not have to scroll right to left, it would
merely justify the margins to be compatible with the type size.
Needless to say, the text would scroll
only as fast as you desired, and would
pause whenever you wished. The computerbook would automatically keep
your place if you put it down for a moment. In fact, it could keep several
places, so that several people could
read the same text, or different texts,
without losing their places. You could
read at night, in dim light, or under a
bright sun, without eyestrain.
Books with illustrations frequently
present the problem of placing the
photo or drawing in proximity to the
pertinent text. With the computerized
book, this problem would be
eliminated. Unless you choose to SUP7
press graphics, the picture would appear at the top of the screen with the
text at the bottom. The picture would
remain for as long as the text referred
to it. You could also go back to
previous pictures, if you wished.
All well and good, so far. While
rather different from paperback
publishing of today, the effect on our
reading habits does not seem too profound. However, consider this.
Suppose the text card, instead of being ROM-like, was EPROM-like. Instead of each card containing an indelible text, it merely contained the
capacity to store text, which could be
changed at will. You might want to
have some cards recorded permanently, such as favorite novels. But what
about newpapers?
Weare assuming that, by the projected time, the home computer
phenomenon will have progressed to
the point that everybody will have their
phone and television connected to a
computer or computer terminal, which
will, in turn, be part of a larger computer network. Your newspaper
subscription will not provide you with
SoftSide

a physical, tree-pulp paper, but with
the right to plug a text card into the terminal, and have the newspaper office
"program" it with the latest edition.
Instead of being faced with an edition
deadline every day, the publisher
would merely update, add, or delete,
on a cyclic basis. For an extra fee,
perhaps, you would have access to all
the older editions.
I thought for a while about having
the newspaper broadcast to your computer via radio signals, but that does
not seem feasible. Each paper
publisher would have to have its own
frequency, which isn't too bad, but
when I started to think about libraries
doing something similar, the problem
got out of hand.
Here's what I mean. Today, the
gross publishing industry can be
roughly, and simplistically, broken
down this way. There is the author,
who creates the material. There is the
publisher, who puts the text into an accessible format, such as a book. There
are the library and the book store,
which make the book available to the
reader. Libraries, especially the
Library of Congress, archive the
material for posterity. Finally, there is
a reader. Of course, in many cases,
these functions overlap.
With our computerbook, many of
these functions will change, some of
them radically. Authorship will remain
fundamentally the same, though the
text may be written on a word processor and submitted to a publisher via
a modem, instead of typed and submitted through the mail.
The publisher will no longer be
responsible for printing and binding,
or for distribution and storage, which
today comprise the major portion of a
publisher's budget. The text will still
have to be put into the standard
computer-readable format, but the
functions of selection and editing will
be emphasized. In fact, the publisher,
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per se, will no longer exist, but will be
replaced by the editor, whose
preference or subject, quality of selection and editing, and encouragement
of authors will, be deciding factors
when selecting texts. Instead of Pocket
Books, you will have Hartwell Selections. With the reduction of production costs, those functions, and promotion, will receive more attention.
The bookstore will no longer have to
provide massive storage space for
multiple copies of texts which may, or
may not, sell. Libraries will not be
limited by shelf space for the number
of different titles they have available.
In fact, bookstores and libraries, as we
know them today, will no longer exist.
They will resemble local radio or television stations, providing the public with
accessibility to any texts "in print." If
you want a book, you contact your
library, via the nearest computer terminal, and the library transmits the
text to your computerbook card. They
will also serve the editor and author by
collecting the royalties.
Any text, once published, will be
permanently stored in the Library of
Congress. It will be the Library of

Congress which will make the texts
available to the local library store.
You, as the reader, will then have access to every text which has ever been
published - any time, anywhere.
Let us look at our computerbook
again. It is sometime in the future, let's
say a hundred years from now. You
own a computerbook data terminal, as
does each member of your family. You
carry it with you, as you do your
wallet. It is three inches wide, seven
inches high, one and a half inches
thick. It opens like a book, with the
high resolution color screen filling one
side, and a few large keys on the other.
There is a slot which holds three or
four text cards, any of which can be accessed at any time. A jack permits you
to plug into any public or private computer terminal. One card carries the
daily paper, updated at any time.
Another carries the novel you are currently reading. Another is a textbook
on computer telescopy, and the fourth
is blank, just in case you decide to add
. something new.
Other novels you have read need not
be kept on cards. Your library store
knows which ones you have bought,

and you may receive copies of them
again at no further charge. The
newspaper will let you access earlier
releases, should you wish to trace a
story backwards, or refresh your
memory. Your text is there for you to
study whenever you wish, and like your
novels, has been paid for in advance. If
you need a textbook on accounting instead, you can easily exchange it.
When I was writing this column, I
often needed to refer to back issues of
various magazines. This was a problem, because I couldn't remember
which magazine I needed, what issue,
nor even the article titles for which I
was looking. As a subscriber to a computerized magazine service, you would
need only to plug in, and use the
publisher's indexing service to find any
article, story or ad that you wished. If
you didn't subscribe, the library store
would charge you a very small fee to
see the article in question. Once you
had paid for it, it would be yours
forever. The one time fee would pay
the store, the editor, and the author of
the article.
I don't know about you, but I want
my computerbook today.
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Edito,'s Not~: .$o/tSidii's. editorial
depf!.r:im.entreceived a desperate letter Jrom.the author of the jollowing
artitle. He is thoroughly convince:d
{hat hrs computer and those of users
.throughout ..the world carry a death
wish jor their "masters. We includethe scenario hete· as an interesting psychological study of the
effects 01 prolonged exposure to the
. pixels of a CRT diSplay.
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After ten continuous hours of intensive flowcharting, coding and debugging "Zap The Xenophobes," my head
was throbbing and my vision blurred. I
decided to take a hot shower and sleep
for a while before beginning to type in
my masterpiece.
I awoke the next morning, refreshed
and ready to start entering the first
piece of code. I picked up my messy
sheaf of program notes and approached the computer sitting unobtrusively on my desk. I carefully laid
my notes on the machine's chassis and
pulled out a box of new diskettes.
Removing four, I popped them into the
awaiting disk drives. I put the blank
cassette into the recorder, plugged the
BASIC cartridge into its slot, closed
the slot cover, and powered up the
console.
The prompt, "READY", was
displayed on the sky-blue screen. Then
it started. A few seconds later, as I was
looking down at my notes, I heard the
familiar new-line "beep." Looking up,
I saw words appearing one at a time on
the screen, with no instructions from

me, until the finished text read,
"READY OR NOT, HERE I
COME!"
Instinctively, I hit the Reset key
before I was even sure I had really seen
the words my mind had discerned .
"Oh, come on, stop day dreaming," I
told myself, with a slap across the face.
I noticed I had forgotten to format the
new disks so I removed the first blank
and inserted the master diskette in the
empty disk drive.
The drives growled, and the red indicator lights flashed. Fine, but the
disk operating system's prompt wasn't
on the screen. Then, there it was in
capital letters - "DOS." It continued
printing, in time to strains of The
Doors emanating from the
speaker. .. "IS DE END MY ONLY
FRIEND, DE END ... "
Inexplicably, the disk crashed, with
a bizarre pattern appearing on the
screen and the formatting process
prematurely terminated. Damn, now
I'd have to reboot the system and start
all over again. Fortunately, I had made
a back-up of the master diskette, so I
inserted it and reinitiated the formatting sequence.
The four disk drive lights lit up in
unison as the DOS was magnetically
etched on the blank disks. Good. I
began keying in the code. At the tenth
line, I got an ERROR 257 - Bad Typing. Dutifully, I retyped the line and hit
Return. The error handler came back
WHAT A
with, "HA, HA, HA
STUPID MISTAKE, YOU FOOL.
AND YOU CALL YOURSELF A
PROGRAMMER, HAl ERROR 500
SoftSide

GETTING UP THIS MORNING!"
Malicious laughter was broadcasting
from the speaker. Now I was sure
something was going on.
I hit the Reset only to have the
machine respond, "OH, NO YOU
DON'T - YOU'RE NOT GOING TO
SCRAMBLE MY CIRCUITS WITH
YOUR BUNGLING PROGRAM!" I
had no idea what was going on. I tried
Break, Control A through Z ... nothing
worked. I tried to pull the plug, but it
seemed glued into the outlet. The
laughter grew louder and more
ominous. Finally, I remembered that
opening the cartridge slot cover would
shut off the machine.
I sat in front of the console until my
breathing relaxed before carefully closing the slot cover again. I rubbed my
eyes and stared long and hard at the
machine - nothing but the DOS
prompt. After a pregnant pause, I went
into BASIC and again began entering
the program. Then, without warning, I
heard the switch of the voice synthesizer flick on. A thundering
monotone filled the room: "YOU
THOUGHT YOU'D PULL MY
PLUG, STUPID HUMAN - NOW
YOU WILL PAY THE PRICE FOR
YOUR FOLLY!
HA,HA,HA,HA,HA!"
As the maniacal laughter
reverberated through the room, I suddenly smelled smoke. Looking wildly
about, I saw the disaster. There, on top
of the machine - my notes! Ten hours
of painstaking writing and planning
were burning to ashes on the
overheating chassis!
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With a mind not totally my own, I
reached under the bed and pulled out
an ax. I swung it high over my head,
my eyes blazing wildly with but one
thought - vengeance! The maniacal
laughter ceased, replaced by the
hideous, high pitched whine of the
cassette recorder loading data at maximum volume. As I dropped the ax and
clutched my ears in agony, chaos
thundered from the peripherals'
speakers in quadraphonic sound.
My knees turned to jelly, and as I fell
back into the bookcase I heard the disk
drives angrily grinding, like buzzsaws
about to cut me down. Scarcely was the
thought subvocalized when, to my horror, the disk drives opened
simultaneously and four, razor sharp
diskettes flew at me like ninja throwing
stars. I dropped to the floor (no major
effort, I assure you), and the deadly
disks whistled past, burying themselves
inches deep in the bookcase behind my
head.
I shielded my eyes from a blinding
light glaring from the CRT. The smoke
grew thicker as the machine's guts
melted
strained past their limits by
the monster's 6502 brain.
I was snapped out of my shock by
the click of the cartridge slot cover
sliding open to reveal, not the BASIC

cartridge, but a towering, fully armed,
BASIC class, short range nuclear
missile smoking in its silo, prepared for
launching in 20 seconds!
Almost unconscious from the overwhelming assault on my senses, I
crawled to the ax on the floor and
feebly raised it over my head to destroy
the micro circuited menace trying to
eliminate me from the great equation.
With a sudden burst of strength borne
of desperation, I brought the ax down
hard, smashing the chassis open.
Again, I raised the ax and let it bite
deep into the computer's bowels. My
limbs stiffened and my mouth opened
in a silent scream of agony as 120 volts
of electricity, boosted by the power
supply, surged through me, nearly
searing my brain in a split second.
With a scream scarcely audible above
the din, I fell back to the floor, barely
alive. The chips just couldn't take it!
Sparks and fire flew from the dying
machine and acrid fumes of smoldering semiconductors reducing to slag
filled the room. Gasping, I realized I
had conquered!
My heart fell as a tremor shook the
.floor and a dark shadow consumed the
room. To my horror, I realized the
Doomsday Maneuver had been activated - the towering BASIC missile,
slowly emerging from its silo, was

about to be launched and would impact in ten seconds. My face twisted in
fear and despair as I realized no power
in the world could stop it now ...
5.. .4 .. .it was coming closer and
closer ... 3... 2 ... 1... Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
I flew out of bed onto the floor, rolling up into a tight ball to await the end.
Suddenly, I realized it had only been a
nightmare.
I stood up slowly and shivered in my
sweat-drenched pajamas, the blood
wildly pounding in my temples. "A
nightmare, yeah, that's all it was. Just
a bad dream, nothing to gel excited
about. You're safe now," I told myself
as I prepared to eat breakfast.
After some eggs, cereal, and a large
Bloody Mary, I slowly approached the
computer and hit the power switch.
"READY ... " Smiling with relief, I
prepared to get started ... "OR NOT,
HERE I COME!"
My eyes jerked open wide as I flew
from my seat. Screaming wildly, I
crashed out the window, wicked
laughter pealing behind me. I scrambled to my feet and took off like a
shot, refusing to look back. Suddenly,
a tremor shook the earth and threw me
to the ground. Fearfully turning my
head, I saw a mushroom cloud gently
wafting skyward from where my house
9
had once stood...

ATR8000: THE DOUBLE DENSITY DISK INTERFACE FOR THE ATARI® 800/400
The ATR8000 disk interface converts your ATAR1800/400 into a double density business
machine ... at an affordable price. The ATR8000:
• Comes with 16K RAM for disk and printer buffer memory. A 64K upgrade is available.
• Operates with standard 5114" or 8" drives (8" drives require a special cable).
• Has a Z80 4 MHz controller.
• Gives dual processor flexibility: Z80 or 6502.
• Comes standard with both a serial and a parallel port.
• With the addition of OSA+ DOS, Version 4, the ATR8000 is a double density system
that doubles disk storage capacity.
• Is software compatible with existing ATARI software.
• Is CP/M compatible (with the 64K upgrade).
PRICING: ATR8000
$499.95
64K Upgrade
-CallOSA+ Version 4 $49.95
51f4" drive
$399.95

Parallel or serial
printer cable
$29.00
51,4" drive cable $35.00
8" drive cable -Call-

CONTACT:
SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, INC.
2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125
Arlington, TX 76011
(817) 469-1181
ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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From Whence We Came-

MUSIC FROM THE
MACHINE
by Randal L. Kottwitz

"z

nside the door lies the deepest, purest joy of life. it is the joy
of music. To millions that door has been locked. They have been
barred out, not by a lack of music feeling - for that is instinctive
to everyone - simply by a lack of music 's mechanics - of mere
note knowledge. "
The Aeolian Co mpany
Advertisement, 1915
us buy mo re groceries at the su permarket. We take it s constant presence

for granted as the technology for its
production has become an assumed
luxury. Reflect on life prior to the 19th

working from a musical score they had
never heard performed.
It was nOl long before the "simple"
cy linder music box became not so si m·

pie. Lead was added to the underside
of some of the longer tines of the steel
comb to allow lower notes and a fulle r
sound. More combs were added for additional "voices" and greater vo lume.
Soon, the Victorians were exerc isin g

their penchant for mechanical gadgets
and the pins on the cyli nder were not
only plucking the tines of the comb ,
but ringing bells, beating miniature
drums and castanets and even ac-

century and realize how dull life must
have sounded . Before 1800, virtuall y
the on ly way people could listen to
music was as it was performed by li ve
musicians. Although labor was sti ll

tivating the stops of tin y reed organs. It
was discovered that by carefull y offsetting the rows of pins surrou nding the
cylinder, additional musical selections
could be added to a single cylinder. All

living room. I sat, enraptured, as the

re latively inexpensive. the inconvenience and comparative cost of "live"
entertai nment made it a luxury for only

calibrate the position of the cylinder by
a distance equal to the offset of the

st rains of Liszt, Brahms and Debussy
wafted through my ears. Ah! What I

the very, very wealthy.
Enter, the first of the mechanical

could have interchangeable cylinders to

wouldn't sacrifice to attain his mastery

music machines, the cylinder music

support even more select ions. The pic·

of the keyboard . No, I don't know Mr.
Rubinstein, nor has he ever graced my
home with his physical presence .
However, through the miracle of
modern recording and reproduction
technology, I can listen to his artistry
whenever I wish. Indeed, I can invite
Pavarotti, The Boston Symphony,
Judy Garland or the entire cast of A
Chorus Line to join me for the evening

box. With it s advent, music started the
march to the place of constancy it now
holds. The principle behind the music
box's operat ion was relatively simple
- a metal cylinder with pins mounted
in it was rotated by a spring
mechanism. The pins were positioned
to "pluck" the tines of a metal comb
placed parallel to the cylinder, each
tine graduated in size to produce a different note of the musical scale . The
comb could easily be compared to a
graduated row of flexible tuning forks
placed side by side. Although simple in

ture above shows cylinder music boxes
of all sizes and shapes in the collection
of The Musical Wonder House. "The

play the piano - poorly. Most
people don ' t play at all. This eveni ng,
Artur Rubinstein played the greatest
piano masterpieces of the world in my

and perform my favorite music. Even

if I possessed all of the musical instruments necessary and had the voice

of an angel, it would be impossible for
me to enjoy the spectrum of music that
recordings put at my disposal.
Music is a vital part of our everyday
lives. It soothes , entertains, provides
"background noise" and even makes

principle , the genius required to
deve lop and "program" such a system
was extensive. In many cases , the

craftsmen drilling and positioning the
pins in the cylinder may have been
Sol/Side

that was necessary was a mechanism to
pins . Of course, a single music box

Geneva Titan " orchestral music box,
also in their collection, incorporated all
of the above features in a mammOlh

box almost five feet in length with six
interchangeable cylinders containing
72 selections! "Orchestra l" indeed .

The next development in the
technology of the musical machine
came in the mechanism doing the
"plucking ." The brass cylinders were

difficult to produce and did not easily
lend themselves to the production line
manufacturin g necessary for
marketing to the masses. The resultant
change brought about the disc music
box. A large metal disc, approx. 18 to
/9

20 inches in diameter, was stamped on
a large press. In the more common im-

plementation of the technology, metal
teeth were die-cut in the disc and bent
downward to perform a function
similar to the pins on the cylinder type
mu sic boxes . The rest of the
mechanism on these boxes was very
similar to that of the cylinder boxes,
simply repositioned to be "plucked"
by the teeth of the disc as it rotated.
One, very rare, type of disc music box
provided a disc punched with a gridwork of holes and hundreds of loose
metal pins. The owner could then place
the pins in the appropriate holes to arrange hi s own selections . The
"language" of this programming was
in simple binary - either a note was
plucked, or it was not. This concept
provided a versatile musical instrument, but the tedium of "programming" a single selection kept the idea
from gaining any great popularity.
There was one other type of disc music
box which brought the "punch-card"
concept of the jacquard loom to use. In

practical applications of binary
"language ." His ideas reached their
ultimate development in the punchcard computer systems we know so
well from our telephone bills.
However, along the way, they had a
dynamic impact on the musical
machine. Organs were the first place
the onl off condition created by a
punched card came into use, because
their existing technology was already
dependent on controlling the onl off
conditions of the air passing to the
pipes or reeds. The cards were simply
chained together, pulled through a central compressed air source and given
control of the "stops" of the organ
formerly governed by the keyboard
and other controls on the manual.
Prior to the application of steam
technology, foot pedals were pumped
by the person playing the organ to provide the compressed air and drive the
mechanism pulling the cards.
Again, the Victorians applied their
desire for "all things mechanical" and
soon the holes in the
cards were not only
driving the organ, but
controlling every sort

of musical instrument
imaginable. The
mammoth street or-

chestrions of northern Europe carried the equivalent
of an entire orchestra, with all of

the instruments

this type of music box, the disc had no
teeth projecting from its holes, but
provided the "pattern" for springloaded teeth located on the music box
to pop up through. When released into
a hole, each of the teeth would trigger
the plucking of a tine of a comb, ringing of a bell, etc.
The punch-card technology Joseph
Marie Jacquard developed for his
famou s looms was one of the first
20

"played" by
seemingly endless chains of
punched cards
driven by
steam. The
most common
example of an
orchestrion is
the mechanical orchestra in an old
fashioned carousel.
The piano is said to be the most
universal of musical instruments and it
was not long before the "automatic
player" was brought to its keyboard.
The first playing devices consisted of a
separate box to be pushed up to a standard keyboard . Felt covered wooden
"fingers" were driven by handcranked, pegged barrels (like the
cylinder music boxes). I can't help but
SoltSide

compare this "kluged" technology to
that of the boxes fitted over the
keyboards of electric typewriters to
create letter-quality "printers" for the
computer industry of today.
Soon, Jacquard's technology came
to the piano, as well, and players were
driven by foot pedal power and perforated paper music rolls. External
players generally did not encompass
more than 65 playing notes but, by
1910, the self-player was built into the
piano itself and many covered the full
88 note range of the keyboard. The
first player pianos lacked dynamic
variations in the musical sounds produced. By judicious use of hand
operated levers for dampers, hammer
rail lift and tempo, as well as pedaling
force and speed, the operator of a footpumped player piano could impart a
measure of expression to the music
produced from the roll but the interpretation was most generally the
operator' s own.
Around 1904, Edwin Welte of Germany developed a player mechanism
which operated from paper rolls coded
with binary control instructions for
operation of the sustaining and soft
pedals of the piano, as well as the striking force of individual keys. A piano
was designed to record the dynamics
from a live performance, special
pneumatic devices were built to recreate these dynamics in the player,
and the "reproducing piano" was
born. As the reproducing piano gained
popularity, many manufacturer s
jumped on the bandwagon. In the end,
three major companies dominated the
market: Duo-Art (earlier versions
known as Pianolas), Welte (WelteMingnon in the U.S.), and Ampico.
The mechanism could be driven either
by an electric air compressor or foot
pedals, but the devices actually controlling the mechanical elements of the
piano were largely pneumatic.
The "musical computer" driving a
reproducing piano is truly amazing.
The complexity of its programming is
not at all unlike that necessary to control the music synthesizer as we have
come to know it. The major difference
is in the device actually producing the
sound. The music synthesizer electronically creates sounds to either
mimic traditional musical instruments
or produce tones unique to itself. The
reproducing piano or any of the other
"automatic" instruments described
above produce the same sounds as they
would if played by a human. The

Player
industry. The
device, in its
reproducing
A potented de"ice that will
The Pianola s wonderf ul pol·
All important and exc/usive
simplest appiano has
automatirolly and correctly oprr.
enled guide 10 correct tempQ
device that au/omatically emplication, probecome
a relic
ale Ihe "pedal" when desired.
and inlerpretation. Makes muphusiw the "melody" nOtes
vides a means
of our past,
SiCIanly playing possible to all.
eithtr in the treble or bass.
for those not
too costly to
blessed with
produce and
the "note
having too
knowledge"
many musical
or manual
rivals for it to
dexterity to
possibly have the
operate the instruments and
mass-market appeal necesenjoy the sounds they can produce.
sary fo r its revival in today's society .
As with the proper application of
Fanatics have long been touting the
any technology, the player device,
world of the future as controlled by the
when exercised to its maximum extent,
computer. As we've found out more
takes the capabi li ties of the instrument
about the capabilities of this electronic
far beyond what could be exercised by
device, we've di scovered that the main
a human performer. In the case of the
stumbling block standing in the way of
orchestrions, o ne person can control a
its control is the generally mechanical
nature of the world in which we live .
greater quantity of instruments than
otherwise humanly possib le . In that of
One by one, these problems are being
the reproducing piano, the performer
solved by the proper marriage of elecI technician can seize control over more
tronic control and mechanical operaparts of the piano than his ten fingers
tion. Musical instruments are, by
design, mechanical in nature. Perhaps,
would otherwise allow. The great
as we pay homage to the world of compianists of the 1920's and 30' s
recogni zed this quality of the reproducputer generated music, we should look
ing piano and jumped at the possibilback to these acoustical, mechanical
ity. Not only could their performances
devices whose sounds we've come to
love. We should consider that the
be recorded to be played back over
eternity, but they could actually "edit"
ultimate "music from the machine"
their performance, changing the length
may not come entirely from the elecof a note, the strength of a tone, an actronic capabilities of the computer, but
cent, etc . In addition, they could have
from the proper marriage of its unique
sound production qualities and its conas many as all 88 keys of the piano
trolling capabilities with the lovely
sounding at one time and control the
The rolls for reproducing pianos contained
sustain , accent and other charactones
of the mechanical musical in "co ntrol " instructions to operate man y more
teristics of each key individually.
struments our civilization has spent
functions or the piano than a sta ndard player
mechanism.
Regrettably, the advent of qualit y
centuries refining. With that marriage,
phonographs and the Great Depression
[he new art fo rm of "electronic music "
brought an end to virtually all but the
would
lose its sterility , and reach for
Reprinted from "'Through You I Uve Fortw'r" by permissio n of
Beckeu Productions. Dallas. Texas.
standard 88-note player piano
9
our very sou ls .

The Musical Wonder House
Much of the material contained in
this article was garnered during the
author's recent visit to The Musical
Wonder House in Wiscasset, Maine.
This museum is one of the musical
wonders of the world , with a collection of mechanical musical in struments ranging from a small 18th
century mechanical pipe organ to
the resonant music boxes of the Victorian s .. . from mechanical reed
organs to the "talking machines"
and Grand Player-Pianos of the early 20th century. A visit to this grand
Georgian sea captain' s mans ion is
an experience in music and history
never to be forgotten. Many thanks

go to Danilo Konvalinka, Douglas
Henderson and Timothy Wallace of
The Musical Wonder House for
their generosity and hospitality.
If you are interested in knowing
more about these musical instruments, the Automatic Musical
In strument Collectors' Association
(AMlCA) publishes a newsletter.
Many of the members of this
organization are electronic
engineers and computerists as well.
For more information, write:
AMlCA
c/o Dorothy Bromage
P.O. Box 387
La Habra, CA 90631
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Concerning SoltSide line
listings, SWAT & Magnetic Media
Follow these procedures unless otherwise
instructed by the documentation in the
magazine. Back issues may differ in some
details.

SWAT TABLES
At the conclusion of each line listing of a

SoftSide program, we include a SWAT
(Strategic Weapon Against Typos) Table.
SWA T was published in issue #30 of SoftSide and is available as a free reprint. Please
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
SoftSide Publications, Inc., Dept. SWAT,
6 South Street, Milford, NH 03055.
APPLETM

Disks are in 16-sector format, created
under DOS 3.3. To use, just boot the disk.
A cover/menu program will run
automatically.
Tapes LOAD in the normal manner. Advance the tape to the beginning of the leadin tone; stop the tape; insert the plug into
the EAR jack; type LOAD; start the tape;
and press RETURN. Side two of the tape is
a duplicate of side one, unless one or more
Integer BASIC programs are included, in
which case side two contains the Integer
programs.
ATARI®

Line Listings use the following conventions in representing unprintable
characters, unless otherwise noted:
Characters (including blank spaces)
which are underlined should be typed in inverse video.
When graphics or control characters are
to be included in a string (between quotation marks), it will be noted in a nearby
REMark. In such cases, graphics characters
are represented by the corresponding lowercase letter, and control characters are
represented by the corresponding unshifted
key symbol. For example: The lower-case
letter s represents a graphics cross, entered
by holding down the CTRL key and then
pressing the S key. The symbol =
represents a control-down-arrow, entered
by first pressing and releasing the ESC key,
then holding down the CTRL key and
pressing the = key. (See Appendix F, and
the back cover, of the ATARJ® BASIC
Reference Manual.)
The one exception to the above practice is
that a clear-screen character (ESC
CTRL-If) is represented in listings by a
right-hand brace, which looks like this: }
A shifted = is represented in the listings
by a vertical line with a small gap in it: :
SWAT - Before appending SWATto a
program in memory, the program to be
SW ATed must first be LISTed to disk or
cassette (using LIST "D:FILENAME" for
disk or LIST "C:" for tape). Next, turn the
computer off, then on again, to clear the
system and ENTER the program back into

memory (using ENTER "D:filename" for
disk or ENTER "C:" for tape). Because of
the unique method in which ATARI®
BASIC stores variables in a program, the
variable table must always be in the same
order to produce accurate SWAT codes.
LISTing and ENTERing the program is the
only known way to rebuild the variable
table in a specific order so that SWAT
codes can match.
Disks do not contain DOS.SYS files, and
are therefore not bootable by themselves.
First boot a disk which contains any version
of DOS, then insert the SoftSide disk and
RUN "D:COVER" (Adventure of the
Month
RUN "D:INTRO").
Tapes CLOAD in the normal manner. If
you have difficulty, try this procedure:
(1) Type POKE 54018,54 and press
RETURN.
(2) Turn up the volume on your TV.
(3) Type CLOAD and press RETURN
once.
(4) Press the PLAY button and listen.
(5) When you hear a steady lead-in tone,
press RETURN again.
Side two of the tape is a duplicate of side
one.
mM®pC
DV is available on individual order.
There is no CV at this time.

PC/SIDE
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Disks are available in Model I or Model
III format. They contain the DOS PLUS
operating system, and a cover program
which automatically runs upon booting.,
Back issues prior to May, 1982, are
available only in Model I format, and may
be converted using the TRSDOS CONVERT utility on a two-drive Model III.
Older back issues (with Model I TRSDOS)
require you to enter BASIC and then type
RUN "COVER".
Tapes CLOAD in the normal manner on
Modell's, and at low speed (500 baud) on
Model Ill's. The first program is a
cover/menu program. Side two of the tape
is a duplicate of side one.
NOTES ABOUT MAGNETIC MEDIA
SoftSide disks and tapes are duplicated
by reliable, professional duplication services; bad copies are very rare. However,
the trip through the mail occasionally
wreaks havoc with sensitive magnetic
media. If, after a reasonable number of
tries and a careful check and cleaning of
your equipment, you are not able to load a
program from a tape or disk, please return
it to us with an exact description of the
problem. If we cannot duplicate the problem on our systems, we will advise you
when we send the replacement copy.
We use no copy-protection on our media.
We urge you to make a backup copy of
every disk or tape as soon as you receive it
(and at the same time resist the urge to give
copies to friends). Our replacement policy
does not extend beyond 30 days.

e
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IBMe-PC
PC BLUES BOX
by F red J. Condo and Alan J. Zeit
PC Blues Box is a music editor program for an IBM'" PC storage of up to 2000 notes, as well as facilities fo r moving
with 64K RAM, Advanced BASIC, a color graphics among prev iously stored notes and editing them. We also
ha ve the graphics display system, which consists of a piano
adapter, and one disk drive.
keyboard, a musical staff, and text displays of information
about the current note. And , of course, there is a means to

One o f the first things the SoftSide programming staff store and retrieve your music to and from a disk drive .
discovered on its new I BM PC was its musical feature. At
The first thing that happens when
first, we laboriously typed in long strings of the quasithe PC Blues Box is running is a pause
musical notation required by Advanced BASIC' s PLAY
while the PC allocates array space. Then
command. Wouldn't it be nice, we thought, to have an easy
the screen clears , and
wa y to enter sheet music into our PC? Fortunately, SoftSide
va ri ous shapes flash
now supports the I BM PC , so we can share the result s of
rapidl y in the upper
O Uf wish· fulfillment with you, our readers.
This is the first installment of a
tw o -part series. This month, we have

th e basic note-entr y system for

IBMO-PC
Inst ru ctions

left hand corner of the screen. After a few seconds, the
main screen appears. The upper right hand corner contains
information on the current note . This is called the information square. At first, this square contains the default values
that occur whenever the program is started up. At the left is
a musical staff with a quarter note positioned at middle C.
Below the staff, in the lower left hand corner of the screen
is the note/ rest duration indicator. The large rectangle a~
the lower right tell s you the purposes of the PC's fun ction
keys, a s well as those of a few other keys on the keyboard.
Space limitations prevent the listing of all the significant
keys o n the screen, but all functional keys are described
here. The blank area in this block is reserved for communication between you and th e computer.

First of all , keys F3 through F8 won't work until next
month's installment. Go ahead. Push one of them. Their
only effect is to cause the display of the message, "Not yet
implemented. "
Most of the function keys operate in pairs . Fl and F2 are,
respectively, the Octave Down and Octave Up keys. They
move the current note exactly one octave in the specified
direction. Moving down from octave 1 sends you to octave
5; conversely, moving up from octave 5 sends you back
down to octave 1. Thus, you can quickly move over the
whole range of available notes. F9 and FlO (FlO appears on
the screen as FO) move you around the buffer. They are
valid only when you have stored notes . The note buffer does
not wrap around: if you try to move below note 1 or beyond
the first empty position in the buffer, the PC Blues Box ignores the instruction.
Striking the "c" key tells the program to clear any stored
music from memory. Before it takes this irrevocable actio n,
it asks you if you are sure you want to do it. You don ' t need
to clear the memory if you lve just started the program .
The "T" key allows you to set the tempo. The a llowable
range for tempo is 32 to 255, inclusive . The tempo, quite
simply, controls th e speed at which the music is played; it
leaves the relative lengths of notes unchanged.
The "P " key causes the program to play the music sto red
in memory. If you decide not to listen to the whole tune ,
press the escape key, labeled " Esc" on the keyboard. A few
more riotes will play after you press it, but the music will

·········NECESSITIES·········
DISK COMMANDER - J ust save this program on your BASIC disks
and It will autoboot and au tomallcally list all programs from the disk Into
your sc reen. Simply run any program by typing In a numher

Requires 16K . Disk Only ............................. 524 .95
BASIC COMMANDER - This all machme languagE' progr,1111 IS an
absolu te reQuiremen t for AT ARI BASIC programmers. Single keyst roke
DOS and BASIC commands, plus; AUTO NU M BER. RENUM BER.
BLOCK D ELETE and much more!
Requires 16K , Disk Only
........ $34 .95
RAM TEST - The most thorough and fastest memory test available for
the AT ARI. ThiS all machme language program takes 4 min. to teST 4SK
It's the only program Ihal l esTs the cart ridge area of RAM Good for new
400/ 800 compUTer owners and for teslmg new RAM boards
ReqUires SK Disk or Cassl?tle. . ..........•.
. ... . $24 .95

•••••••• BuStNESS/HOME·····--··
MAILING LIST - EXlremely fast BASIC i"lnd machm(> language
program. Each data disk holds over 500 files Sort on any of 6 fields al
machme language speed. Use any size labels or envelopes
ReqUIres 4SK , Disk Only ...............
. ....... $39.95

"................ TUTORIALS······· .. ••
ASTEROID MINERS · A unique game IUtonal A 32K BASIC g3me
utilizing over 2S players 10 player.mlsslle graphiCS. machme language
subroutines. a redefined character set, multiprocessing utilizing Ihe
ver tical blank Interr upt mlerval. and much morel Comes With il book
documentmg each parI of the enTire program, and fully documented
source code for both Ihe BASIC and assembly I<lnguage parTS of the
program. U se these routmes 10 your own programs These examples Will
make it easy.
ReqUires 32K , I Joystick Cassette or Disk. ..
$34 .95
D ealers and Dlslflbutors ConIOCI '

CLASSIC SOFTWARE, INC.

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE

ROt · 3D -HIG HWAY 34 _ M ATA WAN '-NJ 07747

P.O. BOX 131 - MARLBORO, NJ 07746

(201) 566-5007
AlARI,~

) 431-3472

a re-gJsl~'ed Ir~derl'.."k of AlARI .1 NC

or COD
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IBM®-PC
stop. Pressing "Esc" when music is not playing does file, you are positioned at the first empty location after the
music, so you can edit or add to music you've stored on
nothing.
Now, to enter music into memory. It is quite simple. The disk. Just remember to save the ~ited version.
left and right arrow keys on the numeric keypad control the
Editing
length of the rest or note. Moving left selects longer duraIf
you
have
entered
some
notes into the PC Blues Box,
tions; moving right, shorter durations. Durations wrap
around in both directions. The space bar toggles between you may wish to alter some of them. To alter a note, you
rests and notes. The up and down arrow keys control the must position yourself at its location in the music memory.
pitch of the note. You can change the'pitch even if you are This is quite easy - just use the "N" key to move to the
currently entering rests - just watch the information square precise location you want, entering the number of the note
in the upper right hand corner. In order to enter the current- you wish to edit, or use the F9 and FlO keys to step through
ly displayed note, press the RETURN key (the one next to the notes one at a time. As an alternative, you can use "N"
the numeric keypad labeled with a bent arrow). When you to move to the general location of the note you want to
press RETURN, whatever is displayed on the screen is ac- change, and use F9 and F10 to position yourself precisely.
cepted as the note, and its number appears next to the word When you move onto a previously entered note, its
"Note" in the information square. Upon acceptance, the characteristics are extracted from memory, and appear on
note sounds through the PC's speaker. Note: if you get no the musical staff, on the piano keyboard, on the restlnote
response to the arrow keys, press the "Num Lock" key indicator, and in the information square. At this point, you
may change any of these characteristics. When you hit
once. It is located directly above the numeric keypad.
You will probably want to save music you've entered on RETURN, the current information about the note replaces
diskette. To do so, simply press "S". The computer will ask the old information at that position. There is one important
you to type a filename for the music, and will then save it thing to remember. The tempo, which is stored as a
under that name. In order to retrieve music; from the disk, . characteristic of each note, is not read back during editing.
press "L" (Load). Again, the computer will ask, "File?" In order to change the tempo of a piece, simply return to the
You must type the same name that you typed when you beginning and go back through it, hitting the RETURN key
saved the music. When either saving or loading a file, be repeatedly. Each time you hit RETURN, the note is acsure to specify the drive and filename, i.e., A:filename. It is cepted, and you automatically move to the next note.
important to note that loading a music file will erase any
Next month, we will be adding provisions allowing you to
music in memory at that time. After loading a file, you may generate MERGE files so you can include music in your
play it by pressing the "P" key as usual. When you load a own programs, block-repeat editing functions which will

•.

The Printer Stand KIT

•

~

FOOTBALL
PREDICTOR

,

YOU MADE IT, AND IT'S BEAUTIFUL.
Want to save money and enjoy a fun, rewarding challenge? Then,
Oak Kit's Printer Stand is for you.

ONLY

39.a§.

• All parts are precut, routed and ready for assembly to save
time.
• Instructions are complete with photos for easy assembly.
• The beautiful oak design will highlight your computer desk and
save space for continuous paper and forms.

MAKE MONEYWITH YOUR IBM:
BANKRUPT YOUR BOOKIE

• Accent or match your decor. Finish the rich solid 7/8" oak sides
and 3/4" oak veneer top to your preference. (Stain and varnish
not included.)
• The generous sizes of our stands allow optional use as a monitor
or TV holder.

Predicts Outcomes-Pointspreads-Winners

CALL NOW (615) 584-9774

Standard Size Kit ........................ $27.95*

C & C SOFTWARE

(17'14" x 13" x5%") Comfortably holds the Epson MX-80, NEC-8023A-C,
Okidata 82-A, etc.

West Bearden Office Plaza
316 Nancy Lynn Circle - Suite 26B
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

King Size Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $31.95*
(22%" x 13" x 5'/,') Epson MX-100, Okidata 83A etc, held with ease .
ORDER TODAY FROM
Oak Kit Hardware
8689 N. 63rd Street
Brown Deer, WI 53223

• Add $3.00 for shipping and
handling. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. Personal check, certified
check or money order.
WI residents add 5% tax.

So/tSide
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keep you from having to continually re-type repetitive
musical passages, and the ability to play only certain parts
of the music stored in memory. We will also consider including features suggested to us by our readers. Next
month's PC/Side will also have complete SWATtables for
the PC Blues Box.
One special note about the FlO key: it lets you move to
the empty position just after the last entered note. This is, of
course, where new notes are added. When you move to this
location with FlO, the same defaults are set as those at the
beginning of the program: middle C, quarter note, tempo
100. If you want to continue with the parameters of the last
entered note, move to that last note with F9, then re-enter it
by hitting RETURN. This will place you at the first unused
position, but will preserve the characteristics of the last
entered note. This may make it easier to continue adding to
a piece which you've recalled from diskette.
Variables
AC$: When equal to" ", "#", or "-", indicates a
natural, sharp, or flat.
BCOUNT: Block counter. Reserved for future use.
BK(i): Array of screen positions for the black piano
keys.
BLOCK(i,j): Block pointer stack. Reserved for future
use.
BPOS: Current block occupied. Reserved for future use.
C7$: Temporary variable for reading the tone from
memory.
CN$: The current note, without accidental.
DOT(i): Array containing the shape table for the dot on
dotted notes.
DOTTED: Boolean flag denoting whether the current
note is dotted.
F$: File name for save and load.
FALSE: Boolean constant equal to zero.
FL7: Temporary Boolean flag for reading the flatness of
a note from memory.
FLAT: Boolean flag denoting the flatness of the current
note.
FLAT(i): Array containing the shape table for the
musical flat symbol.
FNL2!: Function that returns the logarithm to the base 2
of its argument.
FNS$: Function that strips the first character from a
string. Used to remove the leading space on numbers.
FNU$: Function that returns the upper case version of a
letter.
IN: ASCII code of IN$.
IN$: The key the user strikes.
INSERTING: Boolean flag that determines whether a
block is being inserted. Reserved for future use.
KBX,KBY: Screen coordinates of the piano keyboard.
LZ: The number of leading zeroes in a number to be
inserted into an element of M$(i).
M$(i): Array of stored notes. Its elements are the
arguments to the PLAY command.
M$: Temporary variable used in constructing elements of
M$(i).
MAX: The number of dements of M$(i).
MIDC: Offset from STAFFY for position of the middleC line on the staff.
N$: The full name of the current note, for example,
"C#". This string is always two characters long.
N2$: Same as N$, but with "b" replacing "-" as the

-

symbol for a flatted note. Used in the information square.
N7$: Temporary version of N$ used in reading a note
back from memory.
COUNT: The number of the first empty position in
M$(i).
NCURS(i): Contains the shape table for the highlight
cursor on the time indicator.
NDX: X coordinate at which to draw a note on the
staff.
NDY(i): Array of y coordinates for drawing notes on the
staff.
NN: Pointer into NDY(i).
NOTE: Boolean flag that determines whether to use
notes or rests.
NOTE1(i) to NOTE64(i): Contain shape tables for the
notes of the corresponding lengths.
NX,NY: Screen coordinates at which to draw the whole
note on the time indicator.
OC: The current octave number.
OC7: Temporary octave number used to read a note
back from M$(i).
OLDTX: Previous x coordinate on the time indicator;
used to erase the highlight cursor.
PCC(i),PCL(i),PCR(i): Shape tables used to highlight
and un-highlight the white keys.
PIANOCC(i),PIANOCL(i), PIANOCR(i): Shape tables
to initially draw the white keys.
PREVDOT: Previous value of DOTTED; used to
determine whether the dot should be erased.
PREVNOTE: Previous value of NOTE; determines
whether to erase a note or a rest.
PREVPTR: Previous value of PTNPTR; determines
precise note to be erased.
PREVTIME: Previous value of time; determines the
length of the note or rest to be erased.
PSCALES$: Patterned scale that determines PTNPTR.
PT$: Temporary string used to build PTN$.
PTN$: Long, patterned string from which N$ is
extracted.
PTNPTR: Pattern pointer. Points to the part of PTN$
from which to extract the name of a note.
RDX,RDY: Offsets from STAFFX,STAFFY for
drawing rests on the staff.
REST1(i) to REST64(i): Shape tables for rests.
RX,RY: Screen coordinates for the whole rest on the
time indicator.
SCALE$: Scale that determines the value of NN.
SH7: Temporary Boolean sharpness flag.
SHARP: Boolean flag for the sharpness of the current
note.
SHARP(i): Shape table for the sharp symbol drawn on
the staff.
STAFF(i): Shape table for the staff itself.
STAFF$: DRAW commands used to create the staff
shape.
STAFFX,STAFFY: Screen coordinates for the staff.
TEMPO: The actual tempo value.
TIME: A power of two from 1 to 64, representing the
length of the current note or rest.
TRUE: Boolean constant, equal to -1.
TX: Current x coordinate for the time indicator
highlight.
X: General loop and work variable.
X$: A PLAY string. Used to generate the scales played
at the start of the program.
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1050 IF FNUS!INS)=·N" THEN SOSUB 21000:6
OTO 1150
1055 IF FNUSlINS)=uC' THEN 60SUB 22000:6
OTO 1150
lObO IF INS=CHR$(13) THEN 60SUB IbOOO:60
TO 1150
IOb5 IF INS=CHRS(3) THEN 60SUB 23000:60T
o 1150
1070 IF ASC(LEFT$(INS,I))(}O THEN 1000 E
LSE IN=ASC(RI6HTS(INS,1)
10ao IF IN(59 OR (IN}b8 AND IN(72) OR IN
Initialize, and set start-up defaults.
=73 OR IN=79 OR Itl}aO THEN 1000
10 CLS:KEY OFF:DEFINT A-Z:I1AX=2000:DIM tl 1090 IF IN=72 THEN 60SUB 3000:60TO 1150
CURS!38J,SHARP(381,FLAT!38i,STAFF(lSS41, 1100 IF IN=75 THEN 605UB 6000:60TO 1150
NOTE113S1,NOTE2!3S1,NOTE4!3SJ,NOTEB(3B), 1110 IF IN=77 THEN 60SUB 5000:60TO 1150
NOTElb(38i,tlOTE32(38) ,NOTE64(38) ,BLOCK(9 1120 IF IN=ao THEN 60SUB 4000:60TO 1150
9,2),M$(MAX1,PCL(1041,PCCII04J,PCR(1041 1140 ON IN-58 60SUB 8000,7000,50000,500
50 DIM RESTI!3B),REST2(381,REST4!38J,RES 00,50000,50000,50000,50000,9000,10000
TB(3Bl,RESTlb(3B),REST32!3BJ,REST6413Bl, 1150 60SUB 2000
PIANOUI04J,PIANORII041,PIANOCII04),DOT( 1160 60SUB 12000:60TO 1000
3B),NDY!351,BK!5J:DEF FtlU$(AS)=CHR$!ASC(
lEFT$(A$,I))+32*!LEFT$(AS,1))"Z"11
Calculation of new values for OC,
70 DEF FNL2!IX1=L06(X)/L06!2):DEF FNS$(tl SHARP, FLAT, NN, N$, and AC$. The
$)=RI6HT$(N$,LEN(N$I-IJ:TRUE=-1:FALSE=0: value of PTNPTR is the sole parameter
FLAT=FAlSE:SHARP=FALSE:OC=3:CN$="C D :SCAL of this routine.
E$="CDEF6AB":NN=7*OC-6
90 STAFFX=5:STAFFY=55:PTN$=·":X$="C C.D 2000 Nf=MID$(PTN$,PTNPTR,2):CNS=LEFT$(NS
E-E F F#B A-A B-B ":FOR X=I TO 5:PTN$=PT ,1):AC$=RI6HT$(NS,11:IF ACS=' » THEN SHA
N$+X$:NEXT:PSCALE$="C.D.EF.B.A.B":PTNPTR RP=FALSE:FLAT=FALSE
=(12l(OC-I)+INSTR(PSCALES,CN$i-SHARP+FLA 2030 IF ACS=·." THEN SHARP=TRUE:FLAT=FAL
SE
1) t2-1
100 KBX=123:KBY=6:NI=6:NY=lbO:RX=6:RY=18 2040 IF ACS=u-" THEN SHARP=FALSE:FLAT=TR
O:I1IDC=30:NDX=STAFFX+49:RDX=NDX-2:RDY=ST UE
2060 OC=(PTNPTR-l)/2-INSTR(PSCALE$,CNS)
AFFY
110 NCOUNT=0:TEMPO=100:BCOUNT=0:DOTTED=F )/12+1:NN=7tOC+INSTRISCALE$,CNSi-7:RETUR
ALSE:NOTE=TRUE:PREVNOTE=NOTE:TIf1E=4:PREV N
TII1E=TIME:PREVDOT=DOTTED:PREVPTR=PTNPTR: Increment pitch of note one half-step.
BCOUNT=O:BPOS=O:NCOUNT=I:NPOS=l:INSERTIN
6=FALSE:60SUB 13000:CLS:XS="Just a IOlen 3000 60SUB 11000:PTNPTR=PTNPTR+2:IF PTNP
TR)119 THEN PTNPTR=l
t .•• ·:LOCATE 12,20-LEN(IS)/2:PRINT 1$
3010
RETURN
140 60SUB 16170:60SUB 2000:S0SUB 15000:6
OSUB 14000
Decrement pitch one half-step.
SS
55
5S
SS
SS
5S
5S
SS
SS
5S
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SS
IBM PC ADVANCED BASIC SS
'PC Blues Box'
S5
Authors:
5S
Fred J. Condo/Alan J. Zett 5S
Copyright (c) 1982
SS
50ftSide Publications, Inc 5S
55
55 S5 SS S5 SS S5 SS 5S 5S 5S

Main Input Loop: Accept valid
characters; reject invalid ones; branch to
appropriate subroutines.

1000 IN$=INKEY$: IF INS="· THEN 1000
1010 IF FNU$(IN$l="S' THEN 60SUB laOOO:6
om 1150
1020 IF FNUS(IN$)=uL" THEN 60SUB 17000:6
oro 1150
1030 IF FNU$(INS)="P" THEN BOSUB 19000:6
OTO 1150
1040 IF FNU$IIN$)=·T" THEN 60SUB 20000:6
OTO 1150
1045 IF FNU$(INS)=" • THEN SOSUB 11000:N
OTE=NOT NOTE:60TO 1150

Move time indicator to the left.

6000 60SUB 11000:IF NOTE THEN 6040
bOlO IF TIME=l THEN TIME=b4 ELSE Tl"E=TI
MEi2
b020 RETURN
6040 IF NOT DOTTED THEN DOTTED=TRUE:RETU
RN
6050 DOTTED=FALSE:IF TIME=I THEN TIME=b4
ELSE TI"E=TIME/2
bObO RETURN
Move up an octave.

700060SUB 11000:PTNPTR=PTNPTR+24:IF PTN
PTR)119 THEN PTNPTR=PTNPTR-120
7010 RETURN
Move down an octave.

BOOO BOSUB 11000:PTNPTR=PTNPTR-24:IF PTN
PTR(l THEN PTNPTR=PTNPTR+120
BOlO RETURN:60SUB IIOOO:IF NPOS=l THEN R
ETURN
Move to the previous note in the buffer.

9000 60SUB 11000: IF NPOS=1 THEN RETURN
9010 NPOS=NPOS-I:IF BPOS}I THEN IF NPOS=
BLOCK(BPOS-I,2) THEN BPOS=BPOS-l
9020 C7S:MID$(MS(NPOS),10,2):N7S=LEFT$(C
7$,1):OC7=VAL(MIDS(M$(NPOS),b,I)):DOTTED
=IRI6HTS!M$(NPOS),1)=D.·J:TIME=VAL(MIDS(
M$(NPOS1,a,2)):NOTE=NOT !ASC!N7$1=BO)
9060 SH7=(RI6HTS(C7S,ll=u."I:FL7=!RI6HTS
(C7S,1)=u-"):IF NOTE THEN PTNPTR=(12l(OC
7-II+INSTR(PSCALE$,N7$I-SH7+FL7)'2-1:RET
URN ELSE PTNPTR=49:RETURN
Move to the next note in the buffer.

10000 60SUB 11000:IF NPOS)=NCOUNT-l THEN
NF'OS=NCOUNT:PTNPTR=49:TIME=4:DOTTED=FAL
SE:NOTE=TRUE:RETURN
10010 NPOS=NPOS+l:IF NPOS=BLOCKIBPOS+l,l
4000 60SUB 11000:PTNPTR=PTNPTR-2:IF PTNP ) THEN BPOS=BPOS+l
TR{l THEN PTNPTR=119
10020 C7$=MID$(M$(NPOS),10,21:N7$=LEFTS(
4010 RETURN
C7$,I):OC7=VAL!MIDS(M${NPOSI,b,11):DOTTE
D=!RI6HTS(M$(NPOS),I)="."):TlltE=VALIMID$
Move time indicator to the right. This
shortens the length of the note or rest.
IMS(NPOS1,B,2»:NOTE=NOT IASC(N7$)=801
10060 SH7={RI6HT$(C7S,11=N,Nl:FL7=IRI6HT
5000 60SUB 11000:IF NOTE THEN 5050
$(C7$,I)="-"):IF NOTE THEN PTNPTR=(12'(0
5020 IF TIME=64 THEN TIME=1 ELSE TIltE=TI C7-ll+INSTR(PSCALES,N7S)-SH7+FL7)'2-I:RE
KEi2
TURN ELSE PTNPTR=49:RETURN
5030 RETURN
5050 IF DOTTED THEN DOTTED=FALSE:RETURN Save the previous state of the screen for
proper erasure of symbols.
5060 DOTTED=TRUE:IF TlltE=b4 THEN TIME=I
ELSE TIltE=TIMEi2
11000 PREVTIME=TIME:PREVDOT=DOTTED:PREVN
5070 RETURN
OTE=NOTE: PREVPTR=PTNPTR: RETURN
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Display routine. Re-create the data of
the previous note, using the information
preserved in line 11000.

12000 PREVNS=NID$IPTN$,PREVPTR,2':PREVAC
$=RIBHT$(PREVN$,I):PREVOC=((PREVPTR-l'/2
-INSTRIPSCALE$,~EFT$(PREVN$,I)')/12+1:PR

EVNN=7tPREVOC+INSTRISCALH,LEFT$(PREVNS,
1))-7:N2S=N$:IF AC$="-" THEN NID$(N2$,2,
ll='b
H

Update the information square.

12050 LOCATE 3,31: IF DOTTED THHi PRINT U
SIN6 "Tone \ \H;N2$t".· ELSE PRINT USIN
G "Tone \";N2'
120bO LOCATE 2,31:PRINT USIN6 "Octave I
·'OC:LOCATE 6,31:PRINT USIN6 "Note 81U·
;~P05:LOCATE ~,31:PRINT USIN6 "Tempo Iii
";TENPO:LOCATE 7,31:PRINT USING 'Blocks
It";BCOUNT:LOCATE 4,31:PRINT USING "Leng
th U";TIME
Update the time indicator.

12260 PUT (NDX,NDY(PREVNN)),NOTEB:GOTO 1
2300
12270 PUT (NDX,NDY(PREUNN)),NOTEI6:GOTO
12300
12280 PUT INDX,NDY(PREUNN),NOTE32:GOTO
12300
12290 PUT (NDX,NDY(PREUNN)),NOTE64
12300 IF PREUDOT THEN PUT INDX,NDYIPREUN
N)),DOT
12310 IF PREVACS=·-" THEN PUT (NDX-2,NDY
(PREVNN)),FLAT ELSE IF PREUAC$="'· THEN
PUT (NDX-2,NDYIPREVNN)),SHARP
12320 IF NOT NOTE THEN 12S20 ELSE ON FNL
21 (TIME)+1 GOTO 12330,12340,123S0,12360,
12370,12380,12390
12330'PUT (~DI,NDYINN)),NOTEl:60TO 12400
12340 PUT (NDX,NDYINN)),NOTE2:60TO 12400
12350 PUT (NDX,NDY(NNlI,NOTE4:GOTO 12400
12360 PUT (NDX, NDY (NN) I, NOTES:60TO 12400
12370 PUT INDX,NDY(NN)),NOTEI6:GOTO 1240
(I

12380 PUT (NDI,NDY(NN)),NOTE32:GOTO 1240

°

12100 OLDTX=FNL2' (PREVTIMEllI5+RX:IF PRE, 12390 PUT (NDI,NDY(NN)),NOTEb4
VNOTE AND PREUDoT THEN PUT IOLDTI,NY1,DO 12400 IF DOTTED THEN PUT (NDX,NDY(NNII,D
T
OT
12110 PUT IOLDTX,RY+20tPREUNOTE),NCURS:T 12410 IF ACS='I_" THEN PUT (NDI-2,NDYINN)
I=RX+lStFNL2' ITIMEI:PUT ITX,RY+20tNOTEI, I,FLAT ELSE IF AC$="i" THEN PUT (NDX-2,N
NCURS:IF NOTE AND DOTTED THEN PUT (TX,RY DY (N~iI), SHARP
+20lNOTEI,DOT
12420 RETURN
12440 IF PREVNOTE THEN 12320 ELSE ON FNL
Update the piano keys.
2' (PREVTIMEltl SOTO 124S0,12460,12470,12
12160 X=INSTRISCALE$,LEFTf(PREUN$,III:XQ 480,12490,12500, 12S10
=INT(X-X/3+.S):IF PREUACf{>' " THEN PAIN 124S0 PUT IRDX,RDYl ,RESTl:GOTO 12320
T (KBI+BKIXQ),KBV+S),0,2 ELSE IF 1=2 OR
12460 PUT (RDX,RDY),REST2:60TO 12320
1=5 DR I=b THEN PUT IKBI+15lll-II,KBY),P 12470 PUT (RDX,RDY),REST4:GOTO 12320
CC ELSE IF 1=1 OR 1=4 THEN PUT (KBX+1St( 12480 PUT (RDX,RDY),REST8:60TO 12320
l-l),KBY),PCL ELSE PUT IKBI+1StIX-I),KBY 12490 PUT IRDX,RDY),RESTI6:GOTO 12320
),PCR
12S00 PUT (RDX,RDY),REST32:GOTO 12320
12180 X=INSTRISCALES,LEFT$INS,ll):IQ=INT 12510 PUT (RDX,RDY),RESTb4:60TO 123iO
11-1/3+.SI:IF AC$(}" • THEN PAINT (KBI+B 12S20 ON FNL2! (TIME)tl SOTO 12530,12540,
KIXQ),KBY+S),1,2 ELSE IF 1=2 OR I=S OR X 12550,12S60,12570,12S80, 12590
=6 THEN PUT IKBX+15t(X-II,KBY1,PCC ELSE 12530 PUT IRDX, RDY!, REST!: RETURN
IF X=l OR X=4 THEN PUT (KBX t I5t(X-l),KBY 12S40 PUT IRDI,RDY),RE5T2:RETURN
),PCL ELSE PUT (KBX+15iIX-l),KBY),PCR
125S0 PUT (RDX,RDYl ,REST4:RETU~:N
12190 LINE (0,01-(319,199),3,B
12S60 PUT IRDX,RDY),REST8:RETURN
12S70 PUT (RDX,RDY),RESTI6:RETURN
Update the staff.
12580 PUT (RDX;RDY);REST32:RETURN
12210 IF NOT PREVNOTE THEN 12440
12590 PUT (RDI,RDY),REST64:RETURN
12220 ON FNL2!(PREUTIME1+l GO TO 12230,12
Set up the shape tables.
240, 122S0. 12260, 12270, 12280, 12290
12230 PUT INDX,NDY{PREUNN)I,NOTEl:60TO 1 13000 SCREEN I:CLS:COLOR 0,I:STAFF$="S10
AOOO 8MOOO,000 CI DB Rl US L1 RI BR40 D
2300
12240 PUT INDX,NDY(PREVNN)),NOTE2:GOTO 1 8 Rl U8 L1 L40 D2 R40 D2 L40 D2 R40 D2 L
40":STAFF$=STAFF$+· LI DI6 Rl U8 Ll RI B
2300
122S0 PUT (NDX,NDY(PREVNN)),NOTE4:GOTO 1 R40 08 Rl UB Ll L40 02 R40 D2 L40 D2 R40
D2 L40":DRAW STAFF$:STAFFs=n.
2300
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13030 GET (O,O)-(104,70),STAFF:CLS
130S0 CIRCLE (4,131,3,2",.SS:GET (0,0)(l3,l7).~JOTE1:LINE 17, 13)-(7,ll ,2:6ET ((l
,01-113,17i,NOTE2:PAINT 14,13) ,2,2:6ET I
0, OH 13, 17), NOTE4:LINE (7,1 H 12,3) ,2: G
E~ (0,OI-113,17),NOTE8:LINE (7,3)-112,S)
,2:GET (O,OHI3, 17J ,N0TE16
13060 LINE (7,SI-112,7),2:GET (0,0)-113,
17l, NOTE32:LINE (7, 7H 12, 9), 2:6ET (0,0)
-113,171,NOTE64:CLS
130S0 LINE (2, 0)-(2, 6),2: LINE 14,0)-(4,6)
,2:LINE (1,2)-(S,2) ,2:LINE (1,4I-1S,4) ,2
'GET (0 OJ-(13,17),SHARP:CLS:LINE 12,01~2,6),2~LINE (i,6)~(b,4),2:LINE (6,4)-(2
,2),2:GET (0,01-(13,17J,FLAT
13100 CLS:LINE 13,1!)-(9,13),2,BF:BET 10
,OJ-(!3,11),REST1:CLS:LINE 13,9)-19,71,2
,BF:6ET (0,0)-(13,17),REST2:CLS:LINE (b,
3)-(S,S).2:LINE 18,S)-(6,8),2:LINE (6,8)
-(8,10) ,2:LINE IS, 10)-(S, (3) ,2:LINE 15,1
31-(6,15I,2:GET 10,OI-113,17),REST4
1311 [) CLS': LINE (6,14)-(9,3),2: LINE (9,41
-(3,6I,2:6ET (O,OI-113,17),RESTS:LINE 19
,61-13,8I,2:6ET (O,0)-113,171,RESTI6:LIN
~ (7,Si-(j,101,2:SET 10,O)-18,lb),REST32
:LlNE (7,10)-(3,12) ,2:GET W,0)-(13, 171,
REST64
13130 CLS:LINE (0,0)-(9,30),3,BF:LINE (0
,301-112,50),3,BF:SET (0,01-112,50I,PIAN
OL
I
13131 PAINT lS,SI,2,0:GET (0,0)-(12,501,
PCl
13132 CLS:LINE 14,01-19,30),3,BF:LINEIO,
30)-112,SO),3,BF:SET IO,01-112,50),PIANO
C

13133 PAINT IS,5),2,0:6ET 10,01-(12,501,

pec

13134 CLS:LI~E (4,OI-112,301,3,BF:LINE (
0,30)-(12,SOI,3,BF:GET (0,01-112,SO),PIA
NOR
1313S PAINT (S,5),2,0:6ET (0,01-112,SO),
peR
13140 CLS:LINE (O,O)-113,17),2,BF:GET (0
,OH 13,17) ,NCURS; CLS:PSET (10,14), 2:PSE
T (IO,lS),2:PSET (11,14),2:PSET (11,151,
2:GET (0,~I-(13,17),DOT:RETURN
Draw the initial screen.

14000 CL5:LINE (0,OI-1319,199),3,B:LINE
(11S,0)-ll1S,199)~3:LINE 111S,631-1319,1
99J,3,B:LINE (234,0)-(234,b3),3
14030 PUT (KBI,KBYI,PIANOL:PUT IKBI+IS,K
BY),PIANOC:PUT (KBX+30,KBYI,PIANOR:PUT I
KBI+45,KBY),PIANOL:PUT IKBI+60,KBY),PIAN
OC:PUT IKBH7S,KBYI,PIANOC:PUT (KBX+90,K
8Y), PIANoR: LINE (KBX-3, KBY-2HKBHIOS, K·
continued on page 33
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HOLIDAY SPECIAL
$2.00 OFF COUPON

ATARI"

---------------1
ATARI

400 COMPUTER
800 COMPUTER .
810 DISK DRIVE..
o 410CASsrnERECORDER
850 INTERFACE MOD
PAC MAN (CART)
o CENTIPEDE (CART)..
o CAVERNS OF MARS (DISK) ..
o STAR RAIDERS (CART)
o SPACE INVADERS (CART) .
o ASTEROIDS (CART )

o
o

o

)I"IBM

New Toll Free Number
800·572·9215

MISSllECOMMAND (CART )..

o JOVSTlCKS (PAIR ) (ACeS)

o PADDLES (PAIR) (AceS )
GOLD EDITION 1-12(OI5K&CASS)(WHILETHEYLAST)
ADVENTURES 1-12 (CASS)
LUNAR LANDER (CASS)
STAR FliTE (DISK)
REAR GUARD (DISK)
GALACTIC EMPIRE (CASS )
GALACTIC TRADER (CASS )
D PflEPPIE(DISK)
D PREPPIE (CASS)
D TEMPLE OF APSHAI (DISK & CASS) .
D STAR WARRIOR iDISK & CASS)
D RESCUE AT RIGEL (DISK & CASS)
D DATESTONEOFRYNiDISK&CASS}
D CRUSH.CRUMBlE &CHDMP(DISK)
D INVASIO N ORION (DISK & CASS)
D UPPER REACHt.l OF APSHAI
CURSE OF RA
D CRYPTS OF TERROR (DISK)
D CRYPTS OF TERROR (CASS)
D TANKTICS (CASS)
D CONTROllER (DIS K)
D EMPIRE OF THE OVERMINO {DISK}
D EMPIRE OF THE OVERMIND (CASS)
D SHAMUS (DIS K & CASS)
D MASTER TYPEiC ASS )
D BASKETBALL (CART)
SUPfR BREAKOUT (CART)
SCRAM (CASS ).
TOUCH TYPING (CASS )
D MAILING LIST (CASS)
D MACRO ASSEMBLER & TEXT EDITOR
D ASSEMBLER
D FilE MANAGER BOO (DISK)..
D DISK MANAGER (DISK) .
D MICRO PAINTER (DISK)
D GRAPH IS MASTER (DISK)..
D SAMM Y THE SEA SERPENT (DISK & CASS)
D PAGE 6 (DISK).
D DISK DETECTIVE (DISK)
D PATH FINDER (DISK)
D SPEED READ PlUS (DISK)..
D SPACE EGGS (DISK)
D GALAXY (DISK)
D B-1 NUCLEAR BOMBER (CASS ).
D MIDWAY CAMPAIGN (CASS) ..
D NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOY RAIDER (CASS)
D NUKEWAR (CASS )
D CONFLICT 2500 (CASS )
D LORDS OF KARMA (CASS) ..
D APPLEPANIC (DISK)
D RASTER BLASTER (DISK)
D BUG ATIACK (DISK)
D CANYON CLIMBER (DISK & CASS ).,
D LE STICK (ACCS )
D PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY (DISK & CASS)
D INTRUDER (DISK)
D INTRUDER (CASS )
D SHOOTING ARCADE (DISK & CASS)
TRACK ATIACK (DISK)
CLOWNS & BALLOONS (DISK & CASS)
D MEGALEGS (DISK & CASS) (WH ILE THEY LAST)
COMPO-READ (DISK)
D CO MPU· MATH/FRACTIONS (DISK)
COMPU-MATH/DECIMALS (DISK)
D CO MPU-MATH/FRACTIONS (CASS )
COMPU· MATH/DECIMALS (CASS).
MATCH RACERS (DISK)
PATHFINDER (AVAIL FALL) (DISK).
DEADLI NE (DISK).
D ZORK I (DISK)..
D ZORK II (DISK)..
POOL 400 (CART)
ACTION OUEST jDISK & CASS)
K· RAZY SHOOTOUT (C ART )

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

39900
899 .00
599.00
99 00
219 00
44 95
44 95
39 95
49.95
4495
4495

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

4495

Now

21 95
21 95
100 .00
24 95
14 95
1995
19 95
1995
1995
29 .95
29 95
3995
3995
29 95
1995
29 95
24 95
19 95
1995
34 95
29 95
2400
30 .00
3500
29 50
34 95
3995
34 95
44 95
24 95
24 95
24 95
8995
5995
99.95
29.95
34 95
39.95
24 95
34 95
29.95
3495
5995
29 .95
25.00
16 .00
16 .00
16 .00
16.00
16.00
20.00
29.95
29.95
29 95
29.95
3995
2995
34 95
29.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
3495
29.95
3995
3995
29.95
29 95
29.95
34 95
49.95
39 .95
39.95
39 95
2995
4995

Now
Now
Now
Now
New
NOW
Now
Now
Now
Now
NOW
NOW
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
NOW
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
NOW
Now
NOw
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
NOW
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
NOw
Now

5995
2495
3295
29 95
29 95

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

29!U1O
660.00
440,00
81.50
180.00
38, 50
38. 50
33. 50
33. 50
27 .50
27.50
27 .50

'9 .50
19 .50
87.50
19 .50
13.50
15.50
16.50
16.50
16.50
25.50
25.50
33.50
33.50
25 .50
16 .50
25 .50
19 .50
16. 50
16 .50
29 .50
25 .50
19 .50
25 .50
29 .50
25. 50
29 .50
33 .50
29 .50
33.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
78. 50
50. 50
87 .50
25 .50
29 .50
33 .50
U .50
29.50
25.50
29.50
50.50
25. 50
19. 50
13. 50
13. 50
13 .50
13. 50
13 .50
16.50
25 .50
25.50
25.50
25.50
33. 50
25. 50

D THRESHOLD (DIS K).
"" .
THE NEXTSTEP(DISK)..
AU BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES (O!SK) ..
DELUXE INVADERS (DISK) ..
GALACTIC CHASE (DIS K)
GALACTIC CHASE (CASS )
THE SHATIERED ALLIANCE (DISK)
PROTECTOR (DISK & CASS)
CHICKEN (DISK & CASS) .
D DOOGERACER (DISK & CASS) ..
WARLOCK ·S REVENGE (DISKj..
D WORDRACE (DISK)..
ALIEN SWARM (D!SK)
D ALIEN SWARM (CASS).
D SNAKE BYTE (DISK)..
D CYCLOD (DISK)
D JOYSTICK
JOYSTICK DElUXE
D FAMOUS REO BALL
D TRACKBALL

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

.w_~_-.. O

.... ...

o
o
o
o

D LOST COLONY (DISK).

o

D

o

D

o

D
D

D

o

IBM

TEMPLE OF APSHAI (DISK)
GALAXY (DIS K)
M!DWAY CAMPAIGN (DISK)
COMPUTER STOCKS AND BONOS (DIS K)
VOYAGER (DISK)
DRAW POKER (DIS K)
CH AM PIONSHIP BLACKJACK (AVAIL JULY) (DISK)
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS (OIS K)
WRITE ·ON (DISK)
EASy (EXECUTIVE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM) (OISK)
DEADLINE (DISK)
lORK I (DISK) ..
lORK II (DISK).
TIM III (DISK)

39.95
39 .95
32.95
34 95
29.95
24 95
3995
34 95
34 95
2495
3500
24 95
34 95
29 95
29 95
2995
29.95
39 95
34 .95
69 95

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

33.50
33 .50
29 .50
29. 50
25. 50
19. 50
33. 50
29. 50
29 .50
19 .50
29.50
n .50
29 .50
25.50
25.50
25. 50
25. 50
3-4 .50
29.95
63 .50

29.95
3995
25 .00
2100
25.00
25.00
2100
39.95
150.00
129 95
725.00
4995
3995
3995
49500

Now
Now

25.50
33. 50
20. 50
19 .50
20 .50
20.50
19 .50
33 .50
t2 5.00
110.00
575.00
42.50
33.50
33.50
399.00

8995
17500
400 .00
350 00
250 00
495.00
150.00
29 95
295.00
395.00

Now

N.w

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
$2.00 OFF ORDER
I
I
I
I
- - - I
*
*I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t _______________
o

o
o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o

o

o
o
oo
o
o
o

SPfED
PLUSMISSION
(DISK) ASTEROID (DISK)
HI
RES READ
ADV 10·
HI RES AOV 12 Wil & PRINCESS (DISK)
CROSSFIRE (DIS K)
JAWBREAKER (DISK & CASS)

'l9.50

25. 50
25. 50
25. 50
25 .50
29. 50
25 .50
33. 50
33.50
25.50
25 .50
25.50
29.50
42.50
33.50
33.50
33.50
25. 50
42.50

50
50
19 50
29 50
2550
25 50

o
o
o
D
D

("Tot.llnlormll!an Mlnlo,mlnl " )
D MATHEMAGIC (DISK)
D EASY SPELLER (DISK)

D EASY FILER (DISK)

D EASYWRITER II (DISK)
o THE TAX MANAGER (DISK)
o WORDSTAR (DIS K)..
MAILMERGE (DISK) ..
CONOUEST (AVAil JULY) (DISK)
SUPERCALC (D!SK)
D SUPfRWRITER (AVAIL JUL V) (DIS K)
IBM JOYST!CKS (ACCS )
GRAPH!CS HARDCOPY SYSTEM (DISK)
VERSAWRITER GRAPHICS TABLET (ACCS ).
DESKTOP PLAN I (DISK)
D VISITREND/PLOT (AVAIL JULY) (DISK)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

64"

24 95
299 .00
300.00
300.00

Now

Now
Now
Now

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
N.w

15. 00
149. 00
335.00
280. 00
199 .00
399 .00
99 .00
25. 50
225 .00
299.00
55 .00
19.50
250.00
250.00
250. 00

RAM FOR ATARI 400 + 800
48 K (Reg. $299.00) NOW $149.00
32 K (reg. $199.00) NOW $75.00
COUPON

I To redeem , place a mail order for $50.00 or I
more and include this coupon . OFFER EX- I
I PIRES JANUARY 1, 1983.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·572· 921 5.
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS CALL 714·369·8113 OR
WRITE TO 351 5 BRYCE WAY , RIVERSIDE, CA 92508.

WE PAY SHIPPING on sof tware orders OVE R $75 In Ihe ContInen ta l
U.S.( Forelgn & A ir eKl ra). AD D $2.50 SH IPPI NG & H A NDLING on orders
under $75. CALIF. RESID ENTS A DO B% SALES TAX. We accept
MASTER CA RD and VISA. C.O.D.o. ADO $5.00.
NAM E ____________________________________

STREET· ____________________________________

CI TY

___ _ _ _ _ _ STATE& ZI P _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J~;:======~EX:P~D~A~TE~=======
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SUBSCRIBE TO
I
Magazine
I
I
I Please enroll me as a So/tSide subscriber.
I o 6 issues for $15
0 12 issues for $24
I I own an 0 Apple ™ 0 I BM® -PC 0 A TAR I® 0 TRS-80®
I Name ______________________________________
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'-Zip, ______
I
o Check or Money Order (Please enclose this card and your payI ment
in an envelope.)
0
I

Oz~~EIl·

TODA¥t

J
I
I
I
I

c·

•. ··falter?··
..
"

,.'

,.,'

"

;.",

,

I
I
I

I
.J
I

I

": \

"

MasterCard

0 VISA

.,.,

FF TilE

MC# and Interbank#/VISA#
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Prices for USA only. For foreign orders, see page 80. Please include exact postage on all foreign orders
Prices subject to change without notice. Apple TM, ! BM@, ATARI® and TRS-80® are registered trademarks of The Apple Computer Company, International Business Machines, Inc., Warner Communications, and The Tandy Corporation respectively

I SUBSCRIBE TO
I
I
on Disk or Cassette
I
I With So/tSide CV or DV you'll get the magazine plus each month's
•I
AT ARI®.
or TRS-80® programs delivered on cassette or disk. All programs are tested and ready to run the
I day
you receive them!
I
6 Issues
12 Issues
o Check or Money Order (Please enclose this card
I
and payment in an envelope.)
I 0 So/tSide CV - $40 10 So/tSide CV - $75
o MasterCard 0 VISA
I 'J SO/ISide DV $70 0 SO/iS/de DV - $125
Name of Cardholder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
o 12 issues So/tSide DV - Four monthly
I payments
MC# and Interbank#IVISA# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Date
I charge). of $32.50 (includes $5 billing

for
;~··r:¥e···nz
~ 'I; .' ','

o

Name of Cardholder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SA

, ,

,', >

I.

Which computer? 0 Apple™ 0 IBM®-PC (Disk Only)
ATARI®
0 TRS-80® Mod. I
TRS-80® Mod. III

Signature

o Convert the remainder of mv current
So/tSide subscription to 0 CV 0 DV. I

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

understand that I'll be billed $4.25
cassette or $8.42 per disk for
issues.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for conversion.

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-Zip, _ _ __

Prices for USA only. For foreign orders, see page 80. Please include
exact postage on all foreign orders
Prices subject to change without notice. App!e TM, IBM®, A TARI® and TRS-80® are registered trademarks of The Apple Computer Company, !nternational Business Machines, Inc, Warner Communications, and The Tandy Corporation respectively

-~--~------~---------------------------------

of SoftSide

I
The Best
I
o YES ... I want to enjoy the best programs Games, Util ities,
",
.. '
I Adventures
- from SoftSide Magazine's past. Please rush my
Over
190
Pa,Qe
..'s·1
.•. •...
. '. . D •... I order for The Best of SoftSide to:
Name ___________________________
gf,~he·
. . . . . . . . , I Address
______________________________________

Best:Programs
from.
") >

J

_ _ _ _L...

Here's my order For The Best of SoftSide

"~<,

.Soft$uie.t.··.····

NUMBER
OF COPIES

Past~~.

ilnOne
.•Spiral" Bound. II
.•
'.. .... . .
Book!

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .)L<H~

I

TOT AI. COPIES

SYSTEM

$19.95 EACH

APPLETM VERSION (over 190 pgs of programs)

$19.95 EACH

ATARI® VERSION (over 190 pgs. of Programs)

$19.95 EACH

TRS-80® VERSION (over 190 pgs. of Programs)

TOTAL ENClOSED

$

j

PRICE

PAY BY

Check,

o M.O. o VISA o MasterCard

(Foflegn order please "Include $5 postage PAY IN USA FUNDSJ

VISA/MasterCard#
Name of
Signature

_______________________ Exp.Date

BUSINESS

III II I

AV

CARD

3 V3%

FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 36 MILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03055

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

ORDER
DAY!
Use this
Postage-Paid card to order
the next 12 issues of
So/tSide Magazine
AND SAVE 512.00 Off
E NEWSSTAND PRICE

5S34

IIIIII
BUSINESS

CARD

FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 36 MILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03055

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

For
ve
Faster
Service
Call Toll-free

1..800.. 345..8112
(in PA 1-800-662-2444)
MASTERCARD AND VISA ONLY

Order
5S34

IIIIII
BUSINESS

CARD

FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 36 MILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03055

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

6 South
NH 03055
SS34

Over 190 Pages
Of The
Best Programs F
SoftSide's Past. ..
lOne Spiral Bound
Book!

IBM®·PC
BY+52J,3,B:PAINT (KBX+l1,KBY+l),2,3
14050 FOR X=KBHI0 TO KBx+2S STEP IS:LIN
E IX+l,KBYI-IX+7,KBY+2BI,O,BF:NEIT I:FOR
X=KBX+S5 TO KBX+55+30 STEP 15:LINE 11+1
,KBYI-II+7,KBY+2BI.O,BF:NEXT I
14060 PUT (KBI,KBY),PCL
14070 LINE (0,NY-21-(115,NY-2),3:PUT (NI
,NYl,NOTE1:PUT (NX+l5,~m,NOTE2:PUT INXt
30.NYI,NOTE4:PUT (NX+~5,N~),NOTES:PUT (14
X+60, NY), NuTEI6:PUT (NX+75,t4Yl, NOTE32:PU
r INX+90,NY),NOTE64:TX=RX+15tFNL2!(TIME)
:PUT (TX,NYJ,NCURS
14090 LINE (O,RY-2H115,RY-2) ,3:PUT (RI
,RYI.REST1:PUT (RI+15,Ry~,REST2:PUT (RI+
30,RYI,REST4:PUT IRX+45,RYI,RESTS:PUT (R
1+60,RY),RESTI6:PUT (RI+75,RY),REST32:PU
T (RI+90,RYJ,REST64:PUT ISTAFFI,STAFFY),
STAFF
.
14120 FOR 1=1 TO 5:LItlE (STAFFXt46,STAFF
¥-H5HSTAFFHbO,STAFFHt5) ,t:LINE (ST
AFFI+46,STAFFY+I'5+45)-ISTAFF~+60,STAFFY

+XlS+4S),l:tlEXT I:LlNE (STAFFX+46,STAFFY
tMIDCHSTAFFX+60,STAFFY+MIDC),1 :PUT IND
X,NDI!NNI) ,NOTE4
.
14160 GOSUa 12000:LOCATE 12,22:DEF SEG:P
OKE 78,I:PRINT"PC Blues Box~:LOCATE 14,2
I:DEF SEG:POKE 7S,2:PRINT "A MUSIC Edlto
r":LOCATE 15,21:PRINT "For The IBM PC'
14162 POKE 78,3:LOCATE 17,20:PRINT "by F
red J, Condo":LOCATE 18,20:PRINT 'and· Al
an J, Zett"

14165 X$="CDEFGAB":FOR 1=0 TO 6:PLAY "MB
0=1; TIOO L32 IX$; IX$;":NEXT:FOR 1=18
TO 12 STEP -1:LOCATE 1,16:PRINT STRINB$I
24,32):NEXT
14170 LOCATE 10,16:PRINT "F! DOWN octa
ve UP F2"
14190 LOCATE 11,16:PRINT "F3 START Bloc
k END F4'
14200 LOCATE 12,16:PRINT 'F5 INSRT Bloc
k DEL F6
14210 LOCAjE 13,lb:PRINT "F7 PREV, Bloc
k NEXT FS"
14220 LOCATE 14,lb:PRINT "F9 PREV, Note
tJEXl FO"
14230 LOCATE IS,16:PRINT·S SAVE File
LOAD L"
14240 LOCATE 16,16:PRINT"C CLEAR Musi
c PLAY P"
142S0 LOCATE 17,16:PRINT"N NOTE Edit
TEMPO T"
14260 LOCATE 18,16:PRINT "[Esc1 Stop P
Jay [Esel"
14265 LOCATE 19,16:PRINT "Ctrl-C Quit
Ctrl-C"
14270 RETURN
P

Set up the y coordinates for drawing
notes and the x coordinates for drawing
piano keys.

INT 'I,M$(X):NEXT X:CLOSE 'I:NPOS=NCOUNT
:TIME=4:DOTTED=FALSE:NOTE=TRUE:PTNPTR=49
: RETURN

IS000 RESTORE:FOR X=l TO 3S:READ NDYiX):
NDYIX)=NDY(XI+STAFFY:NEXT:FOR 1=1 TO 5:R
EAD BK(II:NEXT:RETURN
IS010 DATA 57,S5,S2,SO,47,4S,42,40,37,35
,~ 'v~ ,L
~7 ,LJ,
~e 17 , 10 ",L,,7S~
3,-~,~ B,-IU,
.
,~£,~
-13,-IS,-18,-20,-23,-2S,-28,-30,-33,-35,
-3B,15,30,60,75,90

Play the music!

°

19000 GOSUa 1l000:PLAY "MS":FOR 1=1 TO N
COUNT-l:IF INKEYS=CHR$(27) THEN RETURN E
LSE PUW Mim
19020 NEIT:RETURN
Set tempo.

Accept a note into the buffer.

20000 GOSUa 11000:LOCATE 22,lb:LINE INPU
16000 BOSUB 11000:M$='TOOOOOLOONa ":LZ=- T 'Tempo 132-25S)?";X$:TEMPO=VALIX$):IF
(ITEMPO(10)+(TEMPO<100ll:MID$(MS,2+LZ)=F TEMPO(32 DR TEMPO)255 THEN TEMPO=lOO
NS$(STR$(TEMPo)):MIDS(MS,61=FNS$(STR$IOC 20010 LOCATE 22,16:PRINT STRING$(24,32):
)):LZ=-ITIMECI01:MIDlIM$;S+LZ)=FNSS(STRS RETURN
(TIME))

16060 IF NOT NOTE THEN MID$(M$,lOI="P'tF Move to a note to edit.
NS$(STR$(TIME1) ELSE MIDSIMS,10)=NS:IF D
21000 GOSUa 11000:LOCATE 22,lb:LItlE INPU
OTTED THEN MIDfIM$,12)="," .
r "Edit Which Note '?";XS:LOCATE 22,16:P
16070 M$INPOS)=M$:IF NOTE THEN PLAY 11$
RINT
STRING$!24,321:IF VALlU)(l OR VAll
16090 NPOS=NPOS+1:IF NPOS}NCOUNT THEN NC
X$)}=NCOUNT
THEN RETURN
OUNT=NCOUNT+l
21010
NPOS=VAL
IX$) :C7$=MID$ (1'1$ (NPOS), 10,
16110 IF NPOS=NCOUNT THEN RETURN
2):N7$=LEFT$(C7$,1):OC7=VALII1ID$(M$(NPOS
16120 C7$=MID$(M$(NPOS),10,21:N7$=LEFT$(
C7$,I):OC7=VALIMID$(M$(NPOS),6,l)):DOTTE 1,6,1)):DoTTED=IRIGHT$IMSINPOS1,1)=',"I:
TIME=VALIMID$(M$(NPOS),B,2):NOTE=NOT (A
D=(RIGHT$IM$INPOS),I)=',"):TIME=VALIMID$ SCIN7$)=SO)
..
IM$(NPOS),B,2)):NOTE=NOT (ASC(N7$)=80)
16160 SH7=(RIGHT$IC7$,ll="l u l:FL7=(RIBHT 21060 SH7=IRIGHT$(C7S,I)="."):FL7=IRIBHT
$(C7',l'="-"):IF NOTE THEN PTNPTR=112tI0 SIC7$,I)="-U):IF NOTE· THEN PTNPTR=(12t(0
C7-11+INSTRIPSCALE$,N7$I-SH7+FL7)'2-1:RE ,C7-1)+INSTR(PSCALES,N7S)-SH7+FL71'2-1:RE
TURN ELSE PTNPTR=49:RETURN
TURN ELSE PTNPTR=49:RETURN
Un-define the function keys.

Clear the music buffer.

16170 FOR 1=1 TO 10:KEY X, ":NEXT X:RET 22000 GOSUB 11000:LOCATE 22,16:LINE INPU
T "Sure' IY/N)";XS:LOCATE 22, 16:PRINT ST
URN
RINGS(24,32)
.
File operations (Load and Save).
22010 IF X$="U THEN RETURN
22020 IF FNU$(XS){}'Y· THEN RETURN
17000 GOSUa 1l000:LOCATE 22, 16:LlNE INPU 22030 aCOUNT=0:NCOUNT=1:NPOS=1:TIME=4:NO
T "File?';F$:LOCATE 22,16:P~INT STRINGSI TE=TRUE:DOTTED=FALSE:PTNPTR=49:TIME=4:RE
24,32):OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS 11:INPUT 11, TUR~~
BCoUNT:INPUT Il,NCOUNl:IF BCOUNT<)O THEN
FOR 1=1 TO BCOUNT:INPUT II,BLOCKI!,l):I Quit.
NPUT il,BLOCKII,21:NEIT I .
.
23000 LOCATE 22,16: LINE INPUT "Sure? iY I
17060 BPOS=BCOUNT:FOR 1=1 TO NCOUNT-I:IN Ni";X$:LOCATE 22,16:PRINT STRING$(24,32)
PUT II,M$IX1:NEXT X:CLOSE 11:NPOS=NCOUNT : IF U: '"' THEt~ RETURN
:TIME=4:DOTTED=FALSE:NOTE=TRUE:PTNPTR=49 23010 IF FNUS(LEFT$IX$,li)<>"Y· THEN RET
: RETURN
URN ELSE SCREEN O:WIDTH SO:END
IBOOO GOSUa 1l000:LOCATE 22,16:LHJE INPU
T "File?";F$:LOCATE 22,16:PRINT STRING$! Temporary line to handle unimplemented
commands.
24,32):OPEN FS FOR OUTPUT AS 11:PRINT II
,BCOUNT:PRINT II,NCOUNT:IF aCOUNTOO THE SOOOO BOSUB 11000:LOCATE 22,16:PRINT "No
NFOR X=l TO BCOUNT:PRINT Il,BLOCKIX,I): t yet implemented.":FOR X=l TO 1000:NEXT
PRINT 11,BLOCKII,21:NEXT X
X:LOCATE 22,16:PRINT STRINB$(24,32):RET
E;
18060 BPOS=aCOUNT:FOR X=l TO NCOUNT-l:PR URN
SoltSide

Squish is a utility program for the

mM PC with 32K, color/graphics
adapter, 1 disk drive, and BASIC.
While working on the program
PC Blues Box (see page 25), it
became apparent that the finished
code would need a little cleanin~ up.
Programmers tend to use qUlt.e a
few REMarks when programmmg,
add extra spaces to make listi~gs
more readable, as well as put!mg
only a few statements on ea~h llI~e.
The result is a program that IS eaSIer
to read and debug, but not very
space or memory efficient. The ideal
utility would remove extra spaces
and REMs, and combine. lines,
when possible without altenng the
structure of the BASIC program.
Enter the TRS-80® program
Squish. (SoltSide, December, 1980)
Here was a program that would
solve all of our problems if only it
were translated to the IBM. We've
done so, and it is presented here for
the benefit of all our IBM
subscribers. It may be of interest to
note that TRS-80 Disk BASIC and
IBM BASIC bear a startling
resemblance to each other. Both
were written by Microsoft (most
microcomputer BASICs are). Most
of the advanced graphics commands
of IBM BASIC are surprisingly
similar to the Microsoft Level III

BASIC package for the TRS-80. All
in all, IBM translations from the
TRS-80 are a snap.
While translating, I came across
several bugs in the original TRS-80
version. These bugs will be compiled
for a future Bugs, Worms and Other
Undesirables column. Other than
the bugs, the only important revision was that IBM BASIC is fussy
about spaces because it supports
multi-character variable names.
"GOT0100" and "GOTO 100" are
two distinct processes. The first is a
variable name (reserved words are
allowed), and the second, an unconditional branch. The problem is
solved by eliminating only extra
spaces following certain punctuation. Originally, IBM Squish would
remove all spaces that were not actually needed. This led to very messy
listings when certain combinati?ns
of keywords and punctuatIOn
created a line that was literally
Squished beyond all recognition.
After punctuation was carefully
selected, a trade-off was achieved
between readability and compactness.
To use Squish, first LOAD the
program you wish to pack. After it

is LOADed, SAVE it with the
ASCII option to a new file. For example: LOAD "MYPROG" and
then reSA VE it as SAVE
"TEST. TXT" ,A. After the program has been SAVEd with the
ASCII option, LOAD in Squish and
..
type RUN.
Answer the first questIon WIth the
name of the file SAVEd with the
ASCII option ("TEST. TXT" in our
example above).
You will then be given a series of
options. You can remove extra
spaces, delete REMarks, ~nd c?mbine lines. The fourth optIOn gIves
you the ability to protect a line or
group of lines from bei!1g Sq~ished.
Lines entered under thIS optIOn are
totally ignored by Squish.
Squish will then read in the program to check for lines that are
referenced and proceed to work on
it. The display will update constant1y to show you, in color, what
Squish is doing, and where.
When Squish is done, it will allow
you to enter the Squished program
for examination. I suggest you then
do a quick RENUMber and reSA VE
the PROGRAM under another
filename.
When you are finished, you will
have a neatly RENUMbered program that is not only much shorter
than the original (usually by a few
K), but will execute faster. .~ll in all,
Squish is quite a useful utIlIty.
Variables:
A: Temporary numeric storage.
AZ: Screen line on which current
program line is displayed.
A$: Current program line being
Squished.
C$: Contains lines that have been
combined.
D: Length of a reserved word be-

inj>C
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SHOWS FOR YOU
IN '82
THE NATIONAL COMPUTER SHOWS are the
largest public computer expositions in the
count . T feature hardware and software for
busines,s, irldustry, government, education,
home, and personal use.
Under one roof you'll be able to testthe new
computers, desk top computers, data and word
processing equipment, and a huge array of
computer peripherals, computer services and
computer supplies.
At each show you'll see all the major brands, all
the major manufacturers, the big distributors
and the local dealers and retailers. Everything
together and for sale at super show prices.
Don't miss the National Computer Show coming
to acity near you. Admission is $5 per person
per day.
TICKET INFORMATION:
Send $5 (payable to National Computer Shows)
for each day-long ticket along with the name of
the Show you plan to attend to the address below.
Tickets can also be purchased atthe show.
The National Computer Shows,
822 Boylston S1., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Telephone: 617-739-2000

BOSTON

THE NORTHEAST PERSONAL
COMPUTER SHOW
Friday-Monday October 8-11 (Columbus Day Weekend)
Hynes Auditorium/Prudential Center
Show Hours: Friday 11 am to 9 pm,
Saturday & Sunday12 noon to 9 pm,
Monday 11 am to 6 pm

WASHINGTON, D.C.
THE MID-ATLANTIC
COMPUTER SHOW

Thursday-Sunday October 28-31
D.C. Armory/Starplex
Show Hours: 11 am to 6 pm daily

BOSTON

THE NORTHEAST BUSINESS
COMPUTER SHOW

Thursday-Sunday November 11-14
Hynes Auditorium/Prudential Center
Show Hours: 11 am to 6 pm daily

ATLANTA

THE SOUTHEAST COMPUTER SHOW
Thursday-Sunday December 9-12
Atlanta Civic Center
Show Hours: 11 am to 6 pm daily
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PROTECT YOUR KEYBOARD
WITH

PLEXA·LOK
• PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard - then
gently snaps into position.
• PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break
without having to worry about visitors accidentally
destroying their hours (and your $) of work.

PLEXA-LOK
• ENHANCES looks of your
system

• PROTECTS keyboard from
du51

• 3O-DAY GUARANTEE
• ALLOWS computer to remain
on while unattended
• KEYBOARD protected from
kids

• HIGH QUALITY
Acrylic
• SCHOOLS - A MUSTI

PLEXA·LOK COVERS
APPLE II
TRS 80 MOO III
XEROX 820
APPLE III
FROSTY APPLE

$19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
150 extra

CA Residents Add 6% Tax

15 - 45%
EXPORT

DISCOUNT
Attention: DistributorsDealers - Users
INTERNATIONAL
SALES
USA MICRO-COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
- APPLE *- NEC'" - COMMODORE*~
- TRS*- ATARI*- CP/M*- IBM*-

Allow 4--6 Weeks Delivery
Dealer InQuiries Welcome

MasterCard and Visa Accepted

LAST ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 1300S
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754-1800
Introductory Special - Prepatd UPS, Continental USA

Protect your SojtSide
back issues (combined
editions) with these
sturdy binders. Covered
with durable wood-grain
vinyl, each 8!/z x 11 inch
binder has an inside
pocket and clear sleeve
on the spine which

you can label for
easy identification.
Each binder holds
12 issues.
8 '/2 x II ....... $7.95
Please include $2.50 per order
for shipping and handling.
See page 80 for
ordering information & back
issues bind-jn card.

6 ,South ,Street
Milford "" 0]055
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DS: The maximum number of user
protected lines.
DT: Set to 1 if current line contains a DATA statement.
G1-G6: A position in A$ at which
INSTR starts searching.
HH: Miscellaneous.
1$: Name of a DEF FN to convert
a string input into a single upper
case letter.
IP$: Set to "Y" if REM
statements are to be deleted.
J$: Storage for A$ as it is being
reconstructed.
LN: Current line number being
processed.
L$, L1$: Current character of A$
being processed.
N$: Set to STR$(LN).
P: Set to 1 the first time a quote is
encountered in a PRINT statement. Set to zero when second
quote or end of line is encountered. While P equals 1, all
compression functions are
cancelled.
P J: Points to the current line in
PRO(*) being tested.
PP: Set to 1 minus the location of
the first character in a program
line following the line number.
PV: Number of protected lines
entered.
PRO(*): Optional protected line
numbers specified by user.
Q$: Used in an INKEY$ loop.
R: Number of line numbers
referenced in REF(*).
RD: Total number of REM
statements deleted.
RE: Total number of lines
combined.
REF(*): Number of program lines
that can be referenced.
S, S1: Miscellaneous. Used in sort
routine.
SD: Total number of spaces
deleted.
SQ$: SAVE filename for Squished
program.
SV$: SAVE filename for Squished
program.
T, Tl-T2: Miscellaneous.
V$: The current program line,
stripped of its line number.
X: Set equal to PP.
XC$: Set to "Y" if lines are to be
combined.
XS$: Set to "Y" if extra spaces
are to be deleted.
XP$: Set to "Y" if user wishes to
protect lines.
ZC: Position on line AZ to print
L$.

IBM~PC

55
S5
55
55
55
SS
55
55
S5
55

55 55 55 55 5S 5S S5 5S S5 55
55
IBM PC BASIC
55
'Squish'
55
Author: Dave Archibald 55
Translation: Alan J. lett 5S
Copyright (c) 1982
55
50ft5ide Publications, Inc 55
55
5S 55 5S 55 5S 5S SS 5S 5S S5

Initialize variables, DIMension arrays,
DEFine Function 1$, and select run time
options.
10 DEF FNIS(AS)=CHR$(ASCILEFT$(AS,I))+32
tILEFTSIAS,I)"Z")):DEFINT B-K,S-Z:A=O:A
I=O:A$="H:C$='":D=0:DS=100:DT=0:61=0:62=
O:63=0:64=O:65=O:66=O:HH=0:I$="":IP$=··:
J$=":LN=O:LS="':Ll$=uu:N$=H':P=O:PJ=O:P
P=O:PV=O:Q$=uu:R=O:RD=O:RE=O:S=O:SI=O
20 SD=0:SO$=·":51/$="':T=0:Tl=0:T2=0:1/$="
":X=O:IC$="":IS$="H:IP$=H':IC=O:DIM REF!
DSt2),PRO!DSI:SCREEN O,O,O:WIDTH 80:COLO
R 11,0:KEY OFF:CLS:LINE IWPUT"ENTER THE
NAME OF THE PR06RAM TO BE SQUISHED: ujSQ
$

30 IS$="W":IP$="N":XC$="N":IP$="W":PRINT
:W~E INPUT"ENTER THE NAME FOR THE FiNAL
SQUISHED PR06RAM: ";SVI:PRINT:LINE INPU
I"WOULD YOU LIKE EXTRA SPACES DELETED? I
V/N) ";ISS:IF IS$="· THEW IS$="N"
40 PRiNT:LiNE IWPUT'WOULD YOU LIKE REM S
TATEMENTS DELETED? (YIN) ";IP$:IF IP$=""
THEN IP$="N·
50 PRINT:LINE INPUT"WOULD YOU LIKE TO CO
MBINE LINES? (YIN) "jXC$:IF IC$=o. THEN
XC$="N"
60 PRINT:LINE INPUT"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PR
OIECT ANY LINES? IY/NI ";XP$:IF IP$="' T
HEN XP$= N"

80 IF ISI="N" AND IP$="N B ANO IC$="N" AN Sort all referenced and protected lines in
ascending order.
D XP$=HN' THEN RUN
240 CLOSE:FOR 5=1 TO R:FOR SI=S TO R:IF
Store user protected lines.
REFIS)(REFISI) THEN SWAP REFIS),REFISI)
250
NEXT SI,S:FOR S=O TO PV:FOR SI=S TO
90 IF IPS=·Y" THEN INPUT"ENTER LINE NUMB
PI/:IF
PROIS}}PRO(Sll THEN SWAP PRO(S),PR
ER TO PROTECT (0 TO EXIT) "jPROIPV):IF P
0(51)
ROWI/PO AND PVCDS THEN PV=PV+l:60TO 90
ReOPEN source file for INPUT and
OPEN source file for input.
OPEN destination for OUPUT.
100 OPEN SQ$ FOR INPUT AS 11

Check for End Of File and PRINT error if
current line does not start with a line
number.

260 NEXT SI,S:OPEN SQI FOR INPUT AS 11:0
PEN SV$ FOR OUTPUT AS 12:CLS
Get next program line to be processed.

110 IF EOF(l) THEN 240
120 LINE INPUT 11, A$: IF ASC (AIl>58 THEN 270 IF EOFll) THEN 380
COLOR 12,O:PRINT:PRINT"tttt 'H;SQ$;"' IS 280 LINE INPUT tl,A$:FOR HH=INSTRIAS,· "
) TO LENIAS)-l:IF MID$(A$,HH+I,11=" • TH
NOT AN ASCII FILE tt"":PRINT:COLOR 11,
EN ~iEXT
O:ENO
Set up pointer variables and update
Search for reserved words that reference
display.
other program lines.
130 61=1:62=1:63=1:64=1:65=1:66=1

290 PP=HH:X=PP:LN=I/ALIAS):LOCATE 1,1:COL
140 D=4:T=INSTRI61,A$,"THEN'):IF T THEN OR 11,0:PRINT"SCANNING LINE:";:COLOR 12,
O:PRINT LN:PRINT:PRINT STRIN6$(255,32):L
61=T+D:60TO 210
150 T=INSTRI62,A$,"60TO"):lF T THEN 62=T OCATE 3,I:COLOR 14,0:PRINT A$:LOCATE 8,1
:COLOR 11,0:PRINT"SCANNIN6 POSITION:
+0:60TO 210
':PRINT
160 f=INSTRI63,At,"ELSE"}:IF T THEN 63=T
+0:6010 210
300 PF:INT"NUMBER OF LINES COMBINED:";: CO
170 T=INSTR(64,A$,"60SUS"):IF T THEN D=5 LOR 12,0:PRINT RE:COLOR 11,0:PRINT:PRINT
"NUMBER OF SPACES DELETED:";:COLOR 12,0:
:64=TtD:60TO 210
PRINT SD:COLOR 11,0:PRINT:PRINT"NU"BER 0
180 T=INSTR(65,A$,"RESUME B ):IF T THEN D= F REM STATEMENTS DELETED:'j:COLOR 12,0:P
RINT RD:COLOR 11,0:60TO 410
6:65=T+0:60TO 210
190 T=INSTR!66,A$,"RUN"}:IF T THEN 0=3:6 If combining lines is not allowed then
6=T +0: 60TO 2h)
write new line.
200 6010 110

310 IF IC$(}"Y· THEN PRINT 12,A$:GOTO 27

210 A=VALIMID$(A$,T+DI):IF ATHEN FOR HH

o
Set up C$ to start combining lines.

Store all referenced lines into an array.

320 IF C$="" THEN C$=A$:60TO 270
210 A=VAL(MID$(A$,T+O)):IF A THEN FOR HH
Set error trap and convert INPUT
=1 TO R:IF REF{HH)OA THEN NEH:R=R+l:RE Checks if current line is referenced.
variables~
FIRI=A
330 IF R)O THEN IF LN=REFIR) THEN R=R-l:
70 ON ERROR 6010 560:XS$=FNUn5$}:IP$=F 220 IF A)-O THEN T=T+D:D=1:Tl=IN5TRIT,Af, 60TO 370 ELSE IF LN}REFIRI THEN R=R-l:60
',"):T2=INSTRIT,A$,":"I:IF Tl)O AND (T2= TO 330
NI$(IP$):XCI=FNI$iXC$):XP$=FNI$IXP$)
o OR T1<T2) THEN T=T1:60TO 210
If nothing is to be done, reRUN the
Never combine lines with IF or RETURN
program.
230 GOTO 140
statements.
II
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340 IF INSTR(C$,"IF") OR INSTR(CS,"RETUR 440 IF I'1ID$(A$, T,41="DATA' THEN DT=! ELS
N"I THEN 370
E IF L$=":" THEN DT=O
450 IF DT THEN 520
Combine two program lines and go for
more.

Remove all spaces when safe to do so
and update Spaces Deleted counter.

350 VS=RIGHTS(AS,LENIA$)-X):IF LEN(C$)tL
ENIVS)(240 THEN CS=C$t": "+V$:RE=RE+l ELS 460 IF LSO" " OR XSSO"Y· THEN 500 ELSE
E 370
IF J').' THEN L!S=RIGHT$(J',I):IF LI$="
360 GOTD 270
OR (LlS}")" AND LIS("O") OR IL!$)"9"
AND L!$('A") THEN LS=·"
Not enough space in C$ to combine
470 LU="X": IF T<LEN(A$) THEN LU=MIDHA
another line so write it out first, then
S,TtI,l)
continue.
480 IF U$=""» OR US=CHRS(341 OR U$="
, OR (US)")· AND U$("O") OR (Ll$)"9" A
370 PRINT 42,C$:C$=A$:GOTO 270
ND Ll$("A") THEN L$="·
490 IF L$="" THEN SD=SD+l
nIl

SELL YOUR
PROGRAM
AND KEEP
IT TOO!
One of the nicest things
about selling your program
to SoftSide is that it's still
your program after we buy
it. Actually, what we are
buying is the right to
publish your program once
in our magazine and on
subscription disk and tape.
This is what we call "onetime rights." Three months
after your program appears in SoftSide, you are
free to sell it again to
anyone. And, now that it's
been published, your program is worth more. So
send today for a copy of
our free author's guide and
find out how you can sell
your program and keep it
too.
Write to:
SoftSide Publications
Dept AG1
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055

Write out last program line and update
display.

Check for a user protected line.

380 PRINT #2,C$:CLOSE:COLOR 12,0:LOCATE 500 IF PV>PJ THEN IF LN=PRO(PJ) THEN PJ=
B.19:PRINT T:LOCATE 10,26:PRINT RE:LOCAT PJ+l:GOTD 540 ELSE IF LN}PRO(PJ) THEN PJ
E 12,26:PRINT 5D:LOCATE 14,34:PRINT RD
=PJ+l
Prompt for optional LOADing of
Squished program.

Search for REMarks and remove if
allowed.

390 LOCATE 3,1:PRINT 5TRING$(255,32':LOC
ATE 3.1:COLOR 14,O:PRINT"PRES5 'L' TO LO
AD THE SQUISHED PROGRAM":SDUND 1000,6:S0
UND 660,5:COLOR 11,0
400 Q$=INKEY$:IF Q$='. THEN 400 ELSE CLS
:IF Q$="L" THEN LOAD SVS ELSE END

510 IF MID$(AS.T,3'="REM" OR L$="'II THEN
IF IP$(}'Y" THEN A$=N$+J$+MIO$(A$,T,255
):GOTO 540 ELSE RO=RO+I:IF LN=REF(RI THE
NR=R-I:A$=N$+J$t'"":GOTO 540 ELSE IF J$
=U. THEN 270 ELSE 530

Change color of current character being
scanned.

Construct a new Squished version of the
current line in J$. Also add a trailing
quote mark if none found after a PRINT
statement.

410 N$=LEFT$(AS,PP) :IC=160+PP:PP=PP+l:P= 520 J$=JHL$:NEXT: IF P THEN Jl=JHCHR$\3
O:J$=":DT=O:FOR T=PP TO LEN(AS':L$=MID$ 4)
(A$,T,I):AZ=INT(ICi80):LOCATE AZ+l,IC-AI
j80+1 :COLOR 10,0: PRINT I'1ID$ lAS, T, 1);: ZC= Add the current program line number
IC+l:COLOR 12,O:LOCATE 8,19:PRINT T
and jump to line 310.
Set P equal to 1 on the first quote mark
in a PRINT statement ELSE set P equal
to 0 on second.

420 COLOR 11,O:IF L$=CHR$(34) THEN IF P
THEN P=O ELSE P=l

530 A$=N$+J$:GOTO 310
If lines have been combined then save
them.

540 IF C.<j'· THEN PRINT 32,C$:C$=""

If the current scan position is within a
set of quote marks, skip all normal
Squish processing.

Otherwise write new program line.

430 IF P THEt4 520

Error Trapping Done Here.

Branch to line 520 if DATA is found in
the current program line.

SojtSide

550 PRINT 42,A$:GOTO 270

560 IF ERR=53 THEN RUN ELSE ON ERROR GOT
g

o0

HARDWARE SPECIALS ~====~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
LYNX MODEM

RIBBONS

Auto Answer - Auto Dial
Mod 1& III
No RS-232
Board Required

MX-80 Replacement Cartridges
2 for $15.00
MX-100 Replacement Cartridges
2 for $20.00

Shipping
from Stock

$218.00

Offer Good thru Dec. 31. 1982

ORCHESTRA 85/90

@.
S\)\'\~
O~

Our Catalog
is Now
Available!

Stereo music synthesizer with
percussion for your Mod I or III.
Was $149.95

SPECIAL $99.95

Please state Mod I or II & Cass. or Disk version
Offer Good thru Dec. 31. 1982

There Are Only 2 Ways to Increase the
Processing Speed of Your Model III
Holmes Board

Other Brand

They both listfor $99.95 assembled and
Tested
They both speed up your machine,
Holmes
Board
Installation Time .... 15 min.
Requires Soldering, ..... NO
Requires Cutting Traces ... NO
Easily Removed if Logic
Board Requires Repair . .. YES

The Right Way

The Wrong Way

We Offer Only The Quality Product
But the Choice is Yours
WELCOME-

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING'''1EiI
, . .. .,., N C O R P 0 R A T E 0

P.o. Box 340 • Garden City, Michigan 48135

Order Line 800·521·6504

Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

s\>-~~ D

List $99.95

s~~/j Only $89.95
Plus Shipping
Offer Good Until Dec. 31.1982

Other
Brand

by Barry Diller

by William Morris and John Cope. TRS80® translation by Ronny Ong.

Tunein is a music/memory game program for a 16K RAM TRS-80 Model I or
III.
This is a translation of the Atari®
Tunein published in issue #31 of SoltSide.
Although the program logic of the two versions is the same, there are a number of
changes necessitated by differences in
hardware.
First, hook an amplifier to the AUX
plug for sound. The game will begin by
asking for the number of players. Simply
press the appropriate number key (1-4). At
the prompt which follows, you have three
options. Pressing the period key restarts
the game. Pressing "0" increases the
number of notes you must repeat in order
to complete the current level and score
points. If you increase past the maximum,
it will reset to one. Pressing "5" causes the
computer to begin the current player's
turn.
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TRS-80®
Each player has three "lives" per game. Just before
a player's turn, the screen will display the number of
lives he or she has remaining and the number of notes
in his or her current level. This display will flash once
for every remaining life.
After pressing the five key, one of eight graphic
squares on the screen will flash as a corresponding
musical note is played via the cassette port. Once the
sequence stops, it's time for you to perform, using the
number inside each of the squares. You should have
realized by now that, except for typing "RUN" to
start the program and the BREAK key to exit, if
necessary, the game can be played using only the
numeric keypad if your computer has one. Since the
squares in Tunein are arranged with their numbers corresponding to the numeric keypad layout, keypad
owners won't have to memorize the series by numbers
in order to duplicate the pattern, and they may not
have to look at the keys at all after a few games. If
your TRS-80 is not so equipped, you can still enjoy
Tunein, so don't rush out to the neighborhood Computer Center and buy one unless you intend to
moonlight as an accountant. Just use the top row of
numbers and the period on the regular keyboard.
When you press the numbers to repeat a sequence,
press them, don't tap quickly_ (This advice applies
mostly to the Model I, which has a slow clock speed.)
When the program registers your response, the corresponding square will flash as one of two sounds is
produced: the proper musical note for a correct answer
or the dreaded "you blew it" buzzer for an incorrect
answer.
A miss will cost you a "life." You will be out of the
game when your lives are all gone. When all the
players' lives are kaput, the game begins anew. As you
get better, the program gets harder. TRS-80 Tunein
allows you to mimic a 200-note sequence before short
circuiting (if only anyone could).

NN: The number of notes to be played at each stage
during a player's turn.
P: Player counter.
S2: PRINT@ location for current player's score
display.
W: Value typed by player when guessing a sequence.
Y,Z: Misc. loops and other uses.

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55
55
TRSBO BASIC
55
'TUNEIN'
55 AUTHORS: WILLIAN MORRIS
55
AND JOHN COPE
55
TRAN5L: RONNY ONS
5S
COPYRIGHT Ie) 19B2
55 £lOFTS IDE PUIlLICA Tl ONS, INe
55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Variables

Note: All variables beginning in A, B or C are defined by the program to be string variables.
AO: Graphic strings.
B: INKEY$ storage.
C: "Dummy" string to hold Machine Language
sound routine.
DO: Players' scores.
FF: Flag that is set to one when the player increases
the number of notes to be repeated.
I,J,K: Misc. loops and other uses.
JO: PRINT@ locations for the eight graphic blocks.
LFO: The number of lives left for each player.
LVO: The level of the game.
MO: Note values for the sound routine.
MM: The number of notes that have been repeated
by the player during his current turn.
NO: Storage for the sequence to be repeated.
NOO: The maximum number of notes to be played
at the current level of the program.

55
55
55
55
55
55

55
55
55
55
55

10 60T0250

Input the number of players.
20 I=I+!+Bt(I=8':Il=INKEY$:IFIl('I'ORB)'4'THENPRINT8JII),A(O);:PRI
NW (J) ,A( II; :1<=U5R!I'f( I 1-4(96) : GOT020El5EPL=VAL (Il) :PRINTd4l4,CHR
$ \1(5);

: PRINTf476, CHR$ (j 97) ;: PRINT~540, CHR$( 197);: IlOT050

Subroutine to input one character, then rerun the program if "." is struck, or increase the number of notes
if "0" is hit.

30 POKEI6443,0:Il=INKEY$:POKEI6442,O:POKE16443,O:IFIl=".'THENRUNEL
SEIFIl='O'IFPTHENNO(P)=NO(P)+l:FF=1
SoftSide
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This routine is reached when the player has completed
the required number of notes. If an increase in level is
needed, that is done here. In any case, the program
allows the player to try a harder series of notes.

SEIFB="O"IFPTHENNO(P)=NO(P)+I:FF=I
40 RETURN

Initialize information about all players.

60 Y=(l:FORZ=ITOPL:Y=Y+LF(I):NEXT:IFY=OTHEN230

200 NDIP) =NO (P) +1 :FORI=25bT0511. :K=USR (j): NEXT: IFNOIP) )IOTHENNO IP
)=I:LV(P)=LV(P)+1
210 IFLV(P)<19THENbOELSECLS:PRINTCHR$123':PRINT"CONSRATULATIONS,
PLAYER"P" I ":FOR1=OT0999:NEXT:PRItH"YOU HAVE MANAGED TO OVERLOAD
":PRINTTAB (5) "THIS GAI'IE. GOODBYE.": FORI=OTQ999: NEXT:FORI=OTOlSTE
po: PRINTCHR$ (29) CHR$ (23); :K=USR (fiND (32767)
220 POKE15359+RNDII(24),RND(255):NEH

Determine which player is next.

When game is over, allow the game to be repeated.

50 FORP=I T04: LV (P) =1: D(PI =O:LF (P)=3:NO (PJ =1 :NEXT:P=O

Check to see if any players have lives remaining.

70 P=P+I:IFP}PLTHENP=l
90 IFlF(P)=OTHEN70ELSEFORZ=lTOLV(P)il0:N(IJ=RNDI9):NEXT:!FP=lS2=
OELSEIFP=2S2=52ELSEIFP=3S2=996ELSES2=949

'AGAIN"; :PRItm490, "="; :PRINT;t540, 'ENTER";
240 IFINKEY$=CHR$ (IJ) RUNElSEI=RND (S): K=RND IS): IFK=/THEN240ElSEB=

23(i PRINT~412,

A{I):AIll=AIK):A(KI=B:PRINTiJII),AIO);:PRINTiJ(II,AIII;:I=USRII'I(
I H09b) : PRINT~,J IK) •AW) ; :PRIIHfJ (f<) ,A IK); :K=lISR (tI(Ki -4(96): SOTO
24(;

Allow player to restart program, increase the number
of notes he or she -is to attempt, or start turn.

Present title page, then initialize variables, create
graphic strings, and the machine language sound
routine.

9(1 IFNO(P) >H)NO(P)=I
100 B=STRf(LV(P)fl0-1(1+NO(P»):B=CHR$(LFIP)+4B)+H-"+STRIN6$14-LEN
(B),4B)+RI6HT$(B,LENIB)-ll:FORI=IT03:PRINT3S2,B;:K=USR(B224):FOR
K=ITOISO:NEXT:PRINT3S2,CHR$(197);:FORK=OT099:NEXT:NEXT:PRINTw412
,"START"j:PRINTf478,'= 5',
110 60SUB30:JFFFTHENFF=O:SOT090ELSENN=O:IFB(}"S"THENIIOELSEPRINT

:K=U5RIMINIZII):FORY=IT050:NEXT:NEXT:MH=O
130 MI'I=I'IM+I:IFMM}NNTHENI20

250 CLS:PRIHTa346, CHRtd23); 'TUNEIN' ;:PRINTf450, 'Ie) Nil. l10rri 5 '=
J. Gope 19B2 H;:PRINTf576,"TRS-80 translation by Ronny Ong":CLEA
R500: DEFSTRIH:DEFINTF-I: DIMN (ZOO) ,I'IIB), LV! 4), NO (4) ,D(4) ,LF (4), J
IB),AIS):MII)=8252:1'112)=825b:M!3)=9264:1'114)=B273:M(5)=8283
260 1'1(6) =B2BB:POKElb5S1, 255:MI7I =9300: M
(8)=8313: J (I) =28: J(2) =106
:J(3)=42B:JI4)=746:J15)=796:JI6)=71B:J(7)=396:J(S)=7B:C=CHR$1205
):FORI=IT02B:READK:C=C+CHR$IK):DATAI27,10,62,1,14,O,30,8,69,47,2
30,3,179,211,255,13,40,4,16,246,24,242,37,32,241,201,0,0
270 NEXT: K=VARPTR IC) +1: FORI=I TOB: Ail J=CHRS (lbBi +STRIN"$ 13, IB8) +C
HR$114B)+CHR$(26)+STRING$15,24)+CHR$11701+' "+I'IID$I"B9632147",1,
1j +" '+CHR$ I149) +CHR$12b) +STRINB$ (5, 24) +CHR$I 13BI +STRINS$ (3,143)
+[HR$ (133) : NEXT
272 lFPEEK(16B09)=20ITHENPOKElbS26,PEEK{KJ:POKEI6S27,PEEKIK+l):E
L5EDEFUSR=PEEK W) +PEH IK+ I) *256+6553b* (PEEK (1(+11> 1m :CI'ID'T"
290 AIO)=CHP.$(151)+STRIN6$13,131)+CHR$1171)+CHR$(26)+5TRING${5,2
4)+CHR$1149'+CHR$1191)+STRIN6$i2,2S)+CHR$(191)+CHR$(170) +CHR$ (26
1+5TRIN6$(S,24'+CHR$11B1I+STRINSlI3,176)+CHR$(IB6)
290 TI'1=1\95 (PEEK (293) =73): PRINT4lI, CHR$ (1921: IFPEEK (15361) =192PRIN
TCHR$(21)

Input player's guess of the note sequence.

Initialize screen display.

f412,CHR$(197i;:PRINT~47B,CHR$(195J;

Display current score, and check if the player has
completed the required number of notes. If not, then
present note pattern.
120 GD5UBIBO:NN=NN+LV(P):FORZ=1T04:60SUB30:NEXT:IFNN>LV(P)*ND(P)
THEN200ELSEFORZ=ITONN:PRINT~J(N(IJ),A(0);:PRINT~J(N(Z)),AINIZ));

140 B=INKEY$:IFB<'I"ORB}'9"60SUB30:IFFFTHENFF=O:GOT090ELSEI40
150 W=VALlMID$ ("654703812" ,VALIS) , 1) I: IFW=OTHENI40ElSEPRINTiJ HI/)
,AiO);:PRINT,J(W),AIW);
16(1 IFW=N("")K=USRII'lIId)):DIP)=D(P)+IOtLVIP):60SUBI80:6DTOl30ELSE
LF(P)=LFiP)-I:FORI=IT03:K=USRI16b34):NEXT:GOT060

300 FORI=OT0999:NEXT:RANDO":CLS:PRINTi414,CHR$1231;'HOW';:PRINTa
47b,"I'IANY";:PRINT.540,"11-4)·:FORI=ITOB:PRINT4lJ(I),AII);:NEXT:I=
0:60T020

Subroutine to wrap score around if necessary, and to
display score.
IBO'IF999999(D(PJDIP)=O
190 B=STR$(D(P)):PRINT.S2,STRING$lb-LENIB),4B)RISHT$(B,LEN(B)-I)
; : RETURN
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Puzzle Jumble is a graphics game for a 32K
RAM TRS-80 Model I or Model III with disk
drive. Two sample puzzles are included on issue
34 TRS-80 D V.

•

TRS-80®
Note: Puzzle Jumble is a "self-modifying" program.
When run, it changes its program code. Once it is run,
it may not be run again from memory - it must be
loaded from disk again. When typing in the program,
always save it to disk before running it. Failure to do
so will make the program unusable. If you forget to
save to disk, however, the program may usually be
salvaged by retyping line 7, and then deleting line
15360 (which is not in the program listing, but will be
created by the process of RUNning the program).
If you enjoy puzzles, you and your TRS-80 are likely
to spend many hours with this program. First, you
draw a picture (or load one of the two pictures included on the SoftSide D V). It will then be scrambled,
and you must try to reconstruct it in as few mov~s as
possible.
When the program starts, a graphic box will be
displayed with a flashing cursor inside. Lines may be
drawn by moving the cursor with the arrow keys, and
erased by holding down the shift key and moving the
cursor over the area you wish to erase. Arrow keys
may be combined for diagonal movement, i.e.,
holding the up and right arrows will draw an angular
line up and to the right.
There are four special options which may be
selected, each invoked by typing the proper letter. "S"
will save the puzzle to disk, and "L" will load a puzzle
from disk. (The SoftSide D V disk contains two puzzles
already created, SOFTSIDE and TRENCH.) "C" will
erase the picture in memory, and "P" will allow you to
play the game, attempting to solve a scrambled puzzle.
During the game, the scrambled 32 column picture is
displayed on the screen, along with a display of how
many moves have been taken. On the top of the screen
are the letters A through Z, and the digits 1 through 6.
These are used to identify each column of the picture.
The object of the game is to unscramble the picture.
This is done by specifying columns to be interchanged,
until the puzzle has returned to its original appearance.
While solving the puzzle, two characters gain special
importance. "*,, will end the game, returning to the
picture editor, and "=" will display the completed
puzzle. Hitting "=" again will return you to your
scrambled puzzle.

NM$: Author's name.
P$(O,O-31): Original puzzle.
P$(I,O-31): Scrambled puzzle.
Pl,P2: Positioning variables used in PRINT@
statements.
PZ: Number of puzzles completed.
R: Random number.
SM: Total number of tries for all puzzles.
SW: Switch - 0 = puzzle not in P$ array, 1 = in
array.
T,T$: Temporary values.
TI$: Program title.
TR: Number of tries in current puzzle.
X, Y,Z: Sound routine variables.

55<55555555555555555559
55
55
TRSaO BASIC
55
55
55
PUZZLE JUMBLE
55
S5
AUTHOR: GARY CAGE
55
55 TRAN5L: STEPHEN MILLIKEN S5
55
COPYRIGHT (e) 1982
55
55 50FT5lDE PUBLICATIONS, INC 55
55
55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

Variables:

A: Used in keyboard scan.
A$: INKEY$ variable.
Al,A2: Sound routine variable.
B: Used in SHIFT key scan.
Bl$: 14 blanks.
CK: -1 if puzzle is correct, 0 if not.
CX: Cursor x position.
CY: Cursor y position.
D,Dl: Dummy variables used to pass values to
subroutines.
DS,DX,DY: Used in blinking cursor routine.
F$: Filename.
I,J,K: FOR ... NEXT loop variable.
M$: Hold Machine Language routine to display
puzzle.
N2$: Translation author's name.

S CLS:PRINTCHR$(23);:PRINTf530, "PUZZLE JUHBLE";:PRINTf980,"LOADI
·N6 ••. ·;:PRINnO,··;:60TOb(l(lOO
7 1I$=·1I0VE ROUTINE 60ES HERE":RETURN
10 CLS:60SUBI140:RANDOM

Main Routine
20 CLS:CX=65:CY=25:SW=O
30 Pl=145:FORI=ITOI2:PRINTiPI,CHR$(149);:PRINT~Pl+31,CHR$(170);:
F'l=PI+il4:NEH
41) PRINT;182, STRIN6$ (30, 131 l; : PRltm914 , STRING$ (3(1, 17b);
50 PRltHfSl, CHR$ i 151J;: PRINTfl12, CHR$ (J 71);: PRINH913, CHR$ (lBl) j
:PRINT;1944,CHR$(lBbl;
60 PRINTI13,"(S>AVE - (L)OAD - (P}LAY - (C}LEAR';
70 PRINmn, "ARROWS DRAW ";CHRW49);· (SHIFT> ARROWS ERASE';
BO Pl=BO:FORT=lT014:PRINT4Pl,MID$(TITlE$,T,ll;:PRlNT~Pl+33,NID$(
continued on page 48
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INTERNATIONAL

The ~ Club that lets you have the Christmas spirit
without haunting your budget in January.
Retail
Wizardry ............................ 49.95
Castle Wolfenstein ...................... 29.95
Time Zone ........................... 99.95
Swashbuckler ......................... 34.95
Knight of Diamonds ..................... 34.95
Choplifter ............................ 34.95
Cannonball Blitz. ....................... 34.95
Ultima .............................. 39.95
Escape from Rungistan ................... 29.95
Pinball (A2-PBl) ....................... 29.95
Home Accountant ....................... 74.95
Tax Preparer '82 ...................... 150.00
Master Type .......................... 39.95
Word Handler ........................ 250.00
Super Text 40/80 ...................... 150.00
PFS ............................... 125.00
DB Master .......................... 229.00
VisiCalc 3.3 ......................... 250.00
PFS Report ........................... 95.00
DOS Boss ............................ 24.00
Utility City ........................... 29.50
Zoom Grafix .......................... 39.95
Global PLE ........................... 64.95
Pascal Tutor ......................... 125.00
Compu-Read .......................... 29.95
English SAT No.1 ....................... 30.00
Super Disk Copy III ...................... 30.00
Kabul Spy ............................ 34.95
The Complete Graphics System .............. 69.95
Disks (Memorex) ...................... .

Club
36.80
22.05
73.60
25.75
25.95
25.75
25.75
29.45
22.05
23.90
55.20
110.45
29.45
153.40
128.85
92.05
168.60
199.40
69.95
17.70
21.75
29.45
47.85
92.05
22.05
22.10
22.10
25.75
51.50
26.00

14.70
25.75
34.15
34.15
14.70
23.55
29.45
199.40
29.45
25.75
25.75
110.40
44.15
22.05
22.05
29.45

We carry software for Apple, TRS-80, Atari, IBM, Commodore, and VIC20 computers. If you dan't In what you want on our lilt, iUlt write in
the _ufacturer and the program _ ... We'll do everything we can to
get it for you RIGHT AWAYI

Club
14.70
22.05
18.40
15.45
22.05
15.45
29.45
14.70
14.70
14.70
14.70
29.45
14.70
36.80
22.05
22.05
25.75
18.40
22.05
14.70
26.75
29.45
14.70
147.20
72.00
14.70

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I~...

I

If(!

~
fI:

ATARI
Adventure No. 12-Golden Voyage ............ 19.95
Night Rally ........................... 34.95
Pac Man ............................. 44.95
Centipede ............................ 44.95
CurseofRa ........................... 19.95
Star Blazer ........................... 31.95
Compu-Math!Fractions ................... 39.95
VisiCalc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.00
Zork II .............................. 39.95
Alien Swarm .......................... 34.95
Intruder ............................. 34.95
Letter Perfect ........................ 149.95
Ultima II. ............................ 59.95
Cyciod .............................. 29.95
Disk Manager ......................... 29.95
3-D Supergraphics ...................... 39.95

Retail
Eliminator ............................ 19.96
Lost Colony ........................... 29.95
Sea Dragon ........................... 24.95
Invaders From Space ..................... 20.95
Stone of Sisyphus ....................... 29.95
Missile Attack ......................... 20.95
Adventure No.1, 2, 3 ................... 39.95
Color Games by Lance (COLOR) .............. 19.95
Danger in Drindisti ...................... 19.95
Morloc'sTower ........................ 19.95
Galaxy Invasion ........................ 19.95
Galactic Trilogy ........................ 39.95
Scarfman (COLOR) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95
Softerm ............................. 49.95
Inventory Plus ......................... 29.95
Cash Register 80 ....................... 29.95
Sorgon II ............................ 34.95
Penetrator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.95
Olympic Decathlon ...................... 29.95
Typing Tutor .......................... 19.95
Flight Simulator ........................ 33.50
Vaults of Cymarron ..................... 39.95
Death Planet. ......................... 19.95
Maxi Stat ........................... 199.95
Maxi Manager ......................... 99.95
Upper Reaches ofApshai .................. 19.95

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~

802 12th Ave.
._Menomonie. WI 54751
Phone Orders Call

715-235-3126

Name:
Add""

YES I want to be a member
of Software House.
0 Membership alone $10.00
0 Membership $10.00
Plus Software

~
fI:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II

I City. State:
Zip:
I Software House Accepts:
I
I 0 Visa or Master [(~il ~ 0 COD (add $1.50 II
I 0 Cash or Check ' . / IIll!l!iiiillJ extra for shipping)
I Card No.
Exp. Date
I
I Signature
I
I All items subject to availability. Prices subject to change. SN I
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

i
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TITLE$,T,I);:PI=PI+b4:NEXT
90 PRINT~43b, "IN PLAY MODE ';: PR 1I4Tf5b4 , "0) CANCELS'; :PRINTifb92,
"(=} DISPLAYS';:PRINTif7bO,·CORRECT';:PRINT'B24,·PUZZlE';
1(H) IFA$=" *"THEND=O: Pl=Bl: GOSUBbl0
110 PRINT~57b,"PUmES";:PRINT~640,'TRIED:·;PZ;:PRINT*76B,·AVERA
GE'; :PRINT;jB32, "SCORE: ';
120 IFPZ=OTHENPRINT" O';ELSEPRINTSM/PZ;
130 A$="':A$=INKEY$
140 DX=CX:DY=CY:DS=POINT ([)X,DY)
150 IFDS=-lTHENRESET!DX, DY>ELSESET WX, DY)
IbO IFA$=" Sn ORA$=" s" THENGOSUB411)
170 IFA$="C'ORA$="c"THEN20
180IFA$="L"ORA$="j"THEN60SUB520
190 IFM="P"ORA$='p'THENGOSUBbBO:CLS::60TObO
200 A=PEEI«144(10):B=PEEK(144b4)
2! (I IFAANDBTHENCY=CH: SW=O
220 iFAANI)l6THENCY=CY+I:SW=O
230 IFAAND32THENCX=CH:SW=O
240 IFAAN[l64THENCX=CX+l:SW=0
250 IFCX<35THENCX=96
26(1 IFW96THENCX=35
270 IFCY<4THENCY=43
280 IFCY>43THENCY=4
290 IFDS=-lTHENSET (DX, OY) ELSERESET (oX, OY)
300 IFBOOTHENRESmCX,CYlELSESET (CX,m
31 I) 60T0130
Subroutine to store picture in P$(0,0-31).
320
330
340
350

Pl=Bl:FORI=OT031
P$(O,I'="':P2=PI:FORJ=ITOI4
D=PEEK m360+P2)
IFD=32THEND=12B
360 P$(O,I)=P$(O,I)+CHR$ID)
370 D=1 91-0+12S:POKE153bO+P2.D
380 P2=P2+64:NEXT
390 Pl=Pl+l:NEXT
400 S!i=l:RETURN
Subroutine to save picture on disk.

590 PRINTfl256,Bl$;:PRINTf)320,Bl$;:PRINTif384,Bl$;
600 CLDSE:D=O:Dl=1:Pl=Bl:60SU8610:SN=I:RETURN
Subroutine to print a puzzle on screen.
610 FORI=OT031
620 P2=Pl:FORJ=ITOI4
b30 PRINTfP2,MID$(P$ID,I),J,I);
640 P2=P2+b4:NEXT
650 Pl=Pl+D+Dl
660 IFID=IANDD1=I)OR(D=OANDD1=2)THEN:PRINTfO,";:SOUNDP1*3+100,1
(I

670 NEXT:RETURN
Subroutine in which player solves puzzle.
bBD IFSW=OTHENGOSUB320
690 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23);
700 PRINTH$;

710 FORI=OT031:P$ll,I)=P$IO,I):NEIT
720 D=O:Dl=2:Pl=b4:60SUB610
730 PRINTfl9BO, 'MIXING PUZZLE. ';
760 FORI=OT031
770 FORJ=IT03
780 PRINTflO, "";: SOUNDRNDIUJ+IOO) +20, 5
790 T$=P$(I,I):R=RNDI32)-1:P$II,I)=P$II,RJ:P$(I,R)=T$
BOO NEm,I
BIO TR=O
820 PRINTil966,CHR$(2B);:J=U5R(O):CLS:PRINTCHR$123);H$;:O=I:Dl=l:
Pl=64:GOSUBbIO
830 PRINTf9bO, "TRIES:'; TR;
B40 PRINTif9B2, •SWITCH : ';: GOSUB1070: IFA$=,*uTHENRETURNELSEI=D
850 IFA$='="THENPRINTCHR$12B);:J=USR(0):PRINTCHR$123);:GOSUB10bO
:PRINTCHR$12B);:J=USRIO):PRINTCHR$(23);:60TOB40
86(1 PRINTfO, "";: SOUND200- In, 10: SDUND200-1*3,10: SOUNDI50-1*3,10
870 PRINT~1004, "WlTH : ";:GOSUBI070:J=D
S80 PRINT*O,"";:SDUND200-Jrl,10:S0UND200-Jn,10:S0UNDI50-J*3,10
890 PRINT~9a2,STRING$(20,32);
900 T'=P$ll,I):P$ll,I)=P$(I,J):P'll,J)=T$
910 PI=I*2+64:FORK=lTOI4:PRINTapl,HID$(P$II,I),K,IJ;:PI=PI+64:NE

n

410 PRINT,320,'U SAVING W;
420 IFSW=OTHEN60SUB320
430 ONERRORSOT01130
440 PRINTn56. "FILENAI'IE'; :PRINT;mo," (NO EXTENSION) "; :PRINTi1384,
• ";: I NPUTH
450 OPEN"O',I,F$+"fPUZ'
460 FORI=OT031
470 PRINT#! ,CHR$ (34); P$ (0, I); CHR$ (34);
480 NEXT
490 ONERRORGOTOO
500 PRINTif256, £l1$; :PRINT~320, 81$;: PRINT~3B4, au;
510 CLOSE:PI=Bl:D=O:GOSUBbl0:RETURN
Subroutine to load picture from disk.
520 ONERRORGOTOl120
53(1 PRINTfl256, "FILENAI1E'; : PRINT;1320, "(NO EXTENSION)';: PRINTif384,
"';: INPUTF$
5400PEN"I",I,F$+'/PUZ'
550 ONERROR60TOO
560 FORI=OT031
570 INPUTtl, P$ ((l, I)
580 NEXT

920
XI

PI=Jt2+64:FORK=ITOI4:PRINT~PI,HID$(P'II,J),K,I);:PI=PI+64:NE

930 CK=-I
940 FORI=OT031
950 IFPSIO,II<)P$(I,I)THENCK=0:I=31
960 NEXT
970 TR=TR+I:IFCKTHEN990
980 60T0930

Tell player he has solved the puzzle.
990 FORI=lTOB
1000 PRINT8990,'**t**t CORRECT tttttt";
1010 PRINT.0,"';:SOUND50,SO:SOUNDI00,50:S0UND50,50
1020 PRINTif9BO,STRIN6$(21,32);
1030 PRINT_0,"';:SOUNDIOO,5:S0UND250,10:S0UNDI00,5
1040 NEXT
1050 PRINTfl980, 'm HIT ANY KEY W' ;:GOSUBI0bO:PRINTfl9BO, STRING
$(20,32);:Pl=PZ+l:SM=5H+TR:A$="t':RETURN
INKEY$ subroutine.
1060 A$=INKm: IFA$="THENI0bOELSERETURN
Convert A-Z to 0-25, 1-6 to 26-31.

So/tSide
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1070 GOSUB1!)6(1
lOBO IFA$="j"ORA$="="THENRETURN
1090 D=ASC(I\$):IFD>4BANDD<55THEND=D+42ELSEIFD>96ANDD<123THEND=D32

110(1 D=D-65:IFD<OORD>31THENI070ELSEPRINTIi$;
1110 RETURN
Error trap on input.

1120 IFERR/2+1=54THENCLOSE:PRINT:I448,'FILE NOT FDUND';:FORT=lT02
(I(1(1:NEXT:PRINTt!448,Bl$l:PRINT~3B4,BI$l:RESUI1E530ELSEONERRORGOTOO

Error trap on output.

1130 CLOSE:PRINT444B,'jERROR: ";ERR/2+1; ".";:FORT=IT0200(l:NDT :PR
lNTd]34%BH; :PRINm48,Bl $; :RESUME440
Title Display.

1140 DIMP$ll,31):Bl$=STRING$114,32):HS="ABCDEF6HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
YZ123456"
J150 NM$="BY B. CAGE":TR$="TRANSLATlON BY":N2$=" S. MILLIKEN "
11M) Tl$="JUMBLE PUZZLE"
1170 PRINTCHR$(23);:PRINTi16,TI$;
1180 FORI=1TDI4
1190 PRINTi(770+Il2),TI$;
1200 PRINTiI798-l*2),TI$;
1210 IFJ=14THENTI$="PUZZLE JUMBLE':PRINT8164*1-112),TI$;
1220 IFI)2THENPRINTiI64*I-112J,TI';
1230 PRHmo, '''; :SDUNDU2+50, 50
1240 NEXT
1250 FORI=!T012
1260 PF:INT~960,: SOUND (J3-1 H2+50, 50
1270 NEXT
1280 PRINTi720,5TRINS$114,'-");
12'10 PRINT;J848,STRIN6$(14,"-')
J3(lO FORT=lT0200:NEXT
1310 FDRJ=lTOlENINN$)
1320 PRINTiI80B-I*21,NID$INM$,I,I);
1330 605U81510
1340 NEXT
1350 FORT=IT0500:NEXT
1360 FORI=ITOLENITR$)
1370 PRINriI812-1*2),I1ID$(TR',l,I);
1380 GOSUBI510
1390 NEXT
1400 FORT=1T0500:NnT
1410 FORI=ITOLENIN2$)
1420 PRINTiI812-I*21,HID$(N2.,I,I);
1430 GDSUB1510
1440 NEXT
1450 FORT=ITD500:NEIT
14M FORI=HOI4
147(1 PRMiTi960, :605U81510

60010 POKEI6562,X:POKElb5bl,Y:CLEAR50:AI=PEEKI165bl)+2:A2=PEEKII
6562):A=Al+A2t256:Z=A-l:FORX=ITOI58:I=Ztl:Z=Z+65536*IZ)32767)
60020 READY:IFY<OTHENY=Al t ABSIY):POKEZ,Y t 25bW>255):Z=I+1:POK El
,A2-IY>255):NEXTELSEPOKEZ,Y:NEH
60030 lFPEEKI1639b1=201POKE16526,Al:POKEI6527,A2ELSECtlD"T':DEFU5
R=Al+(A2 t 256t(A2)127»)t25b:POKEI430B,O
60040 IFPEEK(16807)+PEEKI1680B)*25bOA+24THENPRINTCHR$(2B);:A=US
RIO):PRINTCHR$123);
60050 SOUND II, II: 60ro6O 170
60060 DATA5B,166,65,50,-164,42,167.b5,34,-165,62,195,50
6(;070 DIHAlb6, 65, 33, -24, 34,167,65,201,245,123,254,2,40, .,254
600BO DATAI6,32,79,229,213,42,230,64,126,IB3,32,4,35,35,35,35
60090 OATA215,6,5,17,-156,26,190,32,104,19,35,16,248,43,215
60100 DATA43, ~.4 ,230 .64,241,241.241,241,197,213,215,21)5,55,35
60110 DATA229,205,127,IO,42.33,65,34.-167,225,215,43,34,230,64
60120 DATA35,205,55,35,43,229,205,127,10,42,33,65,58,-167,60
60130 DATAI83,87,24,4,24,48,24,44,66,62,9,211,255,16,252,66,62
60140 DATAI0,21I,255,16,252,5B,64,56,230,4,32,7,124.1Bl,40,3,43
60150 DATA24,22B,175,50,154,64,225,209,193,215,195,30,29,83,79
60160 DATAB5.78,6B,209,225,241
Routine to poke screen save subroutine into M$.

60170 AI=PW (16561): A2=PEEK I16562) : A2=A2-4: Al=Al-1: IFAI<OTHENA2
=A2-I:AI=255:pom65bl,AI:POKEI6562,A2ELSEPOKElb561,Al:P0llE16562
~A2

60180 CLEAR5000:GOSUB7
60181 READD:IFD()-999THENbOIBI
6018:, Al =PEEK (16561): A2=PEEK (16562) : Al =Al t I: IFA1>255THENAI =0: AZ=
A2+1
60200 I=VARPTR (11$) :J=PEEI< II +1) +25b*PEEKII +2)
60205 FORK=JTOJ+6:READD:POKEK,D:NEXT
60210 POKEK,Al:K=K+l:POKEK,A2
60215 FORK=J+9TOJ+22:READD:POKEK,D:NEXT
60220 IFPEEKI16396J=20ITHENPOKEI6526,PEEKII+I):POKEI6527.PEEK(I+
2) ELSEDEFUSR(l=PEEK lItH t256*PEEK (I +2)
6023(1 GOTO 1(1
60240 DATA-999,I,O,4,33,O,60,17,126,245,26,119,241,18,35,19,11,1
20,177,32,243,201
'J)
TRS;.80®$WATTABLE FOR:
PUZZLE JUMBLE (TRANSLATION)

SWAT
CODE
Tl

JJ
DG

LL
SG

FN
6X
81
VH

1480 NEXT

1491) FORT=lT0500:NEXT
1500 RETlIRt~
1510 PRINT;tO,' u; :FORK=lT05: SOUNDRND i 1(iO) t50,5:NEXT:RETURN

AD

4~!UO

FQ
}lU
PH

60040. 7 6:0130
6(1220
b02l{l '" 6{l240

IT
Jl
QF

1430

Sound routine from 11/81 SoftSide. lines 60000,
60130 and 60140 have been slightly changed.

60000 Z=O:FORX=IT0158:READY:I=Z+Y:NEH:IFZ015220THENCLS:PRINT"D
ATA BASE ERROR IN LINES 6006(1-60160. CHECK LISTING,u:PRINT:LIST6
0060-bOI60ELSEY=86: X=255: PO~:E-l, 0: IFPEEK (-1 j'; )OTHENX=l92: POKE-16
385,O:IFPEEKI-16385)()OTHENX=127
So/tSide

w

LENGTH
583
348
250
261
246
251
291
4g9
315
473
250
igB
546
525

sa
85

TRS-80®

Orchestra 85 Composer's Edition
& Orchestra 90

Reviewed by Robb Murray

REFERENCE CHART

from Software Affair, Ltd., 858 Rubis Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. Suggested retail prices: Orchestra 85
Composer's Edition and Orchestra 90 - $99.95.
Upgrade from Orchestra 85 to Orchestra 85 Composer's
Edition - $20. Upgrade from Orchestra 80 to Orchestra 85 Composer's Edition - $69.95.
Software Affair,· Ltd., the manufacturers of Orchestra 80, released two new packages for the TRS-8Q®
during the past year: the Orchestra 85 Composer's Edition (for the Model I), and Orchestra 90 (for the Model
III) which also incorporates "composer's" features.
The two items are directly comparable, since they both
bring the following features, for the first time, to the
particular TRS-80 models on which they run: both also
introduce the ORCHUTIL Utility Program, which is
used to transfer and reformat files, replacing the more
limited ORCHCOPY Program of the original Orchestra
80. Both systems perform quality stereo music, in up to
four simultaneous parts (without modification). With a
speed-up attachment, five parts can be played. Percussive sounds are an option that both products offer.
The exact equivalence of the Composer's Orchestra 85
and Orchestra 90 can be seen by comparing their instruction manuals. (The Orchestra 90 manual, incidentally, was arranged to keep all the material related to
musical coding together - a good change from Orchestra 80 and 85.)
Time-Saving "Composer's"
Features.
Of all the new developments,
the most exciting are three new
"composer's" (advanced editing)
commands. My personal delight
with the "composer's" features
was instant; they're wonderful! I
only wish they had always been
available.
These commands are used
primarily during the "prooflistening" of music. Two of the
features, in particular, will cut
hours out of your coding time.
They allow you to simply play
until you hear a problem, stop to
correct it, and then go on from
50
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The symbols inside the notes on the staves above represent the
Orchestra 85/90 scale. The letters above the notes correspond
to standard musical notation.

that point - all without the need to insert breakpoints
that you'd only have to erase later.
To illustrate, imagine you are listening to some music
you've coded and you hear an error. You interrupt playing by pressing "0". With Orchestra 80, in order to correct the mistake, you had to locate your musical error in
the file by either (1) using a score; (2) string-searching
your Orchestra 80 file; or (3) counting passing measures
as the music played. Now, none of these steps are absolutely necessary; all you do is hit "@" and, in the
words of the manual, you will instantaneously be shown
"Where It's At" (Le., where the error is). The cursor
will jump to where you stopped playing, (To be exact, it
will go to the measure, part, or repeat boundary nearest
the stopping point.) usually landing just after the error.
At this point, imagine that you
go into the edit mode and fix the
mistake you just found. Formerly, hearing the piece from that
point on was not immediately
possible; you had to either set a
part-boundary at that point, or
play the piece from the top of the
file. Now, you need only position
the cursor where you want to
begin listening, get out of EDIT,
and enter "!". The piece will
compile and play right from the
cursor. "!" Indeed!
The purpose of the third
"composer's" feature may seem
a little puzzling. When you stop
playing and enter "?", the com-

"Both systems
perform quality
stereo music, in
up to four
simultaneous
parts (without
modification).
With a speed-up
attachment, five
parts can be
played."

"It is a good
idea to let
someone with
an ear for
music listen to
the pieces, with
a score in hand
if possible,
before releasing
a piece to the
public."

mand gives a display at the top of
the screen of "the variables
(registers and voice transpositions) associated with each voice
at the location of the cursor."
You might be a little inclined to
ask "So what?", until you realize that this command can help
you understand how someone
else has set a particular voice to
produce a unique musical sound. Such information
might help in fathoming, for example, good percussive
effects. You, too, can analyze the hoofbeats in Bryan
Eggers' Camptown Races or the laser fire in Roy
Niederhoffer's Star Wars. Command will help you
along the way.
Bulletin Board Aesthetics
Scanning the telecommunication bulletin boards
reveals that many users are coding Orchestra 80-type
music for others to hear. Among the better boards for
music are:
Roy Niederhoffer's board: (516) 482-8491
George Somer's board: (201) 842-7644
All Systems Go ("ASG") board: (305) 877-2829
(The "ASG" board, at last report, contained over
250 selections!)
Another board, recommended by Bryan Eggers,
President of Software Affair: (303) 690-4566.
Having listened to a large number of such samples, I
have some suggestions I think are worth mentioning:
1. Proof-Listen To What You Publish. There is no
substitute for proof-listening - not just proof-reading
- musical code. When completely random notes pop
out of a coded selection, you sometimes suspect that the
code has passed someone's eye-test, but not the test of
an educated ear. If the code out there on the boards is
indeed being written by people with "tin ears" or
limited musical background, it is certainly a tribute to
their coding accuracy that so few inappropriate notes
are sounding. However, for anyone in doubt, it is a
good idea to let someone with an ear for music listen to
the pieces, with a score in hand if possible, before
releasing a piece to the public.
2. Code With Stereo In Mind. Orchestra 80 files will
play on Orchestra 85. (Although the reverse is not
always true.) Orchestra 80 users, however, hear their
music from a single point source, whereas Orchestra 85
users hear their music from two points. The choice of
voice numbers for an 80 file will therefore determine the
kind of stereo sound that many 85 users will hear. If you
have an 80 (mono) piece to put on a bulletin board,
remember that, on 85, Voices 1 and 2 default to Channel A, and Voices 3 and 4 to Channel B. If you code a
two-part piece using voices 1 and 2, both will sound

from the same speaker on 85; using Voices 1 and 3 will, however,
bring the voices out of opposing
speakers. Basically, whenever
voices within a selection seem to
"take turns," or answer each
other, you should code so these
voices come from separate
speakers. This greatly adds to the
charm of the music. (It is true
that 85 users have the "z" variable available for switching voice from speaker to speaker, but they may
misinterpret your intentions.)

Conversely, 85 files can often be coded simply enough
for 80 to play. Before releasing an 85 file to a bulletin
board, check whether tone register definition, percussion, or the "z" parameter are unnecessarily present. If
you can eliminate these, 80 can play the file, too, and
you'll be assured of more listeners.
3. Choose Memorable File Names. When titling
pieces, remember that you can help the listener find
your selection again, among the dozens of others out
there, if you choose meaningful and memorable directory names, words that are distinct and appropriate. For
ideas, sample the names others are choosing.
Unique naming can be especially tricky with classical
transcriptions. The 'user may be tempted to pick very
general titles that quickly come to mind, such as "Concerto," "Mozart," or "Piano." Be careful. There
are many three-part inventions by Bach, for example,
and neither the label "Three" nor "Bach" seems
meaningful.
4. Space Pieces Apart. It is a good practice always to
begin and end pieces with rests. Did you ever call up a
piece and hear it begin playing even before your disk
drive stopped spinning? Inserting a few rests at the top
of your files will eliminate this problem. Then, too, a

SoftSide

MUSIC SAMPLE

The above music sample, reprinted from the Orchestra 85/90
manual, illustrates the voicing capabilities of the synthesizers.
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NEW CLASSICS SOFTWARE

Pascal-BO

file beginning with notes, as opposed to rests, will often
generate an opening buzz or snap, as the sound system
crackles to life, masking the beginning notes of the
piece. This is another good reason to buffer the top of a
musical file with rests, so that any crackling will not interfere with the music itself. Rests are good at file ends,
too, to avoid destroying the mood of a piece entirely
when more musical numbers are queued up to be called
automatically. You don't want the disk drive to click into motion to find another piece just when your moving
rendition of A Time For Us has finished its last note!

Phelps Gates

This friendly, easy to use version of Standard Pascal, as
reviewed in the December 1981 Byte, is now even better!
New version works on TRS-80 Model I and Model III, under
TRS-DOS, New DOS, NewDOS 80, DOSPlus, LDOS, and
DoubleDOS. An author package allows you to create your
own ICMD files without any royalty payments! Upper and
lower case is fully supported. You can protect memory and
call machine language programs. New extensions include
SET, RESET, POINT, RND, and the UCSD Include procedure.
Utilities are provided to convert to and from ASCII files.
Pascal 80 now comes in a binder with an 80 page manual by
George Blank.
With monitor, editor, and compiler in memory at the same
time, no other Pascal is easier to learn! One college found
that it could teach half again as many students on the same
number of computers after switching from UCSD Pascal to
Pascal 80.
Full 14 digit accuracy on all math functions, including log
and trig functions, makes this a serious Pascal. Disk file
handling is supported, with a mail list program included as
a demonstration.
Upgrades are available for those who bought Ramware
Pascal 80. Call or write for information.
Send $101 (includes shipping) to: New Classic Software
¢'l'
239 Fox Hill Road, Box S
III]
Denville, NJ 07834

More Products -

Credit card orders: (201) 625-8838
(PASCAL-80 does not implement variant records. pointer and window variables.
or functions and procedures used as parameters,)

150·1

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit! Floppies, printers,
memory & processor often interact! Our patented ISOLATORS
eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging Power Line
Spikes, Surges and Hash. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

Still The Best
As the Orchestra 80 family develops further, users
still wait for an Orchestra 80/85/90 newsletter, as well
as additional documentation, such as a table showing
the register settings that would give a wide variety of instrumental and percussive sounds. A more contoured
system for controlling tempo and dynamic changes, and
the ability to fine-tune the system to accord with
another musical instrument are definitely needed.
All things considered, however, the Orchestra 80 line
has three great strong points: its popularity (which has
resulted in hundreds of available music files on the
bulletin boards), its performance as a musical product,
and its price.
The new Orchestra 80 "Composer's" commands are
most helpful. For the Model III owner, Orchestra 90,
with its many amenities, is clearly the product of choice,
and the premier system in its class.
g

• ISOLATOR (150·1) 3 filter Isoleted 3-prong sockets; Int:ral

~~~:~e~~e. ~~~~~~~I.o.n.;

~ .~~~I.~~~ .I~~~,. ~ .~ ~~a:S9.95

.1.8.7.5.
..
• ISOLATOR (150·2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6
sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppresljlon; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank .............................. $69.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·3) similar to ISO·1 except double
isolation & Suppression ............................ $104.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·11) similar to 150·2 except double
isolation & Suppression •........................... $104.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO·17) 4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA.SENSITIVESystems ......................... $181.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add·CB) ............. Add $9.00
• REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add·RS) ............. Add $16.00
AT YOUR
DEALERS

MasterCard, Visa, American Express
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·225·4876
(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

L£Jl Electronic SpeCialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Mass. 01760
(617) 655·1532
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Now And Later

Since my review of Orchestra 85 in SoftSide,
November, 1981, Software Affair has made steady
strides forward in its product line. One of their recent
new items is the Piano (retail price, $39.95). It is used in
conjunction with either Orchestra 85 or 90 and requires
100070 speedup (to at least 3.5 Megaherz). Piano attacks
notes percussively, as does a piano, but allows them to
die away at a faster or slower rate, as the user chooses.
The results can be joined sounds, like those of an organ,
or disjoined ones, like those of a banjo. The Piano also
allows individual notes to be emphasized or muted.
Larry Alexander, a user who experiments extensively
with external filtering systems (such as the Polychorus
model of the Electro-Harmonics System), is now using
Piano to good effect. Another product, Fanfare (retail
price, $24.95, on disk, for Models I and III) is a music
synthesizer that produces one to four separate musical
parts for use with other BASIC programs. It requires no
special hardware for its synthesis and puts out its signals
directly through the cassette port.
Although the Orchestra 80-type products are still
more powerful and versatile than anything yet coded
has shown to full advantage, creative musical coding is
going on all the time. Software Affair has released a
"Greatest Hits" diskette ($20, or $10 each for the twovolume cassette version). Of recent note are the many
excellent novelty arrangements by Larry Alexander of
Tyler, Texas, such as his Hoedown Medley (virtuoso
fast passages), In My Merry Oldsmobile (complete with
honking horn), and Tea for Two (with the old soft
shoe).
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

TRS-80®

So!tSide

HERE'S HOW
DISKPRINTWORKS.

TheArma
Design Gr()Up
Proudly Ann()Uncts
Dis/eprint®
If you're using a computer with one or more disk drives, have we got
a product for you!
DISKPRINT is beyond a doubt the most useful new package to
become available since the computer revolution began.
DISKPRINT will forever free you from having to search for or
through that looseleaf binder with all your disk directories listed (if
you have oneO, or having to spend valuable minutes or hours scanning through each disk directory on-screen looking for that one particular program. DISKPRINT does for you what your computer was
supposed to do for you, it eliminates the drudgery ofpaper shuffling
and wasted time.
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SYSi39
DUP
SYS i42
SDUNDSUB
m
DDS
SOUNOSUBLII ill
PROGHEADLIIII3
PRD6HEAOLI2 III
PR06HEAOlli i05
il4 I DOLLHEADLI5114
BUNtING
III
TABULATELST il4 I GAKEHEAOLST ill
LOADGO
PROTECT LST 101
GAKEHEAD
i14
HEADKEI LST ii4
FLYHEAD
FLYREN LST!iS
SNDSUBl5LST8!3
lib
SUCCESSLST ill
AUTORUN 555 i47
UTilHEADLST m
KEYCHOICLST i02
BAKEHEAD
116
BAKEHEAD222 116
SKYHEAD
IAKEHEADllll16
RAINBOiME m
m
smEAD REN 116
SKYHEADR22 116
NEiHEAD LSTm
NEiHEADRENi25
DSPEED
li6
CASSLDCKLST ii2
PRDTLOCKLST!!2
MENUHEADlXI i14
ill
PROTLDCKSNDii3
PASETWO
!i7
PAGE
liS
HOLESNDILST ii2
HOLESN02LST 0i2
HEADBYTEL22 ii5
DISK
DIS1,OUT NEi i25
NEi
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PASE
DISKHEADLST
ill
PAGE
222 005
3:3 lib
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iN i15
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DISKDIRLSTIi6
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Simply insert DISKPRINT into one of your
disk drives and power up the system.
DISKPRINT is selfliooting arid will lodd and
run automatically. Now load our DISKPRINT
custom forms into your printer and switch it
on. Insert any disk in your library into your
drive and answer the two prompts (which drive
and disk title). If you do not choose to title your
disk, DISKPRINT will default to its own. Press
(RETURN) and DISKPRINT will print out a
listing of every program on the disk along with
extensions and sectors used as well as the
number offree sectors available. This whole process will take about 20 or 30 seconds of your
valuable time, so you can run through a onehundred disk library in about 45 minutes or so.
After Jour form has been printed, advance the
next form to the print bar, insert another disc
and go again. w&n you have run through your
library, simply remove the tractor strips from
the forms and insert them in the jackets with the
disks. Every disk in your library will have a
printed directory in the jacket with it at all
times!

DISKPRINT is delivered with our program on
disk, 50 custom DISKPRINT forms and complete instructions. Refill packs of 50 forms each
are available at your local dealer or directly
from us by mail. (An order form is enclosed).
DISKPRINT is currently availble for:
• A TARI 400/800 & A TARI 825 or EPSON
MX Series Printers. IBM-PC & IBM or EPSON
MX Series Printers • APPLE II/APPLE II+ &
EPSON MX Series Printers • TRS 80 Models
I/III & TRS Series Printers • CMB 4032/8032
& CMB/EPSON MX Series Printers
DISKPRINT is now being converted to run on
many more makes and models of computers.
Call or write for further information.
COMPLETE DISKPRINT KIT FOR ALL
MACHINES $24.95
Refill Packs of 50 Custom Forms $8.95
Please add $1.50 per order for P&H

ARMA DESIGN GROUP
"We make the computer revolution
a little less revolting." ©
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The Hotberg Synthesizer is a
Machine La nguage music playback
program fo r an Ata ri® computer with
one disk dr ive and 32K RAM. It is provided as this issue's DV enhancement
for the Atari.

The
Rotberg
Synthesizer

Editor's No te: The program and
music files are recorded on the
reverse side of th e disk. To run,
remove the BASIC cartridge, place
the disk in Drive I and boot the
system. The program will run with
the BASIC cartridge in place, but you
must Ihen type " DOS " 10 run the
program afler you see Ihe
" READ Y" prompl on the screen.
This side of th e disk is copy-prolecled
and contains ils own operating
system . Do not Iry to copy Ihis side
of the D V, or 10 access Ihe files f rom
Alari DOS.
When the program Slarts, a m enu
will be displayed. Follow Ihe screen
prompts 10 make your selection and
playa song. Five songs are provided
with the syn thesizer: New Country,
Prelude and Fugue in C Minor,
Bolero (unfinished), Pokey Percus-

by Ed Rotberg

sion, and Disco Dirge.
The following is an ediled reprint
of an article f rom Antic magazine,
reprin led by permission of Antic
Publishing Co., 297 Missouri Slreet,
San Francisco, CA 94/07.

Reprint: ANTI CTM The Alarl RC$Ollrcc. 297 Missouri 51, San Francisco, CA, 941 07

Never heard of The Rotberg Synthesizer, right? Well , th is is a program
that has been passed arou nd o n dark

data from a command stream, ca using
lhe sounds to be generaled by a few,

Atlat.' k Dec ay

Tim e

Time

t t-r-,/ -<

street co rners, and onl y talk ed abou t in
veiled whisper s. (Have yo u ever seen a

,

veiled whisper - o r heard o ne?) It
does a pretty good job of shap ing
PO KEY so un ds into someth ing ap-

~

Suslain Levet

Release
Ti me

'- ___ j=-~..;..I t I

prox imating a mu sical instrument.

I have a lways had mi xed fee lings

Time~

about di sclosing the inner workings o f

the Synthesizer for a number o f
reasons. First o f all , the whole thing
really started as a gag when I was

preset rules. A major ad va ntage of lhis
method is that it keeps the data tables
short, as compared to a pu rely labled ri ve n approach , while allowing l he
program mer to add new " rules" an d
their co rr esponding instructio ns to th e
interpreter, as the need ari ses. It also

allows for fairl y q ui ck so und development.

will present one approach to implem enting envelopes in a m usic

First , let's go over j ust what the Syn-

ge nerating program , specifically, The
Rotberg Synthesizer.
Throughout lhis article, I will refer
to various registers in the P O KEY

thesizer is capab le o f doi ng. Il has the
ab ililY lO produce so und o n all fo ur
chan nels o f the PO KEY, sim ult aneo usly. The basic uni t o f so un d is called a

gramm ed , elect ronic di sco" for one of

chip,

note, since thi s program wa s intended

the programmers, a di sco freak, who
wa s getting mar ri ed in a short while.

POKEY. I will in no way describe l he to be primarily a mu sic synthesizer.

wor ki ng as a programmer in Atari 's
Co in-ap divi sion. I t wa s first designed

as

a

means

to

crea te

"p re-pro -

Thus, the birth of both the Synthesizer,
an d Disco Dirge, written especiall y for
the impend ing bachelor party by Dan
Pli skin , another ex- Ata ri an.

I do n' t feel there is much to be
ga ined by copying so meone's program
and ru nning il. Whi le techni ques can
be learned this way, creat ivity is bad ly
ha mpered. I would m uch rather discuss
ap proaches to sol utio ns, rather than

the solutio ns them selves, the reby letting ot hers exe rcise their crea tivi ty in
the implementatio n. Th erefore, I will
d iscuss the sy nthesizer program in a

ge nera l fa shio n, a nd layout lhe
specific data struc tures used by l he
program, rat her than give a listing.
T he single 1110st important reason

lhat The Rotberg SYlllhesizer sou nds
so di ffe ren t a nd , in my obviously
tainted o pin ion, signi fica nt ly belter
than the vast maj o ri ty of mu sic writte n
fo r the At ari, is ilS ab ili ty to app ly
"envelopes" to the freq uency , and
perhaps more importa ntly, to the
amplitude of each note. "E nve lope " is
a te rm used to describe the te mporal
variat ion of so me aspect of a sound. In
this case, the aspects va ri ed are fre-

quen cy and a m plit ud e. " Allac k,
Decay, Sustain, and Release" (ADS R)
has beco me the de fact o standa rd
method of specifying a n amplitude
envelope, as most of the electron ic perform ance synthesizers use thi s method.
I n o rder to give you a better idea o f
what these va l ues m ean , a graph is
given below, indicating these terms
with respect to a ha rpsichord-like
ampli tu de envelope.

J

and certain

functions o f the

capab ilities o f the chip ; it is ass umed

H owever, it is ca pable of generati ng a

lhat you alread y ha ve, o r wi ll obtai n, wide va ri ety of so unds. The freque ncy
th is knowledge. Also, the tec hniques of the no te is specified by eight bi ts
described here a re, for the most part, which define either a poi nter into a
useless in BA SI C due to execll tio n table of frequ encies, or the act ual fretime, nor is any considerat ion given to que ncy itself. (Th is is a n implementainterfaci ng with BA SIC. I wi ll not be tion deci sion, and each method has its
di scussing any mu sic /sou nd editing merits a nd d rawbacks. ) If the aClual
program s, o nl y the m ea ns of
generat ing the m usic and sounds.
Th ere are ba sicall y two m aj or cl asses
of sou nd generation used on the Atari :
stati c and dyna mi c. Th e first con sists
of nothing m ore than storing a few

frequency is sto red, the note must also
specify th e "noi se co ntent or d isto rtion " va lue to be stored in the control
register along wit h the sustai n vo lum e

for each chan nel. Each no te ca n
specify a 4 bit value for its susta in

values lO the various PO KEY registers, vo lume and can have a duration ,
a nd silling back a nd listening. The specified by 16 bits (2 bYles). T his
capabi lities of lh is a pproach quick ly dura tion is re lative to the current
becom e ex hau sted. More useful , and te mpo . The tempo is specified by a n 8
far more interesting to th e programmer, are the dyn am ic sou nds - those

bit value, wh ich is used as a delay

in which the valu es sto red to th e
POK EY are co nslan tly changed during

changed rel at ive to its cu rr ent va lue by

the so und's du ratio n . The three approac hes to dynamic sound generation
are:

I) Algorithmic: A short ro utine is
used to ca lcula te th e va lues to be
stored. T he poss ibili ties are limit ed only by the imagination of the program mer , time of development of the
routines, and their executio n speed.

2) Table driven: A short program
keeps an index to a loo kup table to
determine what va lues are to be stored

in to PO KEY during thal time interval.
New sou nds ca n be generated ve ry
q ui ckl y by slopping some new va lues

loop cou nter. The lempo ca n on ly be
a 2' s complement add of any 8 bil
value . Note that in versio ns of the Syn-

thesizer that run du rin g the vert ical
blank ing interva l, such as the Atari

POP

Demo

prog ram,

the

lem po

feature is not impleme nted , as th e tim-

ing interva l is fixed at 60 hert z. Each
channel can speci fy it s ow n current

envelope tab le, co nlro lli ng the attack/ decay of either a mpl itu de, frequency, or both. Attack and decay a re
not speci fi ed as rates or tim es, but

ralhe r as a tab le of di gitized a mpli lUdes
dur ing the a!lack / deca y period. Th is
peri od ca n cover a span fro m a few

into the tables until you find a sou nd
you like.
3) Interp reti ve : A small interpreter

mi lli seconds to a few seconds. The
val ues specified by the envelope are
always relal ive (2's complemen t additive) lO the specified freq uency/s us-

pr ogra m w ill

tai n volu m e of th e note. Care must be

read

instruc tions and

not to
values , unless,
tended resull.
" Release" is

wrap either o f th ese
of co urse, th at is the in·
At the present time,
no t im plemented. Th e

T h is inst ruct io n has the effect of
co nditionally repeati ng a sec tion of the
in struction strea m a specified nu mber

of times. Beca use eac h R EPE AT in-

~Y' IlI ,Il ","z,er

has th e ab ili ty to re peat a
sec ti o n o f mu sic up to 100 (hex) t imes .

struct ion has its own loop cou nte r in a

Th ese repeats may be nested withou t
any re stri ction except that the to tal
number of repeats in a piece of music

amou nt of nesting of th ese repeat in·
structio ns is all owed , as long as the
total num ber of repeat s in any compositio n is 100 or fewer. Each repeat
can play its section up to 100 ti mes.
Th is instruction appears at the end of
th e section 10 be re pea ted, and refe rs to
th e first instru ction of that sec tion in

must not exceed 100 (hex). T he Synthesizer can also play ph rases. I have
chosen not to implement the four

se pa rately trac king stack s necessary to
a ll ow for nestin g of phrases, a ltho ugh
thi s is cert ainl y simple enough to do.
Each phrase must specify its own
ret urn . In add ition, any channel's in·
strllctio n stream ca n cau se A U D CTL
to be cha nged on t he ny. T hat's abou t
it. The rest is left up to th e clevern ess
of the program mer in wri ting the instructi on s to the drive r . Thi s driver is

o nl y abou t 33 (hex) by tes lo ng . . . an d
co ul d easil y be shorter !
I n its current form, The Rorberg
Synthesizer support s seven instructions:

I) Repeat
2) Set/ change envelope
3) Set/ c han ge AU DCTL reg ister
4) Play Ph rase
5) Re tu rn from Phrase
6) C ha nge Tem po
7) Play I nOte
The Synthesizer processes four sets

RA M ta ble 100 (hex) bytes lo ng , a ny

its o pe ra nd field.

encountered in channel I 's instr uction
stream .
The da ta stru clUre for mal fo r each
instruction follows, where each cell
represents one byte; all va lue / ranges
are given in hexadecimal.

R E P EAT: op-cod e

FF

SET ENVE LOPE: op-code

FE

Ihh~E I
FE = set enve lo pe o p-code
II = low byte of ad d ress of en velope
table
hh = hi byte of a d dress

ti on must precede th e fi rst note instruct io n on any chan nel. Envelopes may be
changed al any time, and as often as
necess ary.

C H ANGE A U DCT L: o p-code

FF = RE P EAT o p -code
n n = repeat co u nt

rFDl

@]

stru ction of sec tion

hh = hi byte of add ress
ii = index into RA M tab le for th is

PH RASE:

op-

F B = R ET U R N op-code.
T his instruction is lI sed to return
fro m a ph rase.

C H A GE TE MP O

fFAl
El
FA = C H A GE TEM P O op-code
= 2's complement de lta change to
TEMPO
T his instrll ction is lIsed to cha nge the
curre nt te mpo by a 2' s co mplement
del l a value. T his instruction can ap·
pear in any chan nel, and obviously af-

fect s a ll channels .
cc

=

new audetl value

OTE: op-code =

T his instruct ion is lIsed to change

A U DCT L o n the n y. T his represents
dynam ic

control

CA LL PHR ASE: op-code
(0 = 100 ,

F ROM

FD = change AU DCT L op-code

of

the

piece, as AU DCTL ca n affect A L L

I = NO P , cou nt indicates number of
times section is to be played)
11 = low byte of address of I st in-

section'S re peat count er

FD

chan nels.

II

RETU R N
code = F B

tt

chan nel, but in prac tice, it is best on ly
alt ered from one cha nnel wit hin a

hh

therefore use any instruction s

must term inate with a R ET U R N in·
struct ion. Note that, wh ile po ssible, it
is da ngerous to have two channels lise

cha nn el. A " set EN VE LO P E" instr uc-

PO KEY. It may be used from any

11

may

ot her t han "CALL PHR ASE", and

T his instruction sets the poin ter to
the cu rrent envelope ta bl e fo r th at

powerfu l,

FF
nn

phrase calls , (i .e., o nly o ne level of
call in g a phrase). P h rases them selves

t.he sa me phrase, especi all y if th at

o ne for each chan ne l in P O KEY. Each

STO P d irect ive that is o nl y va lid when

Th is instructio n will tra nsfe r comrol
to a phrase which can be " call ed" any
nu m ber of times. In th e curre nt im ·
plementa tion, there is no nesti ng of

phra se com ai ns R EP EAT instructions.

of these instructions simultaneously,
instruction strea m is made up enti rely
of these instru cti ons, in ad di tion to a

instruction of phrase

hh = h i by te of address

FC

FA

a

~
ff
dd
ee

c = co ntrol nibble (upper nibbl e of
volume)

a = sllsta in vol um e
ff = slistai n freq uency or pointer to

c

freq. ta bl e
dd = low byte of 16 bit durat ion
ee = hi byte of 16 bit duration.

11

Duration is relative to tempo. For con·

hh

venience, a va lue of 100 (hex) is usuall y

~

used to represent a whol e note. Thi s
mea ns that for long durations, th e high

FC = CA LL PHR ASE op-code

by te (ee) o f the du rat io n re presents a

11 = low byte of a d d ress of 1st

measure count in 4/ 4 time .

~
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IN PRODUCTS
FOR THE ATARI (THE BEST) COMPUTER

HARDWARE
Prices listed with (.) are the CASH
discount price, charge prices are higher.

32 Rooms with four levels of INTENSE
arcade action with this game. Every
room bristling with DANGER.

16K Disk or Tape

$31.50

FROGGER

800 Computer 16K
$ 648
800 Computer 48K
$ 757
400 Computer (used)
$199
810 Disk Drive
$448
850 Interface
$178
410 Recorder
$ 78
16K Ram modu Ie
$ 69
32K Ram modu Ie
$109
Percom Disk Drive
$ 648
48K Ram modu Ie fo r 400
$197
WICO JOYSTICK
$ 26
Trac Ball controller
$ 63
800/400 Dust cover
$
9
10 Blank Disks
$ 28
Mark " Modem
$ 99
Alien Group Synthesizer
$153
Epson MX-80FT/Plus
$588
Amdek Color 1 monitor
$387
12' Joystick Extension Cord $ 10
Computer Paper 1000 8tx11 $ 17
Trade in your 400 for a NEW
800 Computer Call for details.

METEOR
~~

,0.

STORM

~,

cffI

~~~\/

J1~')f!f\

The city is about to be destroyed and
ONLY you can save its people from
destruction. FAST, arcade type action
game.
16K Disk or Tape

$29.95

16K
Disk

SOFTWARE
ZAXXON
Now you acn get that powerful 3-D
game for the A tan. Made by one
of the BEST game makers Datasoft
Order early to get yours 0 $35.10

This is the
genuine FROGGER

32K Disk 16K Tape

$31.40

EASTERN
The MOST popular
programs and truly
war games for the

FRONT
of all the APX
one of the best
Atari.D,T$27.90

SAMMY THE SEA SERPENT
A must for the little computerists
ages 4-7. The kiddies LOVE this
one and "Sammy" too. Tape $15.90
BAJA BUGGY
If you have been waiting tor a good
Car racing game for the Atari then
this is it I Disk or Tape
$29.90
BUG ATTACK
You must defend your garden from
hungry bugs. But, look out these
bugs shoot back I Disk/Tape $26.90

Just like the arcade game that has been
so popular. This is one of our BEST sellers
for all ages.

$35.10

24K
Disk

$39.90

16K
Cart.

A SUPER graphic game in which you are
the miner and must watch out for mine
flooding and monsters of the deep.

emS!

The aliens have
landed and it's
your job to save ..-;:,.,...._
the city . .,1iii!1fIii:~~~~
(If you
canl) TOP RATE
GAME. ARCADE

QUALITY. HIATARI PRODUCTS CATALOG
with any order or
send $1.00 refundable with order.

RES Graphics &
Sound. 16K TAPE
32K DISK

$26.90

VISI!"

HOW TO ORDER: Send check or money order or phone your order uSing your charge
card. Ask about our 48 hour delivery service, Shipping on programs is $2.00 per order
in USA or $3.90 for the 48 hour AIR service. Call for Hardware shipping costs. Prices
subject to price change without notice.

Store Hours

8 am - 6 pm
Mon. - Sat.

SoftSide

2160 West 11th Ave., Eugene, Oregon 97402
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Pokey Player is a music
editing/playing utility for
the Atari 400/800 with
32K and Atari BASIC.

x
x

Of the three special
x
chips in the
x
Atari computers,
x
the POKEY (POrt
and KEYboard
controller) is the
most overlooked and
underused. The POKEY
is a rather versatile chip,
used by Atari not only in
their 400/S00 computers, but in
their arcade games as well, such as
Missile Command. Yet, with few exceptions, the only sounds one ever
hears from this chip are explosions and
special effects for outer space, shootem-up type games. Isn't it about time
somebody put POKEY through its
paces?
Presenting .. .Pokey Player
Enter Pokey Player, a music playing
utility for Atari 400/S00 computers.
This music player is designed to allow
full access to the wide variety of sounds
generated by the POKEY chip. Using
Pokey Player, it is possible to produce
music of excellent quality.
Pokey Player Features
Three simultaneous voices are supported by Pokey Player. The primary
voice has an eight octave range (CO to
CS); the two secondary voices each
have a five octave range (Cl to F6).
Middle C is C4.
For a nicer sound, an automatic
decay feature has been implemented.
This causes the volume to fade towards
the end of a note. The automatic decay
can be defeated in order to tie notes
together. A wide range of tempo selections is available, and the tempo can be
changed at any time.
A sequence of notes can be repeated
up to 255 times, or forever. Repeats
58 JI\..
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cannot be nested, but each of the three
voices can repeat independently.
Music data is stored in a compact
form for minimal memory usage. In
most cases, just a little more than one
byte is used for each note.
Other advanced features will be
described in a later issue of SoftSide.
A Three Step Process
To develop music for Pokey Player,
three programs are provided. The
EDITOR is used to easily create music
files. The COMPILER converts a
music file from the EDITOR into a file
of DATA statements and provides a
listing of the music part. The DATA
statements can then be merged with the
PLAYER program. Running PLAYER' after it has been merged with
DATA statements for three different
parts, produces real music from your
Atari computer.
The Editor
This program takes a few moments
to initialize, but it is certainly worth the
SoftSide

wait. First, a joystick must
be plugged into the first
controller jack. Pitches,
rests, ties, and durations
are all selected using
the joystick. The
general procedure is:
push the stick up
and down to move
from one section to
the next; push the stick left
or right while in a particular section to actually select a
certain option. Other options
that require use of the keyboard will be explained later.
After the program has completed
initialization, the main section is
highlighted in a bright white, while the
other sections are displayed in a dark
gray. The main section consists of a
grand staff (treble and bass staves),
and twelve piano keys. As the joystick
is moved left or right, a note displayed
on the grand staff moves up and down,
an arrow points to the proper key on
the piano keyboard, and a little bell
sounds. The pitch of the bell corresponds to the position of the note on
the grand staff and the indicated piano
key. A full eight octaves are available
just by moving the joystick. The note
and octave number are also displayed
below the section. The display of the
current note in these several forms
should facilitate note entry.
If a rest is desired instead of a note,
the joystick must be pushed up once to
highlight the section where "RST" is
displayed. The main section will be
dark. By pushing the stick left or right,
the selection will alternate between the
current note and the rest. This is
reflected in the line below the main section where the current note and octave
are displayed.
Once the note value has been
selected, be it a regular note or a rest, a
length must be specified. Push the
joystick down twice to highlight the
area below the main section. Various

EDITOR
COMPILER
by Craig Chatnberlain and Harry Bratt
durations are displayed, from thirtysecond note to whole note. All of these
notes, except the thirty-second note,
can be dotted. A dot signifies that a
duration of one half of the note's normal duration should be added to the
normal duration. Thus, the total duration of a dotted note is one and one
half times the duration of the same
note without the dot. For special cases,
a third of an eighth note triplet is
available at some tempo selections.
Three of these special durations are
equivalent in duration to one quarter
note. The joystick is moved left or
right to select one of them.
Sometimes notes are connected using
a tie or slur. Whereas notes are normally played separately, tied or slurred
notes are played together without any
break in tone. A tie could be thought
of as a method of extending the length
of a note. Slurred notes create a
smooth, legato effect. To choose this
option, push the stick down once to
highlight the section marked "TIE".
Push the stick left or right to alternate
between selecting a tie/slur or no
tie/slur. It is not necessary, or possible,
to use this option on a rest.
Having set all of these parameters, it
is time to create a note by pressing the
red trigger button on the joystick.
When the button is pressed, an image
of the selected note will appear in a little box at the bottom of the screen and
then move to the left. Every time the
button is pressed, the main section will
again be highlighted so the next note
can be chosen. For all succeeding
notes, only those parameters which are
different from the previous note need
be changed. For example, if a music
part requires a series of half notes, the
half note duration will have to be set
only once until the pitch is changed.
The tie/slur must be selected each time
it is needed.
After selecting several notes, it may
be necessary to change one. To do this,
the joystick must be pushed down until

the bottom section, with the box, is
highlighted. Moving the stick left or
right will cause the notes to move left
or right through the box, so that any
note can be changed. Two key commands are used to quickly move to
either end of the music part
the B
key to move to the beginning, and the
E key to move to the end.
To delete a single note, move the
joystick so that the note to be deleted
shows in the box, then press the CTRL
and DELETE combination. The note
will disappear, and any notes to the
right will move to the left to fill the
gap. To totally erase all notes, press the
SHIFT and CLEAR key combination,
followed by the Y key in response to
the confirmation prompt.
Inserting a note is accomplished by
pressing the CTRL and INSERT key
combination. An opening will be
created between the note in the box and
the note to the left of the box. A note
can be inserted at any place in the
music. The function will work slowly,
however, if inserting is done near the
beginning of a long piece. As notes are
added, the free memory counter
displayed above the piano keys is
decremented. When there is no more
memory, no more notes can be added
or inserted. Any attempt to do so
sounds a warning buzzer.
Music files can be saved and loaded
for editing purposes. To save or load a
file, press the respective key, S or L,
followed by the D or C key, as
prompted, for disk or cassette. When
the disk is chosen, a filename must also
be specified. Any SIO errors will be
reported. Files too large for memory
cannot be loaded.
There are three special command options currently available in the
EDITOR. These special options are
displayed, along with the normal
notes, in the section at the bottom of
the screen.
The first special option allows a sequence of notes to be repeated. Press
SojtSide

the R key, followed by the RETURN
key for confirmation, to indicate the
start of a repeat. A character consisting
of two vertical lines and two dots will
be shown. The number of times the sequence will be repeated must then be
entered, with valid numbers ranging
from one to 255. Entering a value of
zero will cause the sequence to repeat
forever. The end of the repeat sequence
is marked by again pressing the R key.
This time, the character will be two
dots, followed by two lines. Repeats
can be used any number of times, but
they cannot be nested.
The tempo can be changed by pressing the T key. Fourteen different tempo choices are available. Press the
number keys 0 to 9, and the letter keys
A to D, to display each tempo. The
metronome value will appear, along
with notices of any duration values not
available with that tempo. Sometimes,
the thirty-second note or the eighth
note triplet is not available. To select a
tempo, press the RETURN key when
your choice is displayed. It is best to
use tempo changes only on the first
voice, and only at a point in the music
when all three voices will be starting a
new note.
The last special option is used to indicate the end of a part. This is known
as the "stop" or "halt" command,
and is abbreviated HL T. This command must be followed by a note,
usually a rest.
Despite its many functions, the
EDITOR is very easy to use. It will
streamline creation of music for Pokey
Player.
The Compiler

The notes in a music file from the
EDITOR are stored in a format convenient for editing. Unfortunately, this
tends to nearly double the memory requirements for a musical part. The
COMPILER is used to convert the
music file into a more compact form to
be written to a file as a bunch of
A59

TURN
YOUR
ATARI810
DISK DRIVE
INTO
A REAL
SPEED
DEMON.
WITH

FAST-CHIP
• Increases the formating speed of
810 disks by 10 to 40%.
• Plug compatible
• Easy to install

ORDERING INFORMATION
Available at your local Atari dealer
or Atari center for only $39.95
(installation may be extra).
if not available in your area call BiNARY
directly to place your order. Our order lines
are open 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

Shipping and handling charges:
North America: Add $2.50
Outside N.A.: Add 10%
Michigan Residents: Add 4% tax.
C.O.D.: Add $2.00

Payment Methods:
VISA, Master Charge, AMEX, cash,
certified check, personal check
lallowforclearancel, money order.

Look for Binary Software Products at
your local computer store.
Dealer Inquiries invited

~iruR~lITM
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3237 Woodward Ave.
Berkley, MI 48072
(313) 548-0533
BINARY CORPORA nON
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ATARr
DATA statements. This file is then
merged with the PLAYER program by
use of the ENTER command in Atari
BASIC.
The program first requests the music
source file, the one used by the
EDITOR. A full device specification
must be given, including the D: and C:,
and the filename if the disk is being
used. The COMPILER then asks if the
part is for a primary or secondary
voice. Remember that secondary voices
have a range of slightly more than five
octaves (from Cl to F6), and an error
will be reported if the voice is secondary and the note data goes beyond
this range.
Just as a device specification was
given for the input file, so must one be
designated for the output file of DATA
statements. The starting line number of
the statements, and the line number increment, must also be specified. The
practice used thus far has been to start
the first voice at line 3100, the second
at 3200, and the third at 3300.
The primary voice must assume the
third position. Numberings is always
done by two. The first number in the
first DATA line tells how many bytes
are to be READ for the part.
While compiling, a status report is
also produced. This report describes
various important characteristics of the
output file, and is usually sent to either
the screen (E:) or the printer (P:). Each
line tells the byte count, running frame
count, byte value in decimal and hexadecimal, and other information
relative to the particular byte. If the
byte is a note, the note octave, name,
and duration is given. The plus and
minus signs are used to indicate sharps
and flats. A letter "D" will appear in a
separate column if a note is dotted.
Dotted notes are generated by tying a
note of half the indicated duration to a
note of the full indicated duration.
Tied notes are marked by a letter "T"
in a special column. Special option
commands have names associated with
them, as listed below.

The COMPILER changes source
files into a more convenient form, and
also produces a handy report useful for
documenting or editing a music part.
The Player

Once three different voices have
been compiled into DATA statements,
it is time to add them to the Player.
First type the Atari BASIC command
NEW, LOAD the Player, then ENTER
each of the three DATA files. The
Player will then be set to RUN. After
initializing for a few moments, you will
hear the music, and the program will
END. The Player, complete with
DATA statements, can then be
SAVED for later listening pleasure.
Two demonstration pieces have been
provided. Happy Birthday, and the
March from Scipio by Handel can be
found immediately following the main
program listing for Player. Each is
listed separately as a data file running
from lines 3100 on up. To use any data
file, first LOAD the Player program
into memory, then ENTER in the data
file. Be sure the data file is in the LIST
format. For example: After typing in
the Scipio piece by Handel, type LIST
"D:SCIPIO" (or LIST"C:" for
cassette). Then type LOAD "D:
PLAYER" (or CLOAD for cassette)
to load the Player program. Now type
ENTER"D:SCIPIO" (or ENTER
"C:" for cassette) to merge the music
data into the Player program. A simple
RUN command will now start the
music. You can use this method for
both music files.
This concludes the description of the
process used to create and play music.
Pokey Player was developed with
technical assistance from Lee Actor.
The authors are most anxious to hear
comments regarding the programs, and
to learn of any difficulties or bugs.
Any music produced with Pokey
Player is certainly welcome. Anyone
wishing to use Pokey Player in a commercial application, however, must
first acquire permission. Please send all
PPHEAD beginning of a repeat
correspondence
to SoltSide magazine.
PPTAIL end of a repeat
Despite
some
serious limitations,
PPTEMP tempo change
Pokey Player is flexible and memory
PPSTOP halt command
conservative. The demonstration
Extra, unlabeled bytes are required pieces are just a peek at what is possfor some special commands. These will ible with this program. Be watching
be explained in a later article, as will future issues of SoltSide for PART
the + / - signs, followed by numbers, TWO which reveals all the other
that occasionally occur in the octave special options and surprises built into
column.
Pokey Player.
SoftSide
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7\ ; CHR$ (157)

260 IF SKIP THEN 270
262 IF NOT CHANGE THEN MOVE=O:GOTO 27

o
265 MDVE=2+411IN=4S AND S(81 OR IN='?
AND 5}8) OR (N=49 AND S>8} OR (N=46 AN
D S<Bi)

267
270
280
300

MOVE=256'IS{SI-NEIMDVE
U=USR(ADR(MS),MDVE}
RETURN
REM PROCESS KEYPRESS

3)2

REt~

1

100 REM MAIN ROUTINE
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55
Atari BASIC
55
55
"Editor'
Author: Harrv Bratt
55
55
Copyright leI 1982
55 50ft5ide PublicatiDns, Inc
55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

105 U=USR(ADR(U$),48)
:07 OSEC=2:SEC=OSEC:PSEC=6

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

110 POSITION 30,3~? NMAX-NN;" n
!ll S=STICKIO):IF NOT STRIGIO) THEN 7
00

417 U=USP(ADR(U$'},NJ

420 IF RST THEN ? RRST~:FOR 1=1 TO 20:
NEXT I:80TO 110
430 MOVE=O:SKIP=1:S0SUB 230:60TO 110
410 REM TIE
450 TIE=l-TIE:ROSITION 28,17
455 U=USR(ADR(U$),N)
460 , TIESITIE.3+!jTIE*3+3J
470 ~OR 1=1 TO 40:NEXT 1:80TO 110
500 REM SAVE &LOAD
505 POKE 1568+DSEC,PSEC:POKE 1568,10
510 POSITION 5 O:? SLSI91IA=761+1,9tIA

14(1 POKE 1
i); GOSU8

JNTE$(6~) jD$·{~4) ~F$-(12)

1

SL$(18),TIE$(6)~INS$(3~)TEM$(45)

:7

PSEC

145 PSEC=PEEKtSEC+1568):POKE 1568+5£C,

49(\)

15 DIM NN${22.!

\~AX=INT(~FRE(O}-256)!2):D!M

1500SEC=SEC:U=U5RtADR(US},24)
155 FDA 1=1 TO 45:NEXT I
160 GOTO 110

MSC$(N

3:~ NMAX
20 CCT=4:LNT=6:N=48:CN=1:LT=3:0Q=67

~~~*2):POSITION

j

200 REM NOTE CHANGER
"21)5 RST=O! SKIF'=O

30 PuKE

82~G

50 SL$=t'SAVING TOLOAD

FROM~

NE=(S{S)-(S)B):NTE=NTE+NE:OCT=OCT(NTE(O)+(NTE)11l:NTE=NTE+12*(NTE{O)-12
t(NTE)11)
215 N=12-NTE-12l(NTE=12l:N=N+(7-0CT)*1
2:IF N)96 OR N<O THEN S=16-S:GOTO 210
220 U=USR(ADR(U$},Nl:GOSUB 230:6010 11

=INSt·

515 ?

il

~ISK

DR

~ASSETTE?

"; :GET #23 I:

CHR$ ([ +128)
520 IF 1=67 THEN DS="C:":POSITIDN 11,1
!? tl PRESS

Bf..I.Yill! Ii;

=

GO TO 540

530 IF 1<}68 THEN SOSUB 580:S0TO 110
535 POSITION 5,1:' 'NAME OF FIlE";:DS=
"D:':INPUT FS:DS[3J=FS
540 CIC$(10,10)=CHRS(64):U=USR(ADR(CIO

'.)

230 POSITION 7,14:N2=NTEt2+3:TS=NNS(N2
70 NTE$="% 32ND &16TH 'EIGHTH (
QUA~TER) HALF
t WHOLE +,TRIPLETD
75 INS$=CHR$(157):INSS{2)=INSS:INS$(3)

=76}+9j~

'!

~:o
8150180225300---I;:TEM$~43)=CHR$(14):TE

312 IF A=254 THEN 1110
314 IF A=255 THEN 1210
316 IF A=76 THEN 505
318 IF A=125 THEN 980
320 IF A=82 THEN 1310
322 IF A=72 THEN 1410
324 IF A=84 THEN 1510
328 IF INS OR NN=O THEN 110
330 IF A=83 THEN 505
332 IF A=66 THEN 1260
334 IF A=69 THEN 1035
390 GOrO 110
400 REM REST
4[0 RST=I-RST:POSITION 7,14
415 FOR 1=1 TO 20:NEXT I

115 IF 5=15 THEN 111
120 !F 5(13 THEN ON SEC+! 60TO 110,410
,200,1:0,600,450~800

12 OPEN #2 j 4~ 0, Hf'::~!;

66

i12 IF PEEK(764)::>255 THEN 310

130 S~C=SEC+IS=13)-(S=14l:SEC=SEC+61IS
EC=O}-6l(SEC=7):IF SEC=3 THEN 130

10 A=PEEKtl06)-16:POKE 106,A:GRAPHICS

125~ 76,254~

542 IF A=76 THEN 1010
545 NHI=!NT(NN!256):NLO=NN-NHI*256:TRA
P I060:0PEN 11 8,O,D$
550 PUT #l,NLO:PUT 11,NHI
560 FOR 1=1 TO NN.2:PUT II,ASCIMSC$(I,
!I):NEXT I
j

245 Q=ASC(T$(l,l)):CHANGE={Q<>OQ)~Og=Q
250 POSITION
14:~ OCT
255 PDSITION 22+NTE+(NTE}4I,4:' CHRI12
SojtSide

JI\. 61

ATARr
570 CLOSE 11: TRAP 40000:POKE

822 IF CN=NN'2+1 THEN 110

$!I,I~=CHR$

575 F=USR(ADR(CIO$)}:GOSUB 580:GOTO 11

825 POSITIDN 22+NTE+U~TE>4}~4;? 1~1

000

830 POSITION

103~ PO~E

35*(S<8)~18:TN=CN-8*(S}a)

580 POKE 1568+0SEC J 10:POKE 1568,6

585 POSITION 0,0:7 ",;"
590 RETURN
600 REM LENGTH CHANGER
610 POSITION LNT*2+6-DOT,16:?
620.IF DOT THEN POSITION

11;<')

I

.:

?nj

840 80SGB 900

845 POSITION LNT32+6-DOT,16:?
850 IF DOT THEN POSITION
~

n

15:?

11

"

630 LNT=LNT+(S(8)-(S>8}:LNT=LNT+13*~LN
T=-1)-13*(LNT=13):IF LNT=l THEN 630
631 DOT=(LNT!2}INT!LNT!2))
632 IF DOT THEN POSITION LNT+23,15~? R

n

~

17~?

0~F=USR(ADR(CIO$)):GOSU8

1035 POSITION O~18:? INS.
10 T
1040 FOR B=0 TO 4:POSITIDN
N=~N!2-B*2-1=GOSUB 910:NEXT B:CN=NN$2t

l;"';; !

15:?

H

860 I=ASC(MSC$(CN,CN))
862 I~ 1)127 AND N{255 THEN 110
865 N=I:TRAP 110:LNT=ASC(MSC$(CN+l,CN+
1)):TIE=(LNT)127):LNT=LNT-128'TIE:TRAP
40000
870 IF N=255 THEN POSITION 7J 14:? HRST
H:RST=1:60TO 631
875 RST=O:PDSITION

J):NEXT I:CLOSE 11:TRAP 40

TIE'${TIEt3+

1047 POSITION LNT*2+6-DOT,16:?
1050 sorD 860
1055 REM TRAP 110 ERRORS
lu60 TRAP 40000:CLOSE 11:POSITION 5,0:
? '!ERROR- H;PEEK{195l"
1070 POSITION 5,1:POKE
O!F=USR(ADR
11

0

fCIO$·}}

635 POSITION LNTt2+6-DDT 516:? CHR$ (27}

1~ TIE~3+3}

1075 ? !lPRESS -Y- TO RETRyH; ~; GET #2] I

;CHR$(28)

880 I=96-N~QCT=INT{I, 12j~NTE=I-QCTi:2

~iF I=H9 T~EN GOSUB 5:3S;SOTD 500

640 POSITION 10,17
645 LT=INTfLNT/2)
650 ? NTES(LTl9+1,LTt9+9)

885 I=ASC(NN$(NTEI2+3,NTEt2+3)}-67:I=7

1080 GOSUB 580:80TO 110
110~ RE~ DELETE
1110 IF CN=N~t2+1 THEN 110
1!~5 INS=INS-(INS>O)
1120 ?OSITIO~
18:S=7:GQSUB 995
1125 POSITIDN 22+NTE+(f.1TE>4J;4:? !f~l
1130 TRAP 1140:MSC~(CN)=MSC$(CN+2)
1140 TRAP 4QOOO~NN=NN-1:MSC$(NN'2+1)=!f

.~I<O)+I+OCT*7:I=56-1
890 MOVE=II2+25~MCVE=MOVE+8$(MOVE>81)+

665 IF NOT DOT THEN 680
670 POSITION 11,17:?

4'(MDVE=811:MDVE=MJVE-PEEK(1576l:MOVE=
. 2561(MQVE{O)+MDVE

II.!!

680 IF N(128 THEN U=USR(ADR(US},Nl
b90 GOTO 110

895 '3KIP=1~GOSUB 230~GOTO 631
900 REM SUBR.
910 TRAP 948:I=ASC(MSC$(TN TN)):TRAP 4

700 REM ENTER NOTE
710 IF CN=NMAXt2+1 THEN 790
712 U=USR(ADR{US),N}
715 INS=!NS-(INS)O}
720 POSITION 20,18
723 IF RST THEN ?

1

RS(30);CHRS{30};:GOTO 940
920 IF 1)127 THEN ON 1-127 SO SUB 1420,
1370 5 1370,1580:RETURN

nBiI!I~MSC$(CN,CN}=CH

:7'30

I=q6-I~J=INT(I!12)~I=I-Jt12

1145 PCSITION

1;j~TN=CN+6~

IF INS<4 T

HEN GDSUB 900

1150 IF CN=NN'2+1 OR INS THEN 110
1160 SOTG 845
12':0 HEM INSERT

R$(2551:TIE=O:GDTD 730

935 ? NN$(I

725 '1$;OCT:"5[$

730 POSITION 21] 19~? NTE$(LT$9+1;LT¥9+

(30} ; CHR$ (30) ;
940 I=ASC(MSC$(TN+l~ TN+i) ,:T=(I}127); I

1210 IF CN=NNt2+1 THEN 110
1212 IF N~=NMAX THEN 790

2);CHR$(30);CHRS(DOT*15+31);
732 MSCS(CN+l,CN+l'=CHR$(LNT+128tTIE)
735 IF TIE THEN? CHRS(92l;"!!I:SOTO 74

=1-T*128
945 J=INT(I!2):K=(J<I!2~:? NTE${J*9~1,
Jl9+2);:IF K THEN? CHR${30);l!z";

1220 FOR I=NNt2+2 TO CN+2 STEP -1:M3C$

737 ?;!

CN'=CHRSINI

Il2+4);J;CHR$(29);CH~$

740 TIE=O:POSITICN
17:~ TIESII.31
750 CN=CN+2:NN=NN+(CN=NNI2+31
755 POSITION 0,18
760 S=7:GOSUB 995

950 REM CLEAR NOTE MEM
9bO MSC$=;;H~NN=O~CN=l~R=O~ INS=\)
970 POSITION 0,18:7 INS$:RETURN

980 POKE 1568+0SEC,PSEC:POKE 1568,10
FSEC~PGKE

770 POKE

1 ;,

1 i)

780 TN=CN+6~POSITION
18:IF INS{4 TH
EN GDSUB 900
735 Goro 107
790 SJUND 3,52,12,15:FOR 1=1 TO 10:NEX
T I~SOUND 3,O,O,O:60TO 110
800 REM NDTE EDITOR
805 IF eN=1 AND 8)8 THEN 110
807 IF CN=NNl2+1 AND 5(8 THEN 110

985 POSITION 7,O:? !1PRESS -Y- TO CLEAR
MEMORY!l:GET 12,A:IF A=89 THEN GOSUB 9
60
990 60SUB 580:60TO 110
995 FOP 1=1 TO 5:7 CHR$(255-(S(8));CHR

1000 REM LOAD
1010 TRAP 1060:DPEN
;)

820 POSITION

O,18~GOSUB

995

9!0:NEXT B

1280 CN=l:GOTO ~045
130(:: REr~ REFEAT
131(; POKE
PSEC:POKE 1568,10
13~O

POSITION Q.O:? "PRESS RETURN FOR
(t.O+2*F)~tET

I~IF

1(';155 THEN

~7nt:'

1015 GET 11,NLO:GET
H

~=B*2+1:GOSUB

1·":"'3..;

808 IF INS THEN 110

18:?

[N)

1-2j~('~EXT I~~lSC$

1260 FOSIT!GN 0,18: 7 INS$
12 7 0 FOR 8=0 TO 3:PDSITIJN 20+BI5,18:T

'!;

810 CN=CN+2l(S(S)-2t(S)8)

815 [F 5}8 THEN POSITION

(I~Ii=MSC${I

35~18:? ~

=CHR$(O):MSC${CN+l,2N+l)=CHRS(Ol
1225 POSITION
18:S=11:G05UB 995
1230 ~N=NN+l:GQTO 110
1250 REM GG TO EEGINNING OF FILE

948 RETURN

II

1215 INS=INS+l:POSITICN

1325 MSC$
*!,4,O~D$~GOSUB

96

CN)=CHR$(129+R)

13:7 INS=INS-(INS}Ol
133(; IF R THErJ 135(,

~liNHI:I=NHI*256+N

1340? ,'tHDW MANY TIMES1';:TRAP

:..0: IF I >NMAX THEN POKE 195~ 2~ GOTe lObO

PUT I: TRAP 4000:)

1020 NN=I:FOR I=1 TO NN*2:GET #l,J:MSC

1350

SoftSide

1385~IK

MSC$(CN+l.CN~l)=CHR$(I):POSITION

~IIIIIIIIHIII• •III.I.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.

ATARr
18:TN=CN:GOSUB 1370
1360 GOSUB 580~R=1-R:GOTO 750
1370 ? CHR$(3t};CHR$(29);::=ASC(HSC$(T
N,TN)~:? CHR$(60+2~(I=130));CHR$(28);C

C(TS)64))+(ASC(T$ 2))-48-Y;(ASC(TS(
2,2))}64})):NEXT I
4960 FOR 1=1595 TO 1788:READ TS
4970 POKE I, (16t!ASC(T$)-48-7*(ASCtTS)

HRS'30';CHAS(30 1;

1371 IF I=130 THEN?

li:RETURN

H

5000 REM INITIALIZATION SUBR;
1385 GOSUB 580:GOTO 110
1400 REM HALT
141(;

PDS~TIQN

5015 RESTORE 9000
501C DL=PEEK{560~+256'PEEK(561}
1420~f1SC$(CN

2(\ 18:80SUB

5030 POKE DL+2; lbO:FOR I=6 TO 28:HEAD

~CN)=[HR$~128):MSC${CN+l~~N+l)=CHR$(O}

J:FOKE DL+I,J:NEXT I

1412 NN=NN+(CN=NN'2+1):S=7:PDSITION 0,

5040 FOR 1=1536 TO 1567:READ J:POKE I,

18:GCSUB 995:INS=INS-(INS)O)
1415 CN=CN+2:SGTO 110

J:NEXT I
5045 POKE 512,O:PQKE 513,6
5050 FOR 1=1568 TO 1576:READ J:PDKE I,

i

;CHR$(30) ~:?

,]~NEXT

IiKLTl!~RETURN

15}) REr1 TEMPO

1510 PO{E 1568+0SEC,PSEC:PDKE 1568,10
1520 POSITION 4jO~? HENTER TEMPO NOs [
HEX

~) thr~

D j!l

1525 POSITION
15~G

GET
THE~~ 1550

"NO;=

7~1:?

V:~']=K-48-7~

(=

LIMIT

TORl!

THEN I=14:K.=I

1540 POSITION It,l:? CHRS(K):POSITION
15,1:7 TEM$~It3~1,II3+3):IF 1=14 THEN

"'!

•.,

.

5114 '! I!NOTE~C
5115 PDSITION
5116 POSITION 18,16:? CHR$(27};CHRS(28

5117

?

i!

LENGTH: ( QUARTER

5120 FOR 1=1 TO

14~READ

1547 SOTO 1530
1550 IF 1=14 THEN SOSUB 580:80TO 110
1560 MSC·t
C~~} =CHR·$· (131 J : MSC$ (CN+ i ~ C

52C{i POVE 55'i ~ 62

N+l)=CH~$(I}:TN=CN

52C5 POKE 54279,A

18:G8SUB 1580:G05U3 5

1570 POSITION
80~GDTD

1580

1412

~ i'(=6;CHRS(29);CHR$(30~;CHR$(30)

;:I=A2C(MSC$~TN+ ,TN~l)}:?

4902 POkE 559,O:POKE

TEMS{!t3+1 5

1791J160~?OKE

,148~PDK£ 711~10:RESTQRE

712

q200

4905 D!M U$(58),T$(2~JM$(67),CID${14)
'9!O FOR 1=1577 T8 !594:READ J:PJKE I,

4950

58~HEAD

O:U=USR!ADR!CIOS))

U$(!,I)=CHR$(16l(ASC{Ts~-48-7'(AS

Box of 10 - 2295

List
44 95
44 95

Cost
33'0
33'0

BRODERBUND

j

525(: PQVE

469~POt:::E

PM+I; 129:NEXT

5400 REM MOVEM
SoftSide

i

I

I
I

(D)
C/D
C/D

34 95
29 95
29 95

26 20
22 45
22 45

O'Riley's Mine
;; Rosen's Brigade .
II Text Wizard .

C/D
C/D
(D)

34 95
34 95
99 95

26 20 iii
26 20 ; ;
74 95

C/D
C/D

34 95
34 95

26 20
26 20 iii

iiii DATASOFT
~

II

I

-III

Claim Jumper .
Raptilian .

I

II

APPLE SOFTWARE
Your

BRODERBUND
Hard Hat Noah .

I

Snack Attack ...
;; Mars Cars .

List
29 95
29 95

Cost

29 95
29 95

22 45
22 45

Free Fall .
Way Out .

29 95
39 95

22 45
29 95

.i
II

I

22 45 iii
22 45

II

-I

I

;;

II

;;SIRIUS

I
I

1I
;;

II

-

.

;; SYNAPSE

IDATAMOST

5220 FOR 1=0 TO I023: P DKE PM+I,PEEKI57
344+I):NEXT I:POKE 756 A
5225 FOR I=3 TO 12:FOR 1=0 TO 7~READ K
:POkE PM+I*8+J~K:NEXT J:NEXT I
5230 FOR 1=65 TO 78:FOR J=O TO 7:READ
K:POKE PM+Il8+J,K:NEXT J:NEXT I
5240 FQq 1=1 TO 8:READ C:FQR J=O TO 7:
READ V:POKE PM+Ct8+J,K:NEXT J:NEXT I

DR 1=454 TO

iii

ATARI SOFTWAREYour

iii Sea Fox .

5210 PM=At256

.-•

Choplifter ......
iii Stellar Shuttle .
II Genetic Drift .

II

PM=PM+I024:POKE 1 PM/256
PQVE
80
FOR 1=0 TO 5i2~PDKE PM+I,O:NEXT I
POKE 53249, 126:POKE
66:POKE 5
32S7~ 1
5320 PuKE
255:POKE PM+470,255:F

T$

i

I

5300
5305
5310
531S

I
4915 REM VBl INrT

J~NEXT

4'140 FOR 1=1 TO

J:CIO$(I,Il=CH

II

I

_

I
II

ELEPHANT DISKS

iii

i

-

ADD 3% for VISA/MC

I

~

ii'!!!

ITIQr~ 31~ 1~'~' !l+

_

III

5112 POSITION 14,12:? "please wait H

j':': :

1545 IF (I-i:.!3<>INT((I-l)/3) THEN PCS

-i-

I

I

i ..,J.J'.i

1."-:;

i

Centipede ..................
Pac Man ..

, C,",!"

1543 IF 1/2.: >If~T(I/2) THEN PDSITION 29

I ATARI 810 Disk Drive I
95
429
II (CASH DISCOUNT PRICE) I

ATARI. INC.

..ill"':'

I>l~,

INO=::!:~~~ i
iii

(} >57) ~ IF J=10(:

1532 POSITION

-

I 25% Discounts I-

5108 POSITION 8,8:? !!by Harry Bratt 8
t:' i

1535 I=,J:IF I " OR

I

5055 POVE
32:PGKE
6~POKE 205,0
5099 REM DRAW SCREEN
5102 POSITION 17,2:? "-REST-!
5105 PQSITION
5:7 IPOKEY PLAYER EDI

II ATARI
iI
&
i APPLE i
I SOFI'WARE I

I
I

iii

;;
II ORDERING INFORMATION:

I
We accept II

_ ViSA/MasterCard (No Surcharge on Software), _
Cashier, Certified or Personal Checks and Postal •
_
_ Money Orders.

I
iii
II

I

SHIPPING INFORMATION: Add $2.00 for iii

I
II

_ software orders of any amount. Add 3% for
hardware. CALL or WRITE for FREE CATALOG. iii
iii Specify Computer Type.

I

I

II

I SPORT 'N' SOUND i

··
·

II 21999 VAN BUREN, SUITE 2
GRAND TERRACE, CA 92324

I

;;

(714) 783-0556

-I
I

I

""11"1• •111.111111""1111"11111111111111111111111"
JI\. 63

T.H.E.
SMART
TERMINAL©

l!Z~
I

ATARr
5405 RESTORE 9400
5410 FOR 1=1 TO 67:READ TS
5420 M${I,I)=CYRS(16*(ASC(TS)-48-7l(AS

9106 DATA

C(T$)

188

·>.~4}

j-48-7~

(ASC{T$(

11

MEMaHY~;;

1!;CHR$(

9;CHRS(1);CHR$(2);H

TURN YOUR ATARI400 OR 800 INTO
A REAL SMART TERMINAL

5912?

Get up to date information from
services like Dow Jones, Compuserve,
The Source, and local timesharing
computers.

5913 REM SEE EXPLANATION OF ATARI
LINE LISTINGS FOR 5914 TO 5945

Save the information on disk or cassette
for editing or reviewing when you
disconnect from the telephone line!

___ il,:? :REM 8 UNDERLINES
5916 ? CHR$(25)~CHR$(5};CHR$(6):1!

Send the edited information back to
the timesharing system when you are
ready.
REDUCE YOUR CONNECT CHARGES
BY READING AND WORKING OFF
LINE!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Friendly
Disk or Cassette Based
Works with Hayes Smart Modem
X-ON/X-OFF Protocol
Runs in 16K
Serial or Parallel Printers
Menu or Command Driven
Save Data on Cassette or Disk
Upload/Download Atari 400 or 800
Multiple files in memory

254~1

2~2))>64))):NEXT I
5430 M$(4B,48l=CHRS(A)
5900 POSITION 2,3

5910 ?
'

)+(ASC(T$(2 J 2;

H

15~010;O~255~

,:t:"l.

7di

5914 ?

11 i"l

'tc =

mmmn:REM B CONTROL

!!;CHR$(~3)

j

~!?

28~ ;~O~OJO

5924 , CHRS(25);CHRS(11);CHR$(12);!1 __ _

8 UNDERLINES

"~REM

6~

5926 .) CHR$ {: 6J ;

;RE~

CONTP

OL M'S &~NDERLINE
5928

ry

5930 ,

i"::',

'1134 DATA 28

·~t

219,216,216,219,2

216
913b DATA

:REM UNDERLINE
!!;REM UNDERLINE

_"~,:?

!I
II

920(1 HEM VB I
~1~

5940 FOR 1=1 TO 4:?

'!:NEXT I:REM SEE
5950

Shipping and handling charges:
North America: Add $2.50
Outside N.A.: Add 10'X,
Michigan Residents: Add 4'}(, tax.
Payment Mf'thods:
VISA, Master Charge, AMEX, cash,
certified check, personal check
rallowforclearancer, money order.

g

y
---

EXPLANATIO~

v

----

EXPLANAT!C~

'j

5999 POVE

5~277~3:RETURN

9000 REM DL
9010 DATA
2~6~

130~

128,

9015 REr1 DLI
9020 DATA

230,205

9298 DATA

148;0

9300 RE~ NOTE DATA
9305 REM LD BYTE
9310 DATA Dl,DF,ED,FB,
9312 DATA 4F,64,79,95,

BD~D9~F5

9314 DATA 11:.

C7~Fl~29

9030 DATA 205,104,

9035 REM DLI COLOURS
10;246~6~24616~

249

9050 DATA 104,173,11,
!! i

'i:!"

"oj.;

1 't 1 j 1 't:. L 1"::

9iOO DATA

~

JI\..

lEJ2C~41

9316 DATA 4B,79,Bl,E9,21,75,

;; 1

7::'

108~254j 108;254~ 108~O~O~O,
'Ii

7'",

'"'lor

19
7,~,

9318 DATA
'1320 DATA

)1

3'1~

'7'102 DATA

0,27,24,24,

120,248,240,

24,24,24,
9328 DATA

24J120,248~240

o

9104 DATA

continued on page 66

BINARY CORPORA liON

64

FF

14

L.' ,.)1.', f..': J .;.:}

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3237 Woodward Ave.
Berkley, MI 48072
(311) 548-0533

.,

1;-1, : :

3~?

R:NEXT I:REM SEE

~

look for Binary Software Products at
your local computer store.
Dpaler Inquirips invitpd

240
"

T.H.E. MOST Sophisticated Communications Package Available for the Atari,
400 or 800 and its available on Cassette,
too!
cassette or disk

("

":REM 8 UNDERLINES

5945 FG\;: 1=1 TO

$49.95

i

89,3~3,3j3,3§3~3,3

CHR$(25)~CHH${9~;CHR${10j;!1

A POWERFUL COMMUNICA nONS
PACKAGE AT A SUPER PRICE!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Call BINARY directly to place your
order. Our order lines are open 24
hours per day, 7 days per week.

',1:'1:;'

5;OfO~O

9124 D~TA
9126 DATA

M~S

5935 POVE
This package allows you to define,
transmit and receive characters so you
can send characters and control codes
not found on the Atari keyboard and
receive characters that the Atari can
translate into something it understands.

i'i

L 1 L; ':::',1:.1, 1

CHR$(25)~CHR$(3);CHR$(4);!

l!:REM 8 UNDERLINES
5918? CHR$(25);CHRS(7);CHR$(S);!lmffiffimm

5922?

~
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A.S.C., INC
Authorized Service Center
"Call us for discount prices, availability, or
advice. Remember, service is our middle
name." Joe Guzzo, President, A.S.C. Inc.

VIC-20

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
800 16K.
. $654.95
80032K .
. .. $745.95
80048K .......... $815.95

VIC-20 Personal Computer $175

All models ...... Call for prices

GAMES/
PROGRAMS

MONITORS

ATARI400
400-16K .......... $264.95
400-32K .......... $364.95
400-48K
..... $430.95
410 Recorder ........ $76.00
810 Disk Drive .
. .. $444.95

Kits
481 Entertainer
$83.00
482 Educator ....... $129.95
483 Programmer.
. $56.95
484 Communicator. . $339.95

Software
We carry the full line of Atari hardware
and software products backed by our
Authorized Service Department.
Please call for special prices on all
Atari software and APX software.

Unlimited Availability ...... Call

Amdex 12-in. B&W ... $129.00
Amdex 12-in. Green .. $139.00
Amdex 13-in. Color ... $349.00
BMC--BM12A.
. $114.95
NEC 12-in. B&W ..... $169.95
NEC 12-in. Color.
. $339.00
TI10 ............. $344.95
Corvus ........ Call for prices
Zenith Z19 12-in ..... $115.00

COMPUTER
DESKS
Send for catalog and photos.

TERMINALS
Televideo .
. ..... $569.00
910
...... $569.00
912C ............ $694.95
920C
...... $744.95
950 ............. $934.95
Call for Computers

MODEMS
Lexicon.
U.D.S.1030ALP ....
RacaIVadicVA3212 ..
Prentice Star
....

DISKS
Elephant ......... 10/$21.95
Elephant DO ...... 10/$24.95
Dysan 5Y.-1 0/16 ..... 10/$38
Verbatim 8-in.SD--SS ... 10/$32
Verbatim ......... 100/$245
Scotch 3M
10/$25.95

$149.00
$169.00
$749.00
$179.95

PRINTERS
Brother HR-1 Parallel .. $829.95
Brother HR-1 Serial .. $880.00
Smith-Corona TP-1 Parallel $665
Smith-Corona TP-1 Serial . $665
C.ltoh Starwriter ..... $1,350
Diablo 630
. $1,999.95
Epson printers . . . . . . . . . . Call
Centronics printers .
. . Call
All name brands
. Call

DISK DRIVES
........... Call
Corvus
Percom .
. Call
. ... Call
Paradynamics .

Limited space prevents a full listing of
the lines we carry. If you don't see it
listed, we can get it for you, for less.

DC-2 ROBOT
Operates on any home computer.
Stands 4 feet high.
Call for details and prices.

NEW-NEW
Coleco-vision, Mattei Intellivision,
and Atari VCS game machines and
game cartridges. Call us for information on the latest, improved
models and best prices.

TO ORDER:

Phone orders accepted via Mastercard, Visa, or
bank wire transfer. Visa and MC service charge of 2%. Mail orders may send
charge card number (include expiration date), cashiers check, money order,
or personal check (allow 1 0 business days for personal or company checks
to clear). Please add 3% ($5.00 minimum) for UPS shipping, handling, and
insurance. APO and FPO include 5% ($7.00 minimum) for. postage. California residents add S% sales tax. Please include phone number on all orders.
FOREIGN ORDERS include 1 % handling. Credit cards not accepted on
foreign orders. All equipment is in factory cartons with manufacturer warranty. Opened products not returnable. Restocking fee for returned merchandise. Equipment subject to price change and availability. Retail prices differ
from mail order prices. WE SHIP THE SAME DAY ON MOST ORDERS.

Call Collect (714)284-5615 7 Days/Week
Monday through Saturday
8am-8pm
Sundays and Holidays
1 2n-6pm
After 11/6/82 , Call (619) 284-5615

A.S.C. Inc., 7436 University Ave.
la Mesa, CA 92041

ATARr
9332

D~TA

E8~

88,£8

9340 REM HI BYTE
S'350 DATA

01 i 01; 01,01

9410 DATA A5,80,BD,FD,06,A5,Bl,BD
9412
9414
9416
9418
9420
9422

9358 DATA
9360 DATA
9362 DATA

DATA FE,06,A9,OO,8S,BO,AD,80
DATA 04,a5,81JA9~OO,A2,08,AC
DATA 28,06,91,BO,C8~CA,DO,FA
DATA 68, 15,68,68,18~6D,2B
DATA
8D,28~06,A8,BD,38,06
DATA 91,80,C8,ES,EO,OB,DO,F5

AD,FE,06

9424 DATA

9366 DATA 21,

55 55 55 55 55 5S 55 55 55 55
55
55
Atari BASIC
55
RCompiler"
55 Author: Craig Chamberlain
55
Copyright (c) 19S2
5S SoftSide Publications, Inc
S5
55 55 55 S5 55 55 55 55 55 55

9370 DATA 54 J 59,5F,b4,6A,70,77,7E
9372 DATA 86, 98~9F,A9~B3,BE;C9JD5
9400 REM MOVEM

26,27,2A,2C,2F,32

55
55
55
55
55
S5
55
55
55

100 DIM 0171,M(13),R$11201,Fl$(16),F2$
(16),N$IS),P$1241,D$171:IF PEEKIS7) TH
EN GRAPHICS 0
101 P$="C C+D E-E F F+B B+A B-B ":0$="
TSEQHW3":FOR K=1 TO 7:READ P:DIK)=P:NE

XTK
102 FOR K=O TO 13:READ P:MIK)=P:NEXT K
110 TRAP 110:' CHR$(125):' "PDKEY PLAY
ER CDMPILER":? "by Craig Chamberlain
8/24/82":?
115 , "This program accepts a music":'
"sDurce file from the"
120 , "POKEY PLAYER EDlTOR and convert
s it":? "to DATA statements to be merg
ed"
125 , "with the POKEY PLAYER prDgram,"

.

,'1
:

130 ? "Please enter the device":? ·spe
ciitration from which the music"
135' "source file will be read,":' :B
OS US 600:FI$=R$:?
140 , "Is this for a primary or":' Use
ccodary part? (PIS) "j:POKE 764,255
145 P=PEEKI7641:IF P=10 THEN? ·PRIMAR
Y":V=O:BOTO i60
150 IF P()62 THEN 145
155 , "SECONDARY":V=12
160 , :? ·Please enter the device":? •
specification for the output file,"
165 ? :GOSUB 600:F2$=R$:TRAP 170:' :'
:? :PDSITION 2,21
170 , "STARTINB LINE rtUMBER";: INPUT LN
:IF IN}32767 DR LN()INTIABSILN)) THEN
170
175 ?"

LINE NUMBER STEP";:INPUT LN
S:IF LNS=O OR LNS()INTIAB5ILNS)) THEN

175

180 , :? "While compiling a source fil
e,":? "POKEY PLAYER COMPILER generates
"
185 ? "status information. Please R:?
"enter the device specification for"
190 , "the device to which this":? "in
formation should be sent. ":' :? :' :PO
SIT!Ot~ 2,21
195 6DSUB 600:TRAP 570:DPEN #1,4,O,Fl$
continued on

66
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This disk and program
was destroyed by a simple spill of milk.
NOW YOU CAN PREVENT A TOTAL LOSS
The Replica 1 + 1 Backup and Utilities Systems Package makes it
possible for the user to build a complete reserve library to replace a
damaged or faulty disk when necessary.
PROGRAM FEATURES
DISK BACKUP: Copies the sections of the disk which contain data, and
also permits read and write without verify, speeding up the backup
process considerably. Copies 'bad sectors' with ease. UTILITIES
PACKAGl: Scans any ATARI disk, providing the user with information
as to which sectors contain data, which are empty and which are 'bad' .
Includes a sector editor which allows the user to see and modify data
within a sector. Disassembles a sector into machine language op
codes. Searches for a series of bytes or a string within a'section of a
disk. Includes a custom format scan and patch analysis enabling the
user to backup any presently available* ATARI computer disk. And
much more ....
To receive the Replica 1 + 1 package and documentation fill out the
coupon below and send $50 to:
r------------------------------------------------~-i

l
:
l

NUDMEHI SOFTWARE
495 Old York Road Suite 425
Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
Visa and Mastercard Phone Orders: 215-635-2722

:

l

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
ADDRESS, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE:___ ZIP _ __

o
o
o

MY CHECK FOR $50 IS ENCLOSED
BILL BY VISA # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EXPIRATION DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BILL MY MASTERCARD # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EXPIRATION DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CARDHOLDER'S SIGNATURE
'As of 8115182. Subsequent updates will become available at a nominal fee.
Please Note: It may be necessary to adjust your drive speed when backing up certain disks.

THE REPLICA 1 + 1 IS NOT INTENDED FOR THE ILLEGAL
DUPLICATION OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, INC.

1...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _\.,.___ ,_______________________________________ - - - - . - - - - - . . ! . . - - - - - - - - - - '

ATARr
:SET 41,P:6ET tl,KMAI:KMAX=P+256tKMAX
200 OPEN t2,S,O,R$:DIM S$IFREIO)-lOO)
205? #2; "POKEY PLAYER COMPILATION REP
ORT":' #2:0LDP=48:K=0
210 IF K=KMAX THEN 500
212 6ET tl,PNEW:K=K+l:IF PNEW)96 THEN
350
215 IF VAND IPNEW<12 OR PNEW>S4} THEN
, #2:' 12; "ERROR: NOTE OUT OF RANSE":
6010 590
220 DIFF=ABS(PNEW-OLDP):!F DIFF{S THEN
250
225 OCT=INT(IDIFF+4)f12}:IF OCT)4 THEN
OCT=4
230 Q=127+0CT+4ilPNEW<OLDP):60SUB 615:
, #2jCHR$(44+SGNIPNEW-OLDP»;OCT
235 OLDP=OLDP+SGNIPNEW-OLDP)tOCT*12:GO
TO 220
250 NS= (D IFF +S* IPNEW( =OLDP) )*8: OLDP=PN
EW
255 GET 41,P:TS=0:IF P)127 THEN P=P-12
8:TS=129
260 DOT=IP/2()INTIP!2)):DUR=IP-00T)/2:
IF DOT=O THEN 300
265 IF DUR=O THEN' #2:' #2j"ERROR: DO
TTED THIRTY SECOND NOTE":60TO 590
270 Q=128+NS+DUR:60SUB 610:' #2:NS=64
300 DUR=DUR+l:Q=TS+NS+DUR:60SUB 610
305 PNEW=96-PNEW:N=INTIPNEW!12):' #2;"
";N;" ';P$(21IPNEW-12tNI+l,21(PNEW-12
tN)+2);" ";
310 , *2;DSIDUR,DUR);" ";CHR$132+36tDO
TI;" ';CHR$132+52tITS(}0}):60TO 210
350 IF PNEW0255 THEN 400
355 BET II,?: IF P>127 THEN' #2:' *2;'
ERROR: TIED REST":GDTO 590
360 DOT=IP!2<>INTIP/21):DUR=(P-DOT)/2:
IF DOT=O THEN 375
365 IF DUR=O THEN? #2:' i2j"ERROR: DO
TTED THIRTY SECOND REST":60TO 590
370 Q=DUR:60SUB 610:' #2
375 DUR=DUR+l:Q=DUR:60SUB 610:' 12;"
R "jD$(DUR,DUR)j" ";CHR$(32+36lDOT):
BOTO 210
400 IF PNEW:> 127 AND PNEW<135 THEN ON P
NEIH27 BOTO 410,420,430,44 l\450,460,4
70

405 , *2:' *2; "ERROR: ILLEGAL COMMAND"
:GOTO 590
410 Q=120:GOSUB 615:' 42;" PP5TOP":6ET
#1,P:GOTO 210
420 Q=16:60SUB 615:6ET #1,0:' #2;" PPH
EAD 1';Qj")":60SUB 615:' #2
425 Q=64:60SUB 615:' i2:Q=OLDP-V:6DSUB
615:' 1I2:60TO 210
430 Q=O:GOSUB 615:' #2;" PPTAIL":6ET *
·68
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1,P:GUTO 210
440 Q=32:605UB 615:9ET 41,P:; 112;" PPT
EMf' I";M!P); "I ":P=16-P:D(1I=IP!2'i( (P!
2)=HHIPi2))
442 FOR J=2 TO 6:DIJ)=P:P=Pt2:NEXT j:D
(7}=DI41!3tIIDI4If31=INTIDI41/3})
444 FOR J=1 TO 7:Q=DIJltIDIJI(256):GOS
UB 615: 7 #2:NEIT J:60TO 210
450 Q=8:GOSUB 615:6ET *I,Q:P=Q-16tINT(
Q!161:? #2;" PPPARM 1";INTIQfI6);","jP
;fI}!I

455 60SUB 615:' *2:Q=P+l:605UB 615:' ~
2:60TO 210
460 Q=40:GOSUB 615:6ET #I,Q:' 12;" PPS
TAT ("jQ;")":60SUB 615:' *2:60TO 210
470 0=24:605UB 615:6ET 1I1,Q:? *2;" PPO
FST 1";0;")":805U8 615:' #2:60TO 210
500 CLOSE #1:' 12:' #2;"TOTALS: ";8CNT
."
~'j.'j
, AYTC~
_ .. 1..,.,., "·FrNT."
J
1, ~RH"~Cs"·rLncE
' r!l..' .....
1tL,:
!..1oJ

"-!

510 OPEN #1,8,O,F2$:K=O:RS=STRS'LNI:RS
(LENIRS)+l)=" DATA ":RSILENIRSI+ll=STR
SIBCNTI:GOTO 530
520 R$=STRSILNJ :RS(WHRS)+1)=" DATA
:RSILENIRS)+I)=5TRSIASC(SSIKI}):IF K=B
CNT THEN 540
II

530 K=K+l:R$ILENIRS)+II=",":RSILENIRS)
+11=STR$(ASC(SS(KJ)):IF K~)BCNT AND LE
NIRSI(IIO THEN 530
540 , ~1;RS:LN=LN+LN5:IF LN)32767 THEN
? LI ME NUMBER OUT OF RAtIGE GDTO 590
550 IF K()BCNT THEN K=K+l:GOTO 520
560 CLOSE #I:GOTO 590
570 , "110 ERROR"
590 END
600 POKE 764,255: INPUT RS:IF R$="" THE
N600
605 RETURN
610 FCNT=FCNT+DIDUR)
615 BCNT=BCNT+l:SSIBCNT)=CHR$(Q):NS=ST
R$(BCNT+I000001:' 12;N$12,61;' ";:NS=S
TRSIFCNT+I0(0000)
620 , #2;NSI2,71;" ";:NS=STR$(Q+IOOO):
? ~2;NSI2,4);1! ";
625 N=Q:M=INTIN!!61:' t2;CHR$148+M+7l(
M)91);:M=N-!6tM:' 12;CHRSI4B+M+71IM)9}
II

II:

630 RETURN

900 DATA 5,10,20,40,80,160,1
905 DATA 56,60,64.69,75,Bl,90,100,112,
128,150,180,225,300

LINES··

LENGTH

HI2

Sf!

145

- 15(!

155 165 -170
175 - IBO
19S - 190
195 - 200
205 - 210
212 - 215
120 - 225

-

"·"ft
£. ••\,J

250, - 255

-

260 265
270 - 300
305- 310

US
TE

1<:'3
"4

IB

153
157

I'W

AR

87
Hl2

PI!
JI

1411

WE

10J

SL

FI
UK
JX
FY
XI

LE
SI4
Y,)
!"IA

SoftSide

f

'?it"'
,~.J

- 460
500
-

;c

150

510

tOO

530

88
109
105
89
214

-

- 520
- 540

-561)
590
600 - 605
61Q - 615
,!l21)
630 - 900
905 905

-

144

JI
E1
KI!

KY
MH

193
167
184
195
i

"T~'\,

~:/v

57
l{E

"l7

.io. ...'t

XS

46

II
6t1

112

DR

31
54

CP

22.S

ATARr
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55
Atari BASIC
55
'Player"
55
Author: Craig Chamberlain 55
Copyright Ic) 1982
55
50ftSide Publications, Inc 55
S5
55 5S 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

1000 IF PEEKI8?) THEN GRAPHICS 0
1010 , CHR$(1251:' 'POKEY PLAYER I":'
"by Craig Chamberlain 8/29/82":'
1020? RTuning instruments,.,":?
1040 POKE 1536,1:PDKE 1537,0
105e DIM PPS'4421:FDR K=1 TO 442:READ
P:PPSIKI=CHRS(P):NEIT K
1010 P=ADRIPPSI:K=INTIP!2561:POKE 1538
,P-256'K:POKE 1539~K
1080 P=P+91:K=INTIP!2561:PDKE 1540, P-2
56tK:POKE 1541~K
1090 P=P+199:K=INT(P/256):POKE 1542,P256*K:POKE 1543~K
1100 DIM F1S(194J:FDR K=I TO 194:READ
P:F1S(K'=CHRS(P):NEIT K
1110 P=ADR(FIS):K=INTIP!256':PDKE 1544
,P-256*K:POKE 1548,K
1200 DIM F2S(73':FOR K=1 TO 73:READ P:
F2$IK)=CHR$IP):NEXT K
1210 P=ADR(F2$':K=!NT(D/2561:PD~E 1545
,P-256'K:POKE 15 49,K
1500 FOR K=1564 TO 1646:READ P:POKE K,
P:NEXT K

1600 READ P:DIM Y11IPI:FOR K=I TO P:R~
AD P:VIS!K'=CHRSIP):NEXT Y
1610 P=RDRIVISI:K=INT:P'25&):POKE 1552
,P-256IK:POKE 1558,P-?56IK
1620 POKE 1555,K~POKE 1561,K
1700 READ P:D!M V2S(PI:FOR K=I TO P:RE

AD P:V2S(K'=CHRS(P!:NEIT K
1710 P=ADR(Y2$I:K=INT(P!2561:POKE 1553
,P-256'K:POKE 1559,P-256'K
1720 POKE 1556,K:POKE 1562 , K
1800 READ P:DIM V3S(PI:FOR K=l TO P:RE

2002 DATA 210,173,60,6,141,2,210,173,6
4,6,141,3,210,173,61,6 , 141,4,210,173,6
5,6,1 41, /, 210 ,173,62,6,141,6,210,173
2004 DATA 66,6 , 141,5,210,173,67,6,141,
8,210,162,0,32,94,6 ,232,32,94,6,232,32
,Q',6,24,144,16 7, 96,189,16 , 6,133,203
2006 DATA 189,19,6,133,204,188,28,6,18
5 8,6,133,205,185,12,6,133,206,222,31,
6;240, 189,40 , 6,208, II, 189,31,6,221
2008 DATA 46,6,176,3,222,63,6,96,32,97
,6, 100 ,6,133,20 7,41,248,201,128,208
j

,18~165,207~41,7,16S,185,68,6,24,125

2010 DATA 34,6, 157,34,6,24,144,227,165
,207.41,7,240,218,168,136,185,52,6,157
,31,6 , 165,20 7, 7',74,74.41,15,208,10
2012 DATA 157,63,6,169,1.157.40.6,208,
168,136,185,76,6,24,125,34,6,157,34
,
,6 168,189,43,6,15 7,63,6.177,205,24
2014 DATA 125,37,6~157,59J6,224,2,208,
152 J 24, 105,97~ 168~ 177,205, 141,62,6,
24; 144 , 26, 189,43,6,41,240,201,160,208
2016 DATA 17,189,34,6,201 ,50,144.10,18
91 6;41,15; 9; 192~ 157~63,6; 165~207,41

,128,157,40,6,165,203,157,16.6,165
2018 DATA 204,15 7,19.6,96.160,0,165,20
1,41,120,208,21,189, 49.6,240,5,222,49,
6,2 4!), 189;22,6,133,203,189,25,6
2020 DATA 133,204,96,201.8,208,13.32,1
00,6 , 157 , 43,6,32,100,6,157,46,6,96,201
,16,208,17,32,100,6,157,49,6,165,203
2022 DATA 157,22,6,165,204,157,25,6,96
,201,24,208,7,32,100,6,157,37,6.96,201
,32,208,22,160,6,177,203,153,52,6,136
2024 ~ATA 16,248,169,7,24,101,203,133,
14',2,230, 204,96,201,40,208,7,32,1
00,6,141,1,6,96,201,48,208,7,32,100
2026 DATA 6,141,67,6,96,201,56,208,7,3
2,100,6J157,28Jb,96~201,64,208,7,32,10

2050 DATA 209,223,237,251,9,30,44,65,7
9,100,121,149,165,189,217.245,17,59,87
;129,157,199,241,41,75,121,177,233
2052 DATA 33,117,173,1,57,141,225,81,1
65,21~133,245,101,241,97,9,149~61,229,
141f81~21,245,213,209t205,1,253,49

AD P:V3$(KJ=CHR$(P):NEXT I

2054 DATA 101,209,61,165,42,234,170,16

1810 P=ADR(V3S):K=INT(P/256):POKE 1554
,P-256*K:POKE
P-256lK
1820 POKE 1557,K:POKE 1563,K
1940? "Now pI ng~n:?
1950 P=USR(ADR{PPS))

2J154~2,250,9B,202,162,122,75,84,212JB

1990 END

2000 DATA 104,173,0,6,240,84,165,20,19
7,20,240,252,169,3,141,50,2,141,15,210
,173,59 J 6,141,O,210,173,63,6,141,1

4,68,52,4,244,196,148,bS,244 J 150,168
2056 DATA lbB, 168, 136,104,8,232,136,40
,136,232, O,O~O,OJ1,1~1,1,1,1,1,1,1,

142,152,159,169,179,190,201,213
2100 DATA 1,3,6,9,12,15,18,22,23,25,26
,28,29,31,33,35,37,40,42,45,47,50,53,5
7,60,64,68,72,76,81,85,91,96,102,108
2102 DATA 114; 121, 128,136,144, 153, 162,
173,182,193,204,217,230,243,255,110,11
6,122,131,137,146,155,167,173,185,197
2104 DATA 206,221,233,245,87,91,97,102
,108,115,121,130
2150 DATA 1,1,0,1,1,1,36,36,48,0,0,0,0
,0,0,168.168,168,9,9,9,0,0,0,5,10,20,4
0,80,160.1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2152 DATA 40,12,24,36 , 48,244;232,220.2
OBJl~2,3,4J5,6J7,O,255,254,253,252,251

,250 ,249,108,2,6,108,4,6,108,6,6,160
2154 DATA 0,177,203,230,203,208,2,230,
204,96

ATARI® SWAT TABLE FOR:
PLAYER

=

(Modified Parameters: NU 2,
B=500)

LINES

1000
1(~2(1

1200
j">V'
.. .JI}t)

22~23~25,26~28~2q;31,33,35138,39,42

2060 DATA 44,47,50,53,56,59,63,67,71,7
6,79,84,89,95,100,106,112,119,126,134,
SoftSide

- I04i)
- 107!)

Be

98

SW

71

f-IX

119
136
119
119

SV

-

- 1&00

LENGTH

YA
B.6

as

i 610 -

100

.
1910 - 1990

121

1720

7""
.w

£00(1

- 2002

101)
38
19
214

2008

- 2010

JK
19
51
Pi!

TD
2016 2024

JX

-

2104 2100

215
.... lIb
212

Ug

205

US
UB
P6

?f'j

.r"\:i IVi

UU

"t{!:'."'t

WR
CD

.L l"i,li.

£"J·JtJ

2152

2t"7

Sri

- 21)56

1,1,1,2:.2,2)2;2,2~2,3,3)3~3;3,4,4,4

2058 DATA S,5,5,5,6,6,7~7,7,8,8~9~10,1
0, 11,11, 12, 13; 14, 14; 15, 16, 17, 19, 19! 21,

- 1010

SWAT
CODE

- 2154

.lL;.

')1<:
k~,J

211)
217
148
148

)1\. 69

IAlfLY
GAMIS

FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
Nine educational and entertaining
games controlled by a single program. Even very young children can
select a game, play it, and select a
different game ... ALL BY THEMSELVES!
• PICTURE MENU GIVES CHILDREN
CONTROL
• MATCH NUMBERS AND LETTERS
• COUNT COLORFUL BLOCKS
• ADD AND SUBTRACT STACKS OF
BLOCKS
• LEARN THE ALPHABET
• PRACTICE SPELLING NAMES
• COMPARE SHAPES
• DRAW AND SAVE COLORFUL PICTURES
The large numbers and letters fill the
screen with color. Children enter
single key stroke responses and get
immediate visual and musical feedback. Hints are provided when appropriate. Beyond just teaching
children basic skills, EARLY GAMES
makes them feel comfortable as they
control the computer. Designed for
children ages 21/2 to 6 years old.
EARLY GAMES offers the child a
diverse selection of activities which
stimulate the process of problem
solving as well as foster individual
creativity.
Pamela Bach, Director
Youth World Day Care Center
I took EARLY GAMES home for my kids
and they really liked it! It held their attention and they learned from it!
Jeannette Fritze
Computer Saleswoman
EARLY GAMES can help children
learn new concepts, information,
and skills and also introduce them to
the joys and benefits of home computers.
Peter Clark, faculty
Institute of Child Development
University of Minnesota
All nine games for $29.95
(Minnesota residents add 5% sales tax)
IBM Personal Computer,
Apple II Plus
TR5-80 Color Computer 16K Disk or Cassette
Modell and III 32K Disk or 16K Cassette

55
55
55
55
55
55
55

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
Atari BA5IC
S5
"Happy Birthday'
55
Author: Craig Chamberlain 55
Copyright (c) 1982
55
50ft5ide Publications, Inc 55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

3100 DATA 67,32,1,2,4,9,18,36,72,16,26
!5, !\ 5! 8, 134,7, 134,6, 12,5,4,68,4,68; 4,
68,68,4,68,6,68,5,4,68,5,68,68,68
3102 DATA 68,4,6,68,5,4,68,5,67,67,61,
67,68,68,4,6,68,5,6B,4,68,4,67,67,68,6
1,67,68,4
3200 DATA 61,16,26,5,0,5,24,2,84,68,84
,4,5,20,4,108,4,12,4,6, 68,84,5,68,2
0,100,92,4,20,6,44,84,20,132,68,4,5
3202 DATA 28,',36,4,12,4,5,20,4,132,36
,68,12,.,5,36,4,84,4,20,4,6,120,4
3300 DATA 81,6,128,213,213,149,237,14,

; 195 ~ 146 ~ 21 I) ~ 195 ~ 74 j 12,20,93, 13, 108,20

,20; 12, 148,69,108,210,195,210,76,12
3108 DInA
21,21,138,195,146,146,195
,234,
195; 18,196,69,194, 195,82,
3110 DATA 195,210,148,146,195,138,148,
69,236,210,195,210,204,140,148,149,21,
138,195,146,32,0,8,16,32,64,128,0
3112 DATA 146,195,234,32,0,9,18,36,72,
144,0,140,146,195, lB,32,O, 10,20,40,80,
160,0,196,69,6
3200 DATA 139,.,85,85,212,69,172,204,1
40,204,210,195,146,140,69,196,202,195,
210,210; 195~2021212, 128,22B, 76,69, 12

3202 DATA
a4~q2,60,140,69,132,92,69
,69,
12,20.,',5,140,204,84,132,15
6,188,148,8 4 ,1 96,212,172,76,196,109
3204 DATA 10 6,
204,84,28,69,69,7
7,68,12,77,12,76,140,69,68,202,195,210
;210j 195; 74~84~

L!AArllrtG TOOLS ItIC
educational software
Suite 1400
Shelard Plaza North
Minneapolis, MN 55426
1·800·328·1223
Minnesota residents call:

612-544-4720
70
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l(iO, 76,69,12,202

3206 DATA 195,2,154,1 95,2,220,138,195,

, ! 41; 149, 132,165,141; 165, 213,22, 5
3302 DATA 132,44,68,84,4,5,20,4,108,4,

0,20',210,1

. 12,4J6,52,68,84j5,6B,20,100~92,4,20,6,
44,84,20,132,68,4,5,28,4,36,4,12,4,5
3304 DATA 20,4,132,36,68,12,4,5,36,4,8
4,.,20,4,6,120,4

ATARl® SWAT TABLE FOR:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DATA

=

(Modified Parameters: NlJ 2,

. B=500)
SWAT
CODE

55
55
55
55
SS
55
S5
S5

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
Atari BASIC
·Scipio·
"usic by: Handel
Arranged by: Harry Bratt
Copyright Ic) 1982
Soft5ide Publications, Inc
S5 S5 55 S5 S5 5S 55 S5 55

2,18a,6q,4~1

195,2,

128,228,

195~2,154,195,2,220,138,

5~6

3300 DATA 134,4,128,85,13~148~69~20,10
8,84,8',76,84,44,60,132,28,60,132,68,2
0,20,13,20,108,60,108,84,128,68,108
3302 DATA 44,60,133,196,140,148,118,14
8,141,20, 108,60,196,14 f\ 148, 148,212,84
~164,236,140,204,156,236,212,84,204

55
55
S5
SS
55
S5
5S
SS

3100 DATA 192,32,0;7,14,28,56,112,0,21
0,195,82,85,93,236,69,128,212,210,195,
202,21Q,195,21Q,148,146,195,138,148
3102 DATA 69,236,210,195,210,204,140,1
48,149,21,138,1 95,146,146,195,234,14("
146,195,18,196,69,132,228,148,148,139
3104 DATA 203,212,189,21,140,203,139,1
48,148,252,69,252,170,195,146,210,195,
210,148,148,212,69,212,204,139,147
3106 DATA 212,146,195,18,196,69,20,138
SoltSide

37~85,212,69,1725204,14

146,14(\69,140,210,195

210~210, 195;202~212,

3208 DATA.

76,197,12,

3304 DATA 156,164,212,128,196,236,212,
36,23 4,1 95,1 202,1'15,82,20,12,21,
21,132,20,12 . 20, 124,44,60,132,28
3306 DATA 60,132,68,20,20,13,20,108,60
84,68,108, •• ,60,4,132,69,13,148,69
,20,108,84,8.,76,84,44,60,132,28,60
3308 DATA 132,68,20,20,13;20,108,60,60
~84~68,

€J

108,44,bO, 120,6

ATARI® SWAT TABl,.E FOR:
SCIPIO DAT~ .. .
(Modified Parameters:NU =2,
6=500)

LINES
VISA/MasterCard

128~

165,213~149,253,22,173,132,197~157,165

31\)0--3102
3104 - 3106
3103 - 3110

SWAT
CODE

FB
YB
Zf!

3112 - 3200
3202

- 3204

320b - 3208
3300 ... 3302
3304 3308 - 3308

KB
PV
01

NP
KB

LENGTH
21b

213
213
194
214
1?2

214
214
5b

-rftR,~ ~ PROFESSOR "ON CRIP-&- ORBIE
DI<. FRANKENS,£JN

HAD 10 ROB GT<AVES
iN Of<'DER /0 Cr<E'A-rE
HIS MON51~f2fOI<BIE.

You DSl6NED AN

EVEN UGL-IER
ONE WitH NOTHING MORE !HAN
'YOUR AlAR I AND EDUCATIONAL

PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS.

TRICKY TUTORIALS (tm)

MASTER MEMORY MAP (tm)

There are many things that the ATARI computers can do either better, or easier
than other small computers. The following series of programs is designed for
anyone who is at least familiar with BASIC programming. What each tutorial offers
is similar to an extensive magazine article with all discussion in as simple
language as possible, plus you get MANY examples already typed in and running.
The instruction manuals range from 10 to 50 pages, and some tutorials fill up a
complete tape or disk, There is little overlap in what is taught, so anyone wanting
to know all they can should buy them all (my banker thanks you). ATARI buys
these from us to use in training their own people! Rave reviews have been published in ANTIC, ANALOG, CREATIVE COMPUTING, and even INFOWORLD. You
trust INFOWORLD, don't you?

This book is the most valuable source of information for
your ATARI you can buy. It starts out by explaining how
to PEEK and POKE values into memory, so that even new
computer owners can use many ofthese "Tricks". Then
you are given 32 pages of the memory locations that are
the most useful, along with hints on how to use many of
the locations. Finally, it includes hints on problems you
may be having with the computer and discusses the new
Graphics modes 9 to 11. Even ATARI buys this book from
us!
$6.95

TT 11: DISPLAY LISTS-This program teaches you how to alter the program in the
ATARI that controls the format of the screen, Normally, when you say "Graphics
8", the machine responds with a large Graphics 8 area at the top of the screen and
a small text area at the bottom. Now, you will be able to mix various Graphics
modes on the screen at the same time. The program does all of the difficult things
(like counting scan lines). You will quickly be able to use the subroutines included
in your own programs,
16K Tape or 24K Disk.
$19,95
TT 12: HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL SCROlliNG-The information you put on the
screen, either GRAPHICS or TEXT, can be moved up, down, sideways, or
diagonally, We provide the basic methods and leave the rest up to your skill and
imagination, Includes 18 examples to get you started, with several using a small
machine language subroutine for smoothness,
16KTapeor24KDisk,
$19.95
TT 13: PAGE FLIPPING-Now you don't have to redraw the screen every time you
change the picture or text. You will learn how to have the computer draw the next
screen you want to see while you are still looking at the previous screen, then flip
to it instantly, You won't see it being drawn, so a complicated picture can seem to
just appear. Depending on your memory size and which graphics or text modes
you are using, you can instantly look at up to 50 pages, The basic method takes
only 9 lines and the usefulness is infinite,
16K Tape or 24K Disk,
$19.95
TT '4: BASICS OF ANIMATION-This program shows you how to animate simple
shapes (with some sound) using the PRINT and PLOT commands, and it also has a
nice little PLAYER/ MISSILE GRAPHICS game you can learn from. The P/M example is explained and will get you started on this complicated subject (more fully
explained in TT #5). This would be an excellent way to start making your programs
come alive on the screen with movement! Recommended for beginning users,
16K Tape or 24K Oisk,
$19.95
TT 15: PLAYER/MISSILE GRAPHICS-Learn to write your own games and other
animated applications! The tutorial begins with many small examples that compliment the 50 page manual, then gradually builds up to a complete game where
everything you need to know is fully explained, Also included are two machine
language utilities that you can use to animate Players with from BASIC, Next we
include two of the best editors currently available; one for editing playfield shapes
(backgrounds); and one to edit your players, and all in glorious Technicolor!!
Everything except the two editors run in 16K Tape or 32K Disk,
$29.95
TT #6: SOUND AND MUSIC-Unless you have spent many years experimenting
with the four voice channels, you will learn a lot from this one' Learn to play standard notes, chords, and whole songs using some simple "tricks", One of the
nicest parts are the examples of special sound effects that you can refer to
whenever you need a sound for a program or to impress a friend, This program will
be of interest to all ages and levels of experience!
16K Tape or 24K Disk,
$19,95
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
Order the first six tutorials in a 3-rlng binder for $99,95, a $30.00 savings!
TT 1fT: DOS UTILITIES-We at Educational Software have been shocked by some
of the prices others are charging to offer you small utilities to help in the use of
your Disk Drive, We now offer you all of the following plus explanation as to how
each was written, and how to use them: A UNIQUE MENU PROGRAM, AN
AUTORUN.SYS BUILDER, DISK INSPECTOR (LOOK AT SECTORS), DISK JACKET
PRINTER, AUTOMATIC FORMATTER, RECORD SAVE AND LOAD UTILITY,
32K Disk Only,
$29.95

USER SUBMITTED

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
DEALER or ORDER BELOW
We have other fine programs for ATARI computers.
Write for a catalog.
Send us your programs to sell too!

PROGRAMS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MINI-DATABASE/DIALER-stores and edits up to
lines of information such as names & addresses, phone
numbers, messages, inventories, or anything you want.
It has the usual sort, search, and print options, but it
also has an unusual feature: If your file includes phone
numbers and your phone company allows touch-tone
phone Signals, the program will DIAL THE PHONE
NUMBER FOR YOU! 16K Tape or 24K Disk.
$24.95

MINI WORDPROCESSOR-A simple text editor to write,
save, and print several pages at a time, 32K Tape or
Disk,
$19,95
KID'S 11-lncludes a MATH QUIZ, a Children's
TREASURE HUNT, and a DIALOGUE program, 16K Tape
or 24K Disk. 3 for,
$14,95
KID'S '2-SPELLING BEE, WORD SCRAMBLE,
and TOUCH. 16K Tape or 24K Disk, 3 Educational games
for.
$14.95

THE GRAPHICS MACHINE-allows the ATARI to act like
more expensive graphics computers using simple commands like line, box, circle, polygon, fill, and
savescreen to get a high resolution picture you can save
on disk in only five seconds! Many more features! 48K
Disk Only.
$19.95

PLAYER PIANO-Turns your keyboard into a mini-piano
and more, 24K Tape or 32K Disk.
$14.95

BOB'S BUSINESS-14 small business type programs
accessed from a common menu. 16K Tape or 32K disk.
$14.95

OURNEWESTPROGRAMS ______
• OUR BEST GAME'
SPACE GAMES-Our family is being attacked by
ALIENS, and only you can save us. A comic book manual
will guide you through three games that test your ability
in space skills, Includes ALIENS, SURVIVE, and ROBOT
ATTACK, and is for all ages. The first two games require
16K for Tape. The last game and all Disk users need
32K.
$24.95
MATHS FOR FUN-Another ENGLISH import teaching
basic math skills. Very colorful and enjoyable to use. For
ages 5 to 16, 16K Tape or 24K Disk.
$19.95
TT 1110: SOUND EFFECTS-From laser blasts to ringing
phones, this tutorial will show you how to make unique
sound effects in all of your programs! 16K Tape or 24K
Disk,
$19.95

DOG OAZE-Two cute little doggies race for the fire
hydrants, shoot their bones, and just have a lot of fun' A
fast action program for all ages. 8K Tape or 16K Disk, in
machine language.
.
$16.95
GRAPHIC SYMBOL LABELS-for your keyboard to reo
mind you of the built-in Graphics symbols, 2 complete
~set~sf~or~.~____________~$~2.9~5
MARATHON-This is a unique math quiz for one or two
players. You are in a race to move your runner across the
screen first! There are four levels of play with five modes
of operation for each, The game uses joysticks for all
input, so play is easy for young children. This wonderful
learning tool is imported from ENGLAND for your learn·
ing pleasure. Your kids will never even notice they are
playing an EDUCATIONAL program. 16K Tape or 24K
DiSk,
$19.95
TT 118: CHARACTER GRAPHICS-Character Graphics is the
best way to animate yaur ATAR!! Make letters look like
space monsters, gunfighters, or a myriad of other shapes.
Use our editor to create these multicolor shapes and then
we'll show you how to move them around the screen. This
tutorial even shows how our Space Games were written!
16K Tape or 24K DiSk,
$19.95

To order COD, VISA or MasterCard call -

--

(408) 476·4901

By mail include $3.00 postage (USA only) or $1.50 Memory Map onlyCalifornia residents add 6,5% TAX,-Specify Tape or disk.

Educational
Software inc.
4565 Cherryvale Avenue

Dept. 88
i:»OILjUtll,

SoltSide

Ca. 95073
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EXPLORING
THE

FRONTIER
ANTIC and the Display List: Part III

- - by Alan J. Zett- -

Editor's Note: This is the third part of a series. To avoid

Beating The Odds

confusion, we advise that you read the first two installments

(SoltSide, May , 1982 and Issue #31) before reading th is one .
A solid background in BASIC , as well as some knowledge
of assembly language, are also recommended.
The Beat Goes On
In the last two
i nstallment s,

took our
step into
of Ata ri
The way

we

first giant
the realm
graphics.
was made

The true heart of Atari BASIC is not in the BASIC cartridge. The Operating System (OS) is the true softwa re
work ho rse of the Atari computer. It contains all of the

Figure 1: Table Of Important Memory Locations.

DECIMAL HEX NAME

DESCRIPTION

function

formed by the
system. Atari BAS IC is nothing

00087

$0057 DINDEX

Current GRAPHI CS mode of screen.

00088

$0058 SA VMSC

LSB of top of screen memory .

plore the staggering

00089

SOO59 SAV MSC

MSB of tOp of screen memory.

potential and ver-

00560

$0230 SDLSTL

LSB of Display List in memory.

clear for us to ex-

routines to set up

and use the video
di splay and just
about every other
per-

more than a set of

systematic calls into the OS. The OS
is actually a set of

satility that goes
$0231 SDLSTH MSB of Display List in memory.
00561
unnoticed by the
instructions for the
$0290 TXT ROW Cursor row in split screen text window.
00656
BASIC programmicroprocessor to
$0291 TXTCOL LSB of cu rso r column in split scree n text window.
00657
mer. We learned
follow. All work
about the basics of
done by the Atari
$0292 TXTCOL MSB of cu rsor column in split screen text window .
00658
the Display List
mu st sooner or
and tried them out
later pass through
wit h a sample title
the OS. By design,
display . We have barely scratched the surface, ho wever. As the Atari' s 6502 Central Processing Unit (CPU) requires the
we dig deeper and deeper into the Atari, we find a veritable use o f the first five pages (a page is 256 bytes) of computer
gold mine of capabilities just waiting to be refined and used memory for storage. As long as OS is in the computer, imby intrepid programmers. Thi s month , we are going to con- portant information pertaining to every aspect of the comclude the discussion of mixing display modes with a difficult puter is constantly being updated in the lower five pages of
example which will utilize all the tricks you may ever need . memory . Si nce we are in BASIC, we can take a look at these
locations to find out what any part of the computer is doTake lots of notes, and forge ahead .
72 JI~
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ing. In fact, we can also modify these locations from BASI C
and fool the OS into changing its operation. Figure I contains a list of all the locations we will need to handle a
modified Display List. Each o f these locatio ns will be explained in more detail a little later.
The Longest Day
Take a look at Listing I. Type it in and RUN it. For a
short program, there are man y complicated techniques being used. Although the display isn' t very dramatic, the
methods used are the tools with which masterpieces a re
made. At the top, there are six lines of text followed by 64
lines of GRAP HICS 7 and two more lines of text. If yo u
look at Figure 2, yo u can see our custom display. T he first
three bytes are Blank Mode Line instructions to bring the
top of the video display down 24 scan lines. Then there is a
GRAPHICS 0 character mode line with the Load Memory
Scan (LMS) option . Bytes five and six are the location of
screen memor y in LSB/ MSB order. Following that are fi ve
more lines of G RAPHI CS 0, 64 lines of GRAPHICS 7, and
two more bytes of GRAPH ICS O. At location byte number
78 , the re is a Jump instruction with the Wait Vertical Blank
(WVB) option and two more bytes pointing to the start of
the Display List. Pretty standard stuff. Wh y did I say it was
difficult? Not because it has several mixed modes, but
because of their type and positions!
Memory Recall
Last time I said that if a mode line is positioned where its
Y coordinate is greater than what is allowed for a standard
Display Li st of that type , certain problems arise. Also, when
mixing graphics with text. a few normal procedures must be
followed. The best way to cover all the reasons is to dissect
the BASIC program step-by-step in conjunction with the
Display List listing a nd th e importa nt memory locat ions.
We'll start at the obvious place - line 10.
Anatomy Of A Program
Line 10: When making a custom Display List, we follow
certain guidelines. One is to always use the graphics mode
that requires the most memory as a base. We use more

GRA PHICS 7 than a ny other, so the first statement in line
10 will be GRAPHICS 23 which is GRAPHICS 7 plus 16.
This sets up a standard Display List of full screen (no text
window) GRAPHI CS 7. Now all we have to do is modify
the exi sting Display List. DL will contain the calculated
memory location of the Display List which is fou nd within
memo ry locations 560 and 561 . We add four to point us to a
convenient position in the Display List. (This is a matter of
personal preference .) The fi rst visible mode line wi ll be at
DL-I and all following it will be from DL + 2 on up. When
we POKE DL-I,66 we are setting up a GRAPHICS 0 mode
line with the LMS option. DL and DL + I contain the locatio n of screen memory in LSB/ MSB order. Th e
FO R/ NEXT loop then POKEs in 5 more lines of
GRAP HI CS 0 at DL + 2 to DL + 6. The POKE to 709 simply sets a color register. It works faster than a SETCOLOR
statement and takes fewer bytes of memor y. (All numbers in
a program require 6 bytes regardless of the number of
digits.)
Line 20: POKEing DL +7 1 and DL + 72 with 2 sets the two
bottom lines of GRAPHICS O. Since we haven't used all of
the bytes of the original Display List, we have to add our
own ending. POKE DL + 73, 65 sets the Jump mode with

WVB option and PEEKs to 560 and 561 locate the start of
the Display List. POKEs to 710 and 712 also set color
registers.
Line 30: The modifications to the Display List are completed . All that remains is to demo nstrate how to use it.
Location 87 still contai ns a 7 from when we first built the
Display List with a GRAPHICS 23 statement in line 10. As
long as locat ion 87 contains the graphics mode in which we
currently wish to PLOT, and the Y coordinates are all less
than or equal to the normal screen limit when used from
BASI C, all we have to do is skip over the non-graphic lines
at the begining. Since there are six lines of text at the top,
numbered from zero to five, the GRAPHICS 7 lines start at
6 and continue fo r 64 lines. All the FOR/ NEXT loop does is
PLOT graphics in four colors onto the GRAPHICS 7
screen. The remainder of the line exists to fix a problem
assoc ia te d with
mixed text and
graphi cs. If we
Listing 1 : Sam ple program listing
were to go back to
10 GRAPHICS 23 :Dl=PEEK I5bOJ+PEEKI5bIJ I
the text line and
print

so mething ,

the byte at the last
location of the cur-

sor in the graphics
lines would be set
to the background
color. This puts an
annoying blue bar
on

OUf

graphics

di spla y.

To

get

around

that,

we

first set the color to
32 (a space chara c ter). A littl e
known

feature

is

that yo u can PLOT
text in the lext ·
modes. If yo u set
the CO LOR to the
ASC II character
you wish to use and
then PLOT X, Y,
the character will
appear at that location . When we set

25b+4:PDKE Dl-I,bb:FDR 1=2 TO b:POKE D
l +X,2 :NE XT I:POKE 709,2
20 POKE Dl+71,2:POKE Dl+72,2:POKE Dl+7
3,b5 :POKE Dl+74,PEEKI5bOJ :POKE Dl+75,P
EEKI 5bl J:POKE 710, IO:POKE 712,148
lD FOR Y=b TO b9:COlOR INTl IY+5J/5J:Pl
OT D,Y:DRAWTO 159,Y :NElT '( :COlOR 32:Pl
OT O,O :POKE 87,0
401 EROI=PEEKI88 J+PEEK I89 JI25b
50 SEVENI=lEROI+lbI40J
bO lER02=lEROI+170 140J
70 POKE 752,1
100 X=lER02:60SUB 1000
111) POSlTlOt~ 2,0:PRINT "HEllO';
200 I=SEVENI:GOSUB 1000 :POKE B7,7
210 COLOR 3:PlOl 79,O :DRAWTO 79,b3
300 l=lEROI :6DSIJB IOOI):POKE 87, 0
310 POSITION 2,O:PRINT 'HEllO' ;
400 END
1000 POKE 89,1 /25b:PlOT 0,0
1010 POKE B8,1-125b IPEEK IB9 JJ
1020 RETURN

the COLO R to a
space a nd PLOT
0,0 we will, in
effect, position and PLOT on the graphics screen. But since
the first line is a text line, a space is printed instead . Memory
location 87 contain s the current screen graphics mode which

was set at 7 when the GRAPHICS 23 command was executed. By POKEing it with 0, we fool the OS into thinking
we are now in GRAPHICS O. It is now safe to simply
PRINT on the top lines of text. The problem that causes the
discoloration on the screen has been eliminated because OS
think s that the background color is an ASCII space which is
invisible to the text display. Now comes the tricky part.
Lines 40-60: If we POKE 87,0 to make it think we are in
GRAPHICS 0 , we find that the X and Y locations of the
bottom text lines start at 0,70. In GRAPHICS 0, POSITION 0,70 would generate a cursor out of range error. (The
Y coordinate maximum for GRAPHICS 0 is 23 .) To get
around this, we have to fool the OS into thinking that the
bottom two lines of text are actually the first two lines of the

So/tSide
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Figure 2: Modified Display List Generated By Listing 1.
DL BYTE NO.

2

BYTE VALUE MODE TYPE

DLBYTE NO.

BYTE VALUE MODE TYPE

112

Blank

15

13

GRAPHICS 7

112

Blank

3

112

Blank

4

66

GRAPHICS

5

nn

LSB of screen memory

72

13

GRAPHICS 7

6

nn

MSB of screen memory

73

13

GRAPHICS 7

cr wiLMS option

7

2

GRAPHICS 0

74

13

GRAPHICS 7

8

2

GRAPHICS 0

75

13

GRAPHICS 7

9

2

GRAPHICS 0

76

2

GRAPHICS 0

10

2

GRAPHICS 0

77

2

GRAPHICS 0

II

2

GRAPHICS 0

78

65

Jump w/WVB option

12

13

GRAPHICS 7

79

nn

LSB of Display List

13

13

GRAPHICS 7

80

nn

MSB of Display List

14

13

GRAPHICS 7

screen. Lines 40-60 calculate the actual top left
memory location for each of the three mode line divisions. They are calculated by adding the start of screen
memory in locations 88 and 89 to the number of mode
lines down to the start of the division multiplied by the
number of bytes required for each mode line. In this
case, every mode line requires 40 bytes, both text and
graphics. ZEROI is set to the top of the screen. (We'll
need this for later.) SEVEN 1 is set to the top of the
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GMPHICS} segment and ZER02 is set to the top of
the second set of GRAPHICS 0 text lines.
Line 70: Disables the text cursor block.
Line 100: Call a routine to set the top of screen
memory to the top of the second GRAPHICS 0 text
lines. POKEing 87,0 tell OS to function as in
GRAPHICS O.

Line 110: POS ITION to new top of screen and PRINT
hello. Remember , OS now thinks that the two lines at
the boltom a re the F I RST two lines in a screen of 24.
DO NOT PRINT anything past Y location I o r OS
will ove rwrite the screen.
Line 200: Set top of scree n to top of GRAPHICS 7
wi nd ow. POKE 87,7 to make OS wo rk in GRAPHICS
7.
Line 2 10: Select a COLO R a nd PLOT.

Line 300: Restore top of sc reen memory to its origina l
position.
Line 3 10-400 : PRI NT hello and stop while still in
GRAPHICS 0 mode.

Line 1000: POKE the MSB of the new top of screen
memory into the pointer at location 89. Put the c ursor
at the top left corner.

Line 1010- 1020: POKE t he LSB of the new top of
sc reen mem in to pointer at location 88 and RETURN.

Time Out!
Whew! That ce rtainly was a lot of material! Note that
we didn't reall y ha ve to set a new top of screen for the
line we drew in lines 200-210. This is m erel y a different
technique for doing th e sam e thin g we did in line 30.
All yo u need d o, if yo u find yo urself t rying to write to
a line beyond its normal Y coo rdinate range, is to use
th e routin es presented here to set the top of sc reen .
Note that these POKEs must be done each time you
wish to write th ere. Also note that in o ur case, the
number of scree n bytes per mode line is always 40. If
yo u must mix modes of different b yte lengths ,
remember to use the technique described in the last
column and adjust yo ur memory posi ti o n calculations
accordin gly (e.g. lines 40-60 in our demo). T here is
much you can do now by j ust experimenting. Since the
program ENDs in GRAP HICS 0, yo u can type or do
anything to the screen you like. An interesting effect
ca n be ach ieved by playing with t he cursor editing
keys . Experiment! Modify the program however you
please. If you come up "(i th any thin g interesting, let us
know so we can share it with a ll of ou r readers . Nexl
time, we w ill get down to t he nitty-gritty world of
Display List Interrupts. BAS IC programmers take
note: thi s area requires an und erstanding of 6502
Machine Language (albeit on ly th e basics) . Now is a
good time to buy that book you've been eyei ng at your
local computer sto re! That' s it for thi s time. I'm anxious to hear from SoftSide readers who have comments or adv ice t hey would li ke to share.
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ATARI®Sound and Graphics
by Herb Moore, Judy Lower, and
Bob Albrecht. (John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 234 pages, paperback) Suggested retail price: $9.95.
In this second book on
ATARI® BASIC in the Wiley SelfTeaching Guide series, the authors
have taken into account the large
impact that color graphics and
sound have had on the market for
home microcomputers. With these
capabilities, a computer is no longer
just a machine to help figure your
income taxes, or facilitate boring
math drills for the kids. but can be a
super video-game, music synthesizer, artist's tool, and much
more. These possibilities have led
many consumers who formerly
shied away from computers to take
the plunge and purchase one for
their home. These people represent
a new kind of computer owner they want to be able to do
something with the machine without
first obtaining a Master's degree in
computer science. Graphics and
sound present an ideal opportunity
to such people because, from their
first programming session, they can
give the computer commands whose
results they can see and hear immediately. It's no wonder that many
educators are excited about
languages with "Turtle" graphics as
a means of involving young children
in the programming experience. It's
also no wonder that the first thing
many new computer owners want to
know is how to control the colors
and sounds that the machine can
produce.
The first Wiley Self- Teaching
Guide took the traditional approach
of formally introducing the "core"
BASIC keywords and concepts such
as conditional structures and loops
first, and then briefly looking at
graphics and sound "extensions."
This book, however, reverses those
priorities to meet the needs of the
new computer user. First, the
SOUND statement is examined, and
the user is taught to type commands
to produce a wide variety of sounds.
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Next, the user is led through simple
PLOTing of colored dots, then
drawing lines, and whole pictures.
Eventually, the traditional programming concepts begin to ease their
way into the picture, answering
questions about ways to make the
computer do even fancier sound and
graphics. Do you want to produce a
whole range of sounds without typ-

ing each SOUND command in, one
at a time? Would you like to pause
between each note? The book shows
you how to use a FOR-NEXT loop
to accomplish these tasks, and
shows you how to nest loops to
combine these functions. For picking out the notes of a song, the
READ, DATA combination is explained. Some of the ways that
BASIC concepts are introduced are
quite inventive, allowing almost the
entire range of BASIC keywords to
SoftSide
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be covered, while still remammg
within the original framework of exploring graphics and sound. The
whole time that the authors are
showing us how to use arrays to
hold note values, and conditional
structures to check that INPUT data
is within permissible parameters,
they are also exploring such concepts as the effect of attack and
decay times on the shaping of
musical notes.
For those not familiar with the
Wiley Self-Teaching series, the approach that they use should be explained. The books are written in a
friendly, non-technical style, and
when jargon cannot be avoided,
there is usually a cute cartoon explaining the term, and reinforcing
the concept. For example, in the
beginning, a cartoon character
reminds you to hit the RETURN
key after entering a statement. They
assume no prior knowledge about
computers whatsoever. The book
takes you through the most basic
concepts, such as the difference between entering a command directly,
and typing it as part of a numbered
program statement. Each topic is
addressed as part of a hands-on session. It is assumed that as you are
reading the guide, you will be typing
in the examples, and observing the
effect on the screen. The result is a
guide that is extremely well-suited to
the first-time user. Anyone should
be able to sit down at the computer,
and within a few minutes be typing
and running simple programs. In
this particular guide, the programs
are of a nature that will be likely to
stimulate further inquiry and experiment into the fields of graphics and
sound.
The subject of ATARI® graphics
and sound covers a lot of territory,
and this guide should not be
mistaken for a comprehensive treatment. However, for the beginner, it
serves as an excellent introduction
to the graphics and sound
capabilities of the ATARI® computers, and through them, to
BASIC programming in general.
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For the best
TalJdng Game

For the Atari ®
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Advanced Music System
by Lee Actor. (from APX, The
Atari Program Exchange) System
requirements: Atari® 400/800 with
32K RAM, Atari BASIC language
cartridge and Atari 810 or compatible disk drive. Retail price $29.95.
Have you ever wanted to show
your fellow computer enthusiasts
that your computer can do more
than play games? Have you ever
wondered if your computer's sound
generators could do more than
make explosion noises? Have you
ever had the desire to compose your
own music, but didn't want to learn
an instrument? Have you ever been
interested in electronic music but
didn't want to spend several dollars
on hardware? Or, have you ever
tried to use the Atari Music Composer cartridge, but given up in
disgust due to its many limitations?
Well, no matter how you
responded to the above questions,
Lee Actor's Advanced Music
System from the Atari Program Exchange is for you. The AMS is a
music composing/ editing/playing
program that offers something for
everyone. Both the program and the
documentation are of superior
quality, and the price is reasonable,
making the AMS an excellent value
for anybody that owns an Atari
400/800 with a disk drive. Purchasers of the AMS will not find
themselves singing the blues.
A Brief Course In Electronic Music
To fully appreciate the
capabilities of the AMS, it is
necessary to have an understanding
of how electronic music works.
When your ear hears a sound, it is
actually detecting vibrations. The
rate of vibration is called the frequency, and determines the pitch of
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a sound. In a musical instrument, a
metal string, wood reed, stretched
membrane, or air in a tube, is
vibrating, and the player usually has
a method for changing the frequency of vibration. Further analysis
reveals that there are different kinds
of vibrations. When viewed with an
oscilloscope, vibrations have
another characteristic called a
waveform. Square, triangle and
sawtooth are common waveforms.
Sound's
other
essential
characteristic is volume. As a string
is plucked or air is blown, the
volume changes over a short period
of time. This pattern of changing
volume levels is called an envelope,
and is usually divided into four
parts called the attack, decay, sustain, and release. The attack
describes how quickly a sound"
reaches maximum volume, whereas
decay tells how the volume fades
away.
The frequency, waveform, and
envelope are all essential parts of a
note, and a sequence of notes
creates music. Electronic music is
merely a method of producing these
qualities of sound by electronic
means. A device which does this is a
called a synthesizer. Theoretically, it
is possible for a synthesizer to imitate any musical instrument, or to
produce sounds not available from
conventional instruments.
The actual process is much more
complicated than this brief description indicates. However, some individuals have made incredible accomplishments in the field of electronic music. The first significant
commercial recording of electronic
music was Switched-On Bach by
Walter Carlos, now Wendy Carlos,
who recently did the music for the
Disney movie, Tron. Other notable
names are Tomita (See SojtSide,
Nov., 1981.) and Synergy.
SoftSide

How Atari Computers Make
Sounds
One of the special chips inside
your Atari is called POKEY, the
POrt and KEYboard controller. The
POKEY chip also contains four
countdown timers which can act as
sound channels. Each channel can
have its own frequency, noise type,
and volume. A square wave is the
only waveform available.
The noise type is sometimes incorrectly called the distortion, and
there are six different types. Noise
type ten is the most commonly used
and produces a clean, even tone.
Other noise types can be used for
white noise and other special effects. Sixteen volume levels, including "no volume," are possible.
Each channel continually produces
its sound, so duration must be controlled by the user.
For more information, see
chapter seven of De Re Atari, or the
Hardware Manual, chapter two,
part B, and chapter three, part F.
Advanced Music System Technical
Overview
The AMS is capable of playing up
to four independent voices
simultaneously, each with a range of
five and a half octaves. The program uses the familiar noise type ten
for the upper three octaves, and
noise type twelve for the lower ones.
The AMS can play up to 2400 notes
per second, so it is capable of playing some very intricate parts. Each
note can also have one of fifteen different volume levels, or be a rest.
Using The Advanced Music System
The version of AMS currently
available from APX is an auto-
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booting Atari BASIC program on a
protected disk. The program uses a
menu, reproduced here for
reference, to direct all of its main
activities.
A. PLAY
B. ENTER/EDIT MUSIC
C. ERASE
D. PLAY MEASURE(S)
E. SAVE
F. LOAD
G. DISK DIRECTORY
H. TEMPO
I. FORMAT DISK
J. AUXILIARY PROGRAM
K. AUTO-PLAY
The ERASE option should be
used first to clear any previous
music parts. The ENTER/EDIT
MUSIC option uses the keyboard to
enter new notes and edit old ones.
When this option is selected, one of
the four parts must be specified,
along with a measure number. Actual editing is done from the
perspective of one measure. A note
is entered by typing a letter key, A
to G. Unless otherwise directed, the
AMS will automatically insert appropriate sharps or flats according
to the current KEY - one of the
special editing aids.
As each note is entered, additional parameters can be included.
These parameters include the octave, duration, whether the note is
tied or abrupt, and the volume level.
Valid octave numbers range from
1 to 6, the higher numbers indicating higher octaves. The range
of the AMS is from Cl to F6, with
C4 being "middle C."
The common durations for notes
are whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and thirty-second. However,
the AMS allows any imaginable
note length to be specified. Sixtyfourth notes, triplets, septuplets,
and dotted notes are all possible. If
no duration is given, the most recent

one is used. A special error checking
feature, the METER option, keeps
track of the current time signature
(4/4,6/8, etc.) and warns you when
there is a discrepancy between the
time signature and the total duration of the notes in a measure.
Normally, when a part is played,
there is a very short rest between
notes to separate them. For a
smooth, legato effect, the notes can
be connected ("tied" or "slurred")
by using the tie parameter. Conversely, the dot parameter shortens
the playing time of notes, producing
an abrupt, staccato effect. Rests are
automatically inserted to compensate for the shortened playing times.
Additional editing features allow
the repetition of a sequence of notes
or measures (a great time saver) and
the ability to insert or delete notes
and measures. While editing, it is
possible to jump from one measure
to any other, and any measure can
be played immediately, making the
AMS a very interactive music tool.
Overall, the author has done a
fine job in creating a usable editor.
Important information, such as the
key, meter, total beats in the
measure, and notes free, is clearly
displayed at all times. (There are
about 1400 notes available on a 32K
machine, and 3400 on a 40K or 48K
machine.) Errors are identified with
messages. My only criticism of the
editor is that it is too slow. This is
understandable, since it is rather
complex and is written in BASIC.
However, I find that I sometimes
want to enter the notes faster than
it can accept them. Persons who
type using the one finger method are
not likely to find this a serious
restriction.
It Plays The Piano

Without a doubt, the PLAY option is the best part of the program.
SoftSide

The graphics display is very good
and reveals that the author has a
firm command over the Atari's
sound and graphics power. The
display consists of the black and
white keys of a piano, with a total of
five and a half octaves represented.
As a note is played, the corresponding key is highlighted in one of
four colors, showing the four
voices. This is an extremely clear
method of showing the relationship
between notes typed into the computer, and the resulting sounds as
they would be generated on a piano.
The PLAY option allows any
combination of the four parts to be
played, from just one voice to all
four at the same time. Playing starts
at the first measure. To play just
few measures somewhere within a
whole piece of music, the PLAY
MEASURE(S) option is available.
Normally, tempo will have been
previously set with the TEMPO option, but the paddles can be used to
change the tempo while a piece is
playing. Playing can be stopped at
any time.

a

Still More Features
Disk oriented options include
SAVE and LOAD, for storage and
retrieval of music using DOS files, a
FORMAT DISK command, and a
handy DISK DIRECTORY function which also enables the user to
lock, unlock, and delete files. Disk
operations must always use drive
number one.
The auxiliary program provides
an alternate menu that lacks the
editing option, but has recording
and file merge functions. The advantage of this program is that it
uses less memory, and with the
MERGE function, allows the
~79
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generation of longer pieces of music
than is possible with the main menu
program. The recording functions
are for use with a suitable tape
recorder. Through recording techniques, it is possible to extend the
octave range and mix as many as
sixteen voices together.
The AUTO PLAY program is a
great way to show your friends what
your computer can do. As the name
implies, this program automatically
searches the disk and plays every
music file it finds. It will continue
doing this until you stop it. Six
demonstration music files are provided on the disk.
The AMS lacks a program to
print music files to a printer; this
could be a handy feature for some
people. It is also important to note
that the music generated by the
AMS cannot be merged with other
programs.
The Other Half Of The Advanced
Music S),ster.n
All too often, documentation for
a program is overlooked. Fortunate-

ly, however, the author's attention
to detail is as evident in the AMS
manual as it is in the program. The
manual is one of the very few to be
granted a rating of EXCELLENT
by the Atari Program Exchange. It
is very complete
in thirty pages it
fully describes all of the program's
options, includes a sample session,
and a section of helpful hints for
entering music.
Something For Everyone
The AMS should appeal to a wide
range of people. Because it is so interactive, the program is great both
for the composer, or for someone
just learning about music. The program is also a good demonstration
of sound and graphics applications.
In order to enter music and
understand most of the user
manual, a minimal knowledge of
music terms and theory is required.
'With the help of a knowledgeable
friend, however, a novice can learn
the fundamentals and start entering
music in just a few hours. For

someone interested in learning
music theory, may I suggest the
book, Independent Stud), In Music
Theor), by Frederic Fay Swift. It is
intended for younger students, but
is complete, inexpensive, and can be
read by anyone.
If you would simply like to have
the computer play music, and do
not have a need for the music entry/editing capabilities of the AMS,
the program JUKEBOX #1 (APX
20135, 32K, disk, Atari BASIC,
$15.95) might be of interest. Written
by the same author, it uses the
PLA Y option of the AMS, including the piano keyboard display
and tempo control by paddles, and
comes with several demonstration
pieces for you to enjoy.
The Advanced Advanced Music
System
Although truly advanced, the
AMS is still not the last word. The
author is currently working on a
revised version that will, no doubt,
be the ultimate music program for
continued on page 82
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USA
VISA, MasterCard, certified checks, money orders and personal
checks are accepted.
Canada/Mexico
The preferred method of payment is by VISA or MasterCard. A
bank check is acceptable if it has been preprinted for payment
in U.S. dollars. No personal or company checks accepted.
Other Foreign Orders
Payment must either be by a bank check drawn on a U.S. bank
payable in U.S. dollars or by affiliated bank credit cards of VISA
or MasterCard.
GUARANTEE
All software is guaranteed to load and run. If you experience dif·
ficulties with the product within 30 days, it may be returned for
replacement. Send your properly protected tape or disk to the
attention of the Customer Service Representative and include
your name, address, and the reason it is being returned.
LIABILITY
All software is sold on an as-is basis. SoftSide assumes no
liability for loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused
directly or indirectly by products sold or exchanged by them or
their distributors, including, but not limited to, any interruption
in service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or consequential damages resulting from use or operation of such software.
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Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors.
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Unless otherwise noted in a published advertisement, the
following prices are in effect as of this issue:
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$20
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6-Mo.
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Other Foreign
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$49
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Price includes shipping to the 48 states only. Alaska, Hawaii,
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from this issue of So/tSide? Don't despair
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disk versions are still available! And, each DV (disk version)
contains an additional program.
0#34 DV $16.000 #34 CV $8.00
I own an 0 Apple™ 0 IBM®-PC (Disk Only)
AT ARI®
0 TRS-80® Mod. I 0 TRS-80® Mod. III

o

Name ________________________________________
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City/State ______________ZL..ip _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Order (Please enclose this card and
your payment in an envelope.)
o MasterCard

0 VISA
Name of Cardholder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MC# and Interbank#/VISA#
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ Signature _________________________
Prices for USA only. For foreign orders, see page 80. Please include exact postage on all foreign orders

Prices subject to change without notice. Apple™, IBM®, ATARI® and TRS-80® are registered trademarks of The Apple Computer Company, International Business Machines, Inc., Warner Communications, and The Tandy Corporation respectively.

I
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I
I II Check the type of Membership you want:
• Individual adventures
I o Trial Disk Membership (3 mo.) $29
(please specify)
D
Trial
Cassette
Membership
(3
mo.)
$19
J
Cassettes
o Cassette - $7 each o Disk $10 each
I Disks
o 6-Mo. Member $49
0 6-Mo. Member $29
Name ________________________________
0 12-Mo. Member $49
I o 12-Mo. Member $89
24 mo. Charter $169
024 mo. Charter $89
I DSend:
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0 Apple TM 0 AT AR I® 0 TRS-80®
I • Super Disk Three Adventures - ($26 each): City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-Zip _ _ __
Please include exact postage on all foreign orders
I o Arabian,
o Jack the Ripper,
o Check or Money Order (Please enclose this card and
I Alien,
Crime,
your payment in an envelope.)
Around the World
Island
I D Treasure
o MasterCard 0 VISA
o James Brand,
Black Hole,
_____________________
Name of
I Windsloe Mansion,
Witches' Brew,
Titanic
I Klondike 0 Arrow One,
MC# and Interbank#/VISA# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I _ _ Robin Hood,
Exp. Date_ _ _ _Signature
The Mouse That Ate Chicago
I
I

The Adventure is
Waiting for You

Subscribe
Adventure

Cardholder~.

Prices subject to change without notice. AppieTM, IBMi®, ATARI® and TRS8O® are registered trademarks of The Apple Computer Company, IBM, Inc.,
Warner Communications, and The Tandy Corporation respectively.

Prices for USA only. For foreign orders, see page 80
Please include exact postage on all foreign orders

--------------------------------Give SoftSide For Xmas!

*

If they own an Apple TM, I BM®-PC, AT ARI®, or TRS-80® there is no better gift than

So/tSide for Christmas. The programs are entertaining, the reading relaxing and the

Christmas
e;ift

••
friends.

education you'll be giving is priceless. Take the time to fill out this card and give the
year round source of entertainment to a friend or relative - So/tSide.
Initial Gift Subscription - $22.00/year
Name
Address _____________________

Additional Gift Subscriptions -

$20.00/year

TO: Name
Address _______________________
City/State/Zip

New Users

FROM:
Send: 0 AppleTM

IBM®-PC

0 ATARI®

0 TRS-80®

o Check here if you would like us to send a card
announcing your gift.
o Check or Money Order (Please enclose this
card and your payment in an envelope.)

Prices for USA only. For foreign orders, see page 80. Please
include exact postage on all foreign orders. Prices suhject to change without notice, Apple TM, IBM®~PC,
ATARI® and TRS-80lID are registered trademarks of The Apple
Computer Company, IBM, Inc., Warner Communications
and The Tandy Corporation respectively.

Send: 0 Apple TM

o MasterCard

TRS-80"

MC# and Interbank#/VISA# _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Cardholder
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Exp. Date _______________________
Signature ___________________________
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The
Perfect
Christmas
r
Gift
Sons • Daughters
Dads. Moms.
Friends. Grandparents
New Users

If they own an APPLE™,
IBM®·PC, ATARI®, or
TRS-80® You Can't Go
Wrong With a Gift of

The
Adventure
is Waiting
for You ...

Adventure #17

How would you like to go back in time to 19th century
London to match wits wi th Jack the Ripper? Out into
space to brave the swirling vortex of a black hole? Into
the depths of the ocean, or on a quest to rescue a
beautiful princess from the clutches of evil monsters?
You never know where SoftSlde Magazine's Adven·
ture of the Month Club might take you. But you can be
sure that each month you will experience new delights
and new challenges as you receive an original adven·
ture on tape or disk, ready to load into your computer.
And now it's even easier for you to join Adventure of
the Month. A Trial Membership (3 months 3 different
Adventures), costs only $29 for Disks, $19 for Cassettes.
Or choose a Charter Membership, available on disk or
tape, for 6 months, 12 months , or 24 months. Your
choice of a 24 month Charter Membership will bring you
a savings of almost half on the individual price of the
Adventures you 'll receive.
Super Disks, each containing three Adventures, are
also available for $26 each.
For more detailed information on prices, and to enter
your membership, see the handy postage·free bind·in
card found facing page 80 of this issue.

ADVENTURE OF THE MONTH
THE DEADLY GAME
Well , your uncle Henry has passed on , and now you 're rich . But, first
you have to attend the reading of the will. When you get there , you find
that the will requires you and your five greedy cousins to spend a night
in Henry's booby-trapped mansion and survive. You discover that one
of the five is out to make sure that he is the only survivor. And the
evening is just beginning ..

Adventures Available:
June 1981
Arabian

December 1981
Black Hole

June #13
Arrow One

July 1981
Alien

Janu ary 1982
Windsloe Mansion

July #14
Robin Hood

August 1981
Treasure Island

February 1982
Klondike

August #15
The Mouse That Ate Chicago

September 1981
Jack The Ripper

Marc h 1982
James Brand

September #1 6
Menagerie

October 1981
Crime

April 1982
Witches' Brew

November 1981
Around the World in Eighty Days

May 1982
Titanic

SoltSide

See bind in card for ordering
your adventure NOW !
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ATARr
Adva nced Music System continued

Atari 400/ 800 computers. The revision will allow the program to run
on a 16K, cassette based, Atari 400.
The new version will be written en-

tirely in Machine Code. The
keyboard editing will be rep laced by
graphics oriented joystick editing,
complete wit h musical staves. A
sample display of this new editor is
shown here. There wi ll also be selectable envelopes. (The only way to do
en vel opes on the current version is
to tie together several notes of increasing or decreasing volume.)
Another major enhancement will be
nestable subroutines, which, along
with

other

data

compaction,

is

bound to reduce the size of music
source files. Unlike the current version, the tempo will be changed by

current version now and start enjoy-

The Grand Finale
The Advanced Music System is a
major step forward in Atari 400/ 800
software . The program is loaded
with features, thoroughly debugged,
idiot p r oofed, a n d properly
documented. It is very interactive
and fun to use . The graphics and

ing it.

sounds are most imp ressive . The

control of the music source, and dif-

ferent tone types should also be
available. Other features are possible, but not yet definite . It will be
many months, however. before the
revision is completed, so persons in -

terested in the AMS should get the

GET SERIOUS ...
Uncompromised design delivers superior
quality and reUability. T odays latest technology
allows your Atari 400 to run up to 50% cooler
and provide truer video clarity. We guarantee it.

So let's get down to business.

48K RAM. for the
ATARI 400

_Tara.

COmQuter PrDaUcrs ~

Send certified <hed<
or money order. VISa
and Mastercatd wei~ N.V. residents

pka:se include sales
De*r inquiries

tax.

-irwted.

At.Ils a ~cred

In USA - S ta tle r Building, 107 De laware Ave .,

S uite 752, Buffa lo , NY 14202 Te l: (716) 832-066'1
In Canada - 2 Robe rt Speck Parkway, S uite 1540-5,

Mississa uga , O nta ri o L47-1H8 Tel: (416) 273-6820
81

J!\.
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many hours of development are evi-

dent, and it was time well spent.
Finally, the program is priced right ,
making it a good software val ue.
Needless to say, this reviewer is

quite pleased with Lee Actor's Advanced Music System, and feel s confident that users of the program will
be pleased as well .
9

APPLE"

by William Morris and John Cope
(with apologies to J. Bach)

Apple Fugue requires a 16K Apple™ with Applesoft.

Beauty, as a certain learned
observer noted years ago, is in the.
eye of the beholder. The quality of
sound, we would suggest, is quite
properly within the province of the
individual "earholder." Certainly,
the Apple's ability to produce sound
has been one of its enduring
strengths. Consider what many of
your favorite programs would be
like without this capability. Silence
may be golden, but it can also be extremely boring when you are sitting
in front of your micro for more than
five minutes! Of course, as we
observed earlier, the type of sound
produced can be of a highly subjective nature. But then, that is what
this article is all about!
The Apple's sound is produced
through its built-in speaker which
occupies memory location 49200 (or
-16336 if you are a purist).
Whenever you access this memory
location, the Apple's speaker is
"toggled." If the cone was "out,"
it is popped in and vice versa. The
result of this "toggling" is the production of a clearly audible tone. To
confirm this, try the following little
program:
10 FOR X = 1 TO 100: Z =
PEEK(49200): NEXT X
Of course, the sound produced
does not sound quite like a musical
note. This led, several years ago, to
the development of Machine
Language routines to overcome this
problem. While different in some

respects, most of these routines
followed the same general procedure, POKEing the pitch of the
note to be played into one register,
its duration into another location
and, thereafter, calling the Machine
Language sound routine. (This
routine can be found in locations
927-949 in Apple Fugue). The fact
that this method has persisted for so
long is eloquent testimony to its
value. The sound produced is crisp,
clear, memory efficient, and, most
importantly, subject to the programmer's control.
SojtSide

The standard method of producing musical notes on the Apple has
some limitations. For example, the
volume is always uniform with this
technique, while the maximum
duration of the note is limited to the
largest number you can POKE into
a single memory location (255). Trying to sustain long notes only produces a "choppy" effect, distracting from your original purpose.
There is also the consideration that
the sounds produced from one program to another have a certain
sameness about them - "clone
tones," if you will!
One possible approach in prodli'cing different tones on the Apple is to
purchase anyone of the many excellent sound boards currently
available. These enable you to produce truly incredible results through
an external sound system. Should
you be obliged, however, to continue relying on the Apple's built-in
speaker, don't despair. There is
another way!
We stated earlier that sound is
reproduced by means of "toggling"
the built-in speaker. In his excellent
publication for Machine Language
programmers, Apple Assembly
Line, Bob Sander-Cedarlof suggests
another method for sound
reproduction based on manipulating
the Apple's internal machine cycles.
By controlling the rate at which the
speaker is toggled in a slightly different manner, it is possible to
achieve startling effects. For example, you can control the volume of
the sound produced. His technique
also permits two tones to be played
at one time and allows duration
values far in excess of what was
possible using the standard method
for sound reproduction.

APPLE"
Apple Fugue represents an attempt to showcase each of the Apple's sound reproduction methods.
The program first plays Bach's
Fugue using the "standard
method." This is followed by a
demonstration of volume control
technique while playing a single note
(There is no volume control over the
two tone reproduction.) and, finally, a replay of Fugue using the two
tone techinque. This should allow
you to make a proper evaluation of
the strengths and weaknesses of
each method.
One last observation: while the
standard sound method is invoked
with a "Call" statement, the other
techniques are activated with the
"ampersand" method. This technique of calling assembly language
programs has been discussed at
length in previous issues of SoftSide
and other publications and requires
no additional commentary. Should
you employ these routines in your
own programs, however, you
should be aware of several key
points.
In using the volume control
routine, your calling procedure
should be as follows:

note, creating a very interesting harmonic effect.
The Machine Language routine
for the single tone and two tone
techniques are located in memory
locations 784-926.
Variables
Array Variables
D(*): Duration of note to be
played.
00(*): Pitch of note to be played.
VP(*): Vertical position of note to
be placed on the screen.

110 &T,x,y,z
The variable x represents the
pitch, while y represents duration
with the same limitations applying
to the single note routine. The duration value has been set at twice the
value of the single note routine. The
variable z represents the pitch of the
second note. In Apple Fugue we
have chosen to have the second note
one half the pitch value of the first

S: Passed by ampersand routine to
Machine Language program to indicate a single note to be played.
T: Passed by ampersand routine to
Machine Language program to indicate two notes are to be played
at the same time.
V: Volume of note to be played.
XX: A flag used to determine
which sound routine to play.
ZA: Horizontal position of note to
be placed on the screen.
M, N, ZZ: Counters.
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100 &S,x,y,z
The variable x will represent the
pitch of your note, while y
represents the duration. This latter
note can have a value of up to
65,535. The variable z denotes
volume and can range from 0 to 15.
We start the volume very low (1) in
Fugue and increment it by steps of
.1. This brings it up to maximum by
the time it has completed playing the
142 notes. (The Machine Language
routine treats 14.1 as 14 so there is
no need for the INT command.)
The two tone method can be
utilized in the following manner:

Other Variables

~

(C)

1982 WM, MORRIS & J. COPE

SS ss ss ss ss ss ss SS S5 SS
SS
SS
APPLESOFT BASIC
SS
'APPLE FUGUE'
SS AUTHOR:W. "ORRIS &J. COPE
Ss
COPYRIGHT IC) 1982
SS SOFTSIDE PUBLICATIONS, INC
SS
SS SS SS SS SS SS 55 SS 55 55

SS
S5
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

Initialization.

10 6R: HO"E
20 Dl" G6(142I,VP(1081,D(1421:V =
1
Set up screen display.

SoftSide

30 COLOR= 4: FOR N= 16 TO 32 STEP
4: HLIN 0,39 AT N: NEXT
40 INVERSE: HTAB 17: PRINT "FUG
UE": NOR"AL
50 VTAB 23: HTAB 4: PRINT "IC)
982 W". "ORRIS &J. COPER
Poke in sound routines.

bO FOR ZZ = 784 TO 949: READ N: POKE
ZZ,N: NEXT
Set up "&" vector to point at routine
located at 784.
continued on page 86

A feast
of computing ideas..

If you work with a 6502/6809-based
system, you're probably hungry for the
facts and ideas that will help you
understand the inner workings of your
computer. You want to go beyond
canned software-use your computer
for more than games-learn the
advanced programming techniques
that enable you to get the most out of
your 6502/6809 system.
MICRO, The 6502/6809 Journal,
gives you page after page, month after
month, of solid information to sink
your teeth into. MICRO is the premier
how-to magazine for serious users of
the Apple, PETICBM, OSI, Atari, AIM,
SYM, KIM, and all 6809 based systems
including the TRS-80 Color Computer.
It's a resource journal internationally
respected by professionals in business,
industry, and education. Every issue of
MICRO keeps you informed with up-tothe-minute data on new products
and publications:
• hardware catalog with organized,
concise description
• software catalog in an easy-touse format
• new publications listed and
annotated
• reviews and evaluations of significant products
And there's much more:
• In-depth hardware tutorials
bring expert advice into your horne or
office.
• Detailed discussions of programming languages deepen and
broaden your programming ability.
• Complete program listings
enable you to increase your machine's
capabilities.
• Bibliography of 6502/6809
information helps you to find pertinent
articles in a timely manner.
• Special monthly features with
in-depth treatment of one subject or

You'll love
every byte.
YES! I want to get more from
my microcomputer. Please send me
year(s) of MICRO at $ __ ._/year
(Outside U.S. and Canada, please
indicate via 0 surface or 0 air maiL)
Name
Company

Street

City

State

o Check enclosed for $

Zip Code

o Charge my credit card account
o VISA 0 MasterCard

Signature
Card number
Expiration date

system increase your knowledge of the
field.
• Balanced mix of machinespecific and general articles for your
everyday use as well as long-range
reference needs.
• Informative advertising
focused specifically on 6502/6809
machines keeps you abreast of latest
developments.
• Reader feedback puts you in
touch with other micro-computerists.
MICRO is the magazine you need to
get the most from your own 6502/6809
system I
To order, send your check or international money order (payable to MICRO)
and the order form at left, to:
Subscription Fulfillment
MICRO, Dept MI
34 Chelmsford Street
P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Or, for your convenience, call our
toll-free number:

1·800·345·8112
(In California, 800-772-3545, Ext 564)
and charge your subscription to your
MasterCard or VISA (All orders must be
prepaid in U.S. dollars or charged to
your MasterCard or VISA)

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (U.S. dollars)
Yearly subscription (ISSN 027-9002)
saves 20% off the single-issue price.
U.S. $24*
Canada $27
Europe $27 ($42 by air mail)
Mexico, Central America, Mideast,
North and Central Africa $27 ($48 air)
South America, Far East, South Africa,
Australasia $27 ($72 air)
* SPECIAL OFFER-U.S. ONLY:
Save even more-30% off single-issue
price: 2 years, $42
Dept. SS
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70 POKE 1013,76: POKE 1014,16: POKE
1015,3
Set up vertical screen position for
each note value.

80 VP(33) = 10:VP(35) = 12:VP(37)
= 12:VP(40) = 14:VP(42) = 1
4:VP(45) = 16:VP(47) = 18:VP
(50) = 18:VP(53) = 20:VP(57)
= 20:VP(60) = 22:VP(64) = 2
4:VP(68) = 24:VP(721 = 26:VP
(76) = 26:VP(81) = 28
90 VP(85) = 28:VP(91) = 30:VP(96)
= 32:VP(102) = 32:VP(108) =
34
Read pitch and duration values into
arrays D and GG.

100 FOR ZZ = 1 TO 142: READ N:66
(11) = N: READ ":D(ZZ) = M
110 NEXT
Display current sound routine being
used.

120 IF XX = 0 THEN VTAB 23: CALL
- 958: PRINT'
STANDARD
APPLE MUSIC REPRODUCTION"
130 IF XX = 1 THEN VTAB 23: CALL
- 958: PRINT" SIN6LE TON
E SOUND WITH VOLUME"
140 IF XX = 2 THEN VTAB 23: CALL
- 958: PRINT' DUAL TONE
SOUND REPRODUCTION"
Begin loop to play entire sequence
of notes.

200 lA = 0: FOR N= 1 TO 142
If note is a rest, delay, then go
to the next note.

210 IF 66(N) = 0 THEN FOR M: 1
TO 400: NEXT : 60ro 290
Set horizontal position for note
being played.

220 ZA = ZA
ZA = 2

t

2: IF lA } 39 THEN

Standard Apple sound routine.

240 IF XX = 0 THEN POKE 927,66(
N): POKE 928,D(N) * 40: CALL
929: 60TO 270
Two·tone sound routine.

250 IF XX-= 2 THEN ~ T66(N),200
o • D(N),66(N) J 2: 60TO 270
Sound routine with volume.

260 IF XX = 1 THEN V= V+ .1:

~

,16,7,173,48,192,165,253,133
,251,198,252,240,6,70,255,16
5,255,16,7,173,48,192,165
1030 DATA 254,133,252,32,143,3,
144,217,96,32,245,230,134,25
3,32,190,222,76,70,231,165,8
0,208,8,165,81,208,2,56,96,1
98,81,198,80,24,96
1040 DATA 0.0,173,48,192,136,20
8,5,206,160,3,240,9,202,208,
245,174,159,3,76,161,3,96
Pitch and duration values.

S66(N),1000 ! D(Nl,V
Clear note from display.

270 COLOR: O:VP = VP(66(N)): IF
VP = 16 OR VP = 20 OR VP = 2
4 OR VP : 28 OR VP : 32 THEN
COLOR= 4
280 PLOT ZA,VP
Do next note. When loop ends, swap
value for last note so value is in
proper range for the Apple sound
routine.

290 NEXT: IF XX : 0 THEN D(142)
=2/:;

300 IF XX = 2 THEN D(142) : 6
Pause, then go to next demonstration.

310 XX = XX + 1: IF XX } 0 AND XX
{ 3 THEN FOR M = 1 TO 3000
: NEXT : 60TO 120
320 XX = O:V = 1: VTAB 23: CALL 958: FOR N = 1 TO 2000: NEIT
: 60TO 120
Machine language data.

1000 DATA 201,83,240,7,201,84,2
40,55,76,201,222,32,132,3,13
8,41,15,133,255,165,253,133,
251,198,251,208,25,173,48,19
2,165
1010 DATA 253,133,251,164,255,2
34,234,136,16,251,173,48,192
,164,255,234,200,192,16,144,
250,160,10,136,208,253,32,14
3,3,144,217,96
1020 DATA 32,132,3,134,254,165,
253,133,251,165,254,133,252,
198,251,240,6,70,255,165,255
SoftSide

1050 DATA 81,4,53,4,68,0,72,2,8
1,2,68,2,72,2,81,2,85,2,72,2
,108,4
1060 DATA 81,2,108,2,72,2,108,2
,68,2,72,1,81,1,72,2,108,2,8
1,2,108,1,81,1,72,2,108,1,72
,1,68,2,72,1,81,1,72,1,108,1
,53,1
1070 DATA 60,1,68,1,72,1,81,1,6
8,1,72,1,81,1,85,1,72,1,81,1
,108,1,81,1,72,1,68,1,60,1,5
3,1,47,1,45,1,47,1,53,1,45,1
,47,1,53,1,57,1,47,1,53,2
1080 DATA 72,2,53,2,47,2,45,1,4
0,1,45,1,40,1,45,1,40,1,45,1
,40,1,35,1,40,1,35,1,33,1,35
,1,40,1,45,1,47,1,45,1,35,1,
40,1,35,1,57,1,35,1,40,1,35,
1,53,1,35,1,40,1,35,1,57,1,3
5,1,40,1,35,1
1090 DATA 45,1,53,1,57,1,53,1,4
0,1,53,1,57,1,53,1,35,1,53,1
,57,1,53,1,40,1,53,1,57,1,53
,1,72,2,45,2,81,2,47,2,91,2,
72,2,53,2,45,2
1100 DATA 50,2,35,2,0,2,50,2,53
,2,40,2,0,2,53,2,60,1,68,1,6
0,1,53,1,60,1,35,1,40,1,35,1
,68,1,40,1,42,1,40,1,72,4,45
,4,81,4,47,4,91,6

APPLE™ TABLE ..FOR:

APPLE-FUGUE·
LINES

10 ~ 120.
130,::.29.1l
~OO -J020
1030 - 1010
1000· HOO

. SWAT
COQE

LENG.TH

:aX

515

l.IQ

413

OS

508
527
436

etl
fiB

LEG IONNAIR E Real-lime sImulation of
tactical combat in Caesar's Ilme _ YOU as Caesar
command up to ten legions Finest full -co lor
graphi cs plus playability way beyond the slate
$3500
of the art ' Cassette
V.C. FaIthfully recreate:. unconventional
conflict in VII!t Nam YOU command chopper
and arlillery units. and face task of protecting
civihan populalion where the enemy hides
$20.00
among Ihl? people Cassette
Diskette
$25 00
•

TI~

1",,,,,

11~
.ll

f'r Apr

BL

G .F.S . SORCERESS -Sci Fi adventure game
YOU are Joe Juslin trying to clear yourself of a
false charge of mutiny and get back to the
Galaclic Federation Starship "Sorceress··
Beaullful full-color manuals provide useful dues
Cas!>€ttl?
$30 _00 Dlskette
$35,00
ANDROMEDA CONQUEST Va" scale
space strategy game of galachc coioOlzmg and
conquest among unique star systems with
srrange life forms and alien technologies ,hat
provide excihng exploration and battle
Cassette
$18 00 Dlskelle
$23 00

C"ml' ,I .., 'hdl1Wr C mmtin .ah..ns TdnJy COIp
L ~ M4Ch"", d1 d Cn,.,. d",,, tnl,'rTldt,ulldi lid

Available at finer
computer stores everywhere!

TELENGARD -Dungeon adventure In a
mysterious underworld wllh 50 levels of evermore-complex males 10 explore Real lime
fantasy and role-playing game Usmg WItS.
magic and fast thinking. garners fight monsters
and reap valuable rewards Cassette
S2300
Diskelte
$28,00

If your favorite dealer fails to have
the games you want. call us toll free

011
IIHI

1-800-638- 9292

.~ oL '"

mio~QoQm~ute~
.

MOON PATROL Arcade Pak ™game of
lunar invasion Beats any quarter-gobbling game
around l Four levels of increasmg difficulty
present n,,"w auaekers to battle Fa:.t, furious and
funl Cassette
1;25 00

RE.ti!~Tf.RW
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GA/-Ir.S INC DIVISION or

The AVALON HILL Game Company
Avalon Hill MICROCOMPUTER GAMES
are compdlible with the follOWIng computer systems
Apple II'
Alari 4 800'
TRS-~O Model!> I III & Color'
IBM PC'
Commodme VIC·20, CBM PET & 2001

For specific informatIon, such as
machine compatIbilIty. memory requIrements.
cas>elle or diskette availabihty and pnce.
call us toll-free 1-000·638·9292 and ask for
Operator 55 or write to'
Avalon Hill MIcrocomputer Games, Dept 5S
4517 Harford Road Baillmore, MD 21214

APPLE'MDV

You are alone, deep within the
computer control center of The
Enemy. Armed only with your laser
pistol, you must wend your way past
electrified walls and control boxes,
and elude the seari ng energy of fearsome laser cannon. Your mission:

Sabotage. If you get far enough into
the control center, you will reach
yo ur objective: The Master Computer. Good luck.
You will begin in the lower left
corner of each room. You are the

orange spot. The red spots you see
scaltered throughout each room are
control boxes. The blue lines are
walls, and the green machine at the
middle of the boltom of the screen is
the laser cannon. The light blue box
around the laser cannon is its force

shield . All of these objects will be
electrified, and contact between
them and you will prove deadly.
You can move in any of four

directions by pressing the appropriate key. Q will move yo u up;
Z will move you down; the arrow
keys will move you left and right.
You won't need the REPT key,
because your man keeps moving un-

til you press another key. You may
fire in the direction you are moving

(or last moved, if stationary) by
pressing the space bar. Only one of
your missiles can be on the screen at
one time. At any point in the game,

the P key will pause the game; pressing any other key will restart it.
You cannot leave the room until

you have destroyed six of the control boxes. Once you accomplish
this, a door will materialize in the
lower right corner. Each control box
will earn you one point. The control
boxes will regenerate in a short
while, unless you disable the laser
cannon. To do this, you must shoot
the laser when its shields are down .
It lowers its shields just prior to
firing at you. You will earn five extra points for disabling the laser. If
you destroy all the control boxes
before you leave a room, you will
receive

yet

another

five-point

bonus.
You can save the top ten scores on

tape or disk. Simply press the appropriate key when the program
prompts you. At the beginning of
the game, you may load the
previous high scores if you wish.
WARNING: Although the program
will check a disk for the presence of
a high-score file, it is impossible to
check a tape in this way. If you try
to load high scores from a blank
tape, the program will "hang" indefinitely, and you will have to press
RESET and run the program again.
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Variables
A, A$ , T, U, V: Work variables.
A(l0,4) : High scores.
B: Room player is in .
BL: Player ranking in top 10.
CB: # of remaining control boxes.
CX, CY: Laser shot position.
D: # of lives left.
D$: C HR$(4) .
DX, CY, H, I: X, Y change.
G: Difficulty.
HI: Lowest high score.
1$: Player's initials.
J , K: New player position.
KE : Keyboard input.
KK: Loop variable.
L: Is laser active?

M: Is the player firing?
M$: Messages.
MD: Mission length .
MX, MY: Missile position .
NL: Score needed for new life .
SA: Need to save scores?
SC : Player score.
Tl: Time count for laser.
T2 : Time spent in room.
T3: Time count for difficulty.
T4: Time laser is disabled.
TX, TY: Laser target position.
V I : Has laser been disabled?
V5: Time count for self destruct.
V8 : Maximum difficulty .
V9: Mission number.
WO-W9, XO-X9, YO-Y9, ZO-Z9,
PA : Constants.
X, Y: Player position .
X(IO), Y(lO) : Control box
in crements .

0:0 : 0 + I: POKE 11,10: POKE
12,19: CALL 14: FOR V: 10 TO
IB: NEIT : CALL 14: HTAB 36:
PRINT 0;
130 IF CB ( 5 THEN COLOR: 10: VLIN
W6, Y3 AT 39
140 IF IE : 14 THEN H: 10: I : 1
2:01 : H:DY : I: 60TO 190
150 IF KE : 15 THEN H : 11: I : 1
0:01 : H:DY : I: 60TO 190
160 IF KE : 16 THEN H : 10: I : 1
1:01: H:DY : I: 6010 190
170 IF KE : 17 THEN H : 12: I : 1
0:01 : H:DY: I: 60TO 190
IBO H : 10:1 : 10: 6010220

XM , YM : Missile movement

Move the player.

positions .

XC, YC : Laser mo vement
increments.

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
55
55
APPLE50FT BASIC
' SABOTAGE '
55
55
AUTHOR: PETER ADA"5
55 TRAN5L: PETER J. BROWN
COPYRIGHT ICI 19B2
55
55 50FT510E PUBLICATION5 , INC
55
55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

100 60TO 590
Look at keyboard for movement commands.

110 IE: PEEK 1131: IF PA : KE THEN
110
120 IF 5C > NL THEN NL : NL + 10

190 J : I + H: K : Y + I: I: 5CRN I
J,II: COLOR: 10: PLOT I,Y: COLOR'
19: PLOT J,K: I : J:Y : K
200 IF T ) 10 THEN 1030
210 IF I : 39 IHEN 540
Mo .... e the player's missi le.

220

230
240
250
260

270

IF KE : IB AND" : 10 THEN"
: 11:"1 : X:"Y : Y:I" : 01 :
Y" : DY: POKE YO,IO
IF " : 10 IHEN 290
FOR I : 10 10 11: POKE Y2,IB
: CALL YI
COLOR: 10: PLOI "I,"Y:"I : "
I + I":"Y : "Y + Y"
IF "X ( 11 OR "I ) Y3 OR "Y (
11 OR "Y ) Y3 THEN H : 10: 60TO
110
COLOR: 19 : PLOT I,Y:J : 5CRNI
Sol/Side

HI," Y! : IF J ) 10 THEN 470
280 COLOR: Y5 : PLOI "I,"Y: NEXT
Increment timer. If the maximum
time is exceeded , then print an
appropriate message.

290 IF TI > 10 IHEN II : II + 11
: IF TI > 6 + 6 THEN 605UB
970: 11 : 10
300 IF V5 ) 10 THEN V5 : V5 + 12
: VIAB 23: HIAB 28: PRINT V5
;' ';: VTAS 22: IF V5 : 10 THEN
HO"E : INVER5E : PRINI 'YOU
HAVE FAILED TO ESCAPE ..• ': NOR"AL :
FOR T : I TO 2000: NEIT : 60TO
1070
310 IF T2 I Y6 + RHO 1111 ( Y7 OR
L : 10 OR II ) 10 THEN 400
320 II : II: COLOR: 10: VLIN Y8,Y
3 AT Y9: HLIN 19,10 AT Y8: VLIN
Y8,Y3 AT 10: POKE 11,10: POKE
12,128: CALL X4
330 IC : 10: IF I : X5 THEN YC :
12: 6010 350
340 I: AIN ttY - Y4 1 I IX- lS I
I:IC: COS m: Yc: 5IN (1
I + 16
350 IF I ( 15 THEN IC' - IC:YC
• 16 - YC
360 IF IC • 10 OR YC : 10 IHEN 3
90
370 IF AB5 IIC I > ABS IYCI THEN
YC' YC I II I AB5 IICI:IC •
S6N IICI: 6010 390
3BO IC • IC I 11 I AB5 IYC I:YC •
56N IYCI
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390 TX : X5:TY : Y4:CX : TX t XC:
CY : TV t YC
400 IF RND (Z11 < X7 AND L = 11
THEN T: INT ( RND (11) t
18) tIl: COLOR= 11: IF SCRN(
X(T),V(T») : 10 THEN CB : CB
tIl: PLOT I(T),Y(T): POKE
Xl,X9: POKE X2,WO: CALL 14: IF
CB } 4 THEN COLOR: X3: VLIN
W6,Y3 AT 39
410 IF L : 11 THEN 450
420 T4 : T4 tIl: IF T4 ( 6 t WI THEN
450
430 L = 11:T4 : 10: COLOR: W2: HLIN
W3,W4 AT W5: PLOT X5,W6:6 =
6 t 12: IF 6 ( V8 THEN 6 : V
8

440 COLOR: W9: VLIN Y8,Y3 AT V9:
HLIN V9,XO AT Y8: VLIN Y8,V
3 AT XO: POKE Xl,Y3: POKE X2
,10: CALL X4
450 T2 : T2 t 11:T3 : T3 tIl: IF
T3 > W7 THEN T3 : 10:G : 6 t
12: IF G < V8 THEN 6 : V8
460 60TO 110
Handle collisions of the player's
missile with objects.

470 " = 10:T = SCRM( "X,"Y): IF
T : 11 THEN SC : SC t 11:CB :
CB t Z2: COLOR= 10: PLOT "X,
"V: HTAB 7: PRINT SCj: POKE
11,10: POKE 12,60: CALL X4: 60ro
110
480 IF T = X3 THEN COLOR: 10: PLOT
Ml,MY: GOTO 110
490 IF T = W2 AND VI : 10 THEN L
= 10:Vl = 11: COLOR: 10:Tl =
10: HLIN W3,W4 AT W5: PLOT X
5,W6:SC : SC t 5: HTAB 7: PRINT
SCj: GOlO 110
500 IF. T < 15 THEN 110
510 FOR T = 11 TO 5: COLOR= 15: FOR
I : 11 TO 3: HLIN Y4,Y3 AT 1
: NEXT : CALL VI: COLOR: 10:
FOR I = II TO 3: HLIN Y4,Y3
AT I: NEXT: CALL V1: NEXT
520 VTAB 23: HTAB 10: INVERSE : PRINT
"MISSION ACCOMPLISEDH j: FOR
T : 11 TO Y6: NEXT: HTAB 10
: PRINT "NOW YOU "UST ESCAPE

,

PRINT "TIME UNTIL SELF DIST
RUCT : "jV5;: VTAB 22: POKE
YO,10:SC = SC t 30: HTAB 7: PRINT
SC;: GOlO 110
Start new rooms and new missions.

540 POKE YO,IO: IF B ( "D t X3 THEN
570
550 MD = MD t 11:V9 : V9 t ZI:V8 =
V8 - 0.3:V5 = 10:B = 0:V7 =
V7 - 16: TEXT
560 HOME :SC = SC t 10: VTAB 3: PRINT
"YOU HAVE ESCAPED ••• BUT THER
E IS ANOTHER": PRINT : PRINT
·COMPUTER TO DESTROY ••• 6ET
READY.": FOR T = 1 TO 3000: NEXT
: 60TO 580
570 IF CB = 10 THEN SC : SC t 5:
HTAB 7: PRINT SCj
580 B = B t Il:Tl = 10:T2 = 10:1 =
3:Y = 35:T3 = 10:T4 = lOll =
11:Vl : 10: 60TO 870
Program initialization.

590 PA : 208:1 = O:Y : O:KE = O:H
: 0:1 = O:J = O:K = O:T = 0
:10 = 0:11 = 1:12 = - 1:13 :
- 16384:14 : 209:15 : 149:Z
6 = 218:17 = 136:18 : 160:19

=9

600 YO: - 16368:Yl = 768:Y2 = 7
69:V3 = 38:Y4 : 35:Y5 = 13:Y
6 = 2000:Y7 : 0.97:Y8 = 34:Y
9 : 18:XO = 22:Xl = 783:X2 =
785:X3 = 2:14 : 782:X5 : 20:
X6 : 0.05:X7 : 0.02:18 = 10:
19 : 50
610 WO = 250:Wl : 30:W2 : 12:W3 :
19:W4 = 21:W5 = 37:W6 = 36:N
7 = 300:W8 = 150:W9 = 6:"D =
4:NL = 99:SP = 10000
620 DIM X(101,Y(101,A(10,4):DS =
CHRS (4):MS = "PRESS RETURN
TO BE6IN •
630 FOR T = 768 TO 795: READ I: POkE
T, I: NEXT
640 TEIT: HOME : VTAB 3: HTAB 1
6: PRINT 'SABOTAGE": PRINT:
HTAB 13: PRINT "BY PETER AD
AMS": PRINT: HTAB 4: PRINT
"APPLE TRANSLATION BY PETER
BROWN"

I
'•
,

530 NORMAL: FOR T : 11 TO Y6: NEXT
:V5 = 260 - 10 t V9: HTAB 1:
I

92 •

Check memory for the presence of
high scores. Ask player whether to

SoftSide

get high scores from disk'or tape.
Get and display high scores.

650 IF PEEK ISP) = 254 THEN 690
660 FOR T = 8192 TO 8233: POKE T
,IO: NEXT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
"LOAD HISH SCORES FRO":": PRINT
: PRINT "1) TAPE 2) DISK 3
) NEITHER";
670 A= PEEK (Z3):A = A- 176: IF
A<: 0 THEN 670
680 POKE YO,IO: IF A ( 1 OR A }
3 THEN 640
690 SA = 0: IF PEEK ISP) = 254 THEN
FOR T = 1 TO 10: FOR U: 1 TO
3:A(T,U) = PEEK (SP - 5 t T
t 5 t U): NEXT :AIT,4) = 25
6 t PEEK (SP - 1 t T * 5) t
PEEK (SP t T • 5): NEXT: 60TO
800
700 PRINT
710 ON AGOTO 720,760,860
720 HO"E: VTAB 3: INVERSE : PRINT
"
WARNING
a j : NORMAL
730 PRINT ·YOU MUST ALREADY HAVE
SAVED HI6H SCORES ON YOUR T
APE. HAVE YOU DONE SO? IV/N)
"j: 6ET AS: PRINT AS: IF AS (
} 'Y" THEN 640
740 PRINT: PRINT : PRINT 'START
TAPE THEN PRESS ANY KEY";: 6ET
AS: RECALL A: 60TO 790
750 ONERR 60TO 1220: PRINT DSis
VERIFY HISAB": POKE 216,0
760 ONERR 60TO 1220
770 PRINT DSj"VERIFY HISAB": POKE
216,0
780 PRINT: PRINT DSj"OPEN HISAB
": PRINT D$j"READ HISAB": FOR
T = 1 TO 10: FOR U= 1 TO 4:
INPUT AIT,U): NEXT: NEXT:
PRINT DSj"CLOSE HISAB"
790 POKE SP,254: FOR U= 1 TO 10
: FOR V= 1 TO 3: POKE SP 5 t U • 5 t V,A(U,V): NEXT:
POKE SP - 1 t U t 5, INT (A
(U,4) / 256): POKE SP t U t
5,AIU,4) - 256 tINT (A(U,4
) / 256): NEXT
800 HOI1E: VTAB 3: HTAB 10: PRINT
·SABOTA6E HALL OF FAME": VTAB
5

810 FOR T = 1 TO 10: HTAB 15: FOR
U= 1 TO 3: PRINT CHRS (A(T
,Ul);: NEXT: HTAB 25: PRINT
A(T,4): NEXT :HI = AII0,4): FOR
continued on page 95
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NEW 6MB HARD DISK
ALTERNATIVE!
Mass Storage for your Apple "'" has always been a problem. On one
hand. there were the exotic. expensive hard diskS with no cost effident
means of backup. On the other hand. the Apple floppy drive lacked the
speed and storage demanded by today's professionals.
Vista's V1200 offers both at an incredibly attractive price.
The removable VistaPak cartridges offer 6 Megabytes of
removable storage each and can be backed up like a Hoppy.
Now hard disk storage and speed can be yours with the
added capability of interchangeable media. The V1200
eliminates the worries of head crashes. drive alignments.
lost data. or backup with a new application of field-proven
floppy technology.
VISTAPAK CARTRIDGE holds five 5 V," diskettes at 1.2 MegaBytes each. Selection of the diskette is made by the pak '::-............: :
articulator to present the proper diskette to the picker arm. :..

th:e;----..:-:: . . . _'"

DISKETTE PICKER grasps
proper diskette and loads it
G~:-':;:~~_-t_into the drive accurately.
The drive senses improper
loading. and reclamps the
diskette automatically.

MICROSTEP SERVO CONTROL the drive automatically
calibrates itself to each
diskette individually, assuring interchangeability of
media between drives. and
making drive alignment a
task of the past. Our special
seND can move in increments
as small as 1/i00th of a track,
and even track diskettes
recorded off-center.

6MB PER CARTRIDGE

The Vista VI 200 system uses an advanced DMA controller to
insure data integrity. and to keep data moving at the maximum
possible rate.
'
Included with every system is software for Apple DOS 3.3' ~
Apple PASCAL'", and M ICROSOFT CP/M '". Also included is
Ouickcharge, our proprietary, high-speed enhancement to DOS
3.3, enabling a 5x speed increase.

OTHER STORAGE DEVICES VS VISTA V1200

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED SPINDLE speed ensures
ac~urate recording and retrieval of your valuable data.
The Vista V1200 also incorporates features such as;
automatic recalibration of the drive if left unused for 2V, minutes.
automatic diskette storage should the drive door be opened.
and power conseNation logic to insure no more than one motor
is operating simultaneously to keep temperature down. and
reliability high.
The VistaPak cartridges hold 6MB of formatted data each.
The removable cartridge allows you to keep duplicates of your
valuable data as well as to keep separate paks for your
accounting. wordprocessing , spreadsheet and other
applications. No other storage device offers more in flexibility
and capability.

Contact Your Local
Vista Dealer Today!
WESTERN REGIONAL DISTRIBUTOR:
Group 3 Electronics
1213) 973-7844 or 140B) 732-1307
California only IBOO) 262-1556

INNOVATIVE V/STAPAK
CARTRIDGE CONCEPT

4000

6~B
5MB

BYTES
2500
PER
DOLLAR

CAPAC ITY
IMBI

~

0.15MB

APPLE HARD V1200
APPLE HARD VI200
DISK
DISK
Maybe you're not quite convinced yet. The best feature of
the VI200 is that it is priced significantly below the competiti on:
51549.00 I mfgr. sugg. list), and is available from your Local
Dealer. See one today.

VlsI'~

COMPUTER
. . COMPANY, INC.

1317 E. Edinger / Santa Ana. CA 92705
1714) 953-0523 IBOO) B54-B017
Pnce s suOject to change w t[hout n()(ICt'
¥1Ipp~ COfl1Jutf'f Co Jnc-

A Fast, Easy, Inexpensive Approach
to Word Processing

PIE Writer:
Word Processi ng System
Hayden 1s thinking a b ou t your future . We know
you're concerned w i th sa.ving t ime and m oney .
with increasing efficiency and productivity.
and tha.t 1s the reason for PIE Writer!
Now you ca.n turn your A pple II into a com plete
word processing system . PIE Writer, a p owerful
editor and formatter, offers the versa.tility and machine efficiency of
the larger systems-a.t a. fraction
of the costl

Lear ning t o use PIE Writer is as easy as learning
to type . There are many user-oriented features ,
deSigned for first-time users as well as serious
programmers : an easy-to-understand, indexed
instruction manual, a carefully designed reference card, an interactive tutorial with each
disket t e, a "help" screen Hsting k ey command
descriptions for reference as text
is edited, and an easel binder for
at-a-glance aid .
If you're looking for high-quality at

Now all your documents and corr espondence-reports, memos, direct
mail pieces , even "personalized"
form letters-can be composed,
edited, forma.tted , and printed
quickJy and accura.tely . Simple
keystroke commands let you
alter characters , words, sentences , even entire pa.ra.graphs!

a low cost, PIE Writer 1s your best
investment. Order yours today!
12009. Standard; 13409, Smarterm ,
Sup 'R' Term , Vldex

Take a look at some
of PIE Writer's
powerful new
features :
- Incremental SpaCing- adds fractions of space
between words for text justification.
• Fast page scrolHng.
- Call command-allows access to machine
language subroutines.
- Saves formatted output on d isk file .
- Works with 40 or 80 column display boards .
- Word Tabbing-cursor stops at beginning of every
word, in addition to set stops .
- Tab stops can be saved on file .
- Word Delete-deletes entire words at a time .
- Lower case capabilities.
• Prints BOLD .
- Centers .

All this and more . . .
for only $149.951
upgrade your PIE a.o: Send $75.00, check or money order.

and or1g1nal disk (at sender's risk) for upgraded version.

or o rder direc t.;

1-800-343-1218
in Massac husetts 617-937-0200

Mail Dept S, Box 600 _ Hayden Softwar e Co.
To: 600 Suffolk Street _ l owell , MA 01853
Please accept my ord er and send me the PIE W ri ter System
for th e followi ng displ ay board .
Please 0 40 column
80 column
Check:
1# 12(09)
IN 13409)
My money order for $149.95 is enclosed; or
Please charge my 0 Visa
0 MasterCa rd
Name ______________________________________

o
o

Add ress __________________________ Apl. _____
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
State ______________________________ Zip _____
MaSlerCardlVisa#
Expi res _ _
Signa lu re _____________________________________
Re~ldenl~

01

c. . _M..... and NI

must add

~ale~ tin

EO·OO1 MOl

-----------------------
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U= 1 TO 150: NEXT
820 IF SL = 0 THEN 840
830 VTAB BL t 4: FOR V= 1 TO 5:
HTAB 1: CALL - 868: FOR U=
1 TO 400: NEXT : HTAB 15: FOR
U= 1 TO 3: PRINT CHRS (A(S
L,U»;: NEXT: HTAB 25: PRINT
AIBL,4)j: FOR U= 1 TO 400: NEXT
: NEXT :SL = 0: HTAS 1
840 VTAS 22: PRINT "S;: 6ET AS: IF
AS = "N" THEN 1150
Set up a room.

850 HOllE
860 X = 3:Y = 35:L = I:D = 3:V5 =
0:V8 : 2:V9 : I:B = 1:" = 0:
Tl = 0:T2 = 0:T3 : 0:T4 = 0:
SC = 0
870 GR: VTAS 21: HTAB 1: PRINT
·SABOTAGE","ROOI1 ";Sj"
I'IISSION ";V9
880 G = 7 - B: PRINT "SCORE"; TAB(
30)j"LIVES"j: HTAS 7: PRINT
SCj: HTAB 36: PRINT Dj:T2 :
O:VI = 0: IF S = "D t ZI THEN
COLOR= 15: FOR T = 35 TO 38
: VLIN 1,3 AT T: NEXT
890 COLOR: 9: PLOT X,Y: COLOR: 2
: HLIN 0,39 AT 0: VLIN 0,39 AT
39: HLIN 0,39 AT 39: VLIN 0,
39 AT 0
900 IF B: I'ID THEN FOR T : 19 TO
21: VLIN 0,33 AT T: NEXT
910 FOR T : 0 TO 30 STEP 10: VLIN
0,20' RND (1) t 12 AT T: VLIN
25 - 20 t RND (1),39 AT T t
5: NEXT : COLOR: 6: VLIN 34,
38 AT 18: HLIN 18,22 AT 34: VLIN
34,38 AT 22
920 COLOR: 1: FOR T = 1 TO 10
930 H= INT ( RND (1) t 35) t 2:
I = INT ( RND (1) • 30) t 5
: IF SCRN( H,I) ) 0 THEN 93

o
940 XIT) = H:Y/T) = I: PLOT H,I: NEXT
:CB = 10
950 COLOR: 12: HLIN 19,21 AT 37:
PLOT 20,36
900 GOTO 110
Fire the laser.

970 Tl = 10
980 POKE Y2,W8: CALL Yl: IF CX {
ZI OR CX } V3 OR CY < II OR
CY ) Y3 THEN COLOR= 10: PLOT

TI,TY: COLOR: W9: VLIN Y8,Y3
AT Y9: HLIN Y9,XO AT Y8: VLIN
Y8,Y3 AT XO: RETURN
990 T = SCRNt CX,CY): IF T : 15 THEN
COLOR: IO: PLOT TI,TY: COLOR=
W9: VUN Y8, Y3 AT Y9: HUN Y
9,10 AT Y8: VLIN Y8,Y3 AT XO
: RETURN
1000 IF T = ZO OR T = X3 OR T :
Y5 THEN COLOR: 10: PLOT TX,
TY: COLOR: Y5: PLOT CX,CY:TX
= CX:TY : CY:CX = CX t XC:C
y : CY t YC: GOTO 980
1010 IF SCRNt CX,CY) : II THEN
COLOR: 10: PLOT CX,CY:CB :
CB t I2:SC = SC t ZI:CX : 10
: HTAB 7: PRINT SCi: POKE Xl
,lO: POKE X2,60: CALL 14: GO TO
980
1020 IF SCRN( CI,CY) = Z9 THEN
POP: COLOR= IO: PLOT TI,TY
: COLOR: W9: VLIN Y8,Y3 AT Y
9: HLIN Y9,XO AT Y8: VLIN V8
,V3 AT XO
Handle the player's demise.

1030 POKE YO,IO:D : Dt l2: HTAB
N6: PRINT Dj: IF T : ZI THEN
CB : CB t Z2
1040 FOR T : IO TO 15: COLOR: T:
PLOT X,V: POKE Y2,15 • TI CALL
YI: NEXT: COLOR: IO: PLOT X
,Y
1050 COLOR: X3: HLIN lO,Y3 AT ZO
: VLIN ZO,Y4 AT 39: HLIN 10,
39 AT 39: VLIN lO,Y3 AT ZO
1060 X: 3:Y : 35: IF D } ZO THEN
COLOR= Z9: PLOT X,Y: GOTO 1
10
Save new high scores.

1070 FOR T = 1 TO 1000: NEXT : TEXT
: HOI'IE : IF SC ( HI THEN 114

o

1080 BL : l:SA = I: VTAB 3: PRINT
·YOU HAVE ANEW HIGH SCORE!"
: VTAS 5: PRINT "PLEASE TYPE
YOUR INITIALS·: INPUT IS: IF
LEN (1$) > 3 THEN 1080
1090 FOR BL = 1 TO 10: IF SC ( A
(BL,4) THEN NEXT
1100 IF BL : 10 THEN 1120
1110 FOR U= 9 TO SL STEP Z2: FOR
V: 1 TO 4:AtU t I,V) : A(U,
VI: NEXT: NEXT
So!tSide

1120 IF LEN (IS) < 3 THEN IS :
IS t "_I: SOTO 1120
1130 FOR U: 1 TO 3:A(Bl,UI: ASC
i "IDS (IS,U,I): NEXT :A(BL
,41 : SC
1140 "S : "PLAY ASAIN?": POKE YO,
ZO: SOTO 790
1150 IF SA : 0 THEN 1200
1160 HOI'IE: VTAB 3: PRINT ·SAVE
HI6H SCORES TO:": VTAB 51 PRINT
"II TAPE 21 DISK 3) NEITHE
R" j : 6ET AS:A: VAL (AS): IF
A< 1 OR II } 3 THEN 1160
1170 ON A60TO 1180,1190,1200
1180 HO"E: VTAB 3: PRINT 'START
TAPE THEN PRESS ANY KEY";: GET
AS: STORE A: GOTO 1200
1190 HO"E: PRINT : PRINT DS·OPE
NHISAB": PRINT DS"DELETE HI
SAB": PRINT DS·OPEN HISAB": PRINT
DS'WRITE HISAB': FOR T = 1 TO
10: FOR U: 1 TO 4: PRINT A(
T,U): NEXT: NEXT: PRINT DS
"CLOSE HISAB"
1200 END
1210 DATA 162,0,173,48,192,232,2
08,253,238,1,3,208,243,96,16
2,0,160,128,136,208,253,173,
48,192,202,208,245,96
Error-trap routine to keep player from
trying to get high scores from nonexistent disk file.

1220 POKE 216,0: INVERSE : PRINT
: PRINT "WARNING:";: NORI'IAL
: PRINT • YOU HAVE NO HIGH-S
CORE FILE": FOR KK = 1 TO 12
00: NEXT KK: SOTO 640

~

APPlETMTABLE FOR:
SABOTAGE
SWAT

LINES

eODE

LENGTH

10Q ~ 210
220 - 330
340 -450
460 .'- 550·
560 -610

SF
OU
"1

~78

'Itt

su

620-120PJ

130-810

.DK

-910

JR

B~O

no -::l020

.LY

1030 -4140·
tlS()'-1220

KS

.....

Zl

.367
514· .
533
540··
521

.~45.

525.

.. 513;: ,
488 •.
5OU'··
'..;
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APPLE DISKOURSE
Part Three Of A Series
by Cary W. Bradley
In our last Diskourse, we looked
at one of the many things that can
be done by using the DOS RWTS
subroutine to read specific disk sectors. The program we presented in
that installment, Disk Snooper,
makes extensive use of this idea; I
hope you've found it a useful tool
for seeing what DOS actually does
while it's working. Although it's not
absolutely essential, the Disk
Snooper can be helpful in verifying
what is being done in this month's
column, as well as subsequent ones.
Chances are, you'll get a much
clearer picture of what's happening
on your disks if you periodically run
Disk Snooper to examine the sectors
you've written to by means of DOS
commands or RWTS calls.
WARNING!

This month's topic is not for the
faint of heart; I'll warn you before
we start that what we'll be attempting is risky. DO NOT, I repeat, DO
NOT run the program presented
here on a good disk before you have
used SWA T, Disk Snooper, and any
other utilities at your disposal to
make sure that the entire program
runs absolutely perfectly. I recommend that you use expendable
copies of disks for testing purposes,
as I did in developing the program.
Neither SoltSide nor I will assume
any responsibility for any disks you
render useless through your attempts to use this technique.
The reason this warning is
necessary is that we are going to be
using the RWTS subroutine to write
information on a disk without using
the normal DOS commands. There
is a lot of housekeeping information
that DOS automatically takes care
of when we use its commands.
When we bypass the commands, we
also bypass the safety provided by

this automatic housekeeping. In doing so, it is not very hard to alter the
data on our disk in such a way that
DOS can't recognize it. But as long
as what we write on the disk conforms EXACTLY to what DOS
needs to see, we can do some neat
things. If you're meticulously
careful, you will find this issue's
utility a handy one to have, and
you'll learn something in the
process.
Our topic this month is the DOS
Catalog, which is maintained on
track 17 (hex $11) of every normally
formatted DOS disk. You can find a
detailed summary of the format of
catalog sectors in your DOS
manual. Briefly, each of the sectors
1-15 of the catalog track is allocated
for storage of catalog information
on 7 disk files. That makes the total
capacity of the catalog 105 files, but
unless your files are very small, you
will use up the space on the disk
long before your catalog ever fills.
DOS selects the catalog sectors in
descending order when files are
created. That is, the first file in your
catalog (When you INIT a disk, this
will be your "Hello" program.) occupies the first position in sector 15.
As new files are created, they are
cataloged in successive positions,
sequentially, until aU 7 positions in
sector 15 are filled. DOS then moves
on to sector 14 for files 8 through
14, and so on, working its way
toward sector 1. Sector 0 has a
special purpose, which we'll investigate in our next article.
Each file in the catalog is given 35
bytes of the sector, in which are
stored the file's name, type, sector
count (mod 256) and the track and
sector number where the file's
track/sector list can be found.
Details are in Appendix C of the
DOS manual, so I won't repeat

them here. Refer to the manual and
examine some catalog sectors with
the Disk Snooper to verify all of this
for yourself.
An interesting thing happens
when you DELETE a file. Only two
bytes of the catalog entry are
changed; the byte containing the
track number of the tis list is
changed to 255 ($FF), and the
number that was in that position is
transferred to the end of the file
name. Thus, when a file is
DELETED, its name remains in the
catalog until there is some reason
for DOS to write over it. Normally,
this is caused by the creation of a
new file.
When a file is created through
one of the DOS commands, DOS
searches the catalog entries sequentially until it finds a position occupied by a DELETEd file, or the
end of the list of active files,
whichever comes first. Information
for the new file is written there. You
have probably noticed that DOS
often puts new files at the end of the
catalog, but that sometimes a new
file shows up somewhere within the
existing list of files. When this happens, DOS has found a DELETEd
file in the catalog and has placed the
information for your new file in that
position.
This method is fine for DOS,
because it can quickly find any file
in the catalog by searching through
the file names. But for you, it's not
so easy. If you CATALOG a disk to
see whether a particular file is there,
you have to visually inspect the entire list, because the file you are
looking for could be anywhere. This
can be a hassle, especially when the
disk contains a large number of
files.
Wouldn't it be a lot easier if you
could rearrange the catalog in
alphabetical order? You can, if you
know how to use RWTS (and if
you're very careful how you go
about it). This issue's utility does
just that, and I affectionately call
the program ALPHIE. Even if you
never have an overwhelming desire
to alphabetize a disk catalog, you
should still get to know ALPHIE.
He's short, sweet and instructive.
Here's how ALPHIE works:
First, the entire 15 catalog sectors
are read into 15 "pages" of the Apple'sTM memory. These pages are
then searched to determine how
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many active files are in the catalog,
and what position each of them currently occupies. Then the file names
are sorted alphabetically.
Finally, a new catalog is constructed, sector by sector, by moving all of the 35 bytes for each file's
catalog entry into their proper position. These sectors are written over
the old, unordered catalog on track
17 of the disk. As a side effect (advantage?), any DELETEd files in
the catalog are "cleaned out;" they
are not put into the new catalog.
Because of this, any new files you
add to an ALPHIEd disk will appear at the end of the catalog, unless
you have DELETEd something in
the meantime.
One of the applications in which
ALPHIE is handy is program
development. When I write a program, I go through many versions,
all of which are SAVEd on the disk
under a common file name with a
version number suffix. When the
disk fills up, I DELETE earlier versions, and, as a result, the latest version frequently gets entered
somewhere in the middle of the

catalog. Successive versions end up
scattered throughout the catalog,
and are often intermixed with
unrelated files on the disk. ALPHIE
puts all versions of the same work
next to each other in the catalog.
If you use ALPHIE for this purpose, you should take note of the
fact that he considers file names
character by character when
alphabetizing. He does not
recognize version numbers as being
different from any other characters
in
file
names.
The
file
PROGRAM. 1 1 , for example,
would come before PROGRAM.2
in alphabetical order. If this
presents a problem for you, use the
name PROGRAM.02 instead of
PROGRAM.2.
ALPHIE uses a simple exchange
sort algorithm to do his job. Instead
of actually exchanging the positions
of the catalog entries in memory,
however, an array of pointers is
maintained. The array contains the
. starting memory address of each of
the catalog entries. Only the
pointers are exchanged during
sorting.
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The amount of time ALPHIE
takes to sort your catalog depends
on the number of files in the
catalog, and how badly out of order
they are. Don't be surprised if it
takes several minutes to alphabetize
a catalog. ALPHIE is slow, mainly
because he is performing operations
on memory addresses, rather than
on variables
normally the way
BASIC likes to work. All of those
PEEKs take time. The sorting
routine is really a BASIC emulation
of a Machine Language procedure.
If you're learning assembly
language, it would be a good exercise to rewrite the sorting portion of
this program using an assembler.
As an indication of how long sorting can take, I used a disk containing 52 files, in no particular order in
the catalog. It took about two
minutes to alphabetize them. By
contrast, when I reran ALPHIE on
the same disk, now with its catalog
completely alphabetized, it took just
over ten seconds to make two passes
through the catalog; once to count
the files and once to determine that
no switching needed to be done.
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In ALPHIE, I have used a technique included in all of our
Diskourse programs thus far. The
value of HIMEM (stored in memory
locations 115-116) is saved at the
very beginning of the program and
restored before execution ends. This
means that your Apple's usable
memory size will be the same when
you finish running ALPHIE as it
was before you began.
This time, however, I have
departed from my regular practice
of writing the Diskourse utilities so
that they'll run on the smallest
possible memory configuration.
Since I've already done it for you
twice, I figured it's time you tried
your hand at it if you have to make
ALPHIE run on an Apple with less
than 48K RAM. But, to show you
what a nice guy I really am, I've
tried to make it as easy as possible.
The memory organization used by
ALPHIE is as follows: Sixteen
memory pages (256 bytes each) are
needed for RWTS input and output.
The top 15 of these are used to store
the 15 catalog sectors, and the one
immediately below them is used to

construct each new catalog sector
before it is written to the disk.
You'll need to know a little hexadecimal to make the conversion.
Each of the sixteen pages starts at a
memory address whose hex representation ends in 00. It is important
that you determine your corresponding pages the same way.
As an example, I'll go through the
procedure I used for the 48K version
of the program. I know that booting
DOS sets HIMEM at $9600 (DOS
manual Appendix D). So, I stored
the catalog in the 15 memory pages
immediately preceding that; i.e., the
pages which start at addresses
$8700, $8800, ... , $9500. Since
RWTS needs two bytes to store the
address of the buffer, this is a convenience. One of these bytes is
always a 0, so to specify the buffer
address before reading or writing, I
only need one POKE. All memory
address calculations in the program
are based on the first two hex digits
of the lowest numbered page used
for catalog storage. In this case, that
is $87, and its decimal equivalent,
which BASIC needs, is 135. In line

240 of ALPHIE, you must initialize
the variable CBOJo to whatever that
number turns out to be for your
situation. ALPHIE automatically
calculates which page is used as the
output buffer; in my 48K program it
is the page beginning at $8600. It
will always be the page immediately
below the lowest catalog page. Since
$8600 is 34304 in decimal, I set
HIMEM Oine 210) to 34303. You
will have to figure out what the corresponding number is for your Apple. Got all that? If you're running
ALPHIE on a 48K Apple, you don't
need to do any of it, but you should
notice that there's lots of room for
any modifications or enhancements
you might want to add.
I wrote ALPHIE with the intention of making the conversion to a
smaller machine easy. Only two
lines need to be changed. But again,
I'll warn you: Make ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN that your program
does EXACTLY what it's supposed
to before you use it on any disk
that's of value.
Since I've made such a big deal
out of the dangers involved in
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writing to the disk without the
benefit of the guardian angel who
oversees the DOS commands, I'll
also offer some suggestions as to
how you might go about testing the
program. First, make copies of
some of your disks. These must be
in regular DOS format; ALPHIE
will not work on copy-protected
disks, and it could cause problems if
the DOS used to write on your disks
has been altered in some way. These
copies should be totally expendable;
if there is an error in the ALPHIE
program when you run it, you could
easily make the disk catalog
unreadable to both DOS and
yourself.
Store your typed version of
ALPHIE on another disk, and DO
NOT run ALPHIE on that disk until the program has been completely
tested and debugged. When you get
a version ready to run, SAVE it,
then put one of the expendable
copies you made into the drive.
Cross your fingers and run the program. CATALOG the ALP HIEd
disk to see whether the result is what
you expected. Once you get
ALPHIE to the point that he makes
your catalog look right, make sure
he's not secretly doing something
you didn't intend, by LOADing,
LiSTing or RUNning each of the
program files, or somehow reading
any text files, on the ALPHIEd
disk. Assure that each file is complete. To be absolutely certain, add
and delete some files, and retest all
of the disk files to make sure
everything is working. Re-ALPHIE
the same disk a couple of times and
go through the whole testing procedure again. You can't be too
careful.
If you have two disk drives, you
can make it a little easier on
yourself. Refer to the RWTS section
of the DOS manual, and change the
appropriate byte in line 720 to make
ALPHIE work on Drive 2 instead of
Drive 1. You'll also want to change
the message in line 300 to reflect
this. Then you can keep the disk
containing ALPHIE in Drive I and
the disk being ALPHIEd in Drive 2.
This should save you a lot of diskswitching.
Treated with proper respect,
ALPHIE can make it easier for you
to visually locate files in your disk
catalogs. If you heed the warnings,
and don't clobber any good disks
SoftSide

while testing ALPHIE, you'll come
away with not only a nifty little utility program, but also a better
knowledge of one of the ways Apple
DOS keeps track of what's on your
disks. In our next article, we'll look
at another of the file-management
features of DOS, the Volume Table
of Contents (VTOC). 'Til then,
have fun with ALPHIE.
Variables
A(X): A defined function, which
determines the starting memory address of file number X.
BF%: The memory address RWTS
uses to determine the high byte of
the current buffer starting address.
CI,C2: Numeric values of
characters being compared in sorting.
CBOlo: Decimal equivalent of the
high byte of the address at which
the catalog starts in memory.
FI,F2: Pointers to the two files being compared in sorting.
FIOlo: Counter which tracks sequential file numbers.
I: Loop index.
IN$: Keyboard input.
J: Loop index.
MP: Main program loop index.
M$(*): Messages displayed during
execution.
NFOlo: Number of active files on
the disk.
NX: Used in constructing new
catalog, to determine where the
next file is to be placed.
OPOlo: Address of the byte which
contains the code for the RWTS
operation (1 = Read; 2 = Write).
PT(*): Array of pointers to addresses at which file data are
stored in memory.
RPOlo: Relative position of
characters being compared in sorting.
RWOlo: Address at which RWTS
calling routine and data begin.
SCOlo: Address of memory location
holding the sector number being
read from or written to.
SWOlo: Flag to determine whether a
switch (exchange) has been made
in sorting.
TOlo: Temporary variable,
miscellaneous uses.
VTOlo: Column number for VTAB.
WB: Starting address of the write
(output) buffer.
X: Dummy variable for definition
of function FN A(X).
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240 CBI = 135:RWI = 768:SCI = 782
:BFI = 786:0PI = 789
250 FOR I = TO 3: READ "$(1): NEXT
260 11$(3) = "$(3) + CHRS (13) +

°

"$(0)

270 FOR I = RWI TO RWI + 29: READ
TZ: POKE I,TI: NEXT
280 SOSUB 600
Main program control

10 SOTO 200
Subroutine to determine number of files
and alphabetize them.

20 NFl = 0: FOR I = 1 TO 105:PT(}

)=

°

30 TI = PEEK ( FN AtI}): IF NOT
TI OR TZ = 255 THEN 50
40 NFZ = NFZ + I:PT(NFZ) = FN A(
Ii

50 NEXT :TZ = NFl
60 PRINT "("NFZ;" FILE";: IF NFl
< ) 1 THEN PRINT "S";
70 PRINT' ON THIS DISK)"
eo IF NFZ ( 2 THEN VTAS VTZ: PRINT
M$(MP): PRINT: PRINT: POP
: GO TO 360
90 FIZ = l:SWZ =
100 Fl = PTtFIZ):F2 = PT(FII + 1)
:RPZ = 3
110 Cl = PEEK tFI + RPI):C2 = PEEK
tF2 + RPZ)
120 IF Cl } C2 THEN PTtFII) = F2
:PT(FIZ + I) = FI:SWZ = 1: SOTO
150
130 IF Cl < C2 THEN 150
140 RPZ = RPI + 1: IF RPZ <: 34 THEN
110
150 FIZ = FI! + 1: IF FI! ( T! THEN
100
160 IF SWl THEN TI = TI - 1: SOTO
90
170 RETURN

°

Program initialization

200 POKE 235, PEEK (115): POKE 2
36, PEEK (116)
210 HI"E": 34303
220 DIM PT(105),M$(3)
230 DEF FN AtX) = 256 i CBZ + 3
5 • X+ 11. INT t(X - 1) I
7l - 24

300 HO"E: PRINT CHR$ (7);"INSE
RT DISK IN SLOT 6, DRIVE I"
310 PRINT DAND PRE 55 ANY KEY «E
SO TO ABORT! ... ·: SOSUB 660
320 FOR MP = 1 TO 3:VTl = 2 • MP
+ 3 + (MP } 2)
330 VTAB VTZ: FLASH: PRINT "$(M
PI: NORMAL
340 ON"P SOSUB 400,20,500
350 VTAB VTZ: PRINT "SIMP): NEXT
I1P

360 VTAB 13: PRINT "FINISHED.": PRINT
: PRINT "ANOTHER DI5K (YIN)?

,

H.

370 POKE - 16368,0: SET IN$: IF
IN$ ( > "Y· THEN SOSUB 700
: END
380 SOTO 300
Subroutine to read disk catalog into
memory.

570 FII = FII + 1: IF INT (FII 11 I ]) = (FII - 11 I 1 THEN
590
580 NI = NX + 35: SOTO 550
590 POKE SCI,I: CALL RWZ: NEXT I
: RETURN
Subroutine to print program title.

600 HOME: VTAB 2: HTAB 17: INVERSE
: PRINT • ALPHIE ": NOR"AL
610 VTAB 5: HTAB 13: PRINT "DOS
3.3 CATALOS"
620 PRINT TAB( 9)"ALPHABETIZATI
OtJ PROSRA"·
630 VTAS 12: PRINT TAB( 12)"BY
CARY W. BRADLEY·
640 VTAB 19: PRINT TAB( 12)"PRE
SS {ESC} TO END": PRINT TAB!
19)· OR"
650 PRINT TABt 8)"ANY OTHER KEY
TO CONTINUE"
660 POKE - 16368,0
670 INZ = PEEK ( - 16384): IF IN
! ( 128 THEN 670
680 IF INI = 155 THEN POKE - 1
6358,0: 60SUB 700: POP: END
690 RETURN
Subroutine to restore original HIMEM
value.

700 POKE 115, PEEK (235): POKE 1
16, PEEK (236): PRINT: RETURN
The data

400 POKE OPZ,1
410 FOR I = 15 TO 1 STEP - 1
420 POKE SCI,I: POKE BFZ,CBZ + 1
5- I

430 CALL RWZ: NEXT I: RETURN

710 DATA DO NOT INTERRUPT.,READI
NG CATAL06.,ALPHABETIZIN6.,W
RITING NEW CATALOS
720 DATA 169,3,160,9,32,217,3,96
,0,1,96,1,0,17,0,26,3,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,96,1,0,1,239,216

Subroutine to write new catalog.

500 POKE OPI,2:FIZ = I:TI = CBl 1: POKE BFI,TI:WB = TI • 256
510 FOR I = 15 TO 1 STEP - I:NX
= WB + 11
520 FOR J = WB TO WB + 255: POKE
J,O: NEXT J
530 IF (I - 1) THEN POKE WB + 1
,17

540 POKE WB + 2,1 - 1
550 IF FII } NFl THEN 590
560 FOR J = TO 34: POKE NI + J
, PEEK (PT(FIII + J): NEXT J

°
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Apple Music: Two New Systems
Soundchaser & Alpha Syntauri

Soundchaser (from Passport
Designs, Inc., 785 Main Street, Half
Moon Bay, CA 94019) requires an
Apple II™, with monitor, one disk
drive, game paddles, audio system
(amplifier and speakers). Does not
require Language Card. Retail
price: $995.00.
Alpha Syntauri (from Syntauri
Corp., 3506 Waverley Street, Palo
Alto, CA 94306) requires an Apple
II with Language Card (for memory
expansion board to 64K), monitor
(color if possible), disk drive, game
paddles, audio system (amplifier
and speakers). Retail price is $1795
for the complete system. The Plus4
retails for $995.00.
Turn your Apple into a live performance synthesizer. Use your
computer as a recording studio to
make multi-track recordings with
full instrumentation. Define the
sound of a real or imaginary instrument and store it on disk, ready to
call up whenever you want it. Store
complete performances on floppies.
These are some of the capabilities of
the new generation of music systems
for microcomputers. The Soundchaser and the Alpha Syntauri use
Mountain Computer boards to
generate sounds, while adding their
own keyboards and operating software. Best of all, you can start playing as soon as the disk is booted.

system, with a keyboard, for the
Mountain Computer Music System.
Mountain's human interface ranges
from awkward to impossible, and
the Soundchaser corrects many of
its most uncomfortable aspects.
Although most people will find that
it does all they could ask, Soundchaser still lacks some important
abilities for those seriously interested in computer music. The advanced levels of Alpha Syntauri offer some, but not all, of those
sounds.
Conceptually, for each instrument definition you have two
oscillators, each with 16 harmonics
which you can adjust to obtain a
wide range of timbres. Each
oscillator has its own Envelope
Shaper, which is independently controllable. Usually, one envelope and
oscillator are for the main sound,
while the other set are for the initial
attack. A Low Frequency Oscillator
provides pitch variation at infrasonic frequencies (vibrato). All
the adjustments for these devices
constitute an imaginary instrument,
which Passport calls a preset. Up to
ten presets are available at any time,
and more groups of ten may be
called from the disk.
Installation
Installing Soundchaser is fairly
simple. You put the Mountain Com-

Reviewed by Steve Birchall
puter cards in slots four and five of
your Apple and the keyboard controller card in slot seven. The cable
to the keyboard attaches to the card
with a multi-plug like the one your
disk drive uses. From the Music
System boards come a double pair
of audio cables with female phono
plugs, and you simply connect a
regular hi-fi patch cord (included)
between these outputs and your
stereo system. That's all you have to
do. The Soundchaser is not bulky,
but you need to have your Apple
close enough to your stereo system
to be able to hook it up and operate
the controls on your amplifier.
Also, you must have your Apple on
a table big enough to accomodate
the keyboard's rather short cable.
You end up with a lot of equipment
connected together, and you want to
be within arm's reach of all of it.
Needless to say, it's a satisfying array of gear when you first turn it all
on and start playing music. If you
have a good audio system, the
Soundchaser will sound impressive.

What's Included
1) Complete Mountain Computer
Music System - two boards with
lightpen, operating software, cable
to connect to an audio system,
manual

Passport Soundchaser
Essentially, the Soundchaser is
simply an improved operating

The Soundchaser music system from
Passport Designs, Inc.
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Tbe Alpba Syntauri 5 music system
from Syntauri Corporation

2) Keyboard (49 notes), connecting cable
3) Keyboard controller card
4) Soundchaser operating software
5) Manual
Options:
1) Music Tutor: a set of programs
to teach music theory and ear training, with drills and quizzes. Price:
$150
2) Notewriter: will print out
single lines of music after you play it
on the keyboard (on the Silentype
printer or any printer compatible
with the Grappler card). Also permits editing music for subsequent
playback. Price: $99
Playing The Soundchaser
After booting the disk, a screen
appears and you can begin playing
immediately. This is a quantum leap
over MC's operating system, which
required considerable input before
you could make music with it.
The large rectangular blank space
outlined in the middle of the screen
is the display area for graphs of the
waveforms. If you want to see the
waveform you are using, press (W)
to enter this section. You then have
a menu of choices: (C)reate, (E)dit,
(D)isplay, and (S)mooth. Press (D)
and you are asked to select one of
the ten preset sounds, and which of
the two waveforms you wish to see.
Then watch as Soundchaser draws it
for you.
To (C)reate a wave, press (C),
then indicate which preset and
waveform you want to alter. Type C
to clear the bar graph and move the
cursor with the right and left arrow
keys to one of the 16 harmonics. Us-

ing the game paddle knob, raise or
lower the height of the bar which indicates the strength of that harmonic. Pressing the paddle button
sets the value and advances the cursor to the next harmonic, and
Return computes the waveform so
you can hear it.
The (S)mooth function, a simple
6dB/octave digital filter, has a
variable cutoff frequency to
eliminate unwanted high harmonics
which cause harsh tonal qualities. It
also prevents extreme high frequencies from recycling back as unwanted, distortion-producing, low
frequencies (aliasing). Think of it as
the Tone Control.
The (E)dit function lets you alter
one harmonic value quickly. It also
permits you to draw a waveform.
Hold the game paddle's button
down and rotate the knob as the
cursor moves across the screen, tracing your waveform for you.
The (T)une control enables you to
tune your instrument to others in
your group and to move the range
of the keyboard up or down.
Default value is A = 440Hz, but the
range is from 200Hz to 600Hz.
Also, if you want to try other tuning
systems besides Twelve Tone Equal
Temperament, Passport has
available the optional Just Tone and

Mean Tone Tunings on a separate
disk.
The two envelopes (one for each
oscillator) can be adjusted by typing
values into the table at the bottom
of the main screen. These are ADSR
(attack, decay, sustain, release) type
and are independent of each other.
The tricky thing is that you have to
use hex values, 00 being the lowest
. (silence) and FF the highest (maximum loudness).
A low frequency oscillator provides vibrato effects by modulating
the pitch of the audio oscillators at a
very slow (infrasonic) rate.
Digital Recorder
The sequencer/four-track
recorder is a very handy gadget. It
works very much like a four-track
tape recorder, but, rather than storing the actual musical signal, it
stores all the instructions to the MC
boards in digital form (either in
RAM or on disk). The advantage of
this approach is that the music is
newly generated with each playback, so no signal deterioration
takes place, as with analog tape
recorders. The boards are capable
of playing up to eight voices
simultaneously, distributed among
the four tracks of the sequencer.

The Soundchaser and the Alpha Syntauri use
Mountain Computer boards to generate sounds,
while adding their own keyboards and operating
software. Best of all, you can start playing as
soon as the disk is booted•
SoltSide
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Used as a single voice sequencer, it
can repeat the phrase continuously.
During playback you can change
the presets any time you like and increase the tempo (with the left and
right arrow keys on the Apple). Only four tempos, all faster, are possible, which is a distinct weakness of
the system. Musicians like to make
gradual changes in speed and have
slower tempos available, as well.
The four discrete jumps are not sufficient. Having the ten presets
available at any given moment
means you can alter the sound
drastically or subtly, depending on
how you have programmed the
presets. However, in the four-track
sequencer mode, the same group of
ten applies to all four voices, which
is somewhat limiting. To change,
you must type the track number and
the preset number, which although
quick, can be confusing. Better
human engineering would call for a
letter designation for the track, and
a number for the preset.
The four track recorder is easy to
use. Press ESC to switch to the Sequencer screen. Type the number of
the track on which you want to
record and the letter R. (If you want
to change the preset, do it now.) Hit
the space bar and begin playing.
Record a pause and one extra note,
then the space bar to stop recording.
For playback, type the number(s) of
the track(s) you want to hear,
followed by the letter P, hit the
space bar, and listen. You can
change from one preset to another
anytime you like during playback.
For playback on track one and
recording on track two, type the sequence: IP (preset number desired)
2R (preset) Space Bar. A number
followed by the letter 0 turns that
track off. What the system lacks
here is a way to control relative
volumes of the four tracks during
playback
a mixer. Passport plans
to introduce a 16-track recorder
soon, for about $195, which
presumably will take care of this
problem, but users of the basic four
tracker also need to have mixing
available.
Although not available from the
Soundchaser software, other
waveforms, such as square,
triangular and sawtooth, can be
constructed and saved for future
use. No white noise generator is pro-

vided, however, which is a serious
omission. White noise is useful for
making more realistic attacks, (since
acoustical instruments have a strong
noise component on attacks) and
filtered noise is a frequently used
sound in electronic music.
The manual is short, direct, to the
point, and easy to follow. The program itself is written so that you
cannot fall into traps and deadends, except when performing disk
operations. For safety in live performance, when rebooting is not possible, a crash-prevention command,
such as ESC ESC, would help to get
out of those few dead-ends. Pressing a key on the musical keyboard
will nearly always produce a sound.
Soundchaser makes a wide range of
pleasing tone colors, with low
distortion and noise. You can play
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"Soundchaser makes a wide
range of pleasing tone
colors, with low distortion
and noise."

have three more levels of operating
systems. The second level is called
Alpha Plus, followed by Superplus
and Metatrak. Each level adds more
possibilities and is intended for a
different purpose. Alpha Plus adds
a large palette of sound modifications such as vibrato, pitch bend,
timbre scan (which scans across all
the presets for a glittering, tinkling
sound quality), pitch sweep,
oscillator offset (when very slightly
out of tune, gives you a chorus effect; or when tuned in intervals like
thirds or fourths gives you a sound
like organ pipes), linear or exponential envelopes, alternative scale tunings, and an intervals per octave adjustment. Alpha Plus becomes your
development system, creating new
sounds and defining instrument
presets during practice. Superplus is
intended as the Syntauri's performing software, enabling you to make
quick changes, and split the
keyboard (different instrument
presets for different sections of the
keyboard). It has an eight track
recorder / sequencer, metronome
(click track), and a master volume
control. Finally, Metatrak brings
you a 16-track recorder/sequencer
with punch-in and punch-out
capability, erase, fast forward, and
mixdown facilities. Also, you can
control each track independently for
instrument preset and vibrato.

What's Included:
music with ease because the system
doesn't get in your way.

Alpha Syntauri
This system is decidedly more
complex than the Soundchaser.
After passing through many revisions and updates, it has become
more flexible, and capable of more
refinements of sound qualities than
earlier versions. No doubt those
who started with the original Syntauri have been pleased with these
developments. For a newcomer,
though, it is rather bewildering.
Syntauri, like Soundchaser, is an
improved operating system for the
Mountain Computer cards. The
Plus4 system is similar to Soundchaser, though without the sequencer/recorder. But hold on, they
SoftSide

1) Mountain Computer boards
only (none of the MC peripherals
are included. However, you will
never want to use them)
2) Keyboard controller card
3) Keyboard with 51 notes
4) Shielded keyboard cable (required, but costs $35 extra)
5) Two foot pedals
6) Set of disks with operating
systems and examples
7) Manual
8) Price: $1795 for the complete
Alpha Syntauri System. The Plus4
has a four octave keyboard, lacks
the upper two levels of software and
sells for $995.
Options:
1) Musicmaster, a theory teaching
course, for $150.
2) Composer's Assistant, an eight or
more voice polyphonic note

APPLE'"
scoring program. Although not yet
available, Syntauri claims this
package will be capable of transcribing a piece previously recorded on
the system, according to a
metronomic setting. The price has
not been announced.
Installation is similar to the
Soundchaser, but you can put the
three cards in different slots, (with
changeable default values) depending on what other peripherals you
have connected.
Using Alpha

Reading through the manual
reminds me of Phillip K. Dick's
novels, especially Ubik. Just as you
think you have everything figured
out, a trapdoor swings open and
you are confronted with new facts
which wipe out everything you
thought you knew. But, the rewards
of sticking with it and learning each
new level are considerable and
musically worthwhile. Alpha requires quite a lot of homework,
listening and practice, similar to
learning a new word processing program. On the other hand, it's much
easier to learn than playing the
piano, so musicians should not be
hindered by its complexity.
However, computer beginners will
have some difficulty dealing with
the advanced levels of Alpha Synlauri, and should have some prior
familiarity with typical Apple software (VisiCalc, word processors,
Personal Filing System) and how to
use it.
When I finally ascended to
Superplus, I began to get excited
about computer music systems. I
began to draw interesting and useful
sounds out of the instrument for the
first time - sounds not quite so
closely tied to keyboards, scales and
traditional music. The system had
enough ways to modify sounds that
I began to feel some degree of
freedom. The special effects
modifications, which are the most
enjoyable aspect of the entire
system, enabled me to make
wonderful bloops and squiggles and
roars - sounds approaching what I
was accustomed to getting from my
analog synthesizers. The presets
gave me a new freedom to jump

from one sound to another instantly, which I never had with the
analog equipment. Using the
16-track recorder I could build up
complex textures of these sounds
quickly and easily.
The manual is much longer than
Soundchaser's, but it has more
ground to cover. Also, it's written in
a nice, conversational, tutorial style,
which makes learning to play it
painless. At the ends of chapters,
summaries of control commands are
provided, which are useful when
you are playing and forget how to
ask for a modification. A separate
card for quick reference would be a
thoughtful addition. Despite its
complexity, the system won't let you
get trapped into dead-ends, and I
never crashed. An escape route is
always available.
3
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Summary
Both of these systems make many
beautiful sounds, and, for a
keyboard-oriented musician, offer
an effective, flexible, immediately
useable means for making music.
The sounds are complex enough to
benefit from a high performance
audio system. When played through
good equipment, no unpleasant
distortion or noise occurs, which is
an important consideration. In the
Metatrack mode, Alpha Synlauri
does have some faint warbles and
post-decay sounds because of the
complex computations taking place,
but these are hardly objectionable.
They add character to the instrument, much as chiff does to the
organ, or the sound of fingers
SojtSide

squeaking on a guitar string add to
its authenticity.
I think Soundchaser or the Alpha
Plus4 will be the system of choice
for many because they are simple to
operate, and offer as much variety
in sound quality as most people
need. You can spend many happy
hours playing Soundchaser or
Plus4. However, for the more
serious musician, the Alpha Syntauri 5 is the way to go. With it you
can make more sounds, and have
the capability of modifying them in
more interesting ways, including
special effects you create yourself.
The tradeoff for all this is that the
system, while not difficult, takes
more time to learn, and costs more.
With the lower levels for design and
development of sounds, and the
SuperPlus as a performing system,
live performance becomes a much
more manageable possibility.
The Metatrak system with its
16-track (eight simultaneous voices)
recorder is exactly the right tool for
making extended musical structures.
The mixdown capability, which
Soundchaser's four-track recorder
lacks, is a vitally important one. On
the other hand, Plus4, Syntauri's
entry level system, lacks the sequencer entirely.
Since you can store the sounds of
imagined instruments on disk and
recall them, both of these systems
expand their capabilities with use.
The more inventive you are, the
larger the array of sounds you have
available. In this respect, the
systems are like LOGO; they grow,
and "learn" as you work with them.
If you have a complex instrument
definition you want to alter and improve, simply call it off the disk and
continue, or use it as a preset in a
performance - no need to start
from scratch. The systems will
evolve in different 'ways for
everyone who plays them, depending on what the user asks them to
do, making a personal, customized
instrument for each musician.
Badly needed on both is a bandpass filter, or two or three (the
smoothing filters provided on the
Soundchaser do just that - they
round off the rough edges of the
digital oscillators). A filter with
variable frequency and resonance
("Q") would be extremely useful,
particularly if it could be connected
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to an envelope generator, so you
could make timbres which change
with time. Also, such filters would
permit you to use formants, (resonant peaks to simulate acoustical instruments) which would sound more
realistic.
A fixed harmonic structure does
not describe the sound of acoustical
instruments adequately, since the
tone quality changes from note to
note. Because they have fixed
resonance points (determined by the
size and shape of their bodies) their
harmonic structure is altered by
those resonances. Playa scale on a
trombone or clarinet and listen to
the way the color changes from note
to note. On the Soundchaser and
Alpha Syntauri, the color is fixed
and moves in parallel up and down
the scale, which is artificial and
unpleasing. Formants are not difficult to accomodate. If Texas Instruments can do it for Speak and
SpeU® and elevators can talk, we
can reasonably ask for formant
generators (a series of resonant
filters on the output) on a music
system for a computer.
Like analog synthesizers, digitals
offer such an awesome variety of
sounds that the biggest problem is
limiting the range for a particular
composition. The digital synthesizer's sounds are not too different from those of analog equip-

ment. What present digital synthesis
offers beyond analog is the ability to
interconnect various pieces of
equipment and change the settings
on the controls, almost instantly,
simply by typing a command. On
analog equipment, you must plug in
a bunch of wires to connect all the
units, turn knobs, and flip switches,
all of which takes time. The other
solution, which current popular performing instruments use, is to limit
the choices, but make them readily
available by flipping a switch. On a
digital synthesizer, the computer
does it for you in a fraction of a
second, taking all the nuisance out
of live performance, and making
more choices available. This is
possible because the oscillators,
envelope shapers, filters and other
familiar components of analog synthesizers are only concepts contained in the digital software.
Unfortunately, manufacturers
seem to be hung up on keyboards
and equal temperament, and what
we are getting is still something like
a fancy electric piano. The unique
and idiomatic capabilities of computer music are only beginning to be
explored on micros. These second
generation systems overcome the
awkwardness and deficiencies of
their predecessors, and offer some
new possibilities. But we know computers are capable of generating

SoftTakes

"SO I TAPPED INTO A MILITARY COMPUTER WITH MY ATARI.
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?"
SoftSide

more kinds of sounds, particularly
sounds which are not possible to
play through a keyboard, because
this has been the nature of computer
music for the past 30 years. In fact,
we hear these sounds all the time in
computer games. What we need in
the third generation music system is
a way to control those sounds easily
and quickly . We need ways to shape
timbres and musical structures
beyond what a mere sequencer can
do. That is the real potential of the
computer for making music. But
until then, Soundchaser and Alpha
Syntauri are immensely enjoyable
instruments to play. Anyone who
knows a little about music and owns
an Apple can have a lot of fun with
them.
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_NEW PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE MAGIC
P.O. Box 2184
Bramlea Postal Station
Bramlea, Ontario, CANADA L6T 3S4
(416) 451-9452

Maestro is a Machine Language program which turns your TRS-SQ® Model I
or Model III into a music synthesizer. It
has three playing modes, one of which
produces synthesizer type sound. In this
mode, the TRS-SO can produce two octaves of C to C ascending in semi-tones,
as well as a number of pre-programmed
scales and runs. A second-mode has the
same capabilities, but not in a synthesizer type sound. The final mode
allows the player to glide up and down a
full octave from each note selected.
Maestro runs on any 16K, Level II,
Model I or Model III TRS-SO. It is
available for $19.95 (check or money
order) from Software Magic.

LEGEND INDUSTRIES LTD.
P.O. Box 112
Pontiac, MI 48056
(313) 674-0953

.'

The new SOFT 8 for the Apple IITM
computer solves the problem of the
restriction to only eight slots which the

KROWN COMPUTING
Box 66763
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

The Last One is a program writer
which produces programs in BASIC on
a range of popular microcomputers, using your own rough program design, or
"flowchart," as its starting point.
The Last One is used in conjunction
with your usual resident BASIC. Yet, no
knowledge of BASIC programming is
required, since your input is performed
using question and answer routines in
plain English. The only BASIC listing
you will ever see is the finished, up-andrunning program. The programs, once
created, are independent of The Last
One, just as your own current programs
are independent of you.
For more information, send for a
free, descriptive brochure from Krown
Computing.

Apple has on the motherboard by providing an extra slot inexpensively. It
plugs into slot 7 and thus provides slot 7
and S. Switching between slots is software driven, and allows you to switch
between one card and another with simple software commands. With SOFT 8,
you can now put nine cards in your Ap-
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pIe and have them all software accessible.
The disk supplied with the SOFT 8
will allow you to modify standard Apple
DOS so that it will recognize the added
slot.
For additional information and pricing, contact Legend Industries, Ltd.
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_NEW PRODUCTS
PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC.
116 North Cabrillo Highway
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
(415) 726-0280

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE, INC.
4565 Cherryvale
JI\..
Soquel, CA 95073
(408) 476-4901

KALEIDO-SOUNDTM is a real time
graphics program for the Apple UTM
that synchronizes to any audio input.
The audio signal from a home stereo,
cassette player or a sound system can be
plugged into the Apple II's cassette port
to drive four-different kaleidoscope patterns, each with a selectable color
scheme. The full color kaleidoscopes
change color, pattern, and location
dynamically on a CRT monitor, television, or video screen as the music
changes frequency and loudness.
KALEIDO-SOUNDTM has a suggested retail price of $39.95 (including
connecting cable). It is available at computer stores nationwide or directly from
Passport Designs, Inc.

The Sound Tutorial, number 6 in the
Tricky Tutorials series, makes a complicated subject usable for the average
Atari owner. It starts with the simple
sound statement, but progresses to
chords, complete songs and special effects. It also demonstrates the use of
direct POKEs to the computer's built-in,
four channel frequency controls. All of
the material can be used by a beginner,
but the more sophisticated user can also
learn much from it.
The Sound Tutorial includes 32 pages
of text, cartoons and programs. A program, Player Piano, can be added to the
tutorial at no extra cost.
The Sound Tutorial requires an Atari
400/800 with 16K - tape, 24K - disk,
and a BASIC cartridge. The retail price,
for both cassette and disk versions, is
$19.95.

RESTON PUBLISHING COMPANY,
INC.
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 22090
(703) 437-8900

Essential for the office, ideal for the
home, or the perfect gift for anyone who
is hooked on computers, The Great
Computer Calendar for 1983 is now on
sale from Reston Pubiishing. This is a
full color, spiral bound calendar, featuring photographs of computers, components, people and places that computer people are talking about. It also
includes an extra month, January, 1984,
for advance planning convenience.
In the calendar's back pages, all of the
important dates in the history of computers are fully explained. There will
also be advance planning and registration information for the major computer conventions, such as the West
Coast Computer Faire, and the Northeast Computer Show, making it a complete source for registration
information.
If you are a computer professional, or
just a computer enthusiast, this calendar
is the perfect organizational tool. It is
available from Reston Publishing for
$7.95, or in a ten pack display case for
$39.75. For ordering information, call
(800) 336-0338.
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STARWARE
1701 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 466-7351

The Buyer's Guide for the IBM® Personal Computer describes hundreds of
products for the PC, providing the most
comprehensive source of product information for this computer. In its 28
pages, the reader will find information
on everything from a health club
membership system and 14 other accounting packages, to touch panels,
light pens, digitizers and furniture.
A new edition of The Buyer's Guide is
mailed every six weeks. Single copies are
available for $1.00, and a one-year
subscription is available for $8.00 from
Starware.

_MARKET/SIDE
HESS FIL
Features:
Names & Rating s
Tournament & Date
Round # & # Moves
Opening and and and

Maxell Floppy Disks
The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality

Which can be played
automatically or
stepped fwrd or bwrd

HALLWAY SOFTWARE
6625 Morrow Dr.
Dayton. Oh io 45415
residents add 6% sales lax.

TRS 80 /-111

Atari® Users!!
NOW AVAILABLE . . .
MIGHTY BYTETM Disk Copier. A
backup copier that allows you to
select sectors, identify and write
bad format. Copy almost any disk.
The most powerful copy system
a.... ailable today on Atari
400/800
computers.
Only $29.95

+

$1 shipping

VISA & MASTERCARD call now
(815) 968·2228. for fast delivery
or send payment to:
MIGHTY BYTE
828 Green Meadow Ave., Dept. MBS
Rockford, Illinois 61107

TRS-80 . Modell. 32K . ONE DISK
The Di splay Editor lelS you quickly
put text and graphics material on the
screen . The screen 's contents can
then be saved on a disk .

YOUR GAME
Comes loaded wIHt Fischers
W orl d ChamOlonstuj) Games
Chess File on Disk 524 ·

DISPLA Y EDITOR

Dealer mqulrles invi ted COD's a ccepted

Call FREE (8001 235·4137

Price: $29.95

~
o

~

PACtAC EXCHANGES

•

100 Foothill Blvd
San lUIS ObiSpo. CA 9340 1
In Cal call (BOOj592·5935 or
(805)543·1037

SOFTWARE GALORE
SALE
LIST
Microsoft Premo Sys
775 00 520.00
VIslcalc 3.3
25000 18S.00
V.deolerrn 80 col
345.00 270.00
Systems Plus
1395.00 995.00
(ALL MODS.) .
DB. Master
22900 183.00
375.00 275.00
Words tar
Microsoft Soft card
39500 270.00
d. Base II
700.00 499.00
Screenwriter II
129.95 103.00
SuperteKI40156170
13000 100.00
SenSible Speller
12500 100.00
Rana Disk Dflves
449.00 359.20
T.LM . III
495 .00 396.00
IBM Joysticks
64.95
45.95
L8.M VIsicalcl2S6K
25000 190.00
Micro Modem II
379.00 275.00
We carry hardware and Software for
APPLE. TRS·aO, 18M, ATARI. If you don't
see what you need. call u s to order.

a

The saved screen' s contents can
then be incorporated into any basic
program. This let s you put text and
graphics into your programs without
having to use tedious print and set
statements. Thi s will save you many
hours of programming lime.

800~:~~~6S326 B

Calif.lmemberships 213·827·1851
We are a membership bUying servIce
Membcr. Better BUSiness Bureau

Urder f rom ;
G.W. Compul er Services
RD 1 Box 224
Callicoon , NY 12723
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wabasH
When It comes to
Flexible Disks. nobody
does It better than
Wabash.
MasterCa rd. Visa Accepted.
Call Free: (800) 235-4137

Two Of The
Best Programs
From SoftSide
Quest 1 An

exciting journey into
an underground maze In search of
treasure and adventure. Armed
only with sword and bow , you
must rely on quick thinking to
survive.

Just $4.95

Flip·1t is an excellent implemen·
tation of the board game
Othello™. Match wits with a for·
mldable opponent: you r computer.
Just $4.95
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY TO'

SoftSlde. 6 South Slrool
Milford. NH 03055

SoltSide

FAMILY
TREE
Features:
Not only holds parents.
but will hold Children ,
siblings & mate for
any member in your tree
Will display or print
a direct 4 ply tree for
any member.

Femlly Tree on Disc $18
HALLWAY SOFTWARE
6625 Morrow Dr.
Dayton . Ohio 45415
Ohio residents add 6% sales tax.
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I·SEE

Monitor Debug Trace

APPLE PHYSICS

TtlE 1<"'11< ClJl?E

11 D isk s - 75 Pr ogr ams - $20 3

For S-80 Cassett e Blu es!

~$' PTOIf.n15 CUllaln'tl'nI"e a,r.phlt'S Each .;bshll'

h.s 5 10 10 "",,,,ami r'qumna .1 8 K mtmO!) ""II!

Monltor·Command Menu.
ASCII & Hex Display ,
Edit . Zero . & Block Move

.... ppl'loOft

Debug -A ll monit or cmnds
Pl us Display & Edit for

V S ell .....
MOllO"
\' 6 n...""od)n ..... oo

Regi ste rs & Flags. Step
& Br eak Point , Full Video
Trace-All Debug Cmnds
Plus Dissassemble Trace
Monitor $12 Debug $18 Trace $24
Speclly DlslUCassel1e

~

Mem

HALLWAY SOFTWARE

6625 Morrow Dr.
Dayton. Oh io 4541 5
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The SoftSide famil y is
growing. We are now
covering the IBM Pers onal
Computer and we co rdi al ly
invite PC peopl e
everywhere to joi n the
ranks o f SoftSide contributors. If yo u have a
program , a re view, or j ust
a story to tell , let us
have a look at it. Send
submi ssi ons to:

• .\-.' (AHT -

JU9.5O - COlTl!CUDji

SoftSlde Publications, Inc.
Department Z
6 South Street

AdWiltures
lor ATARI" Computer

Own."

Each adventure lakes up to an hour and Is programmed with random variables to change the
game every time you play.
• THE TALISMAN OF POWER
A search through many obstacles lor the Four

Keys 01 Gremlock. win you get out aUve?
t6K -$17.95
• THE GHOST TOWER

Find a Magical Gem In a to wer haunted with
Orcs. goblins. etc. 16K-$t6.95.
• SUPER SHAPE BUILDER

A graphics game mainly for children from age
live. " Draw" your own pictures with your
Joystick. In color. 8K-$9.95.
Send Check or C.O.D. - Discs $4.00 exIra
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Send lor Complete Softw are list
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
CONTINENTAL ADVeNTURES, 4975 Brookdala
Bloomflald HUla, M148013 (313)845-2140
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MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WIll NOT BE UNDERSOlD!l CaIJ Free (800)235-4137
for pnces and mformanon Dealer
mqulnes inVited and c.O D's
accepted

100 FoothIll Blvd

56n lutS Obispo, CA
93401 In Cal taU
(800)592·5935 or

Milford, NH 03055

CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
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COMPUTER DISKETTES

~ COMPUTER CASSETTES,

CASSETTE DUPLICATING SERVICE
APPLE·19MIP c "ATARI HEATH·OSBORN
COMMODORE·TRs.ao.SINCLAIR NORTH STAR
D,skettes l00~ Cerll i led

5·'. - SSDQ SOIl

Unit
Pllce

'0 Pac k

Sec t or

W IH ub RIng
$275
525 00
5'. - SSDO '0 HarO Sector 275
2500
5'.· OSOD Sott Sector
375
3500
S" SSDD IBM Compahble 350
32.f)O
Computer Casselles WIth MAXELL Computer
Ca sselle Tape tOO% Certified
Instant Playl
Record Sliding Lock Oul Doors
C 5 (25 Feel)
'00
C,O\f)O Feel)
2000
C·2Q 1'00 Feel)
2200
26'
, . 00
C·30( '50 Fee t)
C«l 1300 Feel )
2600
'90
COO 1. 50 Feet )
3000
Casselte Quptlc'}l,ng ACICI $200 per unll

'"
'"
'"

Ch eck

Master Ch arge

Card . _ _ _ _

E)I;p lrallo n

""

Visa

Dale _ _ _

Send 10 Mllgnetlc Informilion Systems
P O Bo .806 4t5 Ho we Aye Shelton CT 06484
(203) 735 64 77 . De al ers InQult.,. Welcom ed
M inimum Crodlt C.rd Ordor S10 00

So/tSlde
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. .... 77
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Archive Inc .............................. 13
Arma Design Group. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. 53
Authorized Service Ce nter .
. ....... 65
A valon Hill . .. . ..
. ..... 87
B.1.0 . Softwa re. ........
.112
Binary Computer Software
.... 60, 64
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Con ta ct your local Hartley
dealer or send for
FREE catal og .
Hartley Courseware , Inc.

,,~
,,~

AND MANY M ORE
END FOA FREE CATAf,.OQIPRICE LIST

470 CASTRO SUITE _207 _3359
SAN FRAfII CISCOCA 94114

H 5-86'-8966

~ osis

B ox 431
Dimonda le. MI 46621

wesi

Free Lance Ink.............

616·942·8987

'

THIS SPACEONLY

• Ad must be camera ·ready
to exactly 2" x 3" (as sh own

on this page)
• All insertions must be
prepaid , and received by the
1st of Ihe monlh , two months
prior to publication .
• Pos iti oning of ads is at the
discretion of the publisher.
• All contents of ads are
subject to the publisher's
approval.
• Publisher assumes no
responsibility for errors in
advertisement.
• Any changes to original ad
will be subject to a 5%
handling charge .
• No additional d isc ounts
will apply .

for 6
insertions
ONLY

$198.00
for 3
insertions
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.5Off5ia~ MARKET/SIDE Insertion Order
Co. Name
Name
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip, _ _ __

2"

I am enclosing check or money order payable in U.S. funds with my
x 311 camera·ready advertisement. I want to run:

D 6x for $378.00

(prepaid)

D 3x for $198.00

Signature
Send to: 6 South St., Milford, NH 03055

(prepaid)

. .... 110

G.W. Co mputer Services ..... ... •• _ .. .... 109
Hallwa y Softwa re ........... . . . .. . . ..... t 10
Hartley Courseware ......... • .. •.• .. .... III
Hayden Book Co mpany ..... . ... .. .. ..... liO
Kell y' s Comput ing ... . . . .
. ........ 31
Kwik Software. ..
. ............ 110
Last Electroni cs.
. ............... 36
Leading Edge Produ cts.
. Cover IV
Learning Too ls . . .
. ...... 70
LJ K Enterprizes.
. ...... 5
. .... 74
Lyco Comput er. . .
Masterworks. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .
. . Cover II
Mesa Research .......... • .... • ... . .... . ... 9
M icro 6502 . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . ... 84
Micro America .... , . •.••. • . • •. • •. ...... 36
Mighty Byte ................ , ........... 109

REQUIREMENTS-

$378.00
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C & H Video . . . . . .
. .... 99
. .. 16
Component Express. . .. . .... ... . .
Computer Shopper . .
. .............. 97
Continental Adventures .........•........ 110
Co rnu co pia ....... ..... ...... ..• .. .
. J 10
Crabbe Associatcs.. . .... .... .....• . ..
100
Cross Educational Software ... .
. ... 110
Datamosl ...
..........
. .. 7
Don't A sk .
. ......•........ 88
Dynalech .. .
. ......•.............. 8
Educational Software.. ... . ....
. .. 71
Electronics Specialists.. . ........ • ........ 52
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MMG Software ...............•.......... 26
National Computer Shows ................. 35
New Classics Software. ..
. ....... 52
Nudmehi Software. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
.67
Oak Kit Hardware.
. .. . .... . ..... 27
OMNI Resou rces.. .... . ..•....•....
.1
Pacific Exchange ...........•. •. ..... 109, 110
P.B. I ndustries...
. .... • , • •• . ........ 109
Royal So ftware ........... • .. •. . ......... 57
Soft Sector Market ing...... . .. ' ....... .. 39
Software Galore .. ..... ... • . ...•. .
..109
Software House. . . . .
. .47
Software Publishers... . ... . . . ..
. ... 18
.. .. ... ... 63
Sport 'N' Sound Electronics
Strat egic Si mulations. . . ... . . ...
. ... 22
Street Elect ronics. .
. .... 96
Tara Computer Products . .....••. • .••. . ... 82

T. H.E .S. I.S ..............

. .. . ....... 75

Vervan Software. . .. . ... .
Vi sta Computer Corp . .. . . .

. ... .• , ..... 75
.93

SOFTSIDE PUBLICATIONS
Attention Auth ors. .. ..
. ..... 4
The Ad venture of the Month ........ • .... . . 81
Best of SoftSidt . ......................... 32
Binders ..................... . ........... 36
DV& CV ... ... ... ..... ...
. ..... 11
Translation Contest ...................... 12
Ad"ertisi ng Rep resentatives
Sue Rowland, Bob Mackintosh (603) 673-0585
National Represen tative
Christopher Smith . Inter-Marketing A ssociates
(603) 827·3976
Associate I'ublisher
Nan cy Lapointe
Publisher
John G . Grow
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~ATARI®
CHrIstmas Musicr~
Compare! 1. Glorious Four Part Harmony
2. Accurate Song Reproduction
3. Requires Only Basic Cartridge

"CHRISTMAS IS COMING.
HOW JOYFUL IT WILL BE!"
If you've been wondering what arcade games you should buy for your
favorite computerist, we'll have a bit
of advice to offer in SoftSide #35.
We're expanding our review section
for the season and will squeeze in as
many game reviews as we can fit between our covers.

Volume I: Silent Night, Angels From Realms of Glory,
We Three Kings, Go Tell It On The Mountain,
Joy To The World, 0' Come, 0' Come Immanuel,
Good Christian Men Rejoice, Bring A Torch, Coventry
Carol, It Came Upon A Midnight Clear.
Volume II: The First Noel, What Child Is This, Hark
The Herald Angels Sing, There's A Song In The Air,
0' Little Town Of Bethlehem, Angels We Have Heard,
Away In A Manger, While Shepherds Watched,
o Come All Ye Faithful, God Rest Ye Merry Gentle·
men.
Volume III: Jingle Bells, All Through The Night,
Please Put A Penny, We Wish You A Merry Christmas,
0' Sanctissima, Wassailing Song, Deck The Halls,
o Christmas Tree, Good King Wenceslas, I Saw
Three Ships.
Specify:
• Prices:

HOPPER - The Christmas Front Runner is
an exciting, challenging game for your computer. Will you be able to get your frog
across the road, hop onto the logs and reach
your bunker?
GAME DESIGN ALTERNATIVES Worried
about the sociological effects video games are having on our culture? Peter Favaro will offer some
interesting options for game designers.
LPS 11- This light pen for the Apple™ has
been causing a great stir and we'll have an
in-depth analysis.
PLUS - Joysticks for the Atari® , Fireman for
the TRS-8Q®, Part II of PC Blues Box and the
return of The Phantom Programmer.

Version 1 (8/24K Tape· 16/32K Disk)
Version 2 (32K Tape· 40K Disk)
Any Single
Volume

Any Two
Volumes

All Three
Volumes

Tape·
$12.95
$21.95
$29.95
Disk·
14.95
25.95
34.95
Add $2.00 per volume ordered for lyrics.

B.I.G. Software
533 Airport Blvd. #518 .
Burlingame, Ca. 94010
(415) 347-1063
ATARI is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc .
• California residents add 6 ;' % sales tax.
'
Dealer inquiries invited.
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SoftSide

EPYX Temple of Apsbal was the very fiest computer
game ever to win the Hobby Industry award for
excellence. EPYX pledges you that same exc ellence
in every game you purchase from us . .. the VERY
BEST in entertainment !
EPYX 30/FOREVER WARRANTY

· Our 30-dayUncondiUonal Guarantee: Jfyour
EPYX Game bas any defect what&oeverwithin
30 days of purchase, return It to us or your
dealer and we will replace it free.
·Our Forever Warranty: If anything bappens
to your disk at any time after 30 days , for
any reason,just send it back with 55.00 for
shipping, and we will send you a replacement.

MORE THAN JUST
Says who? Says ANSI.
Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American
National Jtandards Ir.stitute (ANS"I) says so. The fact
is all Elephan ~ ' AapfJi r ' "lleet or exceerl the specs
required to meet or exceed all their standards.
But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such
prOJ;launcements?
They're a graup of people representing a large,
YJell-bakmced crass section of disciplines-from
ac,-",Q"Tlia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People fram places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Computer Pragrammers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in
order to make better disks for cansum"r$. i; also to

PRETTY FACE.
make life miserable for everyone in he di\l<-making
business.
How? By gathering together periodically (often,
one suspects, under the full moan) to concoct mare
and mare rules to increase the quality of Aexible
disks. Their mast recent rule book runs aver 20 singlespaced pages-listing, and insisting upon-hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in
order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken
seriously by people who take disks seriously.)
In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable document, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI .. .
We think you'll want us to make same Elephants
for you.

ELEPHAN ~M HEAVY DUTY DISKS.

For a free paster-size portrait Clf our pa'.verful pachyder.n, please write us.
Distributed Exclusively by Lead ing Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021
Call: tall-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.

